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During the dark years under the neocolonial system of the  

U.S. imperialists in the south, he had a clear vision of the possibility of the  

people winning victory through the masses’ concerted uprising.  

—Truong Chinh on Le Duan1

INTRODUCTION

Before the bombs fell, Hanoi was relatively quiet. Although the war had 

disrupted the frenetic pace of life in North Vietnam’s largest city, the late 

fall and early winter of 1972 seemed even more desolate than seasons past. 

Between one- quarter and one- half of the population had been evacuated 

since early December, leaving empty such places as the bustling Dong 

Xuan market nestled in the maze of the Old Quarter and the tree- lined 

boulevard surrounding West Lake that had once provided a romantic 

backdrop for strolling young lovers.2 Mua phun, the steady light rains of 

the winter months, enveloped Hanoi, shrouding the city in a damp cloak 

of despair.3

 Four years had passed since the start of negotiations, yet the war’s end 

seemed nowhere in sight. The dim prospect for peace sank the morale of 

war weary North Vietnamese to new depths in the latter half of 1972. In 

retrospect, it was the lull before the storm. At 7:15 P.M. on 18 December, 

an emergency warning rang out over the city’s loudspeakers announcing 

the imminent arrival of U.S. bombers. Hanoi’s remaining residents had 

twenty- five minutes to relocate to their bomb shelters before B- 52s filled 

the night sky.4 For twelve consecutive days and nights, with a brief pause 

on Christmas Day, the United States dropped nearly 36,000 tons of bombs 

over North Vietnam, while communist forces shot down more than two 
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dozen tactical aircraft and B- 52s. The war for peace had reached its bloody 

climax.

 Thousands of miles away in Paris, the fallout from Operation Line-

backer II’s B- 52 bombing and the Vietnamese aerial defense known as 

Dien Bien Phu Tren Khong (Aerial Dien Bien Phu) would soon be felt. Near 

the close of January 1973, the four parties involved in the conflict—the 

United States and Republic of Vietnam (RVN or South Vietnam), on one 

side, and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV or North Vietnam) and 

the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam (PRG), on the 

other—signed the Paris Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring the 

Peace. Yet no side believed the fight for control over southern Vietnam 

was over. Before the ink could dry on the peace settlement, Vietnamese 

forces were once again locked in battle; their guns would only fall silent 

two years later with the fall of Saigon as the few remaining Americans 

watched. Forged over four years of acrimonious negotiations and intense 

struggle, the 1973 settlement allowed the United States to exit the conflict, 

but it provided only a brief respite from fighting for the Vietnamese. Hanoi 

remained at war for a little while longer.

 How did Hanoi’s struggle, which began as a limited armed conflict 

against the RVN in 1960, lead it to become the target of America’s heaviest 

bombing campaign in history a mere dozen years later? Under what con-

ditions did the local Vietnamese communist war for national liberation 

transform into a major international contest in the Cold War? Although 

much is known about America’s war in Vietnam, the “other” side’s conflict 

remains a mystery. Questions endure over the configuration of the Hanoi 

leadership, its strategies during the “anti- American resistance struggle for 

reunification and national salvation,” and the nature of its victory.

 The key to unlocking these puzzles lies with one individual who has 

managed to escape scrutiny: Le Duan.5 Despite being the architect, main 

strategist, and commander- in- chief of communist Vietnam’s war effort, 

the former first secretary somehow resides on the historical margins of 

that conflict, the prodigious scholarship on which has centered over-

whelmingly on the American experience.6 Indeed, he served in this top 

Party position in Vietnam from 1960 until his death in 1986—the long-

est running reign in modern Vietnamese history. Overshadowed by more 

compelling characters such as Ho Chi Minh, Vo Nguyen Giap, and even 

Pham Van Dong, Le Duan remains an obscure figure. Much of his obscu-

rity, however, was self- cultivated during the war. The quiet, yet stern, leader 

from humble origins in central Vietnam seemed to shun the spotlight and 
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turned it over to comrades who were better suited for public leadership. 

Cutting a “bland figure,” as one journalist described him on the occasion 

of his death, Le Duan knew he was not blessed with Ho’s grandfatherly de-

meanor, Giap’s military prowess, or Dong’s gift for statesmanship.7 How-

ever, he possessed the focus, administrative skill, and iron will that per-

haps these others had lacked. Devoid of the charisma necessary to lead the 

most visible war for national liberation in the Third World and the most 

important struggle within the international proletarian movement against 

neoimperialist forces, Le Duan successfully cultivated the idea of collec-

tive leadership in the Vietnam Workers’ Party (Dang Lao Dong Viet Nam, 

VWP) rather than promoting a cult of personality in Vietnam.8

 Behind the calm facade of the VWP leadership, however, ran ideologi-

cal divisions, personal rivalries, and power struggles that often intersected 

with the larger debates taking place in the communist world. The making 

of Hanoi’s postcolonial grand strategy involved juggling multiple, at times 

conflicting, factors to maintain a critical balance in its internal and exter-

nal policies—a fragile balance crucial to waging a successful revolution-

ary struggle within the wider Cold War. Nonetheless, this idea of comrades 

unified under the benevolent guidance of Ho Chi Minh has stood the test 

of time even though the reality was far different. Obscured by the impene-

trable “bamboo curtain” that has concealed decision making in Hanoi 

since the war, Le Duan actually stood as the primus inter pares at the locus 

of power, the Political Bureau or Politburo (Bo Chinh Tri). Along with his 

right- hand man, the redoubtable Le Duc Tho, Le Duan managed to sty-

mie domestic opponents, temper powerful foreign allies, and defeat the 

world’s leading superpower in an epic struggle. However, little is known 

about who these two men were or how they waged and won a war of global 

and historic import. Although scholars have examined the Vietnam poli-

cies of U.S. leaders such as Dwight D. Eisenhower and John Foster Dulles, 

John F. Kennedy and Dean Rusk, Lyndon B. Johnson and Robert S. McNa-

mara, Richard M. Nixon and Henry A. Kissinger—much remains elusive 

regarding the war leadership of Le Duan and Le Duc Tho.9

 Using recently released materials from Vietnam, the United States, 

Europe, translated communist bloc documents, and firsthand interviews 

with former officials, this study attempts to part the bamboo curtain to 

present an international history of the Vietnamese communist war effort. 

It not only renders transparent the internal workings of America’s most 

elusive enemy during the Cold War, it also exposes how the enemy’s war 

effort unfolded in the global arena. Although studies on American involve-
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ment and defeat in Vietnam highlight contingency and human choices, 

depictions of the Vietnamese revolution and victory emphasize structural 

forces and inevitability. This book reveals that in fact the war and its out-

come were shaped as much by individuals in Hanoi as by historical struc-

tures. It thus offers new answers to old questions: who was in charge of the 

communist war effort, what were their war aims and strategies, and how 

did they manage to defeat the United States and the RVN in the war for 

peace?

 By placing Hanoi and not Washington at the center of an international 

history of the Vietnam War, this study also makes three important con-

tributions to the nature and the role of Third World actors in the inter-

national postwar era.10 First, it reveals how postcolonial leaders brought 

about and sustained superpower involvement in their struggles. Officials 

in Hanoi and Saigon not only played important roles in their nations’ de-

velopment, they also dictated the terms of American intervention and 

shaped the nature of the international Cold War system. Second, this 

study shows how divisions in the communist world derailed postcolonial 

development in the radical Third World. As polarizing as the East- West 

conflict, the zero- sum game of the Sino- Soviet split greatly complicated 

North Vietnam’s socialist revolution. Third, the ability of Hanoi to frus-

trate Washington in the international arena demonstrates just how “small 

power” global politics managed to undermine superpower diplomacy at 

this pivotal juncture in the Cold War. A “diplomatic revolution” did indeed 

take place and the Vietnam War underscores its magnitude.11

 Not just a study of Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s leadership and the war 

they waged, then, this book also pays ample attention to leaders in Wash-

ington and Saigon as well as Hanoi during the war for peace, when all sides 

conducted their diplomatic struggles on the world stage. Richard Nixon 

and Henry Kissinger, as well as RVN president Nguyen Van Thieu and PRG 

foreign minister Madame Nguyen Thi Binh, round out the cast of charac-

ters in this tragic drama. Although a dedicated international history, this 

study does not purport to give equal representation to all of the major 

parties involved in the war. Nor should it. The perspectives of the Viet-

namese parties, including the DRV, the RVN, and the National Liberation 

Front (NLF)–PRG, constitute three- quarters of the story and the United 

States only one- quarter. Despite that obvious, albeit contrived, ratio we 

know much more about America’s war than we do about the Vietnamese 

sides of the conflict.

 A brief survey of the archival landscape explains this imbalance. To 
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date, the collections that would reveal the most about high- level commu-

nist decision making during the war in Vietnam—the Party, Military, and 

Foreign Ministry archives—remain closed not only to foreign researchers 

but also to domestic Vietnamese scholars. Although historical preserva-

tion and record keeping has a long and venerable tradition in Vietnam, 

the state archives pertaining to the war period only opened their doors 

in the late 1990s. As for the Saigon regime, although copious amounts of 

material were ostensibly destroyed at the end of the war in 1975 as the few 

remaining Americans and hundreds of thousands of South Vietnamese 

fled the country, a relatively untapped archive on the former Republic of 

Vietnam exists in Ho Chi Minh City today. This collection—as well as the 

vast materials on the Saigon regime stored in America—sit more or less 

ignored; the vanquished never seem to attract the same level of attention 

as the victors. In contrast to the difficulties associated with Vietnamese 

sources, the materials that pertain to U.S. policy during the Vietnam War 

are not only open but vast. In fact, government records on U.S. decision 

making began appearing as the war was being waged.12 After the conflict 

ended, executive orders and federal declassification policies ensured that 

the National Archives and Records Administration and the various presi-

dential libraries, despite lawsuits by some estates threatening to withhold 

materials indefinitely, continued to churn out millions of pages of docu-

ments. Indeed, a scholar interested in writing a history of the Vietnam War 

would gravitate toward the American side based on availability of docu-

ments alone.

 Based on unprecedented access to Vietnamese archival collections and 

texts, this study rectifies the imbalance in our understanding of that oft- 

studied war. For more than a decade, I was able to carry out extensive re-

search in the Vietnam National Archives as well as in the various libraries 

and academic centers located in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. In 2003, I 

managed to become the first scholar—Vietnamese citizen or otherwise—

to gain access to the Archives of the Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MOFA); I am still the only scholar who has received this honor. As archival 

doors began to open, I was able to conduct interviews, as well as partici-

pate in closed conferences and workshops, with former participants and 

officials both north and south of the seventeenth parallel. As a result, I 

have accumulated a wealth of high- level documents never before seen, in-

cluding archival sources, strictly confidential and limited circulation texts, 

and interview transcripts. Combined with the seemingly endless yet never 

fully comprehensive Richard M. Nixon presidential material declassifica-
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tions, especially after 2000, as well as the recently released Foreign Rela-

tions of the United States volumes on Vietnam, French and British archival 

documents, and translated Chinese, Russian, and East European sources, 

this book is a pathbreaking study of the Vietnamese communist war effort 

as well as an international history of American withdrawal from Southeast 

Asia and the struggle for peace in Vietnam set against the backdrop of the 

global Cold War.

 Even with a new cache of documents from archives around the world, 

any history of the Vietnam War owes much to the impressive existing 

scholarly literature, particularly on U.S. policy toward Vietnam.13 Despite 

the recent resurgence of studies that justify American intervention on 

moral or geopolitical grounds, the overwhelming interpretation of what 

one noteworthy historian of the conflict has called “America’s longest war” 

is highly—and justifiably—critical.14 The problematic roots of U.S. mili-

tary intervention have garnered the most attention from scholars in the 

field.15 From Truman to Johnson, presidents—and their advisors—led the 

United States deeper into war, prompting experts to describe this decision- 

making process as a “quagmire,” “stalemate,” or “flawed containment.”16 

More recently, historians have begun to elaborate and even shift these old 

paradigms previously centered on decision making in the White House 

by injecting transatlantic pressure, domestic political considerations, in-

tense bureaucratic infighting, and heterogeneous forces invested in mod-

ernization schemes as the foundation on which the shaky edifice of U.S. 

policy toward Vietnam was constructed.17

 America’s endgame in Vietnam, which is the focus of this book when 

it analyzes U.S. decision making in depth, has garnered less attention 

from scholars of the war.18 Just as historians of the origins of American in-

volvement ask whether escalation could have been avoided, scholars who 

grapple with the U.S. exit from Vietnam ponder whether peace could have 

been achieved earlier. The vast majority of Vietnam War scholars agree 

that Nixon and Kissinger, who held tight control over Vietnam policy, con-

sciously set out to produce a flawed settlement. However, they disagree 

over the reasons why. The “decent interval” thesis argues that America 

only sought a fig leaf with which to leave Vietnam.19 Convinced that the 

Saigon regime would eventually collapse if the Americans withdrew, Nixon 

and Kissinger produced an agreement aimed only to prevent the fall of 

Saigon on Nixon’s watch. Conversely, the “permanent war” interpretation 

holds that Nixon, though perhaps not Kissinger, never intended to respect 

the terms of the settlement and sought instead to reintroduce B- 52s at the 
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earliest provocation.20 Watergate, however, prevented Nixon from keep-

ing his promises to Saigon. A third interpretation faults the Nixon admin-

istration for producing a stalemate in 1973 by consistently choosing the 

“middle option,” as his predecessors had done vis- à- vis Vietnam, in pur-

suit of containment—neither exerting enough pressure on Hanoi to sub-

mit nor pulling out all the stops for peace.21 All three interpretations, how-

ever, are in accord that peace was a sham and a negotiated settlement was 

impossible before 1973 because Nixon and Kissinger did not want an im-

mediate end to America’s war in Southeast Asia. Outside the Oval Office, 

scholars of America’s end game in Vietnam have also begun to tackle the 

role that domestic politics played in policy making. These studies reveal 

simultaneously the constraints on, as well as the “imperial” heights of, 

Nixon and Kissinger’s power, the lengths to which the White House went 

to shield decision making from the influence of the Washington bureau-

cracy, Congress, and public opinion, as well as the president’s co- optation 

of disparate groups as a means to continue the war.22

 The excellent literature on America’s war effort thus provides a firm 

base on which to build an international history. Whether one sees U.S. ac-

tions in Vietnam from 1950 to 1975 as driven by the domino theory, mis-

guided notions of credibility, realpolitik tendencies, imperialist modes of 

modernization, long- standing Open Door tenets, deep- seated anxiety and 

paranoia in the White House, or subterranean racist and gendered cur-

rents in U.S. policy making, there is general agreement that the American 

people were wrongly led to embark on a protracted and unwinnable war in 

Southeast Asia.

 While scholars of America’s war in Vietnam produce detailed mono-

graphs with alacrity, area studies experts have only slowly and episodi-

cally begun to take an interest in this violent period in Vietnam’s develop-

ment.23 In direct response to the unparalleled attention that the war has 

garnered in contemporary American history, the field of Vietnam studies 

in the West opted to ignore the conflict in support of the dictum that “Viet-

nam is a country, not a war.” However, the conscious neglect of the war 

has been challenged by a new generation of area studies scholars who, 

with the requisite linguistic capabilities and deep grounding in the coun-

try’s history, politics, society, and culture, seek to reclaim that academic 

space from Americanists. What they have produced often challenges the 

portrayal of Vietnam and the Vietnamese in the dominant U.S.- centric lit-

erature, in addition to showing that Vietnam was neither just a war nor a 

monolithic country.
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 Of particular interest to me in writing this book was the area studies 

scholarship that has revolutionized our understanding of the Party leader-

ship in Hanoi and the southern context of the war. Vietnam experts have 

begun to dissect the Communist Party by compiling studies of individual 

leaders to reveal that the ruling regime in Hanoi was neither static nor 

monolithic.24 They expose the limits of Party power on daily life and em-

phasize the breadth of popular dissent that existed behind the banner of 

unified struggle.25 Meanwhile, studies on South Vietnam have challenged 

the notion that revolutionaries south of the seventeenth parallel were de-

void of agency and that the RVN lacked sovereignty. Instead, area studies 

experts have persuasively shown that South Vietnamese polities were 

active agents during the war and that they possessed civil societies that 

were at times both anticommunist and anti- American.26 Just like their U.S. 

counterparts, however, Vietnam studies experts agree that American inter-

vention exacerbated an already fractious and contentious scene to the det-

riment of the millions of Vietnamese who died in what turned out to be 

one of the most violent of all Cold War conflicts.

 Finally, there is a growing body of scholarship that aims to bridge the 

two fields to present bilateral and international studies of the war. Since 

the late 1990s, the “internationalization” of the field has produced studies 

that analyze the war from both the American and Vietnamese perspectives 

as well as introduce important third- party players in the conflict. In the 

early stages of U.S.- Vietnamese interaction, there were clear indications 

of “missed opportunities” in Washington to avert war with Ho Chi Minh’s 

government.27 By the time war was under way, however, both Hanoi and 

Washington circumvented an early peace agreement.28 The studies of re-

lations between the United States and South Vietnam have revealed that 

Saigon was far from a puppet regime.29 Instead, RVN leaders possessed 

their own modernization schemes and sought to carve out a sphere of au-

tonomy within an Americanized war. In addition to the bilateral and bilin-

gual scholarship, historians have begun to place the Vietnam War within 

an international Cold War and global twentieth- century context.30 These 

scholars analyze the impact of the Vietnam War within the communist 

world by exploring relations between Hanoi and its allies in Beijing and 

Moscow, as well as Latin America and Eastern Europe.31 At the same time, 

studies have placed the war within the regional Southeast Asian context.32 

These studies, as well as other international and transnational studies of 

the conflict, reveal that the war’s far- reaching repercussions shook the 

foundation of the global world order.33
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 This book has profited from all of these trends in the historiography. It 

culls from the prodigious literature on America’s war, contextualizes the 

newer findings in area studies, and contributes to the internationalization 

of the field to place the war in a global context while maintaining a focus 

on the major parties involved and forging a new interpretation based on 

new materials. I argue that Washington was not alone in prolonging the 

war; often, American leaders were at the mercy of actors in Hanoi and Sai-

gon who had their own geostrategic reasons to extend the fighting and 

to frustrate the peace negotiations. I will show that leaders in Hanoi did 

not only operate on the defensive but instead possessed a grand strategy 

that included the construction of a police state in the North, the margin-

alization of indigenous revolutionaries in the South, and a policy of equi-

librium in the Sino- Soviet split in order to conduct a total war for reunifi-

cation that brought them to an epic battle with the United States. Finally, 

this book shows how Hanoi, Saigon, and Washington all possessed inter-

national strategies as they waged a war for peace in the global arena, but 

it was Hanoi’s global campaign—more than its military battles or political 

struggle to win the hearts and minds of the South Vietnamese people—

that proved victorious in the end.

 Chapter 1 traces the rise of Le Duan and Le Duc Tho from their heady 

days in the Mekong Delta to the heights of Party power in the Red River 

Delta through their campaign to promote war in the South. The Party, far 

from being forced to sanction war by southern revolutionaries on the cusp 

of annihilation, saw its policy hijacked by Le Duan and Le Duc Tho for 

their own ends. As we see in chapter 2, in order to seal their authority in the 

North and their control over the war effort in the South, Le Duan and Le 

Duc Tho constructed a repressive Party hierarchy. Despite official exhor-

tations to the contrary, the Vietnamese communist struggle was anything 

but a harmonious, unified effort; rather, it was the product of Le Duan’s 

national security state.

 The VWP’s debates were not insular; they reflected the growing ideologi-

cal tensions within the communist world. As the Sino- Soviet split threat-

ened to further unravel Party politics in North Vietnam, Le Duan and Tho 

kicked their police state into full gear between 1963 to 1967 to deal with 

domestic opponents who condemned their war policies, southern revolu-

tionaries who challenged northern authority over their liberation struggle, 

Chinese critics who pressured them to implement Mao’s military strategy, 

and Soviet obstructionists who wanted them to end the war through nego-

tiations. Chapters 3 and 4 reveal that strategy deliberation in Hanoi took 
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into account not only the military picture in South Vietnam and the politi-

cal situation in the United States but also DRV domestic politics and for-

eign relations, as Le Duan’s war planning hinged on his controversial Gen-

eral Offensive and General Uprising strategy. In 1964, Le Duan’s first bid 

for victory resulted in American intervention; in 1968, his second attempt 

facilitated the rise of more intractable enemies in Washington and Saigon.

 Thus, the war for peace in the aftermath of the Tet Offensive ushered in 

new actors with new international strategies. Chapters 5 and 6 reveal how 

Le Duan and Nixon sought to find each other’s breaking point in the battle-

grounds of Cambodia and Laos rather than order their deputies, Tho and 

Kissinger, to compromise in Paris. Meanwhile, South Vietnamese leaders, 

RVN president Thieu and PRG leader Madame Nguyen Thi Binh, emerged 

as major players in the war for peace. While the former engaged in a battle 

of wills against both his allies in Washington and his enemies in Hanoi, 

the latter proved a formidable diplomat as the new embodiment of the 

Vietnamese revolution after the death of Ho Chi Minh in 1969.

 The regionalization of the air and ground wars to all of Indochina was 

not the only way the Vietnam War extended beyond the geographic bounds 

of North and South Vietnam; chapters 7 and 8 explore how the war’s diplo-

matic sphere went global in the 1970s. As Nixon sought to use détente 

with the Soviet Union and rapprochement with China to his advantage 

in Vietnam, Thieu promoted conservative regional relations to secure the 

RVN’s place in the wake of American withdrawal from Southeast Asia. At 

the same time, Le Duan as well as Madame Binh garnered the support of 

the wider communist world, the revolutionary Third World, progressive 

segments of the West, and the global antiwar movement more generally. 

As Nixon’s superpower diplomacy threatened Hanoi’s war effort, however, 

Le Duan once again turned to his controversial plans for victory. Although 

the Easter Offensive failed to topple the Saigon regime in early 1972, Viet-

namese communist diplomacy managed to blunt Nixon’s triangular offen-

sive as well as Thieu’s obstructionist tactics by the end of the year. It was 

not enough, however, for Le Duan to win the war for peace. Instead, the 

endgame to American intervention witnessed the fashioning of an unten-

able agreement and cease- fire in early 1973.

 Thus, stalemate prevailed in Vietnam until Vietnamese forces once 

again engaged in battle, as the United States became consumed with its 

own domestic struggle in the aftermath of Watergate. By the time peace 

returned to Vietnam in 1975, Hanoi—and indeed all of Vietnam—was a 

very different place than it had been three decades earlier in the wake of 
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nominal independence or even two decades earlier following decoloniza-

tion. This is a story, then, where there are no clear winners, only leaders 

who were willing to go to war over their contested visions for the future of 

Vietnam.

NOTE ON SOURCES: A GUIDE FOR THE  

READER AND THE RESEARCHER

Given the challenges of archival research in Vietnam, a short description 

of the Vietnamese archives as well as Vietnamese- language publications 

on which this study is based is necessary. Since the “troika”—the Party, 

Military, and Foreign Ministry archives—is currently off limits to all re-

searchers, one must access other sources to piece together the narrative. 

The Vietnam National Archives, overseen by the Ministry of the Interior, 

contain a wealth of materials on the war period. Currently, they include 

four centers located in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, and Da Lat. Center 1 in 

Hanoi and center 4 in Da Lat contain French colonial period collections; 

center 3 in Hanoi holds the materials from the DRV (1945–76) and the 

SRV (post- 1976), while center 2 in Ho Chi Minh City stores the files of the 

former RVN.

 Center 3 is indispensable for any history of the DRV at war since it con-

tains the important collections of the state bureaucracies. Even though it 

is less forthcoming for a high- level military, political, and diplomatic his-

tory, a resourceful scholar who understands Vietnamese and is grounded 

in the political configuration of the communist government can garner an 

indirect view of the troika’s holdings from within the collections of the na-

tional archives. For example, the files of the National Reunification Com-

mittee and the Office of the Prime Minister provide a glimpse into the 

Foreign Ministry and the top Party leadership. In contrast, center 2, which 

houses the former RVN collections, contains top- level documents of the 

First and Second Republics. Scholars interested in Saigon’s foreign policy 

can access the president’s notes, Foreign Ministry cables, memoranda of 

conversations with foreign leaders, Defense Department reports, to name 

a few. An astounding amount of materials managed to escape obliteration 

in 1975. In short, the collections on the DRV as well as the RVN are abun-

dant. Scholars who have carried out research in these two archives have 

revealed that it is no longer possible to write about Vietnamese perspec-

tives on the war without consulting these materials or at least relying on 

the scholarship that has.
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 In addition to the national archives, the libraries affiliated with the For-

eign Ministry and the Ministry of Defense are open to scholars and con-

tain primary documents. In addition to these libraries, the troika have cir-

culated texts that draw from their closed archives. Although most of these 

texts have been sanitized and published, others remain “for internal circu-

lation only [luu hanh noi bo]” but nevertheless have managed to make their 

way into researchers’ hands. This book is the first to incorporate these 

published, semicirculated, and closed texts of the Party, Military, and For-

eign Ministry, which have proven essential to understanding Hanoi’s war 

effort in lieu of full access to the archives. What are these texts and what 

do they contain?

 Van Kien Dang Toan Tap (The Complete Collection of Party Documents), 

compiled by the Vietnamese Communist Party, is similar to the Foreign 

Relations of the United States in its inclusion of official documents from 

the governing apparatus.34 These include such documents as Party reso-

lutions, Secretariat directives, Central Executive Committee reports, and 

instructions from the Politburo to southern commanders, and communi-

cation between the Party center in Hanoi and the provinces. Published in 

hardback editions in red and gold, this open collection spans the period 

from the formation of the Communist Party in the 1920s to the present 

day, with each volume covering an individual year.35 In fact, the volumes 

that address the period of the “Anti- American Resistance Struggle for Re-

unification and National Salvation” from 1959 to 1975 have been in print 

since the early 2000s. Although heavily sanitized and edited, these vol-

umes stand as the only contemporaneous official documentation of the 

Party leadership during the war. A scholar equipped with the historical 

grounding and an ability to read the current political tea leaves can ap-

proach these volumes by utilizing the same tools that Kremlinologists em-

ployed to “read between the lines” (but with far greater accuracy).

 Dai su ky chuyen de: Dau Tranh Ngoai Giao va van dong quoc te trong 

nhung chien chong My cuu nuoc (Special Chronology: The Diplomatic 

Struggle and International Activities of the Anti- American Resistance and 

National Salvation, DTNG) was undeniably the most valuable source for 

the second half of this study on the war for peace.36 Daily chronologies are 

useful sources in Vietnam since many of these volumes and tomes intro-

duce materials from the three closed archives.37 Although DTNG is still 

classified and only two of the five volumes include entries that are more 

than perfunctory or culled from media outlets, the collection’s signifi-

cance can be compared to that of the Pentagon Papers for the diplomatic 
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sphere of Hanoi’s war. Volume 4 and part of volume 5 cover the years be-

tween 1968 and 1973, quoting directly from classified telegrams between 

the Politburo and the DRV delegation in Paris. In other words, it includes 

the correspondence between Le Duan and Le Duc Tho on the diplomatic 

struggle. Their telegrams discuss the Party’s international strategy, North 

Vietnamese assessments of each secret meeting with Kissinger in Paris, 

evaluations of Nixon’s triangular offensives, Hanoi’s orders to southern 

diplomats, and frank reports on meetings with Chinese and Soviet leaders. 

In short, this source represents the “holy grail” for diplomatic historians 

interested in the war for peace.

 These open, semicirculated, and classified primary sources along with 

archival collections still need to be buttressed by official histories, public 

speeches, memoirs, biographies, reminiscences, and other publications. 

Official histories of the war often reflect today’s political battles in Viet-

nam; nonetheless, they include important historical insights that are not 

available in Western studies. The Institute of Military History has recently 

completed its eight- volume study of the war, including the official statis-

tics of the People’s Army of Viet Nam (PAVN).38 In addition to national, 

regional, and provincial studies, publishers in the SRV have made avail-

able the public speeches and writings of top Party leaders.39 Combined 

with the biographies and volumes of reminiscences and tributes to fallen 

leaders, these sources are helpful in piecing together the evolution of the 

lives, policies, and careers of Hanoi’s ruling class. In short, they provide 

both a way to evaluate the contemporaneous primary sources and a three- 

dimensional rendering of the historical actors involved in high- level deci-

sion making in Hanoi.

 One memoir deserves special note. The unpublished autobiography of 

Le Duan’s second wife, Nguyen Thuy Nga, allowed me to present a fuller 

depiction of the elusive first secretary.40 Nga’s memoir provides both per-

sonal and professional details of Le Duan’s life, including excerpts from 

their love letters and commentary on her husband’s career. In addition, 

Nga’s life and revolutionary activities are notable in their own right. As 

a southern communist who moved to Hanoi during the pivotal interwar 

years, spent a period in China during the advent of the Sino- Soviet split, 

and returned to the Mekong Delta on the eve of the conflict’s American-

ization, she provides great insight into her husband’s handling of the war 

effort, and her movements reflect critical turning points in his war.41

 Although Hanoi’s War draws heavily from these Vietnamese sources, it 

does not incorporate diacritics in the post- 1976 official SRV spelling due 
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to publishing constraints. Regarding Vietnamese names, I have shortened 

most of them by using given names when appropriate (except for Ho Chi 

Minh, whom I refer to as “Ho” since that is more common, and Le Duan, 

whose name rarely gets shortened) to avoid confusion. I have also used 

the official Vietnamese spelling for geographical terms except in four in-

stances where I adopt the Westernized spelling to avoid confusion: Hanoi, 

Saigon, Mekong, and Vietnam (unless it is part of a direct quote).

NOTA BENE

The youngest of nine children, I was born in Saigon in November 1974 and 

had kin who served on both sides of the war.42 My family’s journey to the 

United States in the final days of April 1975, when I was five months old, 

meant that I do not have any direct memories of that war or what came 

after in Vietnam. Instead, I grew up in a working- class neighborhood in 

post–Vietnam War America during a time when that episode in the na-

tion’s past was being collectively suppressed. My family and I were shame-

ful reminders of a war that should have never been fought. The war was 

both distant and proximate; I did not live it but who I am is a direct result 

of it. Rather than focus on the everyday lives of people who lived through 

the war and whose experiences should not be invalidated no matter what 

side of the Pacific, the seventeenth parallel, or the ideological divide they 

found themselves on, I have sought answers at the loci of power. This is 

not because I believe that leaders matter more than the people they osten-

sibly led or that the decisions they made behind closed doors are neces-

sarily more important or definitive than the individual choices and actions 

of those on the ground. But to understand who is responsible for how and 

why whole nations go to war, a “top- down” approach is necessary. Thus, I 

have set out to understand how certain leaders made specific decisions in 

the corridors of power in Hanoi, Saigon, and Washington that led to the 

deaths of approximately 58,000 Americans and an estimated 2–6 million 

Vietnamese.
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Revolution is offensive.—Le Duan1

c h a p t e r  o n e

LE DUAN’S RISE TO POWER AND  

THE ROAD TO WAR

Under the cover of darkness on 22 January 1955, Le Duan, Party secretary 

of the Southern Territorial Committee, bid a hasty farewell to his second- 

in- command, Le Duc Tho, at the mouth of the Ong Doc River off the tip 

of Ca Mau province in the deep south of Vietnam. While Le Duan secretly 

descended the river on a rickety canoe back to the heart of the Mekong 

Delta, Le Duc Tho stayed onboard the larger ship headed for North Viet-

nam.2 Earlier that day, the two Party leaders had boarded the Hanoi- bound 

Polish vessel Kilinski amid great fanfare in front of international observers 

tasked with overseeing the 300- day period of free movement stipulated 

in the 1954 Geneva Accords.3 With the imminent closing of the border at 

the seventeenth parallel, Le Duan, otherwise known as “Comrade Three,” 

clandestinely remained in the South, leaving Le Duc Tho, or “Six Ham-

mer,” to journey alone to Hanoi.

 During the war against the French, the Party sent both men to oper-

ate in the Mekong Delta even though neither of them hailed from the re-

gion. Le Duan, a man with perennially sad eyes and protruding ears, was 

from Quang Tri province in the central region, while Le Duc Tho, with his 

high cheekbones and hair that would turn nearly all white decades later, 
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came from Nam Dinh province in northern Vietnam. Their commitment 

to southern Vietnam, however, later earned them a reputation for being 

the “first to set foot in the South and the last to leave” during the struggle 

for decolonization.4

 Their connection to the South would have a lasting impact on their 

leadership beyond the French- Indochina War. As the prospect of speedy 

reunification dimmed in 1956, “Ba” Duan and “Sau” Tho would find them-

selves occupying pivotal roles in Party history. As Hanoi’s man in the South, 

Le Duan was in charge of the increasingly difficult task of exerting Party 

direction over the revolution as local insurgents, under attack by Saigon 

forces, took matters into their own hands and demanded support from the 

North to move the resistance to armed struggle. Rather than temper insur-

gent ambitions in the South, however, Le Duan fanned the revolutionary 

flames in the region in an attempt to force his reluctant comrades in the 

North to go to war. If the Party did not support the local insurgency, he 

warned, then the southern resistance either would be wiped out or, just as 

troublesome, would slip out of Hanoi’s control.

 His appeal, however, fell on deaf ears as the top- level leadership in 

Hanoi remained preoccupied with the travails of state building in the DRV 

in the mid- 1950s; however, the opportunity for a policy shift emerged by 

the end of the decade. The fallout from the Party’s costly campaigns dur-

ing peacetime greatly compromised the communist leadership’s standing 

as the North Vietnamese people stood up in defiance of the campaigns’ 

excesses. Placed in a key position to oversee the fallout, Le Duan’s deputy 

now in the North, Le Duc Tho, became the Party’s most powerful apparat-

chik. As rivals in the Politburo fell into disgrace, Tho’s authority allowed 

him to clean house in Hanoi, a crucial portfolio to possess on a fractious 

political scene. With the Party looking to rehabilitate its image by pro-

moting a new leader and a cause that could rally the North Vietnamese 

people, Le Duan emerged as the obvious choice.

 Thus, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho were the driving force behind Party 

policy during Vietnam’s pivotal half century that witnessed revolution, 

war, and reunification set against the backdrop of the Cold War. Before 

the United States made Indochina a hot spot in the East- West confronta-

tion, there were driven leaders heading warring factions with local agen-

das in Vietnam that shaped events in the region and eventually the world.

 This chapter examines the early careers of Le Duan and Le Duc Tho 

from colonial Indochina to postcolonial Vietnam, the lessons they learned 

along the way, the Party they built in Hanoi, and their policies that led to 
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war not only with the Saigon regime but also ultimately with the United 

States. Offering a complex picture of the communist leadership in North 

Vietnam, one that perhaps leads to more questions than it answers, this 

chapter sheds new light on the inner workings of the one enemy America 

could not defeat.

THE REVOLUTIONARY EDUCATION  

OF LE DUAN AND LE DUC THO

Like those of many Vietnamese revolutionaries, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s 

careers were forged in the actual and metaphorical prisons of colonial 

Indochina under French rule. Born in 1907 in Hau Kien village of Quang 

Tri province in the French protectorate of Annam, Le Van Nhuan was the 

second youngest of five children in a poor family. In 1928, Nhuan mar-

ried Le Thi Suong from his home village, departed for Hanoi to assume 

work at the Indochinese Railway Office, and shortly thereafter changed his 

name to Le Duan. Like many young Indochinese of the era, Le Duan was 

caught up in the anticolonial fervor. He immediately participated in po-

litical agitation in the center of the French protectorate of Tonkin by join-

ing the Tan Viet (New Vietnam) Revolutionary Party and later the Hoi Viet 

Nam Cach Mang Thanh Nien (Vietnam Revolutionary Youth Association), 

overseeing the mobilization of railway workers. With the establishment in 

1929 of the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP), which would become the 

Indochinese Communist Party (ICP) after its first plenum later in 1931, Le 

Duan’s anti- French resistance deepened as the Party leaders designated 

him a member of the Committee for Education and Training.

 Le Duan’s second- in- command possessed a similar revolutionary 

résumé. Born on 10 October 1911 in what was known then as Dich Le vil-

lage, My Loc hamlet of Nam Dinh province situated in Tonkin, Le Duc Tho 

entered the world as Phan Dinh Khai. He began his revolutionary career 

at the age of fifteen by taking part in school boycotts and other anticolo-

nial activities organized by the famous patriot Phan Chu Trinh. In 1928, he 

moved closer to the communist faction of the resistance when he joined 

the Revolutionary Youth League in Nam Dinh province, and like Le Duan, 

he rose quickly through the ranks of the Party the following year.

 For these two young men—and multitudes of other young national-

ists—the excitement of anticolonial agitation of the 1920s gave way to the 

harsh realities of French colonial prisons in the 1930s. With the onset of 

the global depression and the upsurge in nationalist activity in Indochina, 
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French colonial forces grew more repressive, exemplified by their severe 

crackdowns against the Yen Bai uprising and the Nghe Tinh revolt.5 Dur-

ing what historian Peter Zinoman describes as a period of mass incarcera-

tion with a deluge of “communists, nationalists, secret- society members, 

and radicalized workers and peasants” into the French prison system, Le 

Duc Tho was arrested in Nam Dinh in late 1930 and sentenced to ten years’ 

imprisonment; a few months later in April 1931, Le Duan’s revolutionary 

career took a decisive turn when French secret agents arrested him in the 

port city of Hai Phong.6 Both men became not only prisoners of the French 

colonial regime but also, and more important, ardent communist revolu-

tionaries by the end of their prison stints at Hoa Lo, Son La, and Con Dao.7

 The advent of the Popular Front government in Paris in 1936 brought 

a relaxation in French colonial policies and amnesty for more than 1,500 

prisoners, including Le Duan and Le Duc Tho, who were set free from the 

colonial gulags. Rather than give up revolutionary agitation after their 

grueling incarceration, they left the prisons even more ideologically and 

politically committed to the communist path to independence. Le Duan 

returned to the central region where he made contact with the Party orga-

nization and quickly rose to the top as secretary of the Party committee in 

Annam in March 1938 and a member of the Central Executive Committee 

(CEC) standing committee the following year. Likewise, Tho returned to 

his northern home province of Nam Dinh and reconnected with the local 

Party cell.

 During the Second World War, the revolutionaries in Tonkin, Annam, 

and Cochinchina found themselves subject to two colonial masters: Vichy 

France and imperial Japan.8 In late 1939, soon after rising to the top of 

Party ranks in the middle region, Le Duan transferred his area of opera-

tions to Cochinchina, where he took up residence in the heart of French 

power in Indochina, Saigon. A few months later, in early 1940, Le Duan’s 

work for the revolution came to a stop once again when he was captured 

and imprisoned on Con Dao island. Meanwhile, Tho was also summarily 

arrested after his return to Nam Dinh and spent the war imprisoned in 

various jails in the North. During their incarceration, the ICP formed the 

Viet Nam Doc Lap Dong Minh Hoi (Vietnam Independence League), other-

wise known as the Viet Minh, to fight both the French collaborators and 

the Japanese fascists.

 It was not until nearly the end of the Second World War that Le Duan 

and Le Duc Tho were finally sprung from jail by their colleagues. Although 

they had missed out on most of the action during the war, their early in-
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volvement in the revolution and long prison records earned them high- 

ranking positions in the Party on their release.9 Freed in time to take part 

in the Viet Minh–led August Revolution of 1945 that brought government 

institutions into Vietnamese hands after the Japanese surrender but be-

fore the arrival of Allied forces, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho—along with the 

communist leadership—witnessed what they perceived as the Party’s or-

ganizational success in harnessing the seemingly limitless power of the 

masses to effect change.10 Although the revolutionaries were prepared for 

violence, there was relatively little bloodshed in the Viet Minh seizure of 

power. While Ho Chi Minh, using the Nguyen Ai Quoc pseudonym for the 

final time, called on his countrymen to “stand up and rely on our strength 

to free ourselves,” differing factions within the Party located in the three 

regions easily ensured that the August Revolution remained under com-

munist guidance.

 Although the desire for self- determination and liberation was strong 

in all of Vietnam, Party control over the revolutionary political scene 

varied; it dominated in Tonkin, operated adequately in Annam, but lacked 

strength in Cochinchina.11 With Ho Chi Minh’s historic proclamation of 

the founding of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam on 2 September 1945 

in front of thousands gathered at Ba Dinh Square in Hanoi, the Party was 

in firm control of the new provisional government. While Ho assumed the 

presidency of the DRV, Truong Chinh held the reins of power in the ICP as 

the first secretary, a position he had occupied since 1941. Born Dang Xuan 

Khu in early 1907 in Nam Dinh province, Khu later changed his name to 

Truong Chinh, meaning “long march,” in honor of Mao Zedong’s ascent 

to power. A committed anticolonialist who participated in school boycotts 

in Nam Dinh city that called for the release of Phan Boi Chu in 1925 and 

that mourned the loss of Phan Chu Trinh in 1926, Khu eventually moved 

to Hanoi, where he helped establish the Communist Party in 1929. A year 

later, he was imprisoned by French authorities and sentenced to twelve 

years in Hoa Lo and Son La prisons. Freed halfway through his sentence 

in 1936, Khu—now a staunch revolutionary—was surveilled by the French 

colonial regime when he returned to Hanoi, where he worked openly as 

a newspaper editor and secretly as a leading member of the Tonkin Party 

Committee.

 When the Second World War began, Khu rose to the top Party posi-

tion of first secretary and officially became Truong Chinh. At the Eighth 

Plenum, held in a small hut in May 1941, Party leaders voted to shift their 

resources from land reform to national liberation. The historic plenum 
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also witnessed the first meeting between Nguyen Ai Quoc, who would rise 

to greater fame as Ho Chi Minh, and Truong Chinh.12 Hailing from two 

different factions within the Party that operated in different regions in the 

north during the Second World War—Ho along with Vo Nguyen Giap and 

Pham Van Dong were part of the Pac Bo contingent near the Chinese bor-

der, whereas Chinh led the Red River Delta group that boasted that they 

were never more than a bike ride away from Hanoi—the revolutionary 

leaders banded together to seize power in 1945.13 The latter would prove 

more powerful.

 After his release from prison, Le Duc Tho returned to Hanoi, where he 

followed in Le Duan’s 1938 footsteps by being elected standing committee 

member of the CEC and being appointed head of the Party Organizational 

Committee. In this capacity, Tho’s primary responsibility was to ensure 

the smooth operation of the Party bureaucracy, a position that would be-

come increasingly important in this next phase of the communist revolu-

tion.

 At the time, however, the Party’s plans for state building would have to 

be put on hold as leaders in Hanoi dealt with two seemingly insurmount-

able obstacles to independence: occupying Chinese nationalist forces sta-

tioned in the northern half of the country and the return of French colonial 

forces, via the British, in the lower half. Although Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 

insistence on international trusteeship under the United Nations in Indo-

china had waned in the days before his death, Harry S. Truman was less 

ambivalent in his recognition of French sovereignty over the region. At 

the Potsdam Conference in July 1945, the United States agreed that the 

Guomindang would oversee the surrender of Japanese troops in north-

ern Vietnam and allowed the British Southeast Asia Command, sympa-

thetic to the French, to oversee the southern half.14 Although the ICP was 

in firm control of the political scene in Tonkin, the Guomindang forces 

pressured Ho Chi Minh to include their Vietnamese allies, non–Viet Minh 

officials from the Vietnamese Nationalist Party (Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang) 

and the Revolutionary League, into the new government. Holding out the 

northern region to the French, Chiang Kai- shek also negotiated economic 

concessions from France at the expense of the Vietnamese. Events in the 

southern half of the country posed even greater challenges for the Party. 

Through British General Douglas Gracey, whose troops oversaw the sur-

render of Japanese forces in the south, France was able to regain a foot-

hold in Cochinchina, where it intended to reconquer its colony and pro-

tectorates. In an effort to thwart France’s attempts to restore its colonial 
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empire, Ho needed to build a broad coalition of forces within the country 

and win support from countries abroad, particularly the United States.

 In this situation fraught with difficulties and no clear solutions, Ho Chi 

Minh made two decisions that would compromise his position within the 

Party leadership. In November 1945, he dissolved the ICP into a Marxist- 

Leninist working group and replaced known communist members with 

leaders from other political parties in order to attract broad support for a 

united front and to garner foreign aid, particularly from the United States. 

At the same time, Ho undertook negotiations with French officials in 

Tonkin, including Jean Sainteny, who were cognizant of France’s limited 

military capabilities and opted to negotiate the France’s return peacefully. 

By signing the Preliminary Accord on 6 March 1946, Ho received French 

recognition of the DRV, which would form a part of the Indochina Federa-

tion under the French Union, in exchange for permitting 15,000 French 

soldiers to return to Indochina and for allowing the fate of Cochinchina to 

be determined by a popular referendum at a later date. Meanwhile, despite 

aid to the DRV cause from individual U.S. Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 

officials, Washington remained deaf to Ho’s pleas for support. Nonethe-

less, despite his having no other viable alternatives in 1945–46, Ho’s deci-

sions to dissolve the Party and shelve the issue of Cochinchina were deeply 

unpopular among certain factions within the communist leadership.15

 Although the Ho- Sainteny agreement was meant to be a starting point 

for further negotiations, French colonial authorities in Cochinchina sabo-

taged diplomacy at Da Lat and Fontainebleau. Following the French 

massacre at Hai Phong harbor in late November 1946, militant factions 

within the DRV disillusioned with diplomacy and impatient to strike back 

launched a nationwide counterattack on French forces on 19 December.16 

A short time after celebrating the end of World War II, the Vietnamese 

were plunged into yet another war, this one for decolonization.

THE WILD SOUTH

When the French- Indochina War began, Le Duan sought to make a name 

for himself in the Party after languishing in prison during the Second 

World War. In late October 1945, he was elected temporary head of the 

Southern Territorial Committee at a conference held in My Tho province 

in the Mekong Delta, possibly after failing to land a higher- level position 

within the military leadership in Hanoi.17 Le Duan’s task of directing Party 

operations in southern Vietnam was an unenviable one, filled with tre-
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mendous dangers and professional pitfalls. Far from Party headquarters in 

Hanoi and close to the center of French colonial power in Saigon, Cochin-

china was a region rich in revolutionary tradition that boasted manifes-

tations of strong communist insurrections such as the 1940 Nam Ky Khoi 

Nghia (Southern Uprising). The region also possessed an array of local 

actors who vied with the communists for control over its tough terrain 

that included dense forests, boggy swamps, vertiginous waterways, and 

cavernous mountains to the west.18 Religious sects including the Hoa Hao 

and the Cao Dai possessed powerful armies and committed followers who 

were much more comfortable in the southern countryside than were the 

city- based communists.19 The Party’s response was to send “Nam Tien” 

(Southward March) units from Hanoi to even out the numbers.20

 Moreover, the communists in the Mekong Delta were not a monolithic 

force.21 Although the Party needed to appeal to a broad array of forces to 

present a unified front against returning French colonial forces, the com-

munist leadership, first under Tran Van Giau and then Nguyen Binh in 

1946, often operated beyond the purview of Hanoi and worked against 

Party policy.22 By unleashing revolutionary violence in the increasingly 

volatile scene in the Mekong Delta, these “rogue” leaders not only threat-

ened Party control in Cochinchina but also incurred the wrath of rival 

groups in the Delta and exacted high casualty rates in confrontations with 

and battles against the French.23

 In order to fortify Hanoi’s control over the chaotic region, the Viet Minh 

leadership sent Le Duc Tho south in 1948. As a professional revolutionary 

who had begun to streamline operations in the DRV, Tho would do the 

same in the Mekong Delta. When Tho met Le Duan for the first time in 

1948, he realized that he had met someone he could not push around.24 

Le Duc Tho thus became Le Duan’s loyal deputy as vice secretary, and 

together the two men set out in the late 1940s to neutralize their commu-

nist and noncommunist opponents while waging war against returning 

French colonial forces.25 Their endeavors in these heady days of the war 

for decolonization forged a partnership that would come to dominate the 

communist leadership for nearly the next half century.

 An event deep in the U Minh Forest in 1948 sealed their friendship. 

Amid war, a maquis marriage took place between a young southern re-

sistance fighter of the Women’s National Liberation Forces based in Bac 

Lieu–Can Tho, Nguyen Thuy Nga, and the head of the Southern Territo-

rial Committee, the formidable Le Duan. Earlier in the year, Le Duan met 
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Nga for the first time when her battalion attended a regional committee 

conference at his headquarters in Dong Thap Muoi. One morning, Nga’s 

task, which was common given the gender inequity even in the revolution-

ary maquis, was to make sure that Le Duan enjoyed his sumptuous meal 

of chicken rice congee with two hard- boiled eggs. Captivated by Nga, Le 

Duan ordered the wait staff to prepare another seat at his table, and he 

even offered her one of his eggs. After their brief encounter at breakfast, Le 

Duan confided to his second- in- command that he was interested in Nga. 

He was already married, but Le Duan could not see his family since they 

were living in enemy territory. Losing little time, Le Duc Tho used a visit to 

Can Tho, where Nga’s battalion was based, to arrange a marriage. “If you 

agree to marry him,” Tho told Nga, “you are agreeing to a very important 

task since it would be your job to take care of him and to make sure that 

he has the health to carry through the revolution.” Thanks to Le Duc Tho’s 

lam mai (romantic setup), Le Duan and Nguyen Thuy Nga were married at 

a ceremony near the Southern Territorial headquarters presided over by Le 

Duan’s and Le Duc Tho’s close friend, colleague, and coconspirator, Pham 

Hung.26

 Far from Le Duan’s revolutionary marriage at Dong Thap Muoi, the 

key battles against the French eventually emerged at the opposite end of 

the country in the mountainous terrain in northern Tonkin with the on-

set of American and Chinese involvement in the French- Indochina War. 

The early years of the war had produced a stalemate of sorts, with colo-

nial troops occupying the cities and towns by driving Viet Minh forces to 

the villages in the countryside and to mountain hideouts. With the hard-

ening of positions in Washington and Moscow by 1947 and the founding 

of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the Cold War had arrived in full 

force in Asia and set the way for the internationalization of the French- 

Indochina War by 1950.27 While Mao Zedong’s China provided the foreign 

assistance that Ho Chi Minh and the DRV needed, the Truman adminis-

tration came to the aid of France’s Fourth Republic and its increasingly 

unpopular “dirty war.”28

 The PRC’s diplomatic recognition of the DRV, which led the Soviet 

Union and its satellite countries to follow suit, allowed Ho Chi Minh to 

travel to Beijing and Moscow in pursuit of aid. Although Ho was less suc-

cessful in the Soviet Union in procuring direct assistance, he reached an 

important agreement with Mao whereby Chinese advisors would train Viet 

Minh soldiers and help organize a campaign to clear French soldiers from 
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the Sino- Vietnamese border. In January 1951, ties with China were further 

strengthened by the visit of the DRV’s rising military star, Vo Nguyen Giap, 

to southern China. Most important, the establishment of the Chinese Mili-

tary Assistance Group (CMAG) in the DRV (which carried out a task identi-

cal to that of the American Military Advisory Assistance Group [MAAG] in 

Saigon) ensured that the Viet Minh would continue to implement Mao’s 

revolutionary strategy of warfare. Although the Vietnamese had adopted 

Mao’s military doctrine prior to the victory of the Chinese communists in 

1949, the direct involvement of Beijing in the French- Indochina War indi-

cated that the Sino- Vietnamese alliance would be further strengthened—

and ultimately tested—as Mao’s three- stage strategy of warfare unfolded 

precariously on the Indochinese terrain.

 With foreign support, Ho was also able to publicly reinstate the Com-

munist Party following the Chinese model as the Vietnam Workers’ Party, 

with himself as chairman, at the Second Party Congress in early 1951. 

Truong Chinh, however, retained the actual leadership of the Party when 

he was elected first secretary once again in 1951. Preoccupied with events 

in the Mekong Delta and unable to travel during wartime, the Congress 

also witnessed the elevation in absentia of Le Duan to the highest level 

of power within the Party: the VWP Politburo. Le Duan now joined the 

ranks of revolutionaries such as Ho, Giap, and Pham Van Dong, as well as 

Truong Chinh, who were already well known within the country.29 More-

over, operations in the south were given a higher priority with the reclassi-

fication of the Territorial Committee of the South as the Central Office of 

South Vietnam (COSVN). As head of COSVN, Le Duan was now politically 

and militarily in charge of operations, placing him in direct confronta-

tion with the popular and independent- minded commander of the armed 

forces, Nguyen Binh.

 By 1951, Binh, a colorful “swashbuckling” character who commanded 

loyal troops in Saigon, had waged a costly war by undertaking a campaign 

of assassination against rival groups as well as shifting to a more proactive 

stage against the French by launching large- scale attacks against colonial 

forces in the south and in southwestern parts of Cochinchina.30 Binh’s 

costly offensives did not achieve the desired military results and thus came 

under fire from Party members who had long envied his popularity. In a 

series of publications, Le Duc Tho spoke out against Binh’s reckless be-

havior, alluding to a “spirit of formalism” and cadres who were too ag-

gressive.31 Shortly after the Party inducted Le Duan into the Politburo, it 
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recalled Binh to Hanoi. Binh, however, never made it back to his home 

region. Although Binh’s fall from power and the conditions surrounding 

his death in late 1951 have been a matter of speculation, it is clear that Le 

Duan and Le Duc Tho, as well as their third- in- command, Pham Hung, 

greatly benefited at the time from his departure from the southern scene.32

 Their first brush with political rivals, then, taught Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho important lessons that they later applied in Hanoi when they en-

countered leaders less easily removed than Nguyen Binh. Ironically, they 

would adopt, to little avail, the same hard- driving military tactics against 

the Americans that Binh had against the French. Unlike Binh, however, Le 

Duan, Tho, and Hung were much better at protecting their flank from rival 

Party leaders who could exploit any missteps.

 While Le Duan and his comrades dealt with southern rivals, war esca-

lated in the north. Despite Chinese assistance and recognition and the 

Party’s internal consolidation of power, the Viet Minh’s military struggle in 

Tonkin continued to encounter difficulties on the ground. Subscribing to 

Mao’s revolutionary war strategy, Viet Minh forces shifted from defensive 

war (phong ngu), which relied primarily on guerrilla tactics, to the equi-

librium stage (cam cu), which incorporated large- scale attacks, at the be-

ginning of the decade. The final stage, which would lead to certain vic-

tory, included the general counteroffensive (tong phan cong). Although 

the Viet Minh’s 1950 victory over the French at Cao Bang provided forces 

with a much- needed morale boost, it also led Vietnamese military leaders 

to undertake foolhardy offensives in 1951–52, just as Nguyen Binh did in 

the south. These “human wave” offensives aimed at breaking through the 

French cordon sanitaire in Tonkin; however, they proved disastrous and 

were easily blocked by French forces at Vinh Yen and Mao Khe in January 

and March–April 1951.

 The defeat at these two battles prompted a reassessment among the 

Viet Minh military brass. In early June 1951, Ho’s close ally, Vo Nguyen 

Giap, who was both the commander- in- chief of the armed forces and the 

minister of defense, criticized Viet Minh training and military perfor-

mance and called for a more effective mobilization campaign and greater 

propaganda efforts. By the late summer of that year, Giap urged greater 

attention to guerrilla war: a concerted step back to the defensive stage. 

In his postwar memoirs, Giap takes full blame for the premature shift to 

the equilibrium stage and claims that he had even disregarded warnings 

from his Chinese advisors, who had counseled against these offensives. At 
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the time, however, he appeared to have blamed another military leader in 

northern Vietnam for the mistakes.33

 The target of Giap’s criticism was a rival high- ranking military officer by 

the name of Nguyen Chi Thanh. In 1951, Thanh served as the commissar 

of the army’s General Political Department (GPD), which supervised the 

ideological aspects of the military. He thus may have directed the frontal 

assault campaigns that had failed so miserably in the north as the vice sec-

retary of the Party’s Central Military Commission (CMC).34 Thanh, whose 

real name was Nguyen Vinh, was born in January 1914 in central Thua- 

Thien- Hue province. The two military men, Giap and Thanh, could not 

have been more different. While Giap was a cosmopolitan intellectual flu-

ent in French who had taught in Hanoi at Tonkin’s most prestigious school 

before becoming a full- time revolutionary, Vinh spent most of his child-

hood and teenage years as a peasant farmer who only completed primary 

school before joining the anticolonial movement in the imperial capital 

of Hue. When Vinh was arrested for his “illegal” anti- French activities in 

the 1930s, the judge at his hearing asked him why he chose to be a com-

munist. Vinh, with his stern demeanor and square features, responded, “I 

fight for the people, for democracy, for our livelihood, so what is the sin? 

I haven’t yet understood communism so how can I be a communist? But 

communists are patriots and fight for the masses so what is wrong with 

that?”35 In July 1937, Vinh was inducted into the Indochinese Communist 

Party, and by September 1938 he was appointed secretary of the Central 

Regional Committee. Attending the historic Tan Trao meeting, which laid 

the groundwork for the August Revolution, Vinh met Ho, Giap, and Dong 

for the first time and adopted the name Nguyen Chi Thanh. By the Second 

National Congress in 1951, Thanh, like Le Duan, was elevated to the Polit-

buro.36

 As the army’s political czar, Thanh was an obvious rival to Giap. Not 

only did Thanh’s department answer to the Party and not to Giap’s Min-

istry of Defense, but Thanh also promoted Party primacy and ideologi-

cal adherence to Marxism- Leninism within the armed forces in contrast 

to Giap’s preferred professionalism and modernization of the PAVN. The 

stage was set for a showdown between Giap and Thanh following the 

costly offensives in 1951 and 1952. While Giap called for temporary re-

straint in order to rebuild the forces, Thanh urged greater aggression in 

order to maintain momentum. More than a decade later, these two gen-

erals would argue precisely along these same terms during the war against 
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the Americans. Although Giap emerged victorious in the military debates 

in the early 1950s during the struggle against the French, Thanh’s more 

aggressive stance would prevail in the 1960s, thanks predominately to the 

support of Le Duan and Le Duc Tho.37

 During the height of the Giap- Thanh debates on Viet Minh strategy, 

the Party recalled Le Duan to the DRV to attend the CEC plenum in 1952. 

After the plenum, Le Duan traveled to China for undisclosed medical rea-

sons. While there, he saw firsthand the destructive nature of China’s early 

preparation for what would become the Great Leap Forward, including 

agricultural collectivization. When he returned to the DRV in 1953, he was 

aghast to see some of these Chinese measures adopted in the northern 

Vietnamese countryside.38 During his stint in northern Vietnam, he also 

met his long- time nemesis, General Giap, for the first time.39 Since 1945, 

Le Duan may have been jealous of the general, who was four years younger 

but occupied a higher position and enjoyed closer relations with Ho Chi 

Minh. Subsequent events did little to lessen Le Duan’s envy.

 Despite the disastrous campaigns in 1951–52, Giap would gain interna-

tional fame—and an enduring historical legacy—as the grand strategist 

behind the battle of Dien Bien Phu. While Giap and his committee pre-

pared for the siege against General Henri Navarre’s forces in northwestern 

Vietnam, Le Duan must have felt exiled when the Party sent him to train 

cadres in Viet Minh’s Interzone 5 in the central province of Quang Ngai, far 

from the heroic siege that would help end the French- Indochina War. For-

tunately for Giap, U.S. president Dwight D. Eisenhower failed to procure 

British support and congressional approval for intervention on behalf of 

the beleaguered French, sealing the fate of the French colonial empire in 

Indochina.

 With the signing of the Geneva Accords and the return to peace, the 

Party sent Le Duan back to the Mekong Delta to explain the terms of the 

agreement, convey the orders of the CEC for postwar planning, and over-

see the period of free movement in the run- up to the national elections 

for reunification set for 1956.40 During Le Duan’s absence, Tho took over 

as head of COSVN, where he used his position to tear down any remaining 

vestiges of Nguyen Binh’s legacy in the region.41 On the day of Le Duan’s 

return, two rows of cadres lined the road and enthusiastically greeted their 

leader’s arrival by holding up two fingers, the symbol for reunification of 

the country. Over the next few days in October 1954, however, during a 

regionwide conference of southern revolutionary leaders held in Bac Lieu 
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province, Le Duan had to dispel the euphoria when he explained the terms 

of the Geneva Accords. Although the period from 1954 to 1960 witnessed 

the “golden era of peace,” especially compared to what would come after, 

it was also marked by great violence for revolutionaries under the Diem 

regime.42

 According to Vo Van Kiet, a Le Duan protégé who would become prime 

minister of Vietnam, he and his southern comrades were extremely 

troubled by Le Duan’s rendering of the postwar situation and posed some 

difficult questions to the top Party leader at the conference: “Why, if Dien 

Bien Phu was such a massive victory, didn’t the Party continue the struggle 

for a few more months in order to gain better terms at the negotiating 

table? Did the Soviet Union and China pressure us to sign the agreement? 

Why did we agree on a temporary division at the seventeenth parallel in-

stead of cease- fire in place? And finally, why were national reunification 

elections scheduled for two years from now and would there even be any 

guarantee that the enemy will abide by these terms?”43 Revisiting this 

troubled period, Kiet said he believes that “Uncle Ho and the CEC sent Le 

Duan to get southerners on board with Party policy, particularly concern-

ing resettlement to the North.” Kiet, who became one of Le Duan’s trusted 

men in the South, recognized the difficulty of his chief ’s duty, later com-

menting that “this was going to be no easy task.”44 Keeping his opinions to 

himself, Le Duan only stated the obvious in his response to his comrades’ 

questions. “There are two possible outcomes,” Le Duan said. “Perhaps the 

‘U.S.- Diem’ [My- Diem] clique will be obligated to carry out the Geneva Ac-

cords; just as likely, they may not. The southern revolution has to have a 

plan for either eventuality.”45

 Nga, Le Duan’s southern wife, recalled waking one night in 1954 after 

their joyous reunion to see her husband pacing to and fro in consterna-

tion. After the war, the Party wanted Le Duan to return north, but he was 

convinced that he should remain behind and sent three telegrams re-

questing that he be allowed to stay below the seventeenth parallel. The 

Party held firm the first two times but relented with his third plea. Nga, 

who by 1954 had borne him a daughter, Vu Anh, and was carrying a sec-

ond child, wanted to stay in the Mekong Delta alongside her husband. Le 

Duan, however, remained adamant that she and their children remain out 

of harm’s way by relocating to Hanoi. Showing more resilience than his 

colleagues in Hanoi, Le Duan quieted Nga’s pleas. “The upcoming situa-

tion in the South will be fraught with difficulties,” he told her, “so if you 

stay back, you and our children will endure hardships and you will inevi-
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tably expose my work here.”46 A new, but no less bloody, era had arrived in 

Le Duan’s revolutionary career.

THE STATE OF PEACE AND THE ROAD TO WAR

Le Duan was reelected as Party secretary of the Southern Territorial Com-

mittee, formerly COSVN, at the October 1954 conference. There he divided 

the South into three interprovinces, eastern, central, and western, as well 

as one region covering Saigon–Cho Lon.47 The shift from COSVN back to 

a territorial committee underlined the Party’s commitment to political 

struggle rather than armed conflict to reintegrate the southern half of the 

country. Following the Geneva Accords, the period of resettlement wit-

nessed some 200,000 people moving northward and 1 million in the other 

direction.48 As secretary of the committee, Le Duan opted to remain co-

vertly in the South, alongside approximately 10,000 other revolutionaries, 

and thus parted ways with northbound Le Duc Tho in early 1955 to travel 

secretly back to Ca Mau.

 Nga, who had failed to convince her husband to allow her to remain in 

the South, was also on the Kilinski, where she hid in her cabin with their 

daughter until the Polish ship reached its final destination. In for a rude 

awakening, Nga, a revolutionary girl who hailed from the western Mekong 

Delta, was about to face a stern and ideologically rigid Hanoi society that 

refused to accept her officially—or even informally—as Le Duan’s wife. 

Le Thi Suong, Le Duan’s first wife, and their children had been separated 

from Le Duan for the duration of the war against the French, but in peace-

time their home village was located in DRV territory. Suong and her chil-

dren, then, would be considered the first secretary’s family when he rose 

to power, not Nga and hers.

 Far from the domestic squabbles that he created by marrying twice, Le 

Duan disembarked from the rickety canoe in early 1955 at Ca Mau, where 

he was greeted by Vo Van Kiet and other deputies. At the time, the Southern 

Territorial Committee’s offices were divided into two divisions. The base 

dubbed “Territorial Committee 1” remained in the old headquarters in Tri 

Phai village, Tho Binh district, Ca Mau province, under Le Duan’s control 

while “Territorial Committee 2” fell under Standing Member Hoang Du 

Khuong.49 From Ca Mau, Kiet and Le Duan’s other bodyguards escorted 

him northeast to Ben Tre.50

 Although Le Duan’s position has been portrayed in official histories as 

caught between a hesitant Party in the North and a hasty insurgency in the 
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South, recent evidence has shown that he may have secretly had a greater 

role in stoking the revolutionary fires. Moreover, his outwardly conserva-

tive position before 1956 in the face of southern demands to undertake 

military action most likely reflected his desire to exert control over the 

fractious situation before condoning rash policies that were too reminis-

cent of Nguyen Binh during the French- Indochina War. According to David 

Elliott, Le Duan’s position had always been ambivalent after his return to 

the Mekong Delta, and it only grew bolder and less content with the Party 

line as the years progressed.51 Official Hanoi policy during these years re-

mained centered on political agitation primarily and political assassina-

tion only when necessary. Even when it became clear that reunification 

elections would not transpire, the Politburo under Truong Chinh would 

not budge from its policy of strict compliance with the Geneva Accords 

and of restricting revolutionary activities to political struggle. Traveling 

around the western Mekong Delta, the southern countryside, and even 

the cities, Le Duan undermined Hanoi’s orders by mobilizing irregular and 

regular troops to prepare for an eventual war.52 At the same time, he reined 

The Mekong Delta (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection,  

Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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in more “hotheaded” southern comrades lest they destroy the resistance 

with their call to arms or, just as disconcerting, lest they—and not he—

reap any rewards if the masses responded.

 Caught in this dilemma, Le Duan decided to relocate the headquarters 

of the Territorial Committee to Saigon, ostensibly to ascertain the political 

mood of the capital city. Kiet and his crew were responsible for protecting 

Le Duan in the heart of the enemy’s power, and they feared for his safety 

each day of his stay in Saigon.53 These were indeed precarious times, and 

Le Duan’s actions in Saigon would make them even more dangerous. Once 

firmly ensconced at the Territorial Committee headquarters at 29 Huynh 

Khuong Ninh Street in the heart of the city, Le Duan penned what would 

become his manifesto, Duong loi cach mang mien Nam (The Path to Revo-

lution in the South), forging the way to liberation through both political 

and armed struggle. When the political heat became too much to bear, Le 

Duan headed for the cool environs of the former French mountain resort 

town of Da Lat, where he stayed for two months until events settled down 

in the RVN capital.54

 This manifesto may have been Le Duan’s attempt to simultaneously 

outflank any competitors in the South and state his campaign in the 

North. The timing was perfect. In mid- 1956, the beleaguered Politburo was 

searching for a solution to its problems with northern reconstruction, and 

the situation in the South appeared the most promising distraction from 

those troubles. The Party announced that it could begin to broach the idea 

of revising its strict policy of political agitation since it now had a base of 

support.55 At the same time that leaders in Hanoi started to reassess their 

policy below the seventeenth parallel, southern revolutionaries, who were 

being hunted down by enemy forces, had already begun to take matters 

into their own hands. In other words, they believed, “war was the only road 

to take.”56 Seeing the writing on the wall, Le Duan attempted to move to 

the forefront of the armed- conflict issue with his manifesto. With Party 

backing, the shrewd leader believed he could unleash the forces of revolu-

tion without losing control over them.

 Although the manifesto stated his shared belief with southern revo-

lutionaries that reunification would only be possible with the complete 

overthrow of the Diem regime, he could not yet sanction armed conflict. 

At the Second Plenum of the Southern Territorial Committee in late 1956 

and early 1957 held in Phnom Penh, Le Duan “opposed efforts to incite 

war and demand peace and reunification. The most immediate demand,” 

he claimed, “would be to demand that continued contacts between the 
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two halves of Vietnam be allowed.57 Immediately following the plenum in 

Cambodia, the Party recalled Le Duan to Hanoi.

 Events in the North would soon bolster Le Duan’s cause. While he snuck 

back to the Mekong Delta in early 1955, Le Duc Tho returned to Hanoi and 

assumed the position of secretary of the Reunification Commission, predi-

cated on his experience below the seventeenth parallel during the French 

Indochina War. By the end of the year, however, Tho’s attentions were 

drawn away from the situation in the South as domestic problems arose 

in the DRV. As a second- tier member of the Party leadership, Le Duc Tho 

benefited from the top rung’s struggle with advancing socialist transfor-

mation of the economy during peacetime. In fact, Tho’s personal fortunes 

rose in direct proportion to the difficulties encountered by the Politburo’s 

nation- building efforts in the latter half of the 1950s.58

 Many of the obstacles to North Vietnam’s development were inherent 

in the transition from war to peace, as well as in the shift from colonial 

protectorate to independent nation. However, the Politburo under Truong 

Chinh also made unwise choices to implement policies that were detri-

mental to a large segment of the population. From December 1953 to July 

1956, the VWP had carried out a land reform campaign and an organiza-

tional rectification program that aimed to abolish landlordism, placing the 

land in the hands of peasant smallholders while simultaneously elevating 

the role of the dispossessed within the Party. In the VWP’s conception of 

its socialist revolution, the land issue was of utmost importance, since 80 

percent of Vietnamese lived in rural areas. At the top, Hanoi leaders strove 

to consolidate Party control down to the village level and purify the VWP 

of bourgeois or capitalist elements who had to be tolerated during the exi-

gencies of the French War. In the villages, however, the Party’s policies 

created an atmosphere of fear, distrust, paranoia, and greed as neighbors 

turned against one another.59

 As the top Party leader at the end of the French- Indochina War, Truong 

Chinh assumed control over land reform during peacetime. In order to 

bolster his position within the Politburo, the first secretary pushed for 

greater control of the agrarian issue by the mass organizations over the  

more established government administration. By 1956, however, the  

North Vietnamese people, who were subjected to the wave of terror in  

the countryside, rose up against the excesses of the campaigns, prompt-

ing the government to send its armed forces to quell the demonstrations. 

When soldiers fired on their own people, the VWP leadership understood 

that it had to make amends with the masses and undertake damage con-
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trol within the Party.60 In August 1956, Ho Chi Minh publicly acknowl-

edged the mistakes of the land reform and Party organizational rectifica-

tion campaigns, but he was powerless to stop the rebellions that ensued 

through the remainder of the year. Shortly thereafter, General Giap gave 

a lengthy speech in which he addressed the specific errors committed by 

the Party.61

 Official apologies, however, were not enough. The investigation and 

subsequent reckoning, known as the “rectification of errors” campaign, 

brought down Truong Chinh and curbed the power of the mass organiza-

tions. However, the government (Ho Chi Minh and Pham Van Dong) and 

the armed forces (Vo Nguyen Giap) were also tainted in the process.62 At 

the Tenth Plenum of the VWP Central Committee in late September 1956, 

Truong Chinh officially stepped down as first secretary, although he was 

not ousted from the Politburo.63 The Party man who oversaw the rectifi-

cation of errors was none other than Le Duc Tho. When it became clear 

that Truong Chinh’s policies were wreaking havoc on Party control over 

the countryside, the CEC made Le Duc Tho head of the campaign and in-

ducted him into the Politburo. After Tho cleaned house in this capacity in 

late 1956, he was appointed Party organizational chief, a position he had 

occupied from 1945 until he was sent to the Mekong Delta in 1948.64 Re-

gaining this portfolio in the late 1950s greatly expanded his powers during 

a vital period in the VWP’s development.

 One by one, then, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s rivals to power in the 

North suffered major blows to their prestige and prominence. Although 

the rectification of errors was by far the most thorough campaign to de-

stabilize the old power hierarchy within the Party and Politburo, Le Duan 

and Le Duc Tho could not yet force the VWP to adopt their campaign to 

launch a war for reunification in the South. Their position within the Party 

would receive a tremendous boost, however, from two other troubling de-

velopments in the DRV and from the inclusion in their clique of two other 

men—one in the military, the other in propaganda and culture. By the end 

of the decade, not only did they command a strong base of support within 

the Party, but the problematic state of the socialist revolution in the North 

also allowed them to push for war in the South from the top perches of 

leadership within the VWP.

 Following on the heels of the land reform debacle, the Party’s crack-

down spread to the cities as the “reeducation of the capitalists [cai tao tu 

san]” and intellectual dissidents threw urban centers into disorder.65 Dur-

ing the start of the rectification of errors campaign, there was a rise in lit-
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erati dissent in the capital city of Hanoi, which led to the Nhan Van–Giai 

Pham (Humanism–Masterpiece) (NV- GP) affair. Named after two short- 

lived publications, this affair involved the intelligentsia—writers, histo-

rians, philosophers, musicians, journalists, critics, and lawyers—who 

chafed at Party regulation and demanded greater intellectual, cultural, 

and political freedom of expression, without calling for the overthrow of 

the entire system as other movements had in Eastern Europe.66 During the 

French Indochina War, the Party and the state had beseeched their writers, 

many of whom joined the army, to produce propaganda and official litera-

ture (tuyen truyen) aimed at mobilizing the masses for the decolonization 

struggle.67 In 1949, the PAVN established the Army Office of Art and Litera-

ture and created the journal Van Nghe Quan Doi (Army Art and Literature) 

to showcase the talents of its writer- soldiers for the anticolonial cause. 

Since the office fell under Nguyen Chi Thanh’s department, the army’s 

ideological watchdog known as the GPD, it also regulated the personal and 

professional lives of the writer- soldiers in an effort to curb any bourgeois 

tendencies.

 The informal contract that existed between the state and intellectuals 

during the war broke down, however, as the latter began to feel betrayed in 

peacetime. When a group of disgruntled writer- soldiers complained about 

the lack of creative freedom in art and literature to the GPD in February 

1955, Thanh dismissed their grievances and castigated the soldier- writers 

for allowing capitalist ideology to seep into their consciousness.68 These 

intellectuals, many of whom believed their military service had earned 

them the right to speak, claimed that the Party’s strict literary guidelines 

for socialist realism hampered their creativity. Now that the DRV was at 

peace, there was no longer a reason to subjugate art to the military, the 

state, or the Party.

 After the unsuccessful meeting with Thanh, intellectuals focused their 

discontent on the Association of Arts and Literature (AAL), which was 

established and controlled by the Party. Writers argued that it curtailed 

intellectual expression and established a worrisome precedent for literary 

achievement. Here, Hanoi’s dissidents would come up against To Huu, 

a rising member of the Party who, like Thanh, was in charge of policing 

ideological adherence to Marxism- Leninism in the North. Born in 1920 in 

Phu Lai village in the central region known then as Annam, To Huu, whose 

original name was Nguyen Kim Thanh, came from a middle- class family 

outside Hue and joined revolutionary activities in the imperial capital as a 

young man in the 1930s. During the French- Indochina War, To Huu served 
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as the Viet Minh’s information director, and in 1951 he was elected as alter-

nate member of the VWP Central Executive Committee.

 During peacetime, To Huu used his leadership position within the VWP 

to undercut more talented rivals in the literary community. On a broader 

scale, he reinforced Party control over the intelligentsia, which threatened 

to undermine the Party’s status in the DRV. In March 1955, the AAL orga-

nized two events that further strained the already tense relationship be-

tween the writers and the Party. The first included a session to discuss a 

book of poetry by To Huu titled Viet Bac (North Vietnam), and the sec-

ond involved the distribution of literary prizes for 1954–55. The literary 

community in Hanoi expressed near- universal disdain for the widely pub-

lished Viet Bac, calling it “bland and small.” Later, writers rallied against 

the awarding of prizes to substandard works that won for being ideologi-

cally correct rather than for any literary merit.69 A group of these disaf-

fected and disillusioned writers started two publications, a series of four 

books titled Giai Pham Mua Xuan (Masterpiece of Spring) and a weekly 

newspaper, Nhan Van (Humanism), both representing an attempt to re-

claim the private, intellectual space from the Party’s grip. The latter pub-

lication sought to connect North Vietnam’s intellectual sphere to interna-

tional, liberalizing tendencies seen in the Hundred Flowers Campaign in 

China, the Hungarian Revolution, and Poland’s October, even though it 

never called for the same wide- reaching reform.70 Nonetheless, the reader-

ship of both publications quickly extended beyond intellectuals.71

 To Huu’s response was severe. With the Party’s support, he imprisoned 

the writers, shut down publishing houses, and launched a countercam-

paign. By early 1958, To Huu instituted even more extreme measures, sub-

jecting the intellectual community to self- criticism sessions. The Party 

eventually suppressed the movement by sending the “counterrevolution-

ary” ringleaders to labor reform camps and refashioning the literati dissi-

dence as a Trotskyist, reactionary plot.72

 Within this oppressive environment, with apparatchiks like Thanh, To 

Huu, and Le Duc Tho ascendant, Le Duan returned to Hanoi in 1957. At 

that time, Ho Chi Minh, chairman of the VWP, took over as acting first sec-

retary with Vo Nguyen Giap and Politburo member Nguyen Duy Trinh as 

his assistants following Truong Chinh’s demotion in 1956. This arrange-

ment was only temporary, since the Party leadership needed to promote a 

new first secretary who had not been involved with the disastrous decision 

making in the North. Moreover, the old guard—including Ho, Giap, Pham 

Van Dong, and the recently demoted Truong Chinh—wanted to promote 
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a new acting head who would respect and practice the Vietnamese com-

munist leadership’s long- held tradition of collective decision making. Le 

Duan, who remained far from the troubles in the North and who appeared 

to lack a strong base of power within the Party, appeared the ideal candi-

date, but even then nothing was confirmed. Holding a fake Cambodian 

passport and traveling under a Chinese name, Le Duan set out from Sai-

gon to neighboring Cambodia and from there to Hong Kong and through 

Guangzhou to reach Hanoi.73

 When he arrived in the DRV, Le Duan had to resolve personal matters as 

well as professional ones. While Nga and her two children bounced around 

apartments and eventually settled with Pham Hung’s family in Hanoi, Le 

Duan’s first wife, Suong, and her children resided in their home village 

of Nghe An more than 100 miles to the south. After exchanging many let-

ters, the two wives and their families met one Tet holiday when their hus-

band was in the South. Nga later described this period as very stressful. Al-

though Suong seemed to accept her as a “younger sister,” her father- in- law 

was less embracing. Moreover, Nga’s friends—many of whom attended her 

maquis wedding to Le Duan in the South—began to pressure her into di-

vorce so that Le Duan would not face any criticism in Hanoi. Finally, the 

real obstacle to their marriage would come from Suong’s adolescent chil-

dren, who moved to Hanoi for school once their father assumed a leader-

ship role in the Politburo. With the National Assembly’s Family Decree 

delineating that a family could only consist of one husband and one wife, 

Nga believed her husband would have to make a choice.74

 Le Duan, however, believed the law did not apply to him. One quiet 

afternoon after his return to Hanoi when he visited Nga’s quarters to play 

with their infant son, Thanh, she broached the subject of dissolving their 

marriage. He railed against the idea: “I will become First Secretary so it 

mandates our divorce, but my heart breaks and I cannot rest easy with that 

decision. A communist must possess loyalty and compassion. If I aban-

doned you, it wouldn’t sit well with me as a communist and so I cannot do 

it. I won’t destroy a family.”75 Not everyone agreed with his stance, and Nga 

ostensibly faced the repercussions. Although this is hard to believe given 

Le Duan’s status in the Party, Nga claims that when Le Duan beseeched 

the Women’s Union to accept Nga and their situation, the women “vehe-

mently opposed.” Despite being a ranking communist official who devoted 

countless hours to studying Party doctrine in the western Mekong Delta, 

Nga saw that the Women’s Union in Hanoi was able to negate her training 
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and her accomplishments and instead make her an “object of their scorn 

[doi tuong cac chi ghet bo].”76

 Powerful as he became in the Party, Le Duan may indeed have been 

powerless when it came to his children. One evening when Le Duan was 

tending to Nga and their baby son, the daughter of his first marriage, 

Hong, made a scene by banging against their door and wailing. Le Duan, 

not knowing what else to do, sent Nga away so he could calm his daugh-

ter down. On another occasion, when a southern comrade called on Nga 

to see if he could set up a meeting with her recently returned husband, 

the entire household forced her to hide while they pushed him away. Nor 

did the inhospitality extend only to fellow southern revolutionaries. Nga’s 

eldest brother and youngest sibling were turned away when they came for 

a visit. During the engagement party of Le Duan’s eldest son from his first 

marriage, the future bride’s family made the mistake of calling Nga “Le 

Duan’s wife,” prompting Hong to wail in defiance. Unable to tolerate the 

stigma any longer, Nga, then three months pregnant with their third child, 

resolved to go to China to further her studies.77

 As domestic bliss evaded Le Duan, he also soon discovered that his rival 

Vo Nguyen Giap still held the means to undermine him. In early 1957, Ho 

Chi Minh had entrusted Giap with drafting Resolution 15, which would 

dictate the Party’s policy toward the southern resistance. Along with Tran 

Quang Huy and Hoang Tung, Giap consulted members of the Politburo 

and diligently worked on the resolution, which might have advised against 

armed struggle, or at least curtailed its use. In early 1958, when Giap gave 

Ho an update on the drafting of Resolution 15, the aged leader, most likely 

under pressure from Le Duan, told Giap to hand over the document to Le 

Duan, who would finalize the resolution and present it to the CEC plenum 

the following year.78 At the same time that he sought to wrestle control 

over Resolution 15 from Giap, Le Duan faced the added pressure of having 

to put off two southern emissaries sent North by the resistance in the sum-

mer of 1957, Phan Van Dang and Pham Va Xo, to seek Party approval for 

armed conflict. Le Duan probably secretly cursed General Giap as he reluc-

tantly locked the southern emissaries away in Hanoi, not allowing them 

to interact with other Party leaders until he had firm control over VWP 

policy. It has been speculated that Le Duan’s deep- seated jealousy of Giap 

and the general’s initial drafting of Resolution 15 were the key reasons Le 

Duan would devote himself to sidelining the general for the remainder of 

the war.79
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 The reason for Giap’s reluctance to approve armed conflict may have 

been connected to the economic situation in the North by the late 1950s. 

As the dust began to settle in the countryside and in the cities following 

land reform and the intellectual dissident movements, the Party resolved 

to take concrete steps toward a centrally planned socialist economy by ac-

celerating its agricultural collectivization and industrialization programs. 

In mid- February 1958, the National Assembly approved the Three- Year 

Plan for Economic Development and Transformation of Cultural Develop-

ment (1958–60), which outlined the socialist transformation of the econ-

omy as well as the cultural and ideological campaign to mobilize the entire 

nation behind the revolution.80 At the Fourteenth Plenum in November, 

VWP leaders decided to accelerate socialist construction. One month later, 

the National Assembly approved the accelerated Three- Year Plan. Party 

leaders hoped that collective farming cooperatives, as the bedrock of a 

socialist political economy, would increase production, control consump-

tion, and direct agricultural earnings to building factories and strength-

ening other sectors of the economy.81 In addition, the organizational ele-

ment of collectivization would contribute to national defense, since the 

peasantry could easily be mobilized in armies and militias. During the 

land reform campaign, collectivization collapsed in many areas, but by 

1957, cooperative experiments began to increase.82 Once again, however, 

the North Vietnamese people resisted the Party’s policies. Political scien-

tist Benedict Kerkvliet describes villagers’ use of “weapons of the weak” 

to hide their resistance by “shirking work” and “snitching grain” during 

this period.83 Ignoring the recommendation of local leaders to avoid a 

rapid increase in cooperatives, the CEC hastened collectivization efforts 

in late 1958 with the accelerated Three- Year Plan, fearing that the peas-

antry would abandon the socialist revolution entirely.84 “By late 1960 . . . 

the reform of agriculture in the North Vietnamese countryside had been 

virtually completed, using the form of low- level cooperatives. More than 

85 percent of the peasant families had joined cooperatives that contained 

68.06 percent of the land. Of that 85 percent, 11.81 percent joined high- 

level cooperatives. In the urban areas, 100 percent of industrial bourgeois 

families, 98 percent of commercial bourgeois families, and 99 percent of 

mechanized transportation facilities included in the area of reform were 

socialized.”85 Although the Party boasted success, with approximately 

2 million people enlisted in the cooperatives from 1958 to 1960, according 

to Kerkvliet, the collectivization plan rested “uneasily on wobbly founda-

tions.”86 In some instances, villagers openly resisted the accelerated col-
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lectivization attempt even though news of the NV- GP crackdown had trick-

led to the countryside.87

 In addition to agricultural collectivization, the VWP attached great 

importance to urban reconstruction and industrial development.88 The 

Three- Year Plan stipulated the building of industrial sites throughout 

Hanoi but with more emphasis on the outskirts of the capital.89 East Euro-

pean sources reveal that the North Vietnamese leadership launched an 

overly ambitious program, ignoring the fact that an agricultural country 

could not be transformed into an industrial one overnight. By the early 

1960s, the Hungarians were complaining that the “already chaotic condi-

tions [that] existed in planning further worsened.”90

 Some of North Vietnam’s difficulties could be attributed to the increas-

ingly complex international environment. During the late 1950s, the fates 

of postcolonial states were inseparable not only from the struggle between 

capitalism and communism but also from the schisms that existed within 

the two camps. In the case of the VWP, the emergence of what would be-

come the Sino- Soviet split greatly complicated North Vietnam’s recon-

struction, socialist development, and path toward reunification. By the 

late 1950s, Hanoi faced two alternative modes of revolution, as Moscow 

and Beijing solidified their separate ideological positions: peaceful reuni-

fication through socialist development of the North and violent reunifica-

tion through liberation struggle in the South.

 The first cracks in the international proletarian movement appeared at 

the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU in early 1956, where First Secretary 

Nikita Khrushchev denounced Stalin’s crimes and cult of personality. Fol-

lowing the historic congress, the Soviet Union decided to pursue a policy 

of “peaceful coexistence” in competition with the capitalist world.91 Khru-

shchev’s line now posed a direct threat to Mao Zedong’s China, ideologi-

cally as well as geostrategically, since Mao sought constant revolution 

both at home and abroad in order to consolidate his authority within the 

CCP.92 Wanting to be treated as an equal partner in the Sino- Soviet alli-

ance, the PRC also took offense at what Beijing saw as Soviet insistence 

on perpetuating an unequal relationship. In particular, Soviet disapproval 

of Mao’s handling of the Quemoy- Matsu crises, Moscow’s proposal of the 

1958 joint naval arrangement that Mao considered unfair, and Soviet neu-

trality during the 1959 Sino- Indian dispute over Tibet contributed to Bei-

jing’s desire to break free of the patron- client relationship.93

 Since China provided the bulk of the aid to Hanoi during the French- 

Indochina War, Beijing wielded more influence over Hanoi’s policies than 
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did Moscow. Moreover, Stalin, and even later Khrushchev, showed little 

interest in Indochina and, with the founding of the PRC, relegated the re-

gion to Mao. However, the Soviet Union continued to be considered by the 

Vietnamese communists as the ideological center of the world communist 

movement.94 During this period of DRV state building, Sino- Soviet rela-

tions, though tense, were far from severed. As a result, following Saigon’s 

cancellation of nationwide elections in 1956, both Beijing and Moscow ap-

proved Hanoi’s decision to concentrate on political agitation rather than 

armed struggle in the South against the Diem regime. China’s Bandung 

strategy and the Soviet Union’s Asia policy pushed the same ideological 

line: to encourage neutralism rather than revolution among postcolonial 

states and nationalist regimes.95 Both powers encouraged Hanoi to con-

tinue its political struggle, implying a de facto acceptance of the continued 

division of Vietnam. In 1957, Moscow had proposed that both Vietnams 

enter the United Nations. However, by the end of the decade, as the Soviets 

and Chinese began to part ideological ways, the growing resistance in the 

South grew more urgent in North Vietnamese estimation. As Beijing again 

changed its policy and began to welcome national liberation struggles, in-

cluding the Iraqi revolution, the Algerian Front de Libération Nationale 

movement, and the Congolese struggle, to name a few, Moscow cooled to 

these violent movements. Just as the East- West conflict forced the post-

colonial world to choose a side, the emergence of the Sino- Soviet split put 

communist, radical, and left- leaning revolutions in a bind.

 As a result of these international debates, two contending factions 

began to emerge in the VWP, complicating the already existent power 

struggles in the Politburo. Although far from homogenous or static, these 

heterogeneous factions coalesced around the vital question of reunifi-

cation. “North- firsters” wanted to continue concentrating the DRV’s re-

sources on state building: socialist development of the economy that 

would compete with and ultimately defeat the South. The “South- firsters” 

wanted to shepherd the DRV’s resources into supporting the rising resis-

tance in the South: reunification through war. The terms of the debate 

centered on the rate and methods of the agricultural revolution in the 

North but were intimately connected with the insurgency in the South. As 

the Sino- Soviet rift deepened and the conflict in the South intensified, the 

opposing factions invoked Khrushchev’s peaceful- coexistence and Mao’s 

anti- imperialist lines to advance their respective causes.

 Until the Party archives are opened, it will be difficult to state defini-

tively who was a “North- firster” and who was a “South- firster” in the 
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Politburo; however, reasonable estimations can be made. At the Eighth 

National Assembly in early 1958, Prime Minister Pham Van Dong reiter-

ated the need to pursue reunification through peaceful means.96 Along-

side Dong, Giap might have also belonged to the “North- firsters,” since he 

feared getting sucked into a war in the South at the expense of develop-

ment in the North, especially with the lack of unified international support 

and the emergence of domestic divisions. A long- time advocate of mod-

ernizing the armed forces, Giap perhaps believed that the Party’s support 

for armed struggle in the South would risk full- scale mobilization of his 

army, which required time to recuperate and rebuild after the war for de-

colonization. Given his conservative stance at the outbreak of the French- 

Indochina War, Ho most likely agreed with his Pac Bo companions that 

the DRV was not ready to launch a war for reunification. The positions of 

these men in the subsequent decade lend credence to this argument. For 

these leaders and other “North- firsters” in the Party, the diversion of men 

and matériel to the southern battlefield when the socialist revolution in 

the North remained so fragile was foolhardy. By 1959, asking more sacri-

fice of the people to support war in the South after so many failures in the 

North could push the masses to rebel against the Party.

 Le Duan, Le Duc Tho, and their “South- first” faction, however, believed 

the opposite. War in the South could provide the rallying cry that the Party 

needed to reinvigorate the masses and bolster its position within the 

DRV—a lesson they drew from recent Vietnamese history. It was a gamble 

that Le Duan and Le Duc Tho were ready to take not only because they had 

dedicated their careers up to that point to the southern revolution but also 

because the promotion of war below the seventeenth parallel was the key 

to their eventual seizure of power within the Politburo.97 By 1959, factors 

in both the North and the South converged, allowing them to seize the ini-

tiative. With Giap’s relinquishing of Resolution 15 to Le Duan, the latter 

and his faithful southern deputy and close confidant Pham Hung began 

to draft a more militant resolution, one that would bind the Party to sup-

porting armed conflict in the South.98 In order to strengthen his case to 

promote Party support for war in the South, Le Duan embarked on a secret 

trip to the South some time following the Fourteenth Plenum in Novem-

ber 1958. There he found that Ngo Dinh Diem’s anticommunist denuncia-

tion campaign of 1955 to 1958 had escalated to even more repressive mea-

sures with Decree 10/59 in May 1959, which subjected anyone suspected 

of political opposition—be they former Viet Minh, communists, or anyone 

undertaking antigovernment activities—to a sentence of life in prison or 
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death. Although Diem’s draconian law pushed more South Vietnamese vil-

lagers into the revolution, it also threatened to unleash an uprising that 

could slip completely from Party control in the North.

 At the same time, Le Duan continued to firm up his base of power by 

promoting the power of apparatchiks within the Party. The Politburo had 

recalled Le Duan to Hanoi and made him de facto first secretary because 

key members believed he lacked a base, but it became apparent that they 

underestimated his organizational prowess. Giap’s nemesis in the army, 

Nguyen Chi Thanh, and To Huu—men who had predicated their rise in the 

VWP on being agents of the apparatus—provided support within the Party 

that could challenge the other Politburo leaders. By promoting Party pri-

macy to suppress any dissent within the armed forces and the intelligen-

tsia, Thanh and To Huu became obvious allies with the top apparatchik, 

Party organizational chief Le Duc Tho, who remained Le Duan’s second- 

in- command. Together, these VWP leaders who had built their careers on 

promoting the Party apparatus filled the void left by the decline of Truong 

Chinh’s mass organizations, Ho Chi Minh and Pham Van Dong’s state 

organs, and Vo Nguyen Giap’s armed forces. Since the Party as a whole had 

been greatly compromised by the obstacles on the DRV’s road to socialist 

revolution, Le Duan and his faction exploited the Party leadership’s desire 

for a new cause that could rally the people behind the Party banner.

 And so the die was cast for Le Duan’s ascent to the top Party position 

as first secretary, thanks to the unsuspecting current heads of the Polit-

buro who agreed to elevate him. In his reminiscences about Le Duan, Giap 

wrote that he had in fact floated the idea among his comrades within the 

Politburo that Le Duan should assume the position of first secretary a little 

while after the latter returned to Hanoi. At the time, according to Giap, Le 

Duan played coy, saying, “We should wait to see what the Third Party Con-

gress wants to do.”99 During the Politburo convention that outlined the 

agenda for the upcoming Party Congress, the members of the top leader-

ship body suggested that Le Duan head the delegation to prepare the Polit-

buro’s political report, a very important and high- profile task. Again, he 

demurred: “Since I haven’t been in the North for the past ten years, I fear 

the responsibility of presenting the political report. I propose that com-

rades Truong Chinh and Vo Nguyen Giap be on the delegation to prepare 

the report instead.”100 In the end, the Politburo decided that Ho would 

head the delegation and Le Duan would be vice chair.

 Le Duan abandoned this feigned reluctance to assume a position of 

leadership at the expanded plenary meeting of the CEC in late Decem-
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ber 1958 and early January 1959. At this gathering Le Duan and the appa-

ratchiks scored their first, albeit limited, victory. As the historic plenum 

opened, Le Duan took the podium to emphasize the dire nature of the 

situation below the seventeenth parallel: the southern insurgency was in 

danger of being annihilated by Ngo Dinh Diem’s troops unless the Party 

intervened.101 An unspoken message, which at least the ranking south-

ern representatives present at the plenum understood, was that the lower 

levels had already begun to take matters into their own hands, and that 

if the Party refused to sanction their violence, it could lose control of the 

resistance below the seventeenth parallel. After painting a dismal picture, 

Le Duan closed his speech with what he thought offered a bright solution 

to the Party’s dilemma. Resolution 15, which drew from his 1956 southern 

manifesto but which he and Pham Hung had shepherded through another 

twenty- two drafts after seizing it from Giap, called for the Party to commit 

to the overthrow of the Diem government through not only political agita-

tion but also military means. Since the Diem regime refused to carry out 

nationwide elections for unification, the replacement revolutionary gov-

ernment would have to be imposed by force.102

 Although the CEC members at the January 1959 plenum had approved 

Le Duan’s Resolution 15, a question remained about which balance its 

guidelines should strike between the act of political resistance and the 

use of military force. To Le Duan’s dismay, Party leaders opted to shelve 

the issue and reconvene in May. Le Duan may have attempted to allevi-

ate the concerns of the North- first moderate faction of the Party when he 

stated to the CMC in March: “We won’t use war to unify the country, but 

if the United States and its puppets use war, then we have to use war, and 

the war that the enemy has initiated will be an opportunity for us to unify 

the country.”103

 The guidelines for the implementation of the Resolution went through 

three more drafts before it was finally presented in May.104 Although Party 

records remain silent on the five months between the Fifteenth Plenum’s 

two sessions, Le Duan and his faction must have lobbied for the resolution 

to state, in no uncertain terms, that the Party would move solidly toward 

armed conflict. At the May meeting, Party leaders finally decided to go 

ahead with the terms agreed on at the January meeting by establishing a 

Special Military Operations Corps dubbed Doan 559 (Group 559), named 

after its founding in May 1959, to maintain the logistical supply route that 

ran through the Annamese cordillera (Truong Son) to the South, more 

commonly known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail. In September, the Party cre-
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ated Doan 959 (Group 959, later Front 959) in order to expand the supply 

routes running through southern Laos and to serve as headquarters for 

North Vietnamese military support of Pathet Lao troops.105 Thus, after 

nearly a decade of mucking around in the backwaters of the South, Le 

Duan made the region and its armed struggle a priority for the Party, and 

perhaps even the solution to the VWP’s domestic problems in the North.

 His victory was only tentative, however, since Resolution 15 hesitated 

to approve the use of armed force in situations other than self- defense.106 

In addition to the internal divisions within the VWP regarding the bal-

ance between political resistance and armed conflict, the ambiguous state 

of relations between Beijing and Moscow contributed to a delay in the 

transmission and implementation of Resolution 15. According to the late 

historian Ralph B. Smith, “Until Sino- Soviet relations were clarified, they 

and their colleagues [Vietnamese Party leaders] decided not to take up a 

clear position of their own, and to delay publication of the ‘hard line’ 15th 

Plenum resolution.”107 Although the PRC’s increasing support of national 

liberation struggles in the Third World allowed prowar leaders in Hanoi to 

broach the aim of overthrowing the Ngo Dinh Diem government by force, 

both Beijing and Moscow advised Hanoi to concentrate on the political 

struggle.108 As a result, the contents of the resolution did not reach the 

South until 1960, when Beijing’s radical stance grew more pronounced.109 

Hanoi’s compromise strategy of caution toward the struggle in the South 

clearly reflected the burgeoning divisions at home and abroad and was not 

merely a response to the crisis in the South.

 Nonetheless, the North- first moderates in the Party must have seen 

the May session as a major defeat even though the expanded Sixteenth 

Plenum, which took place before and after the May session, was devoted to 

domestic issues.110 These initial steps toward war, like the establishment 

of Group 559, meant that northern resources would be funneled to the 

southern struggle at the expense of development in the DRV. The Party’s 

campaign to liberate the South from the oppressive Diem regime and to 

foment a national people’s democracy would delay the socialist revolu-

tion in the North, especially if the southern struggle proved to be an epic 

quagmire. Meanwhile, at the opposite end of the country, revolutionaries 

in the South could not await the return of their high- level leaders (who re-

mained in Hanoi to attend both sessions of the Fifteenth Plenum) for the 

Party’s approval for war. By the summer of 1959, when the plenum’s dele-

gates returned to their various zones below the seventeenth parallel, the 

revolution had already begun in some areas. In what the Party calls the 
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Concerted Uprising, peasant revolt had begun to shake the foundations 

of power in the South.111

CONCLUSION

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s first brush with anticolonial resistance and 

grueling incarceration in the 1930s and 1940s set them on a Marxist- 

Leninist path toward independence and national liberation. During the 

struggle for decolonization, both men sought to rise in the ranks of the 

Communist Party in the context of the violent and tumultuous south. Their 

experiences in the Mekong Delta would equip them with the tools to build 

a veritable empire during the Cold War and beyond. Although their revo-

lutionary careers during these early decades were noteworthy, their post-

colonial activities made the greatest mark on their nation’s development. 

As they parted ways in 1955 in the delta moonlight, they enacted major 

events that would change the course of Vietnam’s modern history, which 

would eventually include engaging the world’s greatest superpower in war.

 As rival leaders in the Politburo attempted and failed to bring about a 

socialist revolution in the DRV, Le Duan’s reunion with Le Duc Tho amid 

the shambles of the Party’s state building enterprise would seal the fates 

of North and South Vietnam. The two men engineered the greatest usur-

pation of power in the annals of the Vietnamese Communist Party. When 

Le Duan left Saigon in the late 1950s, he would not set foot in the south-

ern capital for nearly two decades; but the South was never far from his 

mind. Shortly after he arrived in Hanoi, he quickly rose to the highest seat 

of power and championed a campaign that appeared to solve the Party’s 

immediate woes not only in the North but also in the South: war for the 

liberation of the South and ultimate reunification of Vietnam.

 Although Le Duan’s Resolution 15 only sanctioned armed force to sup-

port the political struggle in the South, it constituted the first stage in 

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s campaign for total war. Armed conflict would 

prove unsatisfying for the two Party leaders who had built their careers in 

the Mekong Delta; they wanted a full- scale war for reunification. The 1960s 

would witness the achievement of that goal.
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Le Duan and Le Duc Tho were behind the so- called Revisionist  

Anti- Party Affair that kept me locked behind bars for most of my life for  

doing nothing wrong.—Hoang Minh Chinh1

c h a p t e r  t w o

POLICING THE STATE IN  

A TIME OF WAR

Walking through the halls of the Social Sciences Institute in 1963, Hoang 

Minh Chinh worried that he had not done everything in his power to re-

balance VWP policy. A devotee of Soviet thinking, Chinh, head of the Marx-

ist Institute of Philosophy, was convinced that the Party was veering dan-

gerously close to the Chinese line and away from the accepted path of 

peaceful coexistence espoused by Moscow. Instead of devoting energy to 

industrialization and collectivization, North Vietnam was sending pre-

cious manpower and matériel southward in an endless stream. When 

Hanoi’s foremost theoretician, Truong Chinh, approached him to com-

pile a report for the upcoming CEC plenum on the correct international 

line, Hoang Minh Chinh had no qualms about criticizing the apparent 

Chinese tilt in North Vietnam’s external policy. Little did he know that Le 

Duan had already decided on Vietnam’s international position. The first 

secretary, who had first viewed squabbles between Beijing and Moscow as 

worrisome, began to see the benefits of the Sino- Soviet split. With China’s 

support of violent confrontations with neoimperalist forces in the Third 

World, Le Duan could now appeal to Chinese support for his southern war 

effort without fear of losing his autonomy to the Middle Kingdom. Not 
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only would Hoang Minh Chinh’s report prove futile in undoing a tilt in 

Hanoi’s foreign policy, but it would also feed a domestic policy to stamp 

out any criticism of Le Duan’s war in the South and police state in the 

North.

 During the years between Le Duan’s assumption of power in 1960 and 

the Americanization of the war, the DRV took firm steps in the direction of 

total war. For the first three years of the new decade, Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho consolidated decision making into their hands in Hanoi and slowly 

marginalized dissenting voices within the Politburo and the Party who ob-

jected to the increasing diversion of DRV resources to the struggle in the 

South. They did this by creating a formidable police state. Although the 

Party had privileged the building of the northern economy internally and 

had officially subscribed to peaceful coexistence externally, by late 1963 Le 

Duan and Le Duc Tho were able to reorient the DRV’s domestic and for-

eign policies to reflect their militant South- first objective of full- scale war 

for reunification. Exploiting the emerging split in the communist world 

and the increasing political volatility in South Vietnam, they were able to 

use China’s patronage and Ngo Dinh Diem’s assassination to sideline their 

opponents in the VWP. Meanwhile, below the seventeenth parallel, Le 

Duan was not about to let southerners command the war effort. Using the 

Central Office of South Vietnam, Le Duan and the Party center in Hanoi 

maintained control over decision making.

 While battling these internal rivals, Le Duan and his militant faction at-

tempted to dissuade the United States from directly intervening in South 

Vietnam by “going for broke” in 1964 using the strategy that Le Duan had 

devised: the General Offensive and General Uprising. When their gambit 

proved a dismal failure, as Lyndon B. Johnson dropped American bombs 

over North Vietnam and dispatched U.S. ground troops to South Vietnam, 

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho found themselves struggling on four different 

fronts. First, the peace faction of the Party had never approved of pro-

moting armed conflict in the South. Instead, these midlevel “North- first” 

officials sought to promote the socialist revolution in the DRV that could 

compete, and ultimately defeat, the RVN economically and politically. As 

such, they called for an immediate end to the war through the neutraliza-

tion of South Vietnam. Their calls, however, were drowned out as Le Duan 

marched a greater number of northern troops to the southern battlefield.

 Second, the indigenous southern revolutionary leadership continued to 

challenge Hanoi’s takeover of its war effort. With the buildup to total war, 

Le Duan directed COSVN to streamline operations in the South, reorga-
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nize the command structure, and build conventional main- force units. 

Southerners viewed many of these orders as foolhardy, especially after 

American intervention, and tried their best to resist the Party center’s en-

croachment on their military and political affairs.

 Third, the advent of American military intervention during the “long 

1964” not only mobilized the “North- first” Party members into action, it 

also elevated Vietnam’s importance in the zero- sum game of the Sino- 

Soviet split. With Vietnam’s conflict the most visible one in the inter-

national proletarian movement against neoimperialist forces and the 

highest- profile struggle for national liberation in the Global South, Mos-

cow and Beijing engaged in a fierce competition for Hanoi’s favor by lav-

ishing North Vietnam with aid but also demanding increasing influence. 

While Beijing pressured North Vietnam to avoid peace talks at all costs 

and to reject Soviet aid and advice, Moscow pushed North Vietnam to 

negotiate and to hold the PRC accountable for the disruption of aid trans-

port.

 Fourth, amid this cacophony of foreign advice and domestic criticism, 

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho were convinced that rivals within the Politburo 

threatened their control over the war effort as well. In particular, General 

Vo Nguyen Giap emerged as a potential threat who could undercut the 

“comrades Le” during these troubled times. By promoting Nguyen Chi 

Thanh in the military leadership, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho hoped to offset 

Giap’s popularity within the armed forces. Although General Thanh was 

in charge of the southern war effort, as the conflict ground to a stalemate, 

Thanh and Giap began to butt heads over military strategy. While Thanh 

preferred big- unit war to maintain the initiative, Giap advocated a more 

decisive turn to protracted guerrilla war in order to reduce losses. As Hanoi 

leaders confronted the “fork in the road,” Le Duan ensured that the DRV 

would pursue the more violent path. De- escalation was not an option.

 Just as America’s war in Vietnam stemmed from its long- standing con-

tainment policy and immediate choices made by hawkish leaders, so too 

was North Vietnam’s revolutionary struggle for reunification and libera-

tion a product of the Party’s enduring goal of a unified Vietnam as well 

as the intervention of a militant leadership in Hanoi that chose war as 

the path to national reunification. This chapter examines how Le Duan 

and Le Duc Tho consolidated decision making into their hands and how 

they used their command over the Party apparatus to advance “bigger war” 

at the expense of the indigenous southern resistance. In doing so, it re-

veals that the communist leadership was wracked with division. For Le 
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Duan and Le Duc Tho, achieving their goals of total war in the South and 

silenced dissent in the war- weary North required using every weapon in 

the police state at their disposal.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NORTH VIETNAM’S  

NATIONAL SECURITY STATE (1960–1963)

At the start of the new decade, Le Duan could be moderately pleased with 

himself. The Party had agreed to support military action in the South and 

elevate it to the same level of importance as development in the North. Set 

to ascend to the top Party position, Le Duan also had at his disposal loyal 

deputies within the Party leadership who could help him thwart any poten-

tial rivals in the Politburo and advance his militant South- first campaign 

throughout the lower rungs of the Party and, ultimately, the general popu-

lace. These deputies rose to the top by ensuring Party loyalty during the 

period of great volatility following the troubles with socialist development 

in the 1950s. Their ability to suppress criticism and create an atmosphere 

of repression was exactly what Le Duan needed to supplant state building 

in the North with revolutionary war in the South.

 At the Third Party Congress of the VWP held in the DRV capital from 

5 to 10 September 1960, Ho Chi Minh ceremonially oversaw the approval 

of Hanoi’s war plans and welcomed a new and enlarged Central Executive 

Committee and Politburo as well as a new Party first secretary.2 Although 

Ho’s position as chairman of the committee—which he had held since 

1951 and to which he was reelected in 1960—was considered the supreme 

position in the Party, real power had long resided with the first secretary, 

who oversaw the daily activities of the top decision- making body in the 

VWP, the Politburo.3 In 1960, approximately 500 participants at the con-

gress witnessed the start of a new era in Vietnamese communism as a new 

leader approach the dais. Le Duan, who had operated for more than a de-

cade in the backwaters of the South, now emerged as the top Party man in 

the North.

 Although Le Duan was chosen to head Politburo affairs, the Party 

agenda remained split. The title, Congress of Socialist Construction in the 

North and of Struggle for Peaceful National Reunification, underlined the 

dual nature of Party policy in 1960. After Ho’s opening statement, Le Duan 

stepped up to the podium, put on his thick reading glasses, and read the 

Politburo’s collectively written political report. The report must have taken 

hours to deliver, but its message was clear: “Our official line while we ad-
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vance the socialist revolution in the North should be: Develop the North to 

give to the South [xay dung mien Bac, chieu co mien Nam]” (italics in origi-

nal). Although the report also elaborated the DRV’s first Five- Year Plan 

(1961–65), Le Duan would work behind the scenes to ensure that building 

socialism served the purposes of waging war. Under his early stewardship, 

the “communist revolution” in the North took a back seat to the “national- 

democratic revolution” in the South.4

 To ensure the veneer of a separate southern legitimacy, the congress 

laid the foundation for the creation of the National Liberation Front (Mat 

Tran Dan Toc Giai Phong, NLF). Southern revolutionaries, many of whom 

had fought a long war against the French as Viet Minh soldiers or were 

members of the younger generation who sought to mimic their elders, had 

risen up in defiance of Diem’s repressive policies before the Party in the  

North sought to exert direct control over their affairs.5 The creation of the  

NLF in 1960 was a northern response to genuine peasant uprisings at  

the village level in the southern countryside; it was a construct poised to 

reap the success of the spontaneous agitation and portray it as a “con-

certed uprising [dong khoi nghia]” orchestrated by communist cells under 

the direction of the VWP.6

Left to right, front row: Le Duan, Ho Chi Minh, and Truong Chinh  

at the 1960 Third Party Congress (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection,  

Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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 Thus, Le Duan was able to create two levers with which to take over the 

resistance struggle, the first by co- opting southern leaders into an osten-

sible broad- based united front, the NLF, and the second by strengthening 

COSVN, which had been reestablished, at the Third Party Congress.7 As a 

result, the relationship between revolutionaries in the South and the Party 

in the North had been fraught with tension, regardless of official exhorta-

tions to the contrary. More than any other VWP leader, Le Duan had long 

called for the Party to muster all of its resources to direct the revolution 

in the South. During the 1940s and 1950s, he had witnessed firsthand how 

noncommunist groups as well as rival communist forces in the Mekong 

Delta could slip entirely from the control of or even undermine the Party 

center in the Red River Delta. Although Le Duan was a “South- first” leader 

of the first order who early on campaigned for elevating the southern 

struggle to a nationwide emergency, he was not about to let southern 

liberation fighters oversee such an important war for national reunifica-

tion. With the revitalization of COSVN, he and other Hanoi leaders in-

tended to direct military activities in the South, even though it would take 

them many years to stamp out the final vestiges of southern autonomy. 

Nguyen Van Linh, who had served with Le Duan in the Mekong Delta, be-

came chief of COSVN.8 Meanwhile, Le Duan, Le Duc Tho, and Pham Hung 

served on the National Reunification Committee, which more or less fil-

tered the Politburo’s diplomatic- sphere directives southward, along with 

Nguyen Van Vinh, who would become the committee chair.9

 While he laid the groundwork to usurp revolutionary power in the 

South, Le Duan constructed a solid foundation to bolster his leadership 

and gain support for his policies in the North. In order to become the 

“first among equals” in the Politburo, Le Duan needed to firm up his base 

of support within the Party so it would not crumble as easily as Truong 

Chinh’s did in the wake of the land reform debacle. With the adoption of 

the Party’s statute on 15 September 1960—one that would remain in place 

until reunification in 1976—the power hierarchy in the Party solidified: the 

Politburo remained situated at the top, but the role of the first secretary 

and his Secretariat, the executive arm charged with the specific responsi-

bility of “[solving] the daily problems and [controlling] the carrying out 

of the Politburo’s decisions,” became even more important after 1960.10 

The Secretariat included Le Duan’s loyal deputies who were either asso-

ciated with his activities in the South or whose power derived from the 

Party apparatus (and sometimes both): Le Duc Tho, Pham Hung, Nguyen 

Chi Thanh, and To Huu. The first three were elected to the Politburo; all 
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of them were voted onto the CEC.11 As such, they possessed the same level 

of power as other Party leaders who also occupied important government 

posts such as chairman of the Standing Committee of the National Assem-

bly (Truong Chinh), prime minister (Pham Van Dong), and minister of na-

tional defense (Vo Nguyen Giap). Finally, Le Duan astutely co- opted a key 

agency—the Ministry of Public Security—that would allow him to extend 

his power beyond the Party, the intellectuals, and the army, to police the 

lives of all citizens in North Vietnam.

 By building a communist bureaucracy that answered to him and his 

deputies, Le Duan was able to accomplish what previous leaders of the 

Politburo could not. With the adoption of the 1960 Party Statute, Le Duan 

consolidated decision making under his leadership by expanding the juris-

diction of the Secretariat over such disparate sectors as propaganda and 

training, foreign affairs, finance, science and education, and industry and 

agriculture. Hence, the statute greatly expanded the sway of the head 

apparatchiks in the VWP. Le Duc Tho remained in the increasingly impor-

tant post of chief of the Party Organizational Committee, which dictated 

the careers and livelihood of all Party cadres.12 The General Political De-

partment of the North Vietnamese Army, under Nguyen Chi Thanh, was 

one of the few staff agencies permanently established as a department 

by the statute.13 Since 1950, Thanh had acted in this capacity as a light 

counterweight to Giap; ten years later, the balance tipped in Thanh’s favor. 

Not only did the GPD ensure that the North Vietnamese armed forces re-

mained under the watchful eye of the Party, Thanh was also promoted to 

full general in September 1959, rendering his rank equal to Giap’s.14 The 

Party’s officially sanctioned intellectual, To Huu, continued his surveil-

lance and repression of the intelligentsia as chair of the Education and 

Propaganda Department. Regarding military affairs, Le Duan made sure 

to appoint men to the Party’s military decision- making group, the CMC, 

which had long eclipsed the State’s National Defense Council. Actual deci-

sion making for the war, however, resided with the Politburo subcommit-

tee that included Le Duan and Le Duc Tho.15 Le Duan’s Party leadership 

during the war was a complex structure that involved multiple committees 

nominally performing the same tasks. This arrangement allowed the first 

secretary to undercut his opponents by getting them mired in powerless 

committees while he stood at the center of the key decision- making bodies 

in Hanoi.

 Holding positions of power, these prowar leaders were well situated to 

change the course of Party policy in Hanoi, but they also needed a mecha-
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nism to control the northern population. Indeed, one of the lessons of the 

land reform debacle was that the masses could rise up in defiance of Party 

policy. But just how would the prowar leaders extend Party control over the 

DRV? The answer lay neither in volunteerism and mass organization nor 

in reliance on the armed forces to maintain order but rather in the con-

struction of a garrison state. Le Duan promoted the security forces, known 

as the Cong An (Security Police) and Bao Ve (Military Security), allowing 

the militants in power to surveil not only communist cadres, intellectuals, 

and high- level military officers but also the general population. In short, 

he created a police state by ramping up the dreaded Ministry of Public 

Security (Bo Cong An). Although the Ministry was a government body, it 

answered to the top Party apparatchiks under Le Duan’s reign. Using fear 

tactics to beef up internal security in the DRV during a time of war, the 

Politburo tasked its security forces with stepping up the struggle against 

“counterrevolutionaries” and granted the security forces greater authority 

to apprehend suspects who threatened national security and the war for 

reunification.16 Moreover, the Ministry of Public Security’s Political Secu-

rity Department (Cuc Bao Ve Chinh Tri) worked closely with the Party’s 

own Domestic Affairs Committee (Ban Noi Chinh) and the army’s Security 

Forces (Cuc Bao Ve), creating a web of security and intelligence personnel 

who served as watchdogs.17 In effect, Le Duan laid the foundation for the 

sturdiest power structure the Party had ever seen, and whose vestiges con-

tinued to loom over Hanoi decades after the war ended.

 Tasked with overseeing the internal security of the DRV, the Bao Ve and 

Cong An possessed near limitless power over the citizenry, making the 

short and stocky minister of public security, Tran Quoc Hoan, an integral 

player in the construction of Le Duan’s empire. Born Nguyen Trong Canh 

in early 1916 to a poor peasant family in Nghe An province, Tran Quoc 

Hoan ran away in the early 1930s to Laos, where he worked in the mines 

of Ban Boneng. Shortly after he joined the Communist Party in 1934, the 

French colonial state arrested and exiled Hoan. When he returned to Viet-

nam later in the decade, he moved to Hanoi. Near the end of the Second 

World War, Hoan became head of the Northern Territorial Committee, 

and during the French- Indochina War he was responsible for Party activi-

ties in the capital. In 1951 Hoan became a member of the CEC, and the 

following year he was second- in- command of the public security forces, 

then part of the Ministry of Home Affairs (Bo Noi Vu). Hoan’s fortunes con-

tinued to rise when public security became its own ministry in 1953 with 

Hoan at the helm. At the Third Party Congress, he was elected as an alter-
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nate member of the Politburo, and shortly thereafter Le Duan included 

Hoan in the CMC so the minister could also weigh in on defense matters.18

 Hoan’s speeches offer a fresh glimpse of North Vietnam from the per-

spective of a powerful state bent on crushing all opposition during a time 

of war. Unveiling his plans at the Third Party Congress, Minister Hoan 

spoke of the need to step up the struggle against counterrevolution (dau 

tranh chong phan cach mang) in the face of the enemy’s “Northward March” 

(Bac Tien) plot. Hoan warned that the North faced innumerable dangers 

since the return of peace in 1954. In particular, the U.S.- Diem clique in-

serted spies and commandoes and had the allegiance of collaborators “dis-

guised as religious leaders and reactionaries among the oppressor class,” 

who together advanced a “war of aggression” to sabotage the people’s 

revolutionary cause in the North.19 Promoting “Directive No. 69VP/P4” 

(called “Plan 69”) on “preparations of all types to deal with the U.S.- Diem 

plan to start a war,” Hoan monopolized all resources, including other staff 

agencies and local governments, to carry out the requests that the Minis-

try of Public Security—now the “core force”—deemed necessary to “crush 

all acts of disruption and sabotage.” Four years later, Plan 69 sent nearly 

12,000 individuals deemed “dangerous to our security and social order” to 

reeducation camps.20

 While Le Duan constructed his formidable empire in the early days of 

the new decade, Nga, his second wife and “true love,” could not join in on 

the celebrations surrounding her husband’s promotion at the Third Party 

Congress.21 Instead, she was in another key Asian capital in the Cold War. 

Along with her three children—she had given birth shortly after she ar-

rived in China—Nga pursued her studies in Beijing, where she was far 

from the judgmental eyes of Hanoi society. Her routine was rigorous. She 

awoke in the early morning hours, fed and dressed her elder children, 

roused the baby awake, and sent them off before going to the university. 

When she returned home in the early evening, she cooked dinner, bathed 

her children, and made sure they were snug in bed at a decent hour. She 

then studied Chinese until her eyelids grew heavy. Every so often, she re-

ceived love letters from her husband, encouraging her to persevere in her 

roles as student, mother, and dutiful wife. But the load was too much for 

the single mother to handle, and she sent her two older children back to 

Hanoi. Eventually even her youngest joined his siblings after he fell ill, 

leaving her to question how she had wound up alone in a foreign country 

so far from her home in the Mekong Delta.22

 Le Duan’s visits to Beijing in 1960 at least dispelled some of the loneli-
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ness for Nga. Prior to the Third Party Congress, Le Duan made two trips 

to China alongside Truong Chinh and Ho Chi Minh. Both times Nga was 

given permission to stay with her husband, who was lodged at the magnifi-

cent Diaoyutai State Guest House (Dieu Ngu Dai), listed during the previ-

ous year as one of the Ten Great Buildings in time for the Tenth Anniver-

sary celebrations of the PRC. For the first time in a long while, Nga felt like 

the first wife as she posed alongside the wives of Chinese leaders such as 

Zhou Enlai and Liu Shaoqi, at the prodding of Ho Chi Minh. “Come now,” 

Ho said as he pushed a timid Nga to stand closer to her Le Duan for the 

official photo, “a husband and wife must be as close as birds in the air and 

branches of a tree [vo chong phai nhu chim lien canh cay lien canh].”23

 On another occasion when Ho persuaded Nga to put away her books 

and join the delegation for a night out on the town, she donned her Chi-

nese “student uniform,” which consisted of a simple floral- print shirt and 

matching pants. When they arrived at the theater, the Vietnamese delega-

tion was treated to a spectacular show before the performance. After wait-

ing for fifteen minutes, anticipation rose as two young women slowly and 

dramatically parted red velvet curtains amid great fanfare for Mao Zedong 

to step through and make his grand entrance. When Nga was introduced 

to the chairman, she charmed the Chinese leader: “I hear that Chairman 

Mao has swum across the Yangtze River.” To which Mao laughed and re-

sponded, “Well, something like that!” When other dignitaries decked out 

in their formal attire began to take their seats, Nga began to regret her 

choice of outfit and tried to stay back and blend in as much as she could. 

Mao, however, insisted that she take a seat in the front row.24

 The backdrop to the festivities in Beijing, however, was the deepening 

Sino- Soviet rift. Hoping to gain approval for their southern policy, Le Duan 

and the delegation must have felt anxious during the visits not only to 

Beijing but also to Moscow in 1960 and 1961. For his part, Ho Chi Minh 

tried to use his personal capital to get his Chinese and Soviet comrades to 

mend their differences. His appeal, however, came to no avail; the depth 

of the rift doomed the diplomatic missions. Although the situation in the 

South and the response of the VWP’s internal Party mechanisms looked 

promising for the southern war, VWP leaders still had to tread carefully on 

the fractious international scene.25 With Mao’s 1960 article in Renmin ri-

bao (People’s Daily), which denounced Nikita Khrushchev as a revisionist, 

and Khrushchev’s retort at the Bucharest congress, where he denounced 

Mao as a deviationist, North Vietnam, like other small and middle powers 

in the communist camp, was sucked into the growing chasm.26 Hanoi 
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leaders, who desired support from both powers, avoided any issue that 

would deepen the rift between Moscow and Beijing. Moreover, neither 

ally wholeheartedly supported the resumption of war. Khrushchev and the 

CPSU had rejected the notion of “local wars,” contending that any conflict 

between East and West could escalate into nuclear war, and so Moscow 

stressed its desire for peaceful reunification in Vietnam.27 Although Mao 

and the CCP leadership were more receptive to the VWP’s Resolution 15, 

Beijing still advised Hanoi to emphasize political struggle and avoid rapid 

escalation. A complete break with Moscow was undesirable, and the pos-

sibility of rapprochement with the CPSU was discussed by the CCP leader-

ship.28 Le Duan, then, still had to balance his discussion of Party strategy 

toward war in the South with socialist transformation in the North.29

 The issue of support for wars of national liberation, however, became 

unavoidable in Sino- Soviet polemics after the VWP Congress. At the 

November 1960 Conference of Eighty- One Communist Parties, Le Duan 

must have warmly greeted the new Soviet line, which for the first time 

pledged to support revolutionary struggles in the Third World. Moscow 

finally read the writing on the wall: if it did not address liberation move-

ments in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, it could lose the entire Third 

World to the Chinese.30 In January 1961, Khrushchev specifically referred 

to South Vietnam as a place where conflict was inevitable, a statement en-

dorsed by the CPSU. In practice, though, Moscow began to disengage from 

Indochina as Beijing became more involved.31

 The Laotian crisis underlined the divergence in Soviet and Chinese 

policies toward the region. The Soviets and the British were cochairs of 

the International Conference to the Laotian Question, which began on 

16 May 1961 in Geneva. Khrushchev, interested in seeking détente with 

the West, promised to cease Soviet support for the Pathet Lao, to guaran-

tee international communist observation of the cease- fire, and to work 

toward neutralization at the conference.32 He allowed his deputy foreign 

minister, Georgi Pushkin, to reach an agreement with U.S. representative 

W. Averell Harriman whereby the Soviets would ensure communist com-

pliance while the Americans and British would do the same for their fac-

tions in Laos. Beijing, however, refused to make any promises of that na-

ture. The PRC loudly increased its support for the Laotian communists 

and advocated stepping up the military struggle in order to negotiate from 

a position of strength.33 Because North Vietnam was inextricably involved 

in the Laotian civil war—its supply route to the South ran through south-

eastern Laos—it found China’s policy more appealing in Geneva.34
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 At the same time that the John F. Kennedy administration pursued a 

negotiated settlement in Laos, the United States toughened its stance 

against the insurgency in South Vietnam.35 Moving slowly in the spring of 

1961, the charismatic young president, who believed that defeating com-

munist guerrillas in the Third World lay with counterinsurgency meth-

ods, increased the number of advisors and sent 400 Green Berets to train 

South Vietnamese soldiers. However, the American “bureaucratic machin-

ery” could not stop at such limited measures, especially as officials within 

the administration urged greater American involvement. Kennedy’s need 

to stand firm to the Soviets in the Third World allowed him to portray Ho 

Chi Minh as a communist first and foremost and present Ngo Dinh Diem’s 

survival as dependent on increased American involvement. After Kennedy 

sent Deputy National Security Advisor Walt W. Rostow, along with the 

president’s close military adviser, General Maxwell D. Taylor, on a mission 

to South Vietnam in the fall of 1961, the U.S. role would go from being an 

advisory one to a “limited partnership.”36

 Kennedy’s actions served Le Duan’s campaign to galvanize the south-

ern war effort. Increased American involvement in and support for the 

RVN meant that Hanoi’s existing strategy of political struggle and lim-

ited armed conflict against Diem’s forces would not deliver a communist 

victory. In late 1961, Le Duan set Hanoi’s war machinery into motion as 

nearly 5,000 PAVN soldiers—namely, the southern regroupees—traveled 

south along the overland trail as well as by sea to join 25,000 troops of the 

People’s Liberation Army Forces (PLAF) alongside 80,000 communal guer-

rilla and self- defense fighters to wage war against 280,000 ARVN soldiers 

advised and facilitated by 3,000 U.S. troops in South Vietnam.37 Le Duan’s 

Politburo military subcommittee and the Party’s CMC responded to Wash-

ington’s acceleration of its “special war,” fought with American money 

and arms but mostly Vietnamese blood, through a five- year military plan 

(1961–65). Although the military plan paid lip service to “ensur[ing] social-

ist construction in the North,” it also aimed to “step up the armed struggle 

in combination with the political struggle” in the South as well as “to af-

ford positive assistance to the Lao revolution.”38 The plan divided the 

southern war into three zones and assigned different modes of struggle 

to each zone: military in the mountains; equal parts military and political 

in the plains; and political in the cities.39 The armed struggle, which had 

always been couched in terms of “self- defense,” moved on the offensive 

with the expressed goal of attacking and annihilating the enemy’s forces. 

Finally, the Party leadership projected sending approximately 30,000 to 
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40,000 PAVN soldiers down the Truong Son trail by 1963.40 Meanwhile, in 

the South, the first COSVN conference took place in early October 1961. 

In addition to COSVN chief Nguyen Van Linh, the other figures elected to 

positions of leadership included trusted friends and former bodyguards 

of Le Duan, including Vo Chi Cong and Vo Van Kiet. The conference re-

affirmed Hanoi’s directives and laid out a ten- point mission for South Viet-

nam’s Party chapters at all levels. The mission’s aim was to increase politi-

cal and military activities to undermine U.S.- Diem policies.41

 To the dismay of the moderate faction in the VWP, which included 

even some CEC members such as Duong Bach Mai and Bui Cong Trung 

and possibly Politburo members such as Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van Dong, 

and Vo Nguyen Giap, peaceful reunification no longer remained a viable 

option, and socialist development of the northern economy seemed less 

urgent.42 As fate would have it, one midlevel VWP official, Hoang Minh 

Chinh, left Moscow for Hanoi and walked straight into the maelstrom that 

would radically change the Party. Born Tran Ngoc Nghiem in 1922 in Le 

Duc Tho’s home province of Nam Dinh, Hoang Minh Chinh joined the 

Communist Party in Vietnam when he turned nineteen. During the war for 

decolonization, Chinh led an attack on French planes at Bach Mai airport 

in Hanoi. His valor led the Party to send him to study in the Soviet Union 

from 1957 to 1960, precisely the years when Le Duan rose to power and 

Party policy shifted to support war in the South. When Chinh returned to 

Hanoi in 1961, he assumed the concurrent posts of head of the Philosophy 

Department of the State Social Sciences Committee and director of the 

Nguyen Ai Quoc Party School. In this capacity, the Soviet- trained Chinh 

emerged as one of the top Party theoreticians. Excited about the bright 

future that ostensibly lay ahead of him in 1961, Chinh was blissfully un-

aware that he would subsequently become the fall guy in the debates over 

Party policy.

 Chinh’s education and training, which emphasized northern economic 

development, would inevitably clash with the views held by the ascen-

dant South- first militant faction. In Chinh’s view, waging war in the South 

would neither benefit North Vietnam in the short term nor serve the inter-

ests of all of Vietnam in the long term. For moderates like him, peaceful re-

unification through economic and political competition offered the most 

viable path. As such, Chinh and other Moscow- trained scholars at the Na-

tional Committee of the Sciences wanted to apply their Soviet education to 

facilitate the socialist transformation of the DRV’s economy and cooperate 
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with other communist nations to place it in a stronger position vis- à- vis 

the RVN.43 War would only sap North Vietnam’s resources and threaten its 

socialist revolution. Chinh watched with growing concern as the Party’s 

attention and greater amounts of North Vietnamese resources flowed 

southward. In 1962, the Politburo allocated 15 percent of the total state 

budget to defense, even though agricultural collectivization and industri-

alization were not proceeding according to plan.44 In fact, the DRV’s 1962 

economic plan had to be modified the next year because the original tar-

gets could not be met: “The modifications caused some disruptions (e.g., 

cancellation of industrial investments), and the chaotic conditions already 

existing in planning further worsened. The DRV was unable to meet either 

the demands of its own population or those of its socialist commercial 

partners (it imported more than it could export), and, as a consequence, 

its debts generally increased. On the other hand, loans given by the ‘frater-

nal’ countries for the year 1962 often remained unused.”45 Chinh and other 

moderates in the Party called for greater economic cooperation with the 

DRV’s allies in order to advance socialist transformation of the northern 

economy, especially at this crucial juncture in the DRV’s Five- Year Plan. 

They were on the losing side; Le Duan and his militants promoted a model 

of a self- sufficient North Vietnamese economy that could sustain the lib-

eration struggle in the South.46 With General Thanh overseeing agricul-

tural affairs, in addition to his portfolio as chief political commissar in the 

army, Le Duan’s trusted general held firm control over domestic policy.47 

Under their leadership, the DRV would become a strong rear base for the 

southern war effort.

 Although these North- first moderates could not unseat Le Duan as first 

secretary, they could still pose obstacles to his ultimate objective of all- out 

war in the South. In fact, Le Duan struggled to maintain a balance not only 

in domestic politics but also in war strategy and foreign relations. With 

growing American involvement in South Vietnam, it was crucial for the 

first secretary to apply sufficient military and political pressure to defeat 

the Ngo Dinh Diem government without provoking full- scale U.S. military 

intervention. Despite Diem’s Strategic Hamlet Program and the alarm-

ingly growing presence of Americans in South Vietnam by early 1962, the 

Party concluded that the balance of power in the southern countryside re-

mained the same as before 1961.48 At the same time, Le Duan understood 

that he needed to maintain a policy of neutrality in the Sino- Soviet rift 

in order to garner much- needed aid from both allies to support both his 
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southern war and northern development. Beijing’s increasingly militant 

stance toward both “imperialists” and “revisionists” made it more difficult 

for the North Vietnamese to straddle the ideological fence.49

 In 1963 the VWP ended its vacillation among promoting political 

struggle or armed conflict, practicing neutrality in the Sino- Soviet split 

or siding with the Chinese, and investing in the southern war or northern 

development as the path to reunification.50 The year began with a com-

munist battlefield success and ended with the political assassinations of 

North Vietnam’s enemies, signs that pointed toward an imminent vic-

tory for Le Duan. On 2 January, the communist leadership interpreted 

the Battle of Ap Bac as a resounding triumph that proved the inherent 

weakness of the Saigon regime, since ARVN soldiers, equipped with mod-

ern weaponry and a numerical advantage, sustained heavy casualties but 

failed to inflict much damage on PLAF forces, who escaped largely intact. 

Party leaders now possessed a clear example of the fallibility of American- 

style counterinsurgency.51

 By the summer, however, diplomatic calls to end the fighting presented 

a major challenge to Le Duan’s desire to expand the war. On 29 August 

1963, French president Charles de Gaulle called for the “neutralization” 

of Vietnam along the same model as the Laotian settlement.52 Although 

aimed at forcing the Americans to withdraw and allowing the Vietnamese 

to settle their own affairs, De Gaulle’s overture could have presented a 

thorn in the side of Le Duan and his militant leadership as well. When 

the Ngo brothers, particularly Diem’s brother Nhu, expressed interest in 

this scheme and initiated talks with the NLF as a means to corner the 

Americans, who had grown more critical of their administration, they not 

only signed their own death warrants, but they also may have increased Le 

Duan’s anxiety that the pro- Soviet “North- first” moderates’ desired peace-

ful reunification was a real possibility.53 Nhu even went as far as meeting 

with the head of the Polish delegation to the International Control Com-

mission (ICC), Mieczyslaw Maneli, to discuss this scheme. Polish archives 

reveal that the “Maneli affair” did not constitute a serious attempt to initi-

ate contact between Hanoi and Saigon—it appeared that the Ngo brothers 

were bluffing and that the Polish government never authorized Maneli to 

get involved—it nevertheless forced Le Duan to act.54 In order to squash 

the moderates in the North and ensure that no rogue NLF representative 

met with high- level Saigon officials, Le Duan ordered his trusted friend, 

Pham Hung, to meet with Nhu. Unfortunately, there is no record of that 
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meeting, which supposedly took place in the jungle somewhere between 

Bien Hoa and Da Lat.55

 These secret contacts and neutralization schemes were smoke and mir-

rors, but they were rendered moot with the shooting of the Ngo brothers on 

1 November 1963. On 22 November, President Kennedy was assassinated 

in Dallas. Whether their deaths represented the last chance to thwart war, 

we will never know definitively.56 What we do know is that Le Duan was 

presented with a fork in the road at the end of 1963 similar to the one Ken-

nedy’s successor, Lyndon B. Johnson, faced a year later. The VWP first sec-

retary could either negotiate with the new southern regime and consoli-

date the insurgency’s military victories or he could accelerate the war to 

attempt a total military victory before the Americans, whose presence now 

numbered 16,000 advisors, could further intervene.57 With the upcoming 

Ninth Plenum in late 1963, Le Duan set his sights on the latter option, just 

as his American counterparts would do during the “long 1964.”58 His suc-

cess meant that the militant hawks achieved the categorical response in 

1963 that they had wanted in 1959: mobilization of the entire country be-

hind the war effort through a marked increase in the rate of infiltration of 

arms, matériel, and troops to the South.59

 In order to secure passage of his policies at the plenum, Le Duan dis-

patched his loyal deputies to lay the groundwork for a major shakedown in 

Hanoi and to take over the reins of the expanded war in the South. Prior to 

the Ninth Plenum, the political atmosphere in the DRV capital remained 

conducive to free exchange over the relative merits of Chinese and Soviet 

policies and over the correct VWP position within the ideological split.60 

But as Le Duan’s carefully appointed deputies brought the repressive ma-

chinery of their police state to bear on the DRV citizenry, dissent to war as 

the path to reunification and any anti- Chinese thought were no longer tol-

erated. The Ministry of Public Security’s Directive No. 21/VP/P4, titled “In-

tensifying the Struggle against Counterrevolutionary Forces following the 

Coup against Diem and Nhu,” passed on 23 November 1963, elevated threat 

levels to their highest peak to promote the ministry’s movement to “pre-

serve secrecy and defend against traitors.”61 Meanwhile, with the planned 

escalation of the struggle in the South from armed conflict to “bigger war,” 

Le Duan appointed General Nguyen Chi Thanh as commander of COSVN. 

From that point onward, Le Duan and his faction simultaneously began 

to neutralize the moderate opposition in the North and to marginalize the 

indigenous revolutionary leadership in the South.
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 On the eve of the Ninth Plenum, when Party leaders made the decisions 

that would lead to American intervention, the political climate in Hanoi 

was extremely volatile. Reflecting on those dangerous times, the late Luu 

Doan Huynh told an interesting story to Vietnam expert Merle Pribbenow 

during a 2007 interview. Huynh, an old Foreign Ministry hand who later 

became a respected scholar- diplomat and welcome figure at international 

academic conferences until his recent death, recalled a 1963 debate on 

the Sino- Indian War organized by the DRV Foreign Ministry. Challeng-

ing a colleague’s assertion that India was an expansionist power that had 

threatened China, Huynh, who had spent several years in New Delhi, inti-

mated that perhaps Beijing was the expansionist power, since it had not 

respected the border between the two countries. Another colleague took 

an alternate track to defend Beijing’s actions: “If socialist troops seized 

land that belonged to a capitalist country, that’s good. There’s no prob-

lem with that.” Huynh, who remained unconvinced of China’s morally su-

perior position in the war, retorted, “No. No matter whether a country is 

capitalist or socialist, we must still respect the country’s borders. We have 

to respect its territorial integrity.” When the debate ended, Huynh recalled 

that a few of his coworkers took him aside and expressed concern for his 

welfare. “You had better be careful,” they warned Huynh. “You may be dis-

ciplined for what you just said, because we are very close to China.”62

 Huynh, like many other midlevel officials, began to fear the conse-

quences of expressing opinions that went against the majority in the days 

before the Ninth Plenum in December 1963. Huynh escaped punishment 

for his indiscretion, but the VWP’s most outspoken advocate for peace-

ful coexistence, Hoang Minh Chinh, paid dearly for his views. Convinced 

that the Party should not devote any more resources to the struggle in the 

South at the plenum, Hoang Minh Chinh wrote a report for Truong Chinh, 

who asked him to draft a recommendation for the upcoming plenum on 

what the correct Party line should be, stating that the VWP should remain 

neutral between the CPSU and the CCP and adhere to peaceful coexis-

tence, as the French, Czech, and Polish communist parties had done.63 

Truong Chinh had no intention of recommending this report for adop-

tion; he had already decided to align himself with Le Duan and the mili-

tants in order to secure his position within the Politburo.64

 Throwing Hoang Minh Chinh’s report in the proverbial dustbin, Le 

Duan strode confidently into the Ninth Plenum of the CEC in December 

1963 and enacted decisions that would elevate the Vietnamese civil war 

to an international Cold War conflict. At the plenum, Le Duan put forth 
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a military strategy that he believed would lead communist forces to sure 

victory in 1964: the General Offensive and General Uprising (Tong cong 

kich, Tong khoi nghia, or GO- GU). In formulating this master plan, the 

VWP first secretary drew lessons from modern Vietnamese history. The 

1945 August Revolution demonstrated the success of combining a military 

offensive in the countryside with a political uprising in the cities, while 

the 1954 battle at Dien Bien Phu showcased the immense power of the 

masses to overcome military odds. Appropriating and subverting Mao’s 

military doctrine to suit Vietnamese needs, Le Duan intimated that victory 

in the South could be achieved without having to progress through the 

three- stage process of war of defense (phong ngu) to equilibrium (cam cu) 

to general counteroffensive (tong phan cong), which the Viet Minh followed 

to a tee in the previous war. The difficult “equilibrium” stage, which may 

have proved Giap’s undoing in the French- Indochina War, could be cir-

cumvented, Le Duan believed, through his ingenious strategy. Receiving 

reports from COSVN throughout the year on the “political strength of the 

masses,” Le Duan was convinced that the Saigon regime sat on a tinder-

box ready to explode.65 In the aftermath of the “American coup against 

the Diem government,” the Politburo ordered COSVN to “incite a mass 

movement that will cooperate with our armed forces to conduct insurrec-

tions.”66 In the GO- GU scheme, then, the success of dramatic large- scale 

attacks by revolutionary forces would spark a mass political uprising, com-

bining the force of the troops with the power of the people to topple the 

already fragile Saigon regime. In effect, Le Duan’s strategy abandoned the 

idea of winning the southern struggle through protracted warfare, particu-

larly in the Mekong Delta where the heart of the insurgency lay. Instead, 

it mandated a major buildup of conventional military force in the Central 

Highlands and the area northwest of Saigon to bring the war to a speedy 

end.67 Attempting total victory over the RVN before the Americans could 

intervene, Le Duan was essentially “going for broke” in 1964.68

 After Party leaders approved the adoption of his GO- GU at the Ninth 

Plenum, Le Duan instructed General Thanh, whose military career in the 

North was based on ensuring total loyalty to the Party, to drop all of his 

duties in agricultural affairs and pack his bags to take over the war effort 

in the South. Meanwhile, the CMC and the Ministry of Defense brought 

the DRV military to wartime strength, raising the standing army to ap-

proximately 300,000. The PAVN General Staff (Tong Tham muu) oversaw 

the first transfer of complete regiments of main force units, including 

the 101st, 95th, and 18th Regiments of the 325th Division, to the south-
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ern battlefields. These soldiers joined the southern regroupees and high- 

ranking cadres already sent below the seventeenth parallel, bolstering the 

PLAF. In addition, weapons and supplies sent down the Ho Chi Minh Trail 

increased fourfold in 1964, while the navy shipped thousands of weapons 

and cadres south in late 1963 and throughout 1964. The DRV transformed 

into a great “rear base.” Factories, warehouses, production facilities, repair 

stations, and hospitals were dedicated to serving the war effort.69

 In his decision to set the DRV on the path to “bigger war,” Le Duan also 

needed to curry favor with Beijing over Moscow. The VWP circulated two 

resolutions after the plenum: an official communiqué on 20 January 1964 

addressing the “world situation” and the “party’s international duties” and 

a secret resolution calling for the intensification of the armed struggle in 

the South.70 Le Duan’s speech at the plenum appeared in the February 

issue of the Party’s theoretical journal, Hoc Tap (The Study), in February 

1964.71 Although he did not explicitly criticize Khrushchev at the plenum, 

his intimations concerning the “mistaken nature” of the “defensive pos-

ture” of the revisionists left no doubt as to whom the Vietnamese leader 

was criticizing. The first secretary claimed that those who placed peace-

ful coexistence with imperialists above all else were hampering the devel-

opment of the revolution. In contrast, the Vietnamese leader applauded 

Mao’s contribution to the development of Marxist- Leninist theory, in 

which the Chinese leader emphasized the role of the peasantry, the estab-

lishment of rural bases, the encirclement of cities by villages, and pro-

tracted armed struggle.72 Although the VWP was now, if only temporarily, 

in the Chinese camp, its published resolution steered clear of overtly of-

fending the Soviet Union by not explicitly calling Khrushchev or the CPSU 

revisionists.73 With the acceleration and expansion of the war, Le Duan did 

not want to close off the option of more Soviet aid.

 Le Duan and the militant faction of the Party made up for this external 

ambiguity, however, with internal repression. Hoang Minh Chinh, who 

was not present at the plenum, would serve as the sacrificial lamb. Since 

Le Duan, Le Duc Tho, and a now rehabilitated Truong Chinh had resolved 

to adopt violent Maoist revolutionary methods in order to expand the war 

in the South, peaceful coexistence became synonymous with revision-

ism.74 According to Hoang Minh Chinh decades after the affair, Le Duan 

was the main architect of the resolution, even though nearly half of the 

Politburo supported peaceful coexistence.75 The hardliners silenced the 

more moderate Politburo members with threats and blackmail, includ-

ing sidelining President Ho Chi Minh at the Ninth Plenum by invoking 
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his past indiscretions. In fact, Le Duan presented Ho with the option of 

“following the Politburo line or standing aside” at the plenum.76 Using 

the “theory of two mistakes”—Ho’s wrongful capitulation to the French 

in 1945 and incorrect acceptance of the terms of the Geneva Accords in 

1954—Le Duan was able to shame the aged leader into submission.77

 Even though they were able to silence some individuals in the Politburo, 

the hardliners could not prevent less senior CEC members from voicing 

their opposition at the Ninth Plenum. Bui Cong Trung, vice chair of the 

National Scientific and Technological Commission, urged greater eco-

nomic cooperation with other socialist countries and the abandonment of 

the chimera of a self- sufficient North Vietnamese economy, while former 

foreign minister Ung Van Khiem and others expressed vehement opposi-

tion to the adoption of a pro- Chinese policy.78 Receiving letters from ap-

proximately fifty mid- ranking cadres who had exhorted their superiors to 

continue following a middle course between China and the Soviet Union, 

these moderate Committee members still lost the debate at the plenum.79

 When Hoang Minh Chinh heard that his report had been rejected and 

labeled revisionist, he noted that the VWP was not only abandoning the 

principles it adopted at its own Third Party Congress but also going against 

the majority line adopted at the Conference of Eighty- One Communist 

Parties in Moscow.80 The militant faction intended to make its message 

loud and clear by assembling 400 high- and midlevel cadres in Ba Dinh 

Square in January 1964 to study Resolution 9. At the gathering, Truong 

Hoang Minh 

Chinh and author
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Chinh announced that given the complicated state of the international 

communist movement, the most important aspect of the plenum’s resolu-

tion could not be written down.81 At the same time, Le Duan’s second- in- 

command, Le Duc Tho, darkly warned the assembled crowd that the Party 

now had to be wary of “modern revisionists” who threatened the revolu-

tions taking place in the North and the South.82 One month later, the pub-

lished resolution elaborated on Tho’s comments:

A small number of cadres have been influenced by modern revision-

ism. When the Nhan Van–Giai Pham clique took advantage of the 

fact that our party criticized its own shortcomings and errors dur-

ing the application of the land reforms and the consolidation of its 

organizations and took advantage of the opposition to the cult of 

Stalin’s personality to engage in sabotaging activities, a number of 

our cadres and party members sided with it. During the past few 

years, while a fierce ideological struggle broke out within the inter-

national communist movement, a number of cadres supported the 

erroneous views and stand of the revisionists.

Concerning the liberation struggle of the southern compatriots, Reso-

lution 9 stated that “rightist” elements in the Party “feared that these 

struggles might be protracted and arduous; they have been afraid of sacri-

fices. . . . They have adopted a somewhat indifferent attitude.”83 The battle 

in Hanoi had begun.

THE REVISIONIST ANTI- PARTY AFFAIR

Le Duc Tho’s fearmongering at Ba Dinh Square and the Party’s adoption 

of Resolution 9 unleashed what became known as the Revisionist Anti- 

Party Affair (Vu xet lai chong Dang). The investigation of supposed “re-

visionists” was headed by the military- security henchmen of the Ministry 

of Public Security, the Party’s CMC, and the army’s GPD. Their investi-

gation included tasking the dreaded military security forces, the Bao Ve, 

with reviewing and screening all military cadres who were studying and 

working abroad in order “to gain a solid understanding of their ideologi-

cal thinking.”84 While the Bao Ve oversaw the criminal targets within the 

armed forces, the equally feared Cong An under Hoan’s Ministry of Public 

Security investigated civilian cases. Rather than answer to the Ministry of 

Defense and the government, both security forces answered to the Party 
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Secretariat.85 The real masterminds behind the affair, then, were Le Duan 

and Le Duc Tho.86

 The campaign to stamp out these “modern revisionists” in 1964 led 

to the marginalization and house arrests first of Moscow- trained mili-

tary officials and then of those deemed “pro- Soviet” in the VWP, includ-

ing high- ranking cadres, overseas students, intelligentsia, and journalists. 

“In order to limit the influence of erroneous thinking and to counter the 

efforts of revisionists to recruit or seduce our cadres as much as possible,” 

the official history of the Bao Ve stated on the tumultuous mid- 1960s, “we 

decided to recall a number of military cadres who were studying in the 

Soviet Union and bring them back home to Vietnam.”87 The interrogation 

of these Soviet- trained military men allowed the Bao Ve to identify many 

individuals who subscribed to “international dogmatism” and thus were 

discharged from the armed forces. While the Bao Ve ousted these dan-

gerous pro- Soviet elements from the military, it also had to circumvent a 

planned “violent demonstration” by volunteer Chinese soldiers in front of 

their embassy who were in no doubt caught up in the radical spirit of the 

Cultural Revolution raging in China. DRV domestic politics began to frac-

ture under the massive weight of the Sino- Soviet split.88

 With the pressure mounting in Hanoi, some Vietnamese officers opted 

to stay in Moscow. Following the defection to the Soviet Union of Major 

General Van Doan, chief editor of the widely read Quan Doi Nhan Dan 

(People’s Army Daily, QDND), the army’s ideological police and security 

forces launched a full- scale investigation of the newspaper. “Secretive 

cadres who arrived in cars with their windows obscured,” recalled one 

QDND staff member, paid multiple visits to the office and rounded up at 

least five staff members who not only lost their jobs but were permanently 

marked as suspect by the Bao Ve.89

 The campaign to eradicate revisionism soon spread outside of mili-

tary circles. The vocal CEC moderates who spoke up at the Ninth Plenum 

began to lose their positions and their prominence within the Party. Bui 

Cong Trung not only lost his seat on the committee but also was fired from 

his post as head of the National Committee of Science and Technology. 

Demotions and firings were not the only repercussions. Duong Bach 

Mai, a committee member and vice president of the Vietnamese- Soviet 

Friendship Association who had been an outspoken opponent, died under 

“mysterious circumstances.”90 Vietnamese students in the Soviet Union 

and Eastern Europe were called back to attend “reeducation” classes in 
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1964.91 Drawing on his experience cracking down on the intelligentsia in 

the 1950s, To Huu, a Secretariat member and chairman of the Education 

and Propaganda Department, launched a new campaign against “revision-

ist” influences in Vietnamese literature. He warned against a “bourgeois 

humanism” propagated by modern revisionists.92 Any individual who had 

any interaction with the socialist diplomatic corps in Hanoi, or who was 

exposed to peaceful coexistence ideas, was considered suspect and treated 

as a criminal by the militants in charge.

 By the third quarter of 1964, the growing number of suspects prompted 

the Politburo to create the Special Case Committee (Ban Chuyen an) to 

carry out a major investigative criminal case. As was common within the 

Vietnamese communist bureaucracy, a shadowy higher- ranking body 

acted as “advisor” to the committee, known as the Investigation Guidance 

Committee (Ban Chi dao). The advisory committee was headed by none 

other than Le Duc Tho and Tran Quoc Hoan. They, in turn, appointed a 

subcommittee to help carry out the work and placed their top henchmen, 

such as Bao Ve director Tran Kinh Chi and other leaders in the Cong An, 

in positions of power. Tho and Hoan’s security apparatus proceeded to 

“conduct investigations using various measures, including internal recon-

naissance [spies/informants], external reconnaissance [physical surveil-

lance], technical reconnaissance, and combined surveillance measures.”93 

Working “night and day,” the Bao Ve and Cong An doggedly pursued these 

revisionists criminals who “tried to sabotage the foreign policies of our 

Party and our Party’s policy of fighting the Americans to save our nation, 

and [who] instead supported a policy of rightest compromise and concilia-

tion.”94 The investigation, which marked the start of Hanoi’s total war in 

the South, would “go public” three years later at the height of America’s 

war in Vietnam.

LE DUAN’S GAMBIT AND AMERICAN ESCALATION

After five long years away from her children, Nga returned to the DRV dur-

ing these turbulent days under her husband’s reign. She accepted a job on 

the editorial staff of the Hai Phong Daily, which allowed her to raise her 

three children in the coastal city about sixty- five miles from Hanoi. Dur-

ing her absence from the DRV capital, Le Duan’s first wife and his father 

moved to Hanoi, but relations between the two families worsened despite 

Nga’s distance and took a toll on Le Duan’s health. Each time the first sec-

retary paid a visit to his second family in Hai Phong, his “surly” daughter 
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from his first marriage insisted on accompanying him. On an occasion 

when Nga had to stay overnight in Hanoi for work, she was run out of Le 

Duan’s house by his first family. After a particularly bad visit when Nga 

stayed with his first family and fell ill afterward, Le Duan wrote her in Hai 

Phong, “Whenever I see my family behaving like this, I grow despondent. 

If I didn’t have such strong compassion, I’d prefer to live without any of 

them.” Sensing that her husband was losing patience with these domes-

tic spats, Nga offered a way out. “Why don’t I return to the South to aid 

the struggle? Even though we would be separated by greater distance,” 

she wrote, “by working toward the same goal, it would be like we are close 

together again.”95 Le Duan consented, allowing Nga to return to the region 

of her birth and to take part in the expanded war effort in the South; how-

ever, she would once again have to leave her children to be raised by their 

father. Nga would keep her husband apprised of the situation in the South.

 Although Le Duan was able to resolve his family problems, the brother-

hood between Party militants and southern revolutionaries became more 

complicated. Now that he had a free hand in the North to oversee the esca-

lation of the war, the VWP first secretary needed to ensure that command 

over the expanded war effort remained with the Party leadership in Hanoi 

and not with southern revolutionaries in the Mekong Delta. The mecha-

nism through which he sought to exert his control over the southern revo-

lution was his old outfit, COSVN. By 1964, however, Le Duan’s protégé, 

COSVN commander Nguyen Van Linh, was able to make little headway. 

Southerners resisted many of the directives and orders that Hanoi issued 

and COSVN tried to enforce, particularly when they sought to reform the 

southern leadership structure.96 Local commanders resented the influx of 

northern officers sent by Hanoi to assume positions of authority in the 

South, particularly the 1961 “Orient Group,” which consisted of 500 high- 

ranking military and political cadres.97 Behind the banner of unity lay 

tensions that had formed early in the struggle for reunification and were 

never fully resolved, even after war’s end.

 Colonel- General Tran Van Tra, a military officer- cum- scholar whose 

postwar writings shed the most light on regional tensions during the war, 

underscored the difficulties that the Party faced in the South in the early 

1960s.98 Tra, a southerner who oversaw the regrouping of his forces to the 

North following the 1954 Geneva Accords, remained in the DRV, where he 

became deputy commander of the PAVN General Staff. For the remain-

der of the 1950s and early 1960s, Tra spent his time studying in the Soviet 

Union. When he learned of Resolution 15 in 1959, Tra requested transfer 
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to the South, but physicians deemed him too ill to undertake the journey. 

In 1963, he finally received the authorization and clean bill of health to re-

turn to the region of his birth. With the promulgation of Resolution 9 to 

launch “bigger war,” the Party ordered Tra to establish the headquarters 

of the PLAF. When he arrived at the B2 Theater, however, he saw that his 

comrades who had stayed behind resisted northern Party encroachment 

in their military and political affairs. “Many of our people in South Viet-

nam,” Tra later commented, “continued to cling to the concept of guer-

rilla warfare and armed insurrection by the civilian populations and said 

there was no need for a regular army, even though the United States had 

already started full- scale war.”99 Convinced that his southern comrades 

were wrong, Tra recommended to COSVN Commander Linh that he build 

up main force units by recruiting youth primarily from the lower Mekong 

Delta and sending weapons northwest to the jungle base area where 

COSVN headquarters was located. Although Linh approved Tra’s recom-

mendations in 1963, it was not until 1967 that Tra’s southern comrades 

accepted Hanoi’s military doctrine, including a sizeable role for a regular 

army.100

 According to southern commanders, Hanoi’s order to create division- 

size units in the South and for certain areas, particularly Military Region 9 

(MR 9) in the B2 Theater known as “western Nam Bo,” to send both men 

and matériel northward to the mountain jungle base area of COSVN’s 

Party and military headquarters, were foolhardy moves that caused major 

logistical problems. Building a regular army and shifting operations away 

from guerrilla tactics were not the only steps to which some southerners— 

particularly those from MR 9—objected:

We had formed main force regiments, the Military Region’s powerful 

fists, with which we had attacked the enemy and scored a series of 

continuous victories. However, we had not carried out the guidance 

from the Central Military Party Commission to develop division- size 

units. At this time, with assistance, manpower, and weapons, pro-

vided by the Central level [Hanoi], we were capable of building large 

forces, and we needed to build such forces. Instead, the Military Re-

gion sent one entire regiment, along with thousands of recruits in 

separate, smaller groups, up to COSVN to serve there. This was a 

mistake in terms of basic policy. History demonstrated that for every 

man we sent away, the Central level later had to send back five or six 
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men as replacements. For this reason we were unable to exploit our 

opportunity in 1965 to win a great victory.101

 With the appointment of Nguyen Chi Thanh as COSVN commander, 

the debate over building division- size COSVN main force units versus 

relying on local guerrilla operations was laid to rest, even if the conclu-

sions of that debate were not universally accepted. After leaving his post 

in the Ministry of Agricultural Affairs in Hanoi, General Thanh set out for 

the South in mid- 1964.102 By October, he reached COSVN headquarters 

in Tay Ninh.103 The stern general, who had risen through the Party ranks 

by policing ideological correctness within the PAVN, immediately set out 

to squash any southern opposition to Hanoi’s policies. One admirer of 

Thanh’s organization and military prowess chalks up the general’s success 

to his patience:

I remember that in 1964, a COSVN conference to study a resolution 

from the Center [i.e., Politburo] dragged out for twenty- one days ar-

guing about our strategic formula, especially regarding the building 

up of our forces. Many attendees suggested that we continue to in-

tensify our guerrilla warfare operations and said we should not con-

centrate our efforts on building up COSVN main force units. Some of 

the arguments became rather heated. However, with an attitude of 

patient persuasion, and by focusing his leadership efforts on build-

ing main force units and fighting large- scale battles of annihilation 

at Binh Gia, Dong Xoai, Dau Tieng, Bau Bang, etc., he gradually was 

able to build a high level of unanimity from COSVN and the COSVN 

Military Party Committee down through each individual military 

region down to each individual province and to successfully build 

powerful main force “fists” to fight on the battlefields of B2.104

When Pham Hung officially joined General Thanh in the South and re-

placed Linh as deputy chief of COSVN by 1965, this marked the begin-

ning of the end of southern autonomy in military matters, a process that 

began only haltingly after the 1960 Third Party Congress.105 Just as General 

Thanh had ensured that the PAVN answer to the Party in the North as head 

of the army’s General Political Department, he now oversaw the subjuga-

tion of the NLF and the PLAF to COSVN.

 One of the general’s first tasks was to draft a COSVN resolution that 

reflected Le Duan’s strategy outlined at the Ninth Plenum. Revolution-
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ary troops were to intensify the military struggle in order to change the 

balance of forces in South Vietnam and prepare for a general offensive 

and uprising that would lead to ultimate victory. Under General Thanh’s 

command, the escalation of the war produced results. In 1964, commu-

nist forces were able to expand the liberated zones from the Central High-

lands all the way to the Mekong Delta, allowing them to control not only 

more than half of the total land area but also more than half of the popu-

lation.106 With General Thanh neutralizing any southern objection to the 

Party’s go- for- broke military strategy and with Pham Hung ensuring that 

the general did not play the lone cowboy as commanders were prone to do, 

Le Duan hoped the combined effect of COSVN’s attacks on such places as 

the Bien Hoa airbase, the American barracks at Pleiku, and the launching 

of Plan X (Ke hoach X) in the Saigon–Gia Dinh metropolitan area would 

topple the weak Saigon regime and dissuade the United States from com-

mitting its troops to a land war in Asia.107 Le Duan in particular placed 

much stock in the Binh Gia Campaign of late 1964 and early 1965, since 

it constituted the first full- fledged campaign conducted by COSVN main 

force units. “The liberation war of South Vietnam has progressed by leaps 

and bounds,” Le Duan noted at the time. “After the battle of Ap Bac the 

enemy knew it would be difficult to defeat us. After the Binh Gia Campaign 

the enemy realized that he was in the process of being defeated by us.”108

 Within less than a year, however, the military and international forces 

that had propelled Le Duan’s Resolution 9 had become obsolete. Hanoi’s 

gamble failed with American intervention, and the VWP’s pro- China tilt 

ended with the advent of substantial Soviet aid.109 On 2 August 1964, North 

Vietnamese patrol boats attacked the U.S. destroyer Maddox in the Gulf of 

Tonkin under the mistaken notion that the destroyer’s presence was con-

nected to ongoing South Vietnamese raids on the North under OPLAN- 

34A. Two days later, the United States falsely claimed more attacks at sea 

by communist ships, allowing the Johnson administration to launch re-

prisal air strikes against North Vietnamese installations.110 These inci-

dents set off the chain of events that brought the Gulf of Tonkin resolu-

tion, President Johnson’s congressional approval for war. In the aftermath 

of the 1964 elections and into the beginning of 1965, the American presi-

dent, a tough Texan with a grand domestic vision, increasingly committed 

himself to a foreign war, despite public apathy and allied resistance, since 

he saw his nation’s—and his own—credibility on the line in Southeast 

Asia.111 The communist attack on the U.S. Army barracks at Pleiku in Feb-

ruary 1965, which Johnson’s national security advisor, McGeorge Bundy, 
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famously likened to a streetcar (meaning that it was a readily available 

pretext for escalation), was the unfortunate product of Le Duan’s “go- for- 

broke” strategy.

 This new level of American intervention, in turn, brought about a 

change in relations between Hanoi and its larger allies. Following the 

VWP’s tilt toward China at the Ninth Plenum, Soviet frustration with the 

DRV led Moscow to decrease economic aid and exports to North Vietnam, 

while Chinese approval of Hanoi’s policies led to an increase in support 

and the offer to send volunteer troops.112 After the events of August 1964, 

however, Soviet policy toward Vietnam began to shift, with the confronta-

tion between the United States and the DRV rendering aid to the fraternal 

socialist cause mandatory.113 After the ousting of Khrushchev in October, 

newly appointed General Secretary Leonid I. Brezhnev made a concerted 

effort to improve ties with the North Vietnamese, culminating in Soviet 

premier Alexei Kosygin’s visit to Hanoi in early 1965. The first substantial 

shipments of Soviet aid and military equipment arrived in February and 

March after Kosygin’s visit.114 In response, VWP leaders ceased their criti-

cism of revisionism and once again practiced neutrality in the Sino- Soviet 

split.115 Meanwhile, although Mao encouraged the Vietnamese war with 

the Americans and placed China on military alert after the Tonkin Gulf 

incidents, he sought to contain the war in Vietnam and exhorted Hanoi to 

fight a protracted war against the Americans. Mao signaled to Washington 

that Beijing would only enter the war if Chinese territory were attacked. 

The chairman was only willing to fight the Americans down to the last 

Vietnamese.116

 Even before March 1965, when the first marines arrived on the beaches 

of Da Nang in central Vietnam to protect American airbases, Le Duan real-

ized that his GO- GU strategy had failed to topple the Saigon regime and 

thwart American intervention, but he stubbornly held onto his ambitious 

military plans. At the Eleventh Plenum in March, the Party leadership re-

solved to increase the attacks to confront the Americanization of the war, 

but it remained ambiguous regarding how best to maintain the strategic 

initiative and achieve victory.117 Le Duan’s letters to General Thanh reveal 

that the two were in agreement on a communist strategy that would “in-

crease [our] military forces, and match the enemy’s growing numbers.”118 

After Johnson approved Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), 

Commander General William Westmoreland’s request for 100,000 U.S. 

ground troops in July 1965 in what Hanoi called America’s “limited” or 

“localized war [chien tranh cuc bo],” General Thanh continued his aggres-

apontej
NetLibrary
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sive strategy by directing large- unit warfare to match American escala-

tion.119 As the COSVN commander’s military doctrine on defeating the 

Americans played out over loudspeakers in Hanoi, Le Duan supported 

his general by sending secret letters, urging him to continue “fighting 

hard.”120 Like Washington, Hanoi hoped for a speedy, military victory.

 In the spring of 1965, the VWP enjoyed nationwide support for the anti- 

American struggle in the DRV. Le Duan must have felt vindicated by the 

outpouring of support, as men and women signed up to serve and the 

country prepared for an epic struggle. At the special session of the Tenth 

Plenum on 25–27 March 1965, Party leaders claimed initial success as the 

United States was forced to shift gears and land the first marines in Viet-

nam. Although the war had just begun, the resolution concluded with 

what would become an important slogan: “Chung ta nhat dinh thang [We 

will ultimately win].”121 In April, the Party’s Three Readiness Campaign 

(Ba san sang) called for “readiness to join the army, to partake in battle, 

to go wherever the fatherland deems necessary.”122 The North Vietnamese 

Army answered the call; mobilization drives more than doubled the ranks 

of the PAVN in the first few months of war.

 However, the initial flush of war fever soon turned to weariness as casu-

alties mounted under General Westmoreland’s search- and- destroy mis-

sions and the expanded bombing, which covered more of the North by the 

end of the year. At no point, however, did Le Duan give up on his dreams 

of fomenting a general uprising in the cities. Citing the Cuban model, in 

which Fidel Castro attacked the cities three times before gaining power in 

Havana, Le Duan urged his forces to keep attacking. “If for some reason 

the uprisings in the cities run into trouble and we are forced to pull our 

forces out, that will not matter. That will just be an opportunity for us to 

practice and to learn lessons from experience in order to prepare to try 

again for a later date.”123 By the end of 1965, the United States had 184,300 

military personnel engaged in the South, making a large attack on urban 

centers impossible.124

 The massive onslaught of the U.S. war machine exacted enormous casu-

alties and costs not only on the insurgency in the South but also on eco-

nomic development in the North. Although U.S. strategists were disap-

pointed that their sustained bombing campaign, which included 25,000 

sorties over the DRV by late 1965, had little effect on the North’s rate of in-

filtration, Operation Rolling Thunder did disrupt socialist development.125 

In 1966, Johnson ordered air strikes on industrial and transportation sys-

tems as well as petroleum storage facilities.126 American bombs wreaked 
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havoc on the North’s transportation infrastructure, led to the abandon-

ment of factories and industries not contributing to the war machinery, 

and prompted the relocation of the urban population to the countryside.127 

For the North- first faction, Le Duan’s proclamation must have been par-

ticularly hard to swallow: “We will emerge from this war not shattered but 

stronger and more solid. An army of workers will take form and science, 

technology, and engineering will be developed in the rural areas because 

of our evacuation policy, for we are not evacuating and dispersing to flee 

but in order to produce and to fight the enemy.”128 To the dismay of Party 

cadres who had hoped to use their scientific education and expertise to de-

velop the economy in North Vietnam, their efforts would be squandered in 

an expensive, drawn- out war in South Vietnam.129

 In this volatile environment, Le Duan and his faction found themselves 

dealing with a two- pronged attack from within the Party. The first prong 

came from vocal members of the North- first faction, which had been 

stifled but not completely silenced after 1963. It demanded an immediate 

negotiated end to the conflict. The Americanization of the war and the end 

of Hanoi’s China tilt had rejuvenated the moderates in the VWP who had 

less to fear from being labeled “pro- Soviet” with the onset of substantial 

aid from Moscow. Moreover, their cause had become even more urgent by 

mid- decade. Prior to U.S. intervention, the southern struggle only diverted 

resources and attention away from socialist construction, but now Ameri-

can bombing of the North threatened to destroy incipient DRV develop-

ment completely. Using the opportunity of Johnson’s thirty- seven- day 

bombing pause in December 1965 and January 1966, the “peace” faction 

redoubled its call for negotiations, but the militant members of the Polit-

buro easily outmaneuvered them.130 Nonetheless, their criticisms forced 

the militants to respond publicly. In February 1966, Le Duc Tho addressed 

the dissension in the Party, which he attributed to “pessimism over the 

war in the North, doubts on the war in the South, concern over the inter-

national support for the DRV position, and disagreements over balance 

between production and fighting.”131 But he portrayed the moderates as 

naive, merely a “small number of comrades” who had failed to realize the 

“deceptive nature” of the negotiations “plot.”132

 The “naive” North- firsters, however, may have begun to attract the sym-

pathies of higher- ranking Party members who worked behind the scenes 

for a political settlement. By 1966–67, the “pronegotiations” faction, some 

of whose members may have initially supported military means to vic-

tory but now sought to advance a diplomatic struggle to end American 
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intervention, represented a greater threat to Le Duan’s leadership than 

the more vocal midlevel moderates. East European archives suggest that 

the desire for negotiations extended to Le Duan’s comrades in the Polit-

buro.133 Although official Vietnamese accounts state that the Hanoi Polit-

buro agreed in 1966 that pursuing negotiations with Washington was fruit-

less, new evidence reveals that unanimity may not have existed. According 

to historian James Hershberg’s work on “Marigold,” a serious peace at-

tempt by the Poles in late 1966 involving Prime Minister Pham Van Dong, 

reveals that some influential Party leaders sincerely desired direct talks 

with the Americans and were able to advance their agenda internation-

ally.134 Dong, who was very popular within the Party and close to Ho Chi 

Minh, had been associated with diplomacy since the French- Indochina 

War and continued to take an active role in foreign affairs as prime minis-

ter during the anti- American resistance struggle.135

 Le Duan, who had already marginalized Ho Chi Minh in the Party 

leadership by invoking his failed negotiation attempts with the French, 

remained apprehensive of a diplomatic solution and moved to block the 

powerful “peace” proponents. In other words, he drew a significant les-

son from the First Indochina War: diplomacy without military superi-

ority should be avoided at all costs. Particularly because his ambitious 

war strategy had placed communist forces at a disadvantage militarily in 

South Vietnam, Le Duan was convinced that peace talks with the Ameri-

cans in 1965 would be akin to Ho’s negotiations with the French in 1945. 

At the Twelfth Plenum in late 1965, the first secretary weighed in on the 

debate regarding the strategy of “talking while fighting [dam va danh].” He 

concluded that the necessary conditions were not yet present for the Party 

to engage in substantive peace talks since communist forces had not yet 

scored a major victory that would bring the universal support of the “fra-

ternal socialist nations” for negotiations.136 Treading carefully between 

China and the Soviet Union, Le Duan endorsed the pro- Chinese interna-

tional line adopted in Resolution 9 and scolded a “number of comrades 

[who] have mistakenly concluded that our party’s policy has changed,” 

but at the same time, he reiterated Hanoi’s neutral stance in the Sino- 

Soviet split. “The strategic policy of our party differs from the policies of 

the Soviet Communist Party and the Chinese Communist Party.”137 Inter-

necine Party politics and complex foreign policies threatened to derail Le 

Duan’s war in the South if he could not disentangle the two.

 At the same time that the militant leadership encountered criticism 

from the North- first and pronegotiations factions in the Party, Le Duan 
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and Le Duc Tho identified yet another challenge to the war leadership. 

General Giap, Le Duan’s long- time nemesis, threatened to exploit their 

vulnerable position. In 1966, General Giap engaged General Thanh in a 

very public and blunt debate via print and radio in Hanoi over war strategy. 

It amounted to a show of military machismo between the two generals.138 

Although their feud may not have revealed what was actually at stake and 

definitely did not leak any state or military secrets, the timing of the “war 

of words” in 1966 may have placed Giap at the top of Le Duan’s blacklist 

once again. By 1967, during the more secret—and thus very substantive—

debates, Le Duan zeroed in on Giap and undercut his position in a way that 

General Thanh could not do publicly on the airwaves and in print against 

the hero strategist of Dien Bien Phu.

 The importance of the “war of words” between Thanh and Giap in 1966 

is heightened by the fact that another Politburo member, the ailing Ho 

Chi Minh, essentially echoed Giap’s public position during the private de-

bates of 1967. In addition, the 1966 public feud invoked the same themes 

as their high- profile debate a generation earlier during the war against 

the French. Giap, a proponent of modernizing the PAVN, believed that 

Thanh’s strategy had wasted main force units in suicidal clashes where 

protracted warfare would have proven more successful, given superior U.S. 

firepower and mobility.139 In defense of his tactics, Thanh insisted that 

Westmoreland’s strategy of attrition would ultimately fail for lack of man-

power and endurance. The COSVN commander reasoned that if commu-

nist forces switched to a defensive strategy, revolutionary morale would 

slip. Moreover, Thanh claimed, the critics in Hanoi were guilty of devising 

strategy in the abstract (truu tuong) since they were too far from the battle-

fields of South Vietnam.140 This was a thinly veiled attack on Giap and his 

“armchair generals,” who were safely ensconced in the North.141 Invoking 

his firsthand military experience in the South, Thanh argued that the re-

sistance must include an aggressive military strategy that allowed com-

munist forces to engage the enemy in set- piece battles at will and that had 

the North’s full support.

 Although General Thanh “won” this first round of debates with his ag-

gressive strategy for the 1965–66 winter–spring season, mounting casu-

alties forced Le Duan to order the COSVN commander to incorporate 

aspects of protracted guerrilla warfare.142 Although the summer of 1966 in-

cluded raids and harassing tactics in addition to battles using main force 

units, criticism of General Thanh’s refusal to rely predominately on guer-

rilla forces continued to increase.143 By the 1966–67 dry season, General 
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Giap and his supporters dominated the publications and airwaves with 

pieces extolling the efficacy of the guerrillas, even in urban warfare, over 

the suicidal attacks of regular units.

 In the late spring and early summer of 1967, even the debates that were 

merely posturing abruptly stopped. The flurry of peace activities and the 

sobering military stalemate in the South had the effect of bringing the 

military establishment together.144 From April to June, Generals Giap and 

Thanh convened a series of meetings with the senior leadership of the 

PAVN General Staff and agreed that communist forces should attempt a 

“decisive victory” while the United States was preparing for the upcoming 

presidential election and a possible shift in its military strategy.145 Even 

though Thanh and Giap agreed that their forces should attempt to break 

the stalemate, however, they disagreed on the best means to bring about 

that goal.

 As the hardliners in the VWP dealt with domestic challenges, Hanoi’s 

allies exerted unwanted pressure and offered conflicting advice on how 

the North Vietnamese should conduct the anti- American struggle. At the 

Twelfth Plenum in late 1965, Le Duan had reminded his comrades that 

their struggle for reunification would encounter difficulties since it was 

unfolding at a period of great turmoil within the internationalist move-

ment.146 Although Kosygin tried to convince Mao in early 1965 to com-

bine their efforts to aid the Vietnamese, Mao rebuffed him, proclaiming 

that the Sino- Soviet split would last for another 10,000 years.147 As a result, 

both key allies held separate leverage in North Vietnam. The PRC con-

trolled transport logistics and stationed 170,000 Chinese troops at its peak 

in North Vietnam, consisting of engineering and antiaircraft units, while 

the Soviet Union provided antiaircraft artillery and heavy weaponry as well 

as approximately 1,165 advisors to operate surface- to- air missiles (SAM).148 

While Beijing pushed Hanoi to wage a Maoist- style conflict with empha-

sis on protracted, guerrilla war in the countryside and to resist talks with 

Washington, Moscow urged Hanoi to negotiate and equipped communist 

forces to fight a conventional war in order to test Soviet military hard-

ware against the Americans.149 In late 1966, the Party leadership under-

took high- level trips to China and the Soviet Union, with Le Duan, General 

Thanh, and COSVN leader Linh traveling to Beijing in October, and Le Duc 

Tho and Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy Trinh leaving two months later for 

Moscow. It was clear to the Hanoi Politburo that its allies were not going 

to reconcile their divergent positions.150

 As Soviet military and economic aid continued to increase, with Mos-
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cow eventually overtaking Beijing as the largest contributor to the DRV by 

1967, China’s fears reached a fever pitch. Conversations between Chinese 

and Vietnamese leaders from 1965 to 1967 reveal warnings and even thinly 

veiled threats to the Vietnamese regarding the “perfidy” of Soviet aid.151 At 

the outset, the PRC was geographically able to control the valve of Soviet 

support to North Vietnam, but the disruption of transport due to the Cul-

tural Revolution had by late 1966 weakened the already strained transport 

system.152 In response to Soviet accusations that the Chinese were hinder-

ing Russian arms deliveries, Pham Van Dong went out of his way to “thank 

China” for its “help in the transit of aid from the Soviet Union and other 

fraternal East European countries according to schedule.”153

 The Soviets struck back by encouraging Vietnamese leaders to de-

nounce Chinese hegemony and the Cultural Revolution. In addition to 

criticizing the Chinese, the Soviets also utilized their growing influence 

to urge the North Vietnamese toward a negotiated settlement.154 The re-

sponse from the Chinese was unequivocal. Mao and the CCP tried to foil 

the Soviet “peace talk plot” at every turn and even tried to enlist fraternal 

parties to denounce Soviet machinations.155 In a conversation between the 

director of the National Reunification Committee, General Nguyen Van 

Vinh, and Soviet chargé d’affaires P. Privalov, General Vinh reportedly 

stated that holding talks then “would mean losing everything, and, first 

of all, friendship with China which is utterly opposed to negotiations.”156 

Nevertheless, emboldened by a growing interest within certain segments 

of the VWP in establishing peace talks, the Soviet embassy in Hanoi ad-

vised Moscow to put all of its efforts into promoting Hanoi’s newfound 

willingness to broach a political settlement to end the war.157 Since the 

Chinese had been in North Vietnam longer than the Russians, Ambassa-

dor Ilya Scherbakov and the Soviet embassy sought to catch up by foster-

ing a network of local contacts and friends in the Vietnamese capital.158 

Sensing the growing divisions in the VWP, Hanoi’s allies were trying to use 

the factionalization to their advantage.

CONCLUSION

Far from a unified effort, Hanoi’s road to war was wracked with dissen-

sion and division. Le Duan steamrolled over his adversaries in the North 

as well as in the South. By strengthening the power of the apparatchiks in 

the Party leadership in 1960 and creating a veritable police state by 1963, 

he was able to change the course of VWP policy and, thus, modern Viet-
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namese history. Rather than continue the policy of paying equal attention 

to northern economic development and the southern liberation struggle, 

Le Duan subordinated the former to promote the latter. At the same time, 

he strengthened COSVN to take over direction of the southern war, dis-

placing the indigenous leadership in the process. Southern revolution-

ary leaders objected to the Party center’s realignment of their leadership 

structure and Hanoi’s orders for “bigger war,” but they were powerless to 

stop Le Duan’s designs.

 The domestic casualties of Le Duan’s policies were numerous. While 

the socialist revolution in the North was set back indefinitely, southern 

autonomy over their revolution came to an end. VWP moderates who had 

hoped to avoid reunification through war lost their jobs and became tar-

gets of repression by the police state. Vietnamese men and women of the 

South who had long fought against the Saigon regime, and of the North 

who had dutifully answered the call to war, died in droves at the hands of 

a new foreign enemy. That enemy, equipped with weapons of mass de-

struction and an ideological resolve, radically altered the terms of the Viet-

namese civil war.

 The United States, however, was not the only foreign power to inter-

vene in the Vietnamese conflict; the Soviet Union and China became in-

creasingly involved as well. With the Americanization of the Vietnamese 

war, Sino- Soviet competition for influence over North Vietnam greatly in-

creased. While Moscow hoped to see Soviet technology defeat American 

arms in Vietnam, Beijing wanted to showcase the power of Mao’s mili-

tary strategy on the Vietnamese battlefield. In addition to military mat-

ters, the Soviet Union and China also clashed over aid logistics as well as 

over the issue of negotiations. While the Soviet Union pushed Hanoi to 

engage in peace talks to ensure that the conflict not escalate into nuclear 

war, China advised Hanoi to avoid negotiations at all costs. In other words, 

both countries saw in the Vietnam War a chance to advance their interna-

tional  stature.

 In addition to their direct involvement, the growing hostility between 

China and the Soviet Union also exacerbated political divisions within 

North Vietnam. The years between 1960 and 1966 reveal how great- power 

rivalry complicated North Vietnam’s postcolonial development. While 

VWP officials trained in the Soviet Union advanced the line of peaceful 

coexistence and of socialist transformation and industrialization of the 

North as the means to reunification, other Party members influenced by 

Chinese thought urged for violent confrontation with the West and war for 
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liberation of the South and reunification of the entire country. The divi-

sions allowed leaders in Hanoi to exploit these internationalist debates for 

domestic gains.

 With the stakes raised both domestically and internationally by late 

1966, Le Duan and his militant deputies needed to break the will of their 

domestic opponents, reaffirm their autonomy vis- à- vis their allies, and 

break the military stalemate in the South. The cacophony of the “dovish” 

call for talks in the Party, doubts regarding war strategy within the mili-

tary leadership, Chinese diatribes about Soviet perfidy, and Soviet pressure 

to negotiate needed to be silenced. Desperate to retain control over their 

war in the South and their leadership in the North, Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho resolved to take extreme measures both militarily and politically. As 

America’s war of attrition reached its second year and the conflict in the 

South entered its seventh by 1967, Le Duan drew from his revolutionary ex-

periences in the Mekong Delta, where he had learned that in order to wage 

a successful revolution, one must always be on the offensive.159
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These traitors have sowed dissension within the Party and  

undermined the unity of our army. Their underhanded activities are evident.  

Their purpose is to organize a faction to oppose our Party, the Workers’ Party. . . .  

They assumed that in the last 20 years our Party lines and policies have been  

affected by dogmatism and that our plan of opposing the U.S. for  

national salvation is shortsighted.—Le Duc Tho1

c h a p t e r  t h r e e

THE BATTLE IN HANOI FOR  

THE TET OFFENSIVE

On 5 July 1967, one day before he was set to return South, COSVN Com-

mander General Nguyen Chi Thanh had lunch with an ailing Ho Chi Minh. 

Lingering at his car before leaving, General Thanh worried it would be the 

last time he would be able to set eyes on the aged leader. Ho was thinking 

along the same lines. Asking Thanh to convey a message to the southern 

revolutionaries since he might not live to see victory and reunification, 

Ho wanted them to know that the South was always in his heart. Moved 

by Ho’s parting words, Thanh made his way to his next appointment with 

his sometime nemesis, General Vo Nguyen Giap. On that day, however, 

the two generals seemed to get along well enough as they strolled around 

beautiful West Lake with their wives and later dined together without 

their wives at Giap’s residence. After a hearty feast with heavy drinking—a 

proper sendoff meal before returning to the front—Thanh stumbled home 

around 11:00 P.M. to find his wife and four children awaiting his arrival.

 That humid July night was made even more unbearable when an elec-

tricity outage hit Thanh’s Ly Nam De neighborhood to the west of the Old 

Quarter in central Hanoi. After putting his kids to bed and telling them to 

behave in his absence, Thanh took an ice- cold bath to cool off, and around 
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1:00 A.M., he went to bed. An hour later, he woke his wife, Cuc, telling 

her that he felt as if water was rushing through his body. When Thanh’s 

bodyguards rushed into the house to take him to the hospital, the proud 

general refused to be carried out and walked himself to the car. The show 

of strength belied his condition. General Thanh was pronounced dead of 

a heart attack at 9:00 A.M. on 6 July 1967 at Military Hospital 108. At the 

funeral the next day, as Ho Chi Minh moved everyone to tears by bidding 

an emotional farewell to the general who would be unable to deliver his 

message to the South, those gathered could not understand how the seem-

ingly healthy general had died so suddenly. To Huu composed a poem that 

he read at the funeral, capturing the disbelief of those attending the wake 

with his first line, “Oh Thanh, are you really gone?”2 Waiting until night-

fall, when American bombs stopped falling, Party and military leaders 

held Thanh’s burial service under the cover of darkness at Mai Dich Mili-

tary Cemetery, but they did not lay to rest their doubts and suspicions.3

 A few weeks after the general’s funeral, Hoang Minh Chinh, the Party 

theoretician who found himself on the wrong side of the internationalist 

debate, was arrested by internal security forces. Upset at what he saw as 

the hijacking of VWP policy by South- first militants since the early 1960s, 

Chinh had called on North Vietnamese Party leaders to heed Soviet advice 

and engage in negotiations with the United States to end the destructive 

war. At the start of the wet season in July 1967, security forces silenced 

Chinh by arresting him along with several other academics and journalists 

as typhoon rains—and American bombs—pummeled Hanoi. Although 

large segments of the Hanoi populace, as with other major cities in North 

Vietnam, had been evacuated to the countryside as a result of American 

bombing, enough “treasonous” elements still managed to thrive in the 

capital to attract the attention of the police state. For the remainder of the 

year, as the military plans for the 1968 offensive took shape in the corri-

dors of Party power, security forces in Hanoi rushed into people’s homes 

in the dark of the night, kicked down doors, and incarcerated hundreds of 

supposed traitors.

 General Thanh’s death and Hoang Minh Chinh’s arrest in 1967 set the 

stage for Hanoi’s greatest strategic victory and gravest tactical defeat: the 

Tet Offensive. Although the 1968 surprise attacks represented a major turn-

ing point in the Vietnam War, much of North Vietnam’s decision making 

surrounding the offensive remains unclear. Hanoi’s strategy deliberation, 

which took place from the spring of 1967 to the beginning of 1968, is still 
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shrouded in mystery.4 In the absence of official documents relating to the 

Tet Offensive, many debates still abound regarding the origins, the timing 

of key decisions, and the aims of what the North Vietnamese leadership 

called the General Offensive and General Uprising (Tong cong kich, Tong 

khoi nghia, GO- GU). The current Vietnamese and Western historiography 

offers only limited answers.5 According to David Elliott, “There is a curious 

reticence among Party and military historians about the decision- making 

process that led to the Tet Offensive, even decades after the event.”6

 Contemporaneous and postwar studies published in Vietnam assert 

that the military losses and political setbacks suffered by the United 

States and the RVN in 1966 and 1967 presented a key opportunity for the 

communist forces to undertake a major offensive in 1968.7 Indeed, Viet-

namese scholarship cites the inability of the United States to achieve its 

projected speedy victory over the insurgency as the only factor in Tet deci-

sion making.8 In this view, the failure of Washington’s war of attrition9 and 

its bombing campaigns over North Vietnam,10 compounded by the grow-

ing political disillusionment with the war in the United States, prompted 

the leadership of the VWP to shift the “revolution to a new stage, that 

of decisive victory.”11 With the U.S. presidential elections approaching in 

1968, Hanoi made the decision in the spring of 1967 “to quickly prepare 

on all fronts to seize the opportunity to achieve a large victory and force 

America to accept a military defeat.”12 According to Vietnamese scholars, 

then, the Tet Offensive was strictly a result of the Party leadership’s astute 

decision to exploit the favorable conditions, both militarily and politically, 

arising from the enemy’s failing war effort in the South.13

 Conspicuously absent from the literature is any mention of conditions 

within the DRV that played a part in the Tet strategy deliberation. To be 

sure, there were grave domestic and international concerns weighing on 

the minds of Le Duan’s “War Politburo” as it devised its military plans 

in 1967.14 After two costly years of war against the world’s greatest super-

power ground down to a stalemate, internecine Party struggles reached 

a feverish pitch in Hanoi. Even though Le Duan held firm control over 

the VWP leadership, his dogged persistence in winning the war militarily 

through big- unit warfare, rather than initiating negotiations or reverting 

to protracted guerrilla struggle, brought about challenges to his authority 

not only from rival Politburo members but also from Hanoi’s allies, who 

coupled much- needed military and economic aid with unwanted and 

often conflicting advice. This chapter looks at the “incremental, contested, 
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and improvisational” Tet strategy deliberation in 1967, which, like earlier 

decisions, took into account not only the U.S.- RVN war effort but also VWP 

politics and the Sino- Soviet split.15

FROM THE REVISIONIST ANTI- PARTY AFFAIR  

TO THE HOANG MINH CHINH AFFAIR

In retrospect, the direction of the war could have gone in several direc-

tions in 1967; the decision to proceed with the Tet Offensive was far from 

written in stone at the beginning of the year. In January, the Party leader-

ship adopted a military- political- diplomatic strategy, codified in Resolu-

tion 13, that appeared to offer a solution, since it split the difference be-

tween various factions.16 The resolution not only advanced the diplomatic 

struggle but also called for a “spontaneous uprising in order to win a de-

cisive victory in the shortest possible time.”17 A few days after the passage 

of the resolution, DRV minister of foreign affairs and Politburo member 

Nguyen Duy Trinh underlined the diplomatic aspect of the strategy by in-

dicating that if the United States stopped bombing unconditionally, talks 

could begin.18 To the dismay of the North- firsters and pronegotiations fac-

tions as well as the Soviet allies, Le Duan had secretly decided that peace 

talks could not begin until communist forces had fulfilled the other aim of 

Resolution 13: a “decisive victory” on the battlefield. By launching a major 

military action against the South Vietnamese forces during the upcoming 

U.S. presidential election year, Le Duan hoped to topple the Saigon regime, 

forcing any subsequent negotiations with the United States to reflect a 

victorious DRV over a vanquished RVN. Le Duan only had to look at Ho 

Chi Minh’s marginalized position in the Party leadership since the French- 

Indochina War to be wary of premature negotiations.

 Like most issues concerning military strategy, however, Party and mili-

tary leaders were divided on how best to achieve a “decisive victory.” Mir-

roring the debates taking place in Washington at the same time, the VWP 

leadership could not agree on the most effective way to break the stale-

mate. While Ho Chi Minh, General Giap, and Chinese leaders urged cau-

tion by preparing communist forces for a protracted war, Le Duan and his 

hawks strove for total victory through an ambitious and risky large- scale 

offensive aimed at the cities and towns of South Vietnam. Not only had 

the first secretary predicated his power on the southern cause in 1959–60, 

he became personally identified with the GO- GU strategy used in 1963–

64. When his go- for- broke strategy not only failed to bring a clear victory 
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but also triggered American military intervention, Le Duan bided his time 

until he could redeem his military approach. In 1967, Le Duan again be-

came convinced that a concerted series of attacks on the urban centers of 

South Vietnam could bring total and complete victory.

 In reality, Le Duan’s costly strategy for victory was just another “roll 

of the dice.”19 Nevertheless, he succeeded in getting the Party leadership 

to approve plans for another GO- GU with the passage of Resolution 14 

in January 1968, once again relying on his apparatchiks and utilizing the 

powers of his police state.20 The first secretary and his militant faction 

thus emerged victorious in the struggles that gripped the leadership in 

1967; the resultant Tet Offensive plans were a major blow to both domes-

tic opposition and foreign obstruction. In order to understand the evolu-

tion of Party policy from Resolution 13 to Resolution 14, it is necessary to 

understand not only the battle waged in South Vietnam but also the one 

unfolding on the streets of Hanoi.

 The Revisionist Anti- Party Affair—which has also been referred to as 

the Hoang Minh Chinh Affair, in recognition of its first and most vocal 

victim—reached its dramatic conclusion three years after it began.21 Al-

though the affair began as an internal Party debate over the international 

communist line, it ended as a means for Le Duan to launch the 1968 Tet 

Offensive without any obstructions. Prior to his incarceration in the sum-

mer of 1967, Hoang Minh Chinh had circulated a controversial 200- page 

report titled Ve chu nghia giao dieu o Viet Nam (Dogmatism in Vietnam) 

that criticized the lack of openness and democracy in the Party.22 Not only 

was Chinh suspected of treasonous activities with this publication, he was 

accused of being part of a larger network of saboteurs including cabinet 

ministers, high- ranking PAVN officers, CEC members, National Assem-

bly delegates, government leaders, distinguished veterans, intelligentsia, 

journalists, doctors, and professors who conspired to overthrow the gov-

ernment.23 As spy fever spiked in the capital, the Secretariat kept secret 

these arrests as it assessed its Instruction 145 (Chi thi 145), promulgated 

by the Party in early March, which monitored any espionage activities and 

their effect in the North.24

 The purges occurred in three waves. On 27 July, the Bao Ve rounded 

up Chinh as well as a small group of professors and journalists. In mid- 

October a second wave of arrests began. The security forces apprehended 

more Party members, but this time, the arrestees included more high- 

ranking and noteworthy figures, such as the well- known generals of Vo 

Nguyen Giap’s staff, Le Liem, Deputy Defense Minister Dang Kim Giang, 
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Deputy Chief of the General Staff Lieutenant- General Nguyen Van Vinh, 

and the General Staff’s military intelligence chief, Senior Colonel Le Trong 

Nghia, as well as Ho Chi Minh’s former secretary, Vu Dinh Huynh. The 

third and largest wave of incarcerations, which took place on 25 Decem-

ber, involved Party members and non- Party professionals, including Vu 

Dinh Huynh’s son, Vu Thu Hien, who later wrote their memoir based 

on the injustices they underwent.25 With the testimony of Vuong Quang 

Xuan, a captain of the North Vietnamese Army and intelligence agent who 

defected to the RVN in early 1969, the outlines of the purge became known 

early on:

In late 1967 and early 1968 several hundred people, including high- 

ranking party and government officials, were arrested for being 

against Lao Dong party war policies and plotting the overthrow of 

Ho Chi Minh. . . . The party had known of the group for a long time, 

and Le Duc Tho supposedly had talked with [Hoang Minh] Chinh 

and other members of the group about their beliefs before they were 

arrested. . . . A bulletin written by Chinh had been seized and was 

considered proof of his treason. The bulletin took a position against 

Resolution Nine which stated that the situation in South Vietnam 

was now favorable for the use of military means to overthrow the 

government of South Vietnam, and that the party would not repeat, 

not use political means only to achieve victory. It asked for the full 

support of all North Vietnamese cadres and people in this effort. . . . 

Chinh’s bulletin opposed North Vietnamese military participation in 

the liberation of South Vietnam.26

 The scope of the perceived threat to national security and the shift from 

a secret investigation begun in 1963 to an overt one by 1967 resulted in the 

mobilization of greater manpower for Le Duc Tho and Tran Quoc Hoan.27 

In addition to the various intelligence subcommittees and the personnel 

and staff under their direction since 1963, Le Duan’s security apparatus 

and police state burst at their seams by 1967 with additional cadres drawn 

from regional committees, the navy, as well as the Communications and 

Engineering Departments.28 In July, Minister Hoan gave a speech on how 

the Cong An were able to escape the pernicious influence of modern re-

visionism that had infected other cadres.29 On 30 October, the Standing 

Committee of the National Assembly presided over by Truong Chinh pro-

mulgated a decree setting forth the terms of punishment for treason, es-
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pionage, and transmitting state secrets. By the end of the year, Le Duc Tho 

circulated two reports that warned of a plot in their midst. Although the 

suspects arrested were not formally accused until 1972,30 Tho wrote the 

following report in late 1967:

These traitors have sowed dissension within the Party and under-

mined the unity of our army. Their underhanded activities are evi-

dent. Their purpose is to organize a faction to oppose our Party, the 

Workers’ Party. They have deliberately made inaccurate analyses, 

partial critiques, and mischievous evaluations in the Politburo with 

the intention of fomenting friction between Party leaders. They have 

gained the allegiance of a number of high- ranking cadres of various 

ministries, even those of a foreign country. They have sought meth-

ods of stealing our confidential documents. They have taken advan-

tage of our cadre’s carelessness to collect classified information on 

our military plans, economic projects, and on foreign aid provided 

to us by friendly countries for our national salvation against the U.S. 

aggression. They have tried to hinder our counterattack of the enemy. 

They have tried to prevent COSVN from implementing Resolution 9. 

They assumed that in the last 20 years of our Party lines and policies 

have been affected by dogmatism and that our plan of opposing the 

U.S. for national salvation is shortsighted.31

The alleged traitors were imprisoned in central Hanoi at Hoa Lo, known 

to Americans as the “Hanoi Hilton.”32

 It is unlikely that these individuals posed an actual threat to national 

security. Although the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair had its origins in the 

controversial 1963 plenum and would have legal and political repercus-

sions for the DRV beyond 1968 and even 1975, the immediate rationale 

for the arrests in 1967 rested squarely on the Politburo’s choice of tactics 

and strategy for the Tet Offensive.33 Nothing else would have prompted a 

purge of such proportions. By this point, theoretical arguments couched 

in seemingly dense but innocuous Marxist- Leninist terms actually sig-

nified intense debates regarding the direction of the war in the South.34 

Under Le Duan’s leadership, the decision to forgo substantive negotiations 

and to pursue a “decisive” military victory by launching large- scale attacks 

on the cities and towns across South Vietnam in pursuit of a GO- GU was 

highly controversial and hotly contested within the VWP. By integrating 

the timetable regarding decision making from above and the arrests on 
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the ground, the pieces of the Tet puzzle begin to fall into place, revealing 

that as plans for the military offensive grew more ambitious, so too did the 

scope of the arrests.

 As was the case when Le Duan led the Party to elevate the political 

struggle to armed conflict in 1959 and to go for broke in 1963, his ability to 

promote the adoption of the GO- GU strategy in 1967 must be situated at 

the intersection of Hanoi’s foreign and domestic policies and be seen as 

a response to the military picture in South Vietnam or the political situa-

tion in the United States. In doing so, the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair and 

the Tet decision- making process can be understood on three interrelated 

levels: (1) the DRV’s policy of equilibrium in the Sino- Soviet split; (2) per-

sonal power struggles in the Hanoi Politburo; and (3) political repression 

in the VWP. Drawing on their survivalist modes of leadership, garnered 

first during their experiences in the Mekong Delta battling multiple rival 

factions in the 1940s and 1950s and then strengthened during their steady 

climb to power in the Red River Delta in the 1960s, Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho resorted to intrigue, double- dealing, and intimidation so that “dark-

ness descended in midday” for hundreds of Hanoians in 1967.35

SIGNALING THE ALLIES

For three years, Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, and other leaders in Beijing 

watched with consternation as North Vietnamese leaders seemingly moved 

away from the Chinese sphere of influence and into the Soviet one.36 Re-

calling the early days of the French- Indochina War and even the beginning 

of Vietnam’s war for reunification, when Moscow could not be bothered 

with the events in Indochina, Chinese leaders could not understand how 

the North Vietnamese were unable to see through the present Soviet ruse. 

According to Beijing, support from the revisionist Soviet regime always 

came with strings attached. Chinese leaders were convinced that Leonid 

Brezhnev, Alexei Kosygin, Nikolai Podgorny, and their cronies in the CPSU 

would sell out the Vietnamese revolution to the Americans when this 

served Soviet interests.

 Although Moscow’s military and economic aid to the DRV appeared 

in 1967 to be on the verge of eclipsing China’s, Beijing leaders could take 

solace in two reasons the North Vietnamese remained beholden to the 

PRC: not only did Beijing control transport logistics, but there were also 

hundreds of thousands of Chinese troops in North Vietnam, even if they 

were only set to work on building roads and infrastructure.37 Mao and 
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other Chinese leaders felt they could make a few demands of their Viet-

namese allies. They wanted Hanoi to reject both Soviet advice to engage 

in negotiations and Russian- style warfare as well as remain skeptical of 

all forms of Moscow’s support. Beijing hoped instead to see Vietnamese 

leaders apply Chinese revolutionary strategy and prove to the world that 

Mao, rather than Brezhnev, could lead internationalist forces to defeat 

the world’s leading neoimperalist power. To their dismay, however, the 

North Vietnamese not only gladly accepted Soviet aid and training as well 

as offers of technical assistance but also seemed to be heeding Soviet ad-

vice and mimicking Soviet warfare.

 Le Duan and his colleagues in the VWP Politburo were all too familiar 

with Beijing’s anti- Soviet thinking, and they tried their best to allay Chi-

nese fears of a supposed VWP tilt toward the CPSU. In early April 1967, 

General Giap and Prime Minister Dong traveled to Beijing, where they 

praised Chinese military influence on Vietnam’s revolutionary struggle. 

“Some of the strategies we are adopting on the battlefield in South Viet-

nam,” Dong informed Zhou Enlai, “follow what you suggested to us in the 

past.”38 At a subsequent meeting, Giap said to Mao Zedong, “In our fight-

ing against the Americans, we always remember your words: try to pre-

serve and develop our forces, steadfastly advancing forward.” After lavish-

ing their hosts with praise, Dong and Giap informed their allies that Party 

and military leaders in North Vietnam had agreed to introduce “new” ele-

ments into their “strategic principle” for 1968.39

 Despite such reassurances, however, Mao feared that the “new” ele-

ments in Vietnamese military planning would mean adopting a Soviet 

model of warfare, which included large- scale offensives aimed at urban 

centers in an attempt to win a quick victory. Such a strategy would in-

crease North Vietnamese dependence on Russian aid and weaponry, and 

perhaps even push Hanoi further into the Soviet orbit. “We have a saying,” 

Mao stated in his characteristically allegorical manner, “ ‘If you preserve 

the mountain green, you will never have to worry about firewood.’ The 

U.S. is afraid of your tactics. They wish that you would order your regular 

forces to fight, so they can destroy your main forces. But you were not de-

ceived. Fighting a war of attrition is like having meals: [it is best] not to 

have too big a bite.”40 Although General Giap inwardly agreed with the 

Chinese leader regarding the necessity to wage protracted war at this junc-

ture in the war, he was powerless to stop Le Duan and General Thanh from 

taking a big “bite.”

 Although the April 1967 meetings reveal that Beijing approved of Viet-
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namese plans to escalate the war, Mao was right to be wary of North Viet-

namese military aims for 1968. When the delegation returned to Hanoi in 

the late spring, planning for the Tet Offensive began to take the form of 

an ambitious nationwide attack on major cities and provincial towns—a 

move the Chinese would later consider premature and a reflection of the 

Soviet proclivity for urban warfare. In May and June, the VWP leadership 

essentially rejected Mao’s doctrine when it assessed the military picture 

for 1968 and concluded that guerrilla war alone could no longer remain 

the guiding principle for the resistance forces in the South.41

 Although the Chinese were concerned about the rising Soviet influence 

on Vietnamese military strategy, they were relieved that the Hanoi Polit-

buro still rejected Soviet advice to enter negotiations. Arriving later in the 

game than the Chinese and possessing no clear- cut allies in the Politburo, 

the Soviet embassy in Hanoi under Ambassador Ilya Scherbakov tried to 

cultivate contacts and allies among VWP officials who had studied in Mos-

cow in order to increase the Soviet Union’s influence in North Vietnam and 

promote its negotiations agenda.42 The culmination of Moscow’s med-

dling occurred in late June when Premier Kosygin met President Johnson 

in Glassboro, New Jersey, with private reassurance from Prime Minister 

Pham Van Dong that if the United States stopped bombing, negotiations 

could begin.43 Between Dong’s private reassurance and Foreign Minister 

Trinh’s public statement earlier in the year, Ambassador Scherbakov and 

his bosses in Moscow believed that their influence had now reached be-

yond midlevel VWP officials all the way up to the Vietnamese Politburo.

 As the Soviets increased their efforts to initiate peace talks between 

Washington and Hanoi, thereby bolstering the moderates in the Party as 

well as the Politburo, Le Duan and his faction launched a preemptive strike 

against these forces and their Soviet benefactors. In doing so, Le Duan 

sent a thinly veiled message to Moscow: the DRV would not be pressured 

into negotiations. Essentially, the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair signaled to 

the Soviet embassy in Hanoi that the arrests of its “eyes and ears” in the 

VWP also meant the end of Moscow’s hopes to push forward its agenda.44 

Charged with “gain[ing] the allegiance of a number of high- ranking cadres 

of various ministries, even those of a foreign country,” and then passing on 

state secrets and classified information, the arrestees were basically guilty 

only of maintaining close ties with the Soviet Union. The Soviet embassy 

in Hanoi understood the message loud and clear: exasperated reports to 

Moscow indicated that North Vietnamese leaders were no longer inter-

ested in pursuing negotiations.45
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 The arrests of pro- Soviet officials who had “assumed that in the last 

20 years [the] Party lines and policies have been affected by dogmatism” 

were intended as much to placate the Chinese as to deter the Soviets.46 

These so- called traitors had passed information to the Soviet embassy in 

Hanoi and abroad regarding the extent of Chinese activity and aid to the 

DRV.47 Their arrests signaled to Beijing that the VWP would not fall into 

the hands of a pro- Moscow group. The victims of the 1967 purge were sac-

rificed in order to maintain North Vietnam’s policy of neutrality and equi-

librium in the Sino- Soviet split. As Hanoi’s juggling act became trickier to 

maintain, the arrests sent a clear message to the allies without posing sub-

stantial risks to North Vietnam’s diplomatic relations.

POWER STRUGGLES IN THE POLITBURO

The arrests were also meant as unveiled threats to high- ranking mem-

bers of the Politburo who had dared to challenge Le Duan’s authority. By 

1967, the first secretary identified multiple figures in the Party and mili-

tary leadership who stood in the way of his goal of redeeming the GO- GU 

strategy. By arresting the loyal subordinates of their rivals, Le Duan and Le 

Duc Tho were able to undermine the positions of their detractors without 

disturbing the illusion of a unified leadership in Hanoi necessary to guide 

communist forces to victory.

 During his colonial education, Le Duan must have stumbled across 

Georges Clemenceau’s famous adage that war is too serious a matter to 

entrust to military men. Although it is difficult to assess the nature of civil- 

military relations in the DRV during the Vietnam War, there is tentative 

evidence that tension existed between Party leaders and the military brass. 

As high- profile commanders who possessed the allegiance of men both 

north and south of the seventeenth parallel, Nguyen Chi Thanh and Vo 

Nguyen Giap were extremely popular generals. Their popularity may have 

been a double- edged sword, since it inspired the jealousy of the first secre-

tary. Although there is no proof that Le Duan had anything to do with the 

mysterious death of General Thanh—other than a postwar allegation by 

the defector and Politburo member Hoang Van Hoan in his memoirs—the 

circumstances surrounding Thanh’s death on 6 July 1967 have produced 

much speculation.48 At the time, Western observers believed that he had 

been killed in B- 52 attacks.49 The main source of Hanoi gossip after the 

war, Bui Tin, claims that General Thanh died the day before he was to re-

turn to the South via the Ho Chi Minh Trail after suffering a heart attack.50 
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According to Thanh’s widow, Nguyen Thi Cuc, her husband became inex-

plicably ill after a full day of meetings and sumptuous meals, though she 

abstained from alleging poisoning.51

 Whether due to natural or other causes, Thanh’s death took place dur-

ing an extremely important juncture in the planning for the 1968 offensive. 

Two months before, Thanh had convened COSVN’s Fifth Plenum and con-

firmed his long- held position in various speeches that communist forces 

would maintain the strategic initiative by attacking enemy forces head on, 

rather than by reverting to defensive guerrilla war, and thus would score 

a decisive victory in 1968. He did not, however, elaborate a specific mili-

tary strategy.52 In June, Thanh’s comrades in the Politburo recalled him 

to Hanoi in order to report on the military situation in the South. After 

three long years on the war front, General Thanh left the South on what 

would be his last journey. While in Hanoi, he ordered the Combat Opera-

tions Department (Cuc Tac chien) to “continue, in a systematic matter, 

to brainstorm the strategic direction and objectives that would lead to a 

decisive victory.”53 During the course of his stay in the DRV capital, Gen-

eral Thanh heard disparate viewpoints from members of the Politburo 

subcommittee for military affairs, the Party’s CMC, and the PAVN General 

Staff. While some members of the Politburo were dubious that commu-

nist forces could achieve a decisive victory against American forces in 1968 

through large- scale battles, Le Duan adopted a more militant position:

It is impossible for the United States to maintain its current troop 

level, to expand the war, or to drag it out. The Americans have no 

option other than employing greater military strength. As such, we 

have to counter their strategy by ratcheting up our war effort to a new 

level—one that the Americans will not be able to endure, leading to 

their military defeat and their political isolation. If we can accom-

plish this, the Americans will surely have to withdraw from South 

Vietnam. Thus, I say we increase our military attacks so we can then 

seize the initiative to advance the diplomatic struggle in order to use 

world public opinion against the imperialist Americans and their 

bellicose puppets.54

In other words, Le Duan believed he could find America’s breaking point. 

Resurrecting his bold strategy that had failed to win the war in 1964, Le 

Duan was convinced that the GO- GU would achieve that sought- after de-

cisive victory in 1968. The Da Nang uprisings in 1966 offered Le Duan in-

disputable proof that the cities and towns were tinderboxes for general 
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insurrection, which a spectacular military victory could spark.55 Although 

the majority of the military leadership, led by General Giap, believed that 

revolutionary forces were not yet ready to launch large- scale attacks aimed 

at the cities and towns of South Vietnam, Le Duan was willing to take the 

chance in 1968. Whether General Thanh, who had staked his military cre-

dentials on big- unit warfare in order to maintain the initiative and uphold 

troop morale, disagreed with Le Duan, we will never know. Most likely he 

did not, since General Thanh was a hawk who had predilection for send-

ing troops into battle and took pleasure in proving General Giap wrong.56

 After weeks of contentious debate over military strategy, General Thanh 

scheduled his return to the front lines. Although Thanh’s death the day 

before he was set to leave was a clear loss for the militants, Le Duan may 

have concluded that the peasant general had already served his purpose 

by maintaining the strategic initiative in the South and thwarting Giap in 

the North. Had he lived, Thanh could have either blocked Le Duan’s mili-

tary strategy for 1968, if they had disagreed, or threatened to eclipse the 

first secretary if the upcoming 1968 offensive proved successful. Despite 

the rising death toll and the public debate with Giap, Thanh’s popularity 

rose in the South, possibly prompting comparisons in Le Duan’s mind 

with the legendary Nguyen Binh of the French- Indochina War. Regardless 

of the cause of Thanh’s death, Le Duan may have stood to gain from his 

premature demise during the planning stages for 1968.

 Le Duan’s personal animosity toward Vo Nguyen Giap is slightly better 

documented. The “comrades Le” continued to sideline Giap and saw to it 

that the general wielded significantly less power in the struggle against 

imperial America than he had in the war against colonial France.57 With 

General Thanh’s death, their main counterweight to Giap was gone, 

prompting the impetus for a preemptive strike against the popular gen-

eral, who had objected to Le Duan’s urban- centered plan for the upcoming 

offensive. Although Giap had agreed with the hawks that revolutionary 

forces had to strive for some sort of “decisive victory” in 1968, the gen-

eral expressed doubts that any offensive should begin with the cities and 

towns of South Vietnam. At the 14–16 June 1966 meeting of the Politburo 

subcommittee for military affairs and the Party’s CMC, at which Le Duan, 

Le Duc Tho, Pham Hung, and even General Thanh were present, Giap 

had agreed with his comrades that revolutionary forces must fight large- 

scale battles, but, he warned, “it was necessary to build up to attack on the 

cities.”58 “By mid- 1967, although a number of revolutionary bases, com-

mando and crack troop units had been deployed in cities and suburbs,” 
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one Vietnamese historian claimed, “no one could imagine a general offen-

sive all over South Vietnam against the cities and towns, particularly when 

the U.S. war efforts were reaching a climax.”59

 With Thanh dead and Giap in disagreement, Le Duan needed a more 

pliant general to implement his risky military strategy. Vietnam expert 

Merle Pribbenow portrays the genesis of the 1968 Tet Offensive as a Faus-

tian bargain between Le Duan and Senior General Van Tien Dung. Dung 

was born in 1917 to a middle peasant family from Ha Tay province, just 

south of Hanoi. Unlike most of his comrades in the senior leadership, 

Dung was actually a proletarian. As a young worker in the Cu Chung tex-

tile mills, Dung became openly involved in revolutionary activities, join-

ing the ICP during the Popular Front period in the fall of 1937. Arrested on 

the eve of the Second World War, Dung escaped from a colonial prison a 

few years later and quickly climbed the communist ranks in Tonkin. Dur-

ing the French Indochina War, Dung became head of the Military Politi-

cal Department, a precursor to Thanh’s army watchdog outfit, the GPD, 

particularly for the Viet Bac region, which began to see most of the action 

after 1950. Friction between Dung and Giap might have arisen during this 

period, since Dung was in charge of policing Giap’s troops, and probably 

came to the fore when Dung replaced Giap’s friend Hoang Van Thai as 

PAVN chief of staff a little while later. Nonetheless, in 1954, the intellec-

tual and the worker had to put their differences aside to carry out the siege 

at Dien Bien Phu. At the start of the southern war, Dung was promoted 

to senior general, elected to the CEC and to the Politburo as an alternate 

member, and served under Giap on the National Defense Council after the 

1960 Third Party Congress.60

 Seven years later, however, Dung seized an opportunity to advance his 

career after Thanh’s death and at his boss’s expense. Playing on Le Duan’s 

desire to promote his brand of military offensive, Dung requested a private 

meeting with Le Duan behind General Giap’s back. At their meeting, the 

ambitious Dung expressed support for the first secretary’s position that 

revolutionary forces had no choice but to foment a general uprising in the 

towns and cities of South Vietnam even though communist soldiers did 

not possess a clear military advantage over enemy troops in urban centers. 

Although he more likely agreed with his boss, Giap, and fellow military 

commanders that communist forces were not yet ready to lead the masses 

to the final stage of people’s war and to ultimate victory, Dung was ready 

to put his own career ahead of the revolution. By ingratiating himself to 

Le Duan and criticizing the military decision making under the direction 
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of Giap, Dung shrewdly positioned himself as a replacement for Thanh. 

Le Duan, recognizing that he now possessed an ambitious new counter-

weight to Giap willing to do his bidding, promoted Senior General Dung 

to oversee the new and improved plans for the 1968 offensive.61

 Not only was Giap’s fate sealed during the private meeting between Le 

Duan and Van Tien Dung, but so too were the plans for what would become 

the Tet Offensive. On 18–19 July, nearly two weeks after Thanh’s death, Le 

Duan and Dung unveiled their controversial strategy at a high- level meet-

ing including Politburo members and the military brass. While main force 

units tied down American troops away from urban centers, they advocated, 

large- scale attacks on the cities and towns of South Vietnam would incite 

a mass political insurrection to topple the puppet regime in Saigon. Their 

strategy met immediate resistance from the assembled group of Party and 

military leaders, the most powerful of which came from none other than 

Ho Chi Minh. In his final attempt to exert authority over the revolution 

that he only symbolically led, Ho went on the attack. First, the aged leader 

questioned the “subjectivity” of Le Duan and Dung’s plans, intimating 

that perhaps the first secretary and his senior general were being unreal-

istic and overly optimistic in their goals for the upcoming offensive. The 

chairman then urged caution for the upcoming offensive. Although the 

Party and military were in agreement that the forces could attempt a de-

Ho Chi Minh (left) and Vo Nguyen Giap (right) (Anonymous Collection [left] and Douglas 

Pike Photograph Collection [right], Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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cisive victory, they must prepare for a protracted war. As such, Ho resur-

rected General Giap’s position, the “need to expand guerrilla warfare” over 

sole reliance on big- unit warfare.62

 Despite Ho’s sensible advice, Le Duan brushed aside this challenge to 

his command by ordering Dung to continue drafting the military plans 

based on large- scale attacks on urban centers. While Dung worked out the 

military details in Hanoi, Le Duan promoted Pham Hung to replace Thanh 

as head of COSVN. In August, Hung successfully completed what would 

have been Thanh’s journey to the South, carrying not only the outlines 

of Le Duan’s plans for an urban- centered offensive, but also the mandate 

that southern revolutionaries carry them out without question.63 When it 

became clear that the upcoming 1968 offensive clearly bore Le Duan’s GO- 

GU imprint, Giap left for Eastern Europe and did not return until well into 

1968.64 The defeated Ho Chi Minh followed suit and left for Beijing to con-

valesce, though he apparently never fully recovered from what had ailed 

him in 1967.

SPY FEVER IN THE POLICE STATE

Although the purge indirectly served international purposes and became 

a proxy battle for Politburo members, it held very real ramifications for 

political life in Hanoi. While moderate Politburo leaders fled North Viet-

nam, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho removed any vestiges of Ho and Giap’s in-

fluence in the lower rungs of the Party and thus paved the way for the adop-

tion of the Tet Offensive strategy. Soon after the pivotal mid- July meeting, 

Le Duan and Tho applied their brand of ruthless revolution, culled from 

their dangerous days in the Mekong Delta, to the war- weary and bomb- 

saturated Red River Delta. The Revisionist Anti- Party Affair, begun three 

years earlier at the controversial 1963 plenum, reached its dramatic climax 

with the arrest of its first victim, Hoang Minh Chinh, on 25 July 1967, and 

ended only with the passage of Resolution 14 giving the go- ahead for the 

Tet Offensive.65

 With the escalation of the air war over North Vietnam, Le Duan’s police 

state placed the nation on high alert and declared a state of emergency. 

Minister of Public Security Hoan’s tireless speeches and promulgations 

whipped up paranoia, creating spy fever as bombs rained down on the 

North. Hoan warned the ministry’s staff and the security forces to be on 

guard against neoimperialist use of intelligence and espionage operations 

to instigate coups or incite “peaceful evolution.” The United States con-
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ducted nefarious activities in other sovereign countries by unleashing the 

CIA even in ostensibly pro- American countries such as South Vietnam. At 

the start of Hanoi’s “bigger war” in 1963, Hoan claimed, the United States 

sent individual spies into North Vietnam, but by the latter half of the de-

cade it had infiltrated the DRV with commando teams tasked with carry-

ing out acts of sabotage aimed at paralyzing logistics and fomenting in-

surrection. After the start of Rolling Thunder, the minister said, America 

redoubled its espionage activities and concentrated on four areas: (1) col-

lection of strategic and tactical intelligence in all sectors of North Viet-

namese life; (2) assassination and kidnapping of cadres and civilians to 

gather intelligence; (3) recruitment of agents to support operations; and 

(4) psychological warfare aimed at sowing fear and confusion within the 

DRV.66

 Although the DRV foiled most of the South Vietnamese and American 

plots by 1967, Hoan advocated constant vigilance since the enemy proved 

very wily and adept. To be sure, the enemy’s sources for information were 

diverse. The United States was able to garner intelligence through “care-

less revelation of state secrets in our own propaganda, press, and radio 

broadcasts,” and at times through superior technology, including recon-

naissance aircraft, radar, and electronic intelligence. Moreover, “delega-

tions from capitalist and imperialist” countries, nations that had embas-

sies, consulates, or trade missions in Hanoi, and regional powers such as 

Laos and Thailand, all supplied information to Washington. For example, 

Hoan claimed, de Gaulle’s neutralization schemes were plots to buffer 

America’s defeats in South Vietnam, while Japanese spies and British im-

perialists used their commercial ties and diplomatic missions to carry out 

long- term espionage operations for the Americans.67

 However, Hoan warned, security forces had to be most wary of “spies 

hiding inside North Vietnam,” who came from disaffected sectors of so-

ciety. The minister laid bare these reactionary elements to his security 

forces, which now possessed the authority to trample North Vietnamese 

civil rights with impunity: “Currently the enemy still has a number of 

refuges, places where he can hide to carry out his activities in our society 

in North Vietnam. These refuges are reactionary elements utilizing the 

cloak of the Catholic religion; reactionary elements among former mem-

bers of the puppet government and army; former members of ethnic mi-

nority bandit groups and former members of reactionary parties; the 

former upper classes in ethnic minority areas; former members of the ex-

ploitative classes; and those who are dissatisfied with society.”68
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 Since these elements were either spies directed by the enemy or re-

actionaries who wanted to establish contact with the enemy, Hoan claimed 

that “our fight against imperialist spies is intimately linked with the fight 

against reactionary elements inside our country, and vice versa.”69 In 

other words, there was absolutely no room for dissent within the DRV; 

opposition was either proof of espionage or reactionary. Hoan instructed 

his security forces to first establish the origins of individuals suspected 

of being spies or reactionaries (i.e., whether they were legally or illegally 

residing in North Vietnam) and then to detect contradictions in the sus-

pects’ lifestyles (when their spying ran counter to their professional cover). 

Spies and reactionaries were never capable of maintaining the ruse, Hoan 

observed, and identifying their inability to function in their cover profes-

sions—even more than deciphering their origins—was the key to exposing 

traitors.

 Despite being adept at their alleged cover jobs as successful Party 

cadres, military officers, lawyers, doctors, and teachers, the suspects of 

the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair were rounded up by Hoan’s security forces 

and summarily labeled as traitors. In reality, Chinh and the other Party 

officials arrested after publicly opposing the war in the South and decrying 

the mounting repression in the North posed no threat to national security. 

Instead, their arrests demonstrated that Le Duan’s Politburo would not 

tolerate any criticism of the southern struggle and the northern revolution 

and that it would go to any lengths to prevent the leak of war plans or state 

secrets to allied powers. With the strategy deliberation for the Tet Offen-

sive under way, Le Duan could not allow Chinh and his publication of 

Dogmatism in Vietnam to go unpunished and his connections with Soviet 

officials to go unchecked. Since Chinh and other pro- Soviet Party officials 

had criticized the Party leadership’s refusal to end the costly southern war 

through negotiations, their opposition to the upcoming 1968 offensive 

would be even more intense. Based on their challenge to Resolution 9 in 

1963, which confirmed Hanoi’s tilt toward Beijing and laid out the GO- GU 

plans for 1964, these “North- first” moderates would surely object to the 

resurrection of the same risky strategy for 1968, one that ran counter not 

only to Soviet advice to seek negotiations and to de- escalate the fighting 

but also to the VWP’s own Resolution 13 in 1967 that ostensibly advanced 

the diplomatic struggle.70 Moreover, the architects of the purge incarcer-

ated the vocal antiwar members of the Party in July because they wanted 

to protect the element of surprise necessary for the Tet Offensive to suc-

ceed in the midst of the spy fever that gripped Hanoi.71
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 In mid- October, the second wave of arrests began—this time of Party 

members and military officials more high- ranking than those caught in 

the July purge—as Le Duan and Van Tien Dung continued to forge ahead 

with their military plans for the 1968 offensive. Including elements of 

Thanh’s favored big- unit warfare along Khe Sanh, in the mountains of the 

extreme northwestern corner of South Vietnam and along the DMZ, the 

Duan- Dung amendments included “big battle” strikes against the cities 

and provincial towns of South Vietnam to incite a general insurrection.72 

Shortly after the Politburo reviewed the revised plans from 20 to 24 Octo-

ber, the Bao Ve arrested Giap’s loyal staff from the Dien Bien Phu cam-

paign, including Lieutenant- General Nguyen Van Vinh and Senior Colonel 

Le Trong Nghia, who had been active in drafting the 1968 offensive as 

members of the General Staff and who had briefed the Politburo mem-

bers at the October meeting. Although the official histories state that Vinh 

and Nghia presented favorable reports on the likelihood that large- scale 

attacks would incite a popular insurrection in the cities, the two officers 

disappear entirely from the historical record after the Politburo meeting, 

only to appear in the 1990s on the list of arrestees in 1967.73

 These October arrestees who had served at Giap’s side claimed that 

security officials under the control of Le Duan, Le Duc Tho, and Tran Quoc 

Hoan had hoped to implicate Giap in the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair. 

When these top military men arrived at Hoa Lo prison, the Bao Ve began 

to interrogate even Hoang Minh Chinh and the earlier July arrestees re-

garding any interactions they may have had with the famous general.74

 Neither Giap nor Ho were able to fly back to Hanoi to spring their sub-

ordinates and staff from jail.75 They thus also forewent an opportunity to 

voice their opposition to the direction of the Duan- Dung plan during the 

October Politburo meeting. Perhaps Giap and Ho had finally given up; not 

only had their objections proven unable to alter Le Duan’s designs, but 

their continued opposition also kicked the first secretary’s police state into 

full gear. In fact, the debate surrounding military planning had become so 

contentious that Le Duan refrained from attending the October meeting 

as well, leaving Truong Chinh, who had begun to take an avid interest in 

stamping out the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair, to preside over the Polit-

buro’s deliberations. Even though the members present postponed the ap-

proval of the “general uprising” section of the upcoming offensive, citing 

the absence of key leaders, Le Duan was confident that he had already won 

the battle for the Tet Offensive.76

 The power struggle among these key Politburo members not only 
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prompted a wave of political arrests in Hanoi but also caused a momen-

tary breakdown of military leadership that had disastrous results for the 

Lunar New Year attacks. “One of the mysteries of the planning for the Tet 

Offensive,” Vietnam scholar David Elliott writes, “is how much (and when) 

the lower levels . . . knew about the specific nature and extent of changes 

that may have taken place in the basic plan between June 1967, its formal 

transmittal to the South in October 1967, and the final Hanoi Politburo 

resolution of December 1967.”77 Although indoctrination sessions oc-

curred in the southern theaters prior to October, the emphasis remained 

on protracted struggle, fighting while negotiating, and taking advantage of 

local environments. The events of October led to the de facto approval to 

target urban centers, what one military historian has called “a daring de-

cision of Vietnam indeed because if we had simply considered the balance 

of military force at that time (October 1967), we would not have taken this 

audacious decision.”78 Tran Van Tra later criticized the northern leader-

ship for not giving the southern resistance adequate time to prepare for 

the Tet Offensive.79 Since many of the October arrestees included military 

commanders who were involved in the planning for the upcoming offen-

sive, Le Duan’s personal vendetta against Giap had finally spilled over into 

the war effort itself.

 The final and largest round of arrests, on Christmas Day, did not involve 

figures associated with Giap or the moderates in the Politburo; rather, they 

were mainly of Party officials and Hanoi professionals who had become 

“suspect” under Minister Hoan’s definition, as security thugs carried out 

their boss’s instructions to crack down on potential leaks. Since the first 

arrestee, the purported Soviet spy Hoang Minh Chinh, had raised the ban-

ner for “reactionaries” to oppose the Party line with his publication, Bao 

Ve forces needed to round up the supposed adherents of Chinh’s “revision-

ist ideology” in December. The urgency, of course, was the timing of the 

Politburo meeting in late December and the CEC plenum in early Janu-

ary to pass Resolution 14 that would codify Le Duan’s GU- GO strategy for 

1968. If Chinh and his associates, with “foreign” backing, leaked informa-

tion regarding the upcoming offensive that relied on the element of sur-

prise, all would be lost. By the end of the year, Party and non- Party mem-

bers who had any contact with Chinh, or who had ever criticized the Party 

leadership after 1963, or who had any family members guilty of “bour-

geois” sentiments, were summarily arrested.80

 The 1967 purge thus represented the militant leadership’s conflation of 
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ideological divisions in the internationalist movement with political re-

pression at home so that the hawks could carry out their military policies 

in the South. Although leaders in Hanoi, including Le Duan, Giap, and Ho, 

may have adopted aspects of Chinese or Soviet policies, the ultimate goal 

was always to promote Vietnamese interests and ambitions. Extreme pro- 

Soviet or pro- Chinese inclinations may have existed among midlevel offi-

cials who had studied in either the Soviet Union or the PRC, but members 

of the Politburo were never that partial.81 The reasons for neutrality within 

the highest strata of the VWP were twofold: the Hanoi Politburo needed 

to steer a separate course not only for fear of alienating or displeasing one 

ally over the other but also to instill a sense of patriotism and Vietnamese 

identity within the Party and the people. However, neutrality in foreign 

policy did not prevent the use of ideological divisions within the interna-

tional proletarian movement to control domestic politics at home. Certain 

leaders were not above accusing others of “revisionism” or “dogmatism” 

for domestic political gain.

 Le Duc Tho, Truong Chinh, and Tran Quoc Hoan, who received the ma-

jority of media coverage during and after the arrests, emphasized Party 

control over all stages of the revolution and the need “to struggle against 

opportunism from left or right.”82 These leaders delivered their speeches 

and published their articles in an atmosphere of danger—as Red Guards 

and radical thinking spilled over from China’s Cultural Revolution—and 

of intrigue—as spy fever heightened by American bombs gripped the DRV 

capital.83 It is conceivable, then, that Le Duan and his faction orchestrated 

the arrests to capitalize on this fear by whipping up paranoia with accusa-

tions of espionage and treachery in order to ensure that the planning for 

the Tet Offensive unfolded in the utmost secrecy it needed to succeed. Re-

calling the clamor that the pro- Soviet moderates had created in the wake 

of Resolution 9 in 1963, Le Duan needed Resolution 14 to be passed with-

out complications in 1968. By charging the arrestees with “sowing dissen-

sion” and “fomenting friction between Party leaders” in order to “organize 

a faction to oppose our Party, the Workers’ Party,” the leaders who orches-

trated the arrests finally removed their long- standing opponents in one 

fell swoop.84 The Politburo, however, remained intact, even though some 

members were now fully aware of the lengths to which Le Duan would go 

in order to get his way. It was in this environment that Hanoi made the de-

cision to launch what would become the major event of the Vietnam War: 

the Tet Offensive.
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CONCLUSION

Since Hanoi was supposedly infested with spies and American bombs 

threatened the city, the Fourteenth Plenum took place outside the capital, 

in Hoa Binh province, in early January. In his opening speech, Le Duan 

formally elevated General Dung to the top military slot by allowing him 

to brief the plenum on behalf of the Central Military Party Commission. 

Although it would have been Giap’s duty to provide the briefing as head 

of the CMC, he was conveniently out of the country. As for Ho Chi Minh, 

the frail leader had returned to Hanoi in December to make a final stand 

against the GO- GU strategy at the Politburo meeting in December, but to 

no avail. The Politburo approved forwarding the Tet Offensive resolution 

to the Central Executive Committee for a rubber stamp. With the Polit-

buro’s December blessing, then, the attendees of the Fourteenth Plenum 

in January 1968 reviewed and debated the risky strategy for 1968. Once 

again Ho abstained from the vote—just as he had for Resolution 9 in 

1963—and silently watched as the revolution proceeded without him.85

 Beset with problems from the start, military planners for the Tet Offen-

sive delayed setting the date for the offensive nearly to the last minute. 

In order to maintain the element of surprise, war leaders in Hanoi gave 

local, regional, and provincial commanders in the South little more than 

two weeks to prepare their forces for battle. On 15 January 1968, D- Day 

was set for the night of 30–31 January, to coincide with Lunar New Year’s 

Eve. The Year of the Monkey, however, proved inauspicious for communist 

forces. Due to calendar discrepancies, some of the central region prov-

inces launched their attacks one day early, thereby giving away the ele-

ment of surprise, while other headquarters received their instructions too 

late and thus failed to “tien cong [advance].”

 Without contextualizing VWP strategy deliberation within the interplay 

of inner Party debates and Sino- Soviet- Vietnamese relations, it is impos-

sible to understand the full weight of the decisions made by Le Duan and 

his hawks in 1967. Although the military picture in South Vietnam and the 

political climate in the United States were important factors in the calcu-

lations of the “War Politburo,” they were not the only ones. The militants’ 

gamble following the 1963 Ninth Plenum to go for broke through a Gen-

eral Offensive and General Uprising strategy succeeded in fatally weaken-

ing the Saigon regime, but it failed to prevent the arrival of American sol-

diers and bombs. Le Duan, though, saw it differently. He was convinced 
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his strategy had succeeded, but the United States had snatched away his 

victory at the final moment.

 As near victory in 1964 turned into a costly stalemate by 1967, Le Duan 

and Le Duc Tho identified a solution to deflect the multiple challenges to 

their leadership by the “North- first” moderates in the Party who called for 

negotiations to end the war, by figures in the Politburo and the military 

who called for a more conservative military strategy for 1968, and by opin-

ionated Soviet and Chinese allies who promoted conflicting agendas. Rely-

ing first on General Nguyen Chi Thanh, and later Lieutenant- General Van 

Tien Dung, Le Duan found the instruments to redeem his strategy in 1967, 

when the Party leadership as a whole decided that its forces needed to at-

tempt a decisive victory in 1968. Although the General Offensive and Gen-

eral Uprising was a risky strategy with little chance of success, Le Duan 

forged ahead and cut down his detractors (foremost among them Ho Chi 

Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap) by launching the largest purge in Party history, 

one that remains relatively unknown. With the successful conclusion of 

the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair and the passage of the General Offensive 

and General Uprising resolution by early 1968, Le Duan could look forward 

to reaping the fruits of his labor in the Lunar New Year.
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Diplomacy could never replace military strength.—Le Duc Tho1

c h a p t e r  f o u r

TO PARIS AND BEYOND

It was apparent to many Saigonese living in the labyrinth of pathways just 

off Justice Bridge (Cau Cong Ly) that something was afoot on the eve of 

the 1968 Lunar New Year. For weeks prior to the holiday, new cyclo drivers, 

street vendors, and itinerant peddlers positioned themselves in tucked- 

away corners and deep in ghetto alleys. Even during the busiest seasons 

these seemingly innocuous neighborhoods rarely attracted new faces, un-

like the Paris- inspired boulevards of downtown Saigon where expensive 

restaurants, crowded cafés, and the bustling Ben Thanh Market main-

tained a constant buzz of activity. Busily preparing for the upcoming Tet 

festivities, however, average Saigonese families paid little attention to the 

strangers. It was only after the dust had settled that the residents near Jus-

tice Bridge realized that these peasants were actually PLAF soldiers posi-

tioned to launch the Tet Offensive.2

 Outside of the busy capital city in the lush environs of the Mekong 

Delta, southern communists prepared themselves for what would become 

the fight of their lives. At 11:00 P.M. on the night before New Year’s Eve, 

Nga and her comrades in the western Mekong received orders to proceed 

with their prepared plans. “D- Day, zero- hour [ngay ’N’ gio ‘G’] had arrived,” 

just as they were roasting a thirty- pound pig and preparing caramelized 

pork in a hot pot, traditional dishes for the holiday season.3 Jumping onto 
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their boats with their half- roasted swine, Nga recalled, the soldiers trav-

eled all night, as revelers along the banks wished them well on their way to 

defeat the Americans and topple Thieu. Admitting in retrospect that their 

preparations were not fully adequate, the western Mekong Delta forces 

still managed to strike at all nine cities and provincial towns in the region 

and forty- one hamlets and villages, sustaining substantial losses but aris-

ing victorious in world opinion.4

 Far from Justice Bridge in central Saigon and the western Mekong 

Delta, Le Duan followed the progress of his military plans in the bomb- 

saturated North. Successful at every turn in his career, the first secretary 

requested and received war in 1959, “bigger” war in 1963, and the redemp-

tion of his GO- GU strategy in 1967. Sending his second- in- command, Le 

Duc Tho, to join his third, COSVN secretary Pham Hung, in the South, 

Le Duan trusted them to be his eyes and ears during the offensive. While 

General Vo Nguyen Giap stayed in self- imposed exile in Hungary to show 

his disdain for Le Duan’s offensive, Senior Lieutenant- General Van Tien 

Dung had made the first secretary’s plans operational. As communist 

forces began to tie down American troops in Khe Sanh, a district capital in 

the Central Highlands, in the late fall of 1967, Le Duan ordered a massive, 

coordinated attack on the cities and towns of South Vietnam to crush the 

Saigon army and incite the masses to join the soldiers in overthrowing the 

Thieu regime. However, the militant leader’s hope for a general uprising 

did not occur after the first wave of attacks, nor did it materialize in the 

wake of the second or the third. At the time, however, the official line was 

positive. On 12 December 1968, the PLAF High Command proclaimed the 

GO- GU a resounding success; 630,000 enemy troops were allegedly killed 

in action in the South and 557 planes were shot down in the North.5 Le 

Duan and the militants in his Politburo, however, knew that their roll of 

the dice had failed, just as it had in 1964.

 The writing of history in present day Vietnam is the intellectual and 

political property of the government and thus tends to extol the policies of 

the Vietnamese Communist Party.6 The history of the 1968 General Offen-

sive and General Uprising is one of the few exceptions. Although the offi-

cial studies claim that Tet Mau Than succeeded in its goal of delivering 

a major political and psychological blow to the United States, Le Duan’s 

death has allowed more recent works to dampen their praise by citing the 

high casualty rates suffered by the southern resistance in pursuit of an 

elusive objective.7 According to Vietnamese historian Ho Khang, “Tet Mau 

Than is still a subject that arouses controversial views. Looking from one 
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angle, some think they have had a comprehensive grasp of Tet, but look-

ing from another angle, others are perplexed and unable to explain the 

event.”8 Nonetheless, the majority of Vietnamese publications aver that 

the communist offensive achieved its primary aim of crippling the politi-

cal will of the United States in a crucial election year.

 This first half of this chapter questions whether Le Duan’s primary ob-

jective for the Tet Offensive was achieved and surveys how his 1968 bid 

for military victory radically altered the landscape of war. In addition 

to nearly destroying the southern communist infrastructure, Le Duan’s 

costly strategy set back the revolution in three other ways. First, his de-

termination to prove his GO- GU strategy successful by toppling the Sai-

gon regime in a popular insurrection resulted not only in significant mili-

tary losses but also in major diplomatic and political setbacks. The first 

secretary’s refusal to advance the diplomatic struggle in any substantive 

way squandered the political capital accrued in the first wave of attacks. 

Second, the Tet Offensive and the initiation of negotiations threatened 

Hanoi’s equilibrium in the Sino- Soviet split. Although Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho launched the 1967 Anti- Party Affair to placate the Chinese and thwart 

the Soviets, the events of 1968 managed to reverse both of those trends. 

Finally, the failures of 1968 continued to be felt into 1969, which witnessed 

the nadir of the Vietnamese revolution. The victory of a hawkish Republi-

can leader in the 1968 U.S. presidential election, the violent turn in the 

Sino- Soviet split in March 1969, and the revitalization of the Saigon regime 

posed substantial new threats to Le Duan’s designs.

 The second half of the chapter addresses the new stage of fighting in 

the wake of Le Duan’s failed 1968 General Offensive and General Uprising. 

With the arrival of Richard M. Nixon and Henry A. Kissinger in the White 

House and an invigorated Nguyen Van Thieu at the Independence Palace 

in Saigon, Hanoi’s war for peace would soon be elevated to the interna-

tional arena. While Nixon and Kissinger employed the same methods to 

consolidate decision making in their hands as Le Duan and Le Duc Tho 

had done a decade earlier, the U.S. leaders began to take advantage of 

the violent turn in Sino- Soviet relations. Washington intended to use the 

contradictions in the Cold War to America’s advantage in Vietnam. When 

Nixon realized he could not win the war during his first year in office, he 

and Kissinger prepared themselves for a protracted conflict. Meanwhile, 

the Saigon regime appeared to awake from its stupor as the Thieu regime 

began to reassert itself in the U.S.- RVN war effort. As Washington an-

nounced its intention to withdraw from Vietnam, Saigon did everything 
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in its power to prolong that process. In this “new war,” Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho found themselves battling these new enemies on a dangerous terrain, 

the diplomatic battleground where they had seen predecessors fall.

PHASE 1: MOMENTOUS VICTORIES AND SECRET FAILURES

The General Offensive and General Uprising began with a bang amid 

Lunar New Year celebrations in South Vietnam on 30–31 January. This first 

and most noteworthy phase included a coordinated PAVN- PLAF surprise 

attack on thirty- six provincial capitals, five autonomous cities, and sixty- 

four district capitals in the South. Rather than inciting a general uprising 

in the urban centers, communist forces were only able to hold onto the 

former imperial city of Hue until 24 February, with disastrous results for 

the local population.9 The rural uprising was more successful, but because 

of the continuing emphasis on towns and cities throughout the remain-

der of the offensive, NLF troops were forced to abandon their victory in the 

villages.10 Nonetheless, the first wave of the offensive set off momentous 

changes in the war.

 Even though Le Duan and his militant faction were not criticized within 

the Party for their costly and unsuccessful attempt at a decisive victory, the 

Hanoi Politburo as a whole still had to contend with feuding allies during 

the first wave of attacks. Chinese fears and paranoia concerning Soviet 

machinations in Vietnam, which had abated during the 1967 purge, rose 

once again in early 1968 with Tet. Beijing leaders saw the offensive, with its 

emphasis on the towns and cities across South Vietnam, as a total repudia-

tion of Mao’s protracted strategy and an embrace of more Soviet- style war-

fare. As late as February 1968, the Chinese tried to convince the North Viet-

namese to scale down the Lunar New Year attacks, telling them that the 

shift to a General Offensive and General Uprising was premature.11

 Chinese fears were unfounded. Although Hanoi received military aid 

and weaponry from Moscow for the 1968 offensive, VWP leaders did not 

collaborate with Moscow on Tet strategy.12 More important, the ambitious 

scope of the first wave of attacks delivered a shock that, however slowly 

and haltingly, brought change in the United States. On 31 March, one 

month after the end of the first wave, President Johnson rejected West-

moreland’s and JCS chairman General Earle Wheeler’s request for 206,000 

additional troops and promised to cease the bombing at the twentieth 

parallel, just north of the DMZ. Moreover, Johnson declared that if U.S. re-

straint were “matched by restraint in Hanoi,” then he was prepared to send 
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W. Averell Harriman as his personal representative to peace talks in “any 

forum, at any time.”13 Faced with rising discontent and an antiwar chal-

lenge for the Democratic presidential nomination from Senators Eugene 

McCarthy and Robert Kennedy, Johnson then shocked his nation—and 

Le Duan in Hanoi—by announcing that he would neither seek nor accept 

another term in office.

 Although the Lunar New Year attacks failed to induce the South Viet-

namese masses to overthrow the Thieu regime in Saigon, they did manage 

to topple the Johnson presidency. Even though Johnson’s fall proved a far 

greater triumph for Le Duan’s strategy in many aspects, it did not result 

in an end to the war, which Thieu’s ouster might have accomplished. The 

first secretary had no choice but to agree to direct talks with the Americans 

after Johnson’s 31 March speech, even though the U.S. president had not 

met Hanoi’s demand to cease unconditionally the bombing of North Viet-

nam. Diplomatic compromise, however, would never take over the role 

of battlefield victories in 1968. Le Duan was as determined to topple the 

Saigon regime as Johnson was to preserve it. Therefore, the first secre-

Saigon during the Tet Offensive (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection,  

Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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tary moved hesitantly with the talking aspect of his “talking while fighting 

[dam va danh]” policy.14 Just like Johnson, Le Duan did not abandon his 

objective in 1968, he merely changed his tactics to salvage a policy that had 

failed to produce immediate results.15 Unlike Johnson, however, Le Duan 

was spared a domestic challenge in the aftermath of Tet. Even though 

he decided to enter direct discussions with the United States, Le Duan 

ordered communist forces to launch a second wave of attacks on urban 

centers to create the conditions for a mass insurrection.16

PHASE 2: EMERGING DIPLOMATIC THEATER OF WAR

The second phase of the communist offensive began on 4 May with an 

attack on 119 southern bases, towns, and cities, and ended on 17 August 

with high casualties for the communists and the destruction of Saigon’s 

eighth district.17 Once again, a general uprising failed to materialize. In-

stead, more than a week later on 13 May, American and North Vietnamese 

representatives met at the Hotel Majestic in Paris to begin preliminary 

discussions. Even though the talks immediately encountered obstacles, 

their start fundamentally altered the nature of the conflict by forcing the 

warring parties to redefine victory in Vietnam from a military conquest on 

the battlefield to a favorable political settlement at the conference table. A 

“new war” had begun, noted official- cum- scholar Luu Van Loi, who partici-

pated in the Paris talks, “a war around a green carpet as bombs were still 

exploding on the battlefield.”18

 Before Luu Van Loi compiled Hanoi’s history of the secret talks with 

Henry Kissinger and became the foremost historian of Vietnam’s relations 

with the outside world, he conducted revolutionary diplomacy. Born on 

1 July 1913 outside of Hanoi in the direction of Gia Lam, Loi managed to 

master the French language at the age of ten, though he never completed 

school since his parents’ death left him and his five siblings destitute. In 

1944, Loi joined the Viet Minh and became a journalist whose job was to 

work closely with defectors from the French Legionnaires. In 1945, he first 

met Ho Chi Minh when he helped organize the proclamation of the for-

mation of the DRV at Ba Dinh Square. When the French war broke out, 

Loi was promoted to director of the Enemy Proselytizing Office, putting 

him in charge of propaganda aimed at enemy soldiers. His official career 

in diplomacy began near the end of that war when Loi acted as chief- of- 

cabinet of the Trung Gia conference, where France and the DRV arranged 

a prisoner swap. By 1960, he transferred to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
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attended the Geneva Conference on Laos in 1962, and accompanied Ho 

on many overseas trips. As the chief of MOFA’s Second Asian Bureau (Vu A 

Chau II) and then as cabinet chief (chanh van phong) during the 1960s, he 

was in charge of drafting and reviewing Vietnamese- and French- language 

documents as well as witnessing the failed peace attempts by various third 

parties.

 With the start of peace talks in 1968, Loi’s job was to monitor all of 

the meetings in Paris, both public and private. Although his whereabouts 

remain ambiguous during this pivotal year—one source has him at the 

North Vietnamese Embassy in Moscow, another on a mission in Africa, 

and a third in Hanoi as assistant to the minister of foreign affairs—it is 

clear that he had a front- row seat to witness this new stage of war.19 Over 

four years and nine months, Loi was Le Duc Tho’s personal secretary, 

traveling between Paris and Hanoi with the “special advisor” twenty times 

over the course of the negotiations.20

 In this new war, the Sino- Soviet split became increasingly difficult for 

the North Vietnamese leadership to handle. Hanoi’s relationship with Bei-

jing continued to sour in 1968, and the alliance never recovered to its pre- 

Tet level. While disagreement over military tactics during the first wave 

Luu Van Loi and author
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of attacks weakened the Asian alliance, Hanoi’s decision to enter into 

negotiations with Washington exacerbated Sino- Vietnamese tensions. If 

large- unit operations aimed at urban targets made Beijing doubt Hanoi’s 

loyalties in the Sino- Soviet split, Hanoi’s decision to engage in direct talks 

with the Americans made the Chinese paranoid. Beijing’s stern opposi-

tion to peace initiatives stood in stark contrast to Moscow’s work for nego-

tiations.21 Following Hanoi’s 3 April announcement that it would accept 

Washington’s offer of preliminary discussions in Paris, Chinese criticism 

of supposed Soviet infiltration of Vietnamese strategy took on a mark-

edly acerbic tone, while Soviet intervention in Hanoi’s affairs increased to 

levels not witnessed since before the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair.

 A series of meetings in April between Premiers Zhou Enlai and Pham 

Van Dong in Beijing reveal the extent to which Chinese leaders believed 

that the Hanoi Politburo committed a major mistake by accepting nego-

tiations. On 13 April, the Chinese leader argued that there was a causal 

link between DRV’s 3 April announcement and the assassination of Martin 

Luther King Jr. on 4 April: “Had your statement been issued one or two 

days later, the murder might have been stopped.”22 Apparently not sat-

isfied with blaming the death of the civil rights leader on Hanoi’s inept 

decision making, less than a week later Zhou Enlai accused North Viet-

namese leaders of disappointing the “people of the world” by making two 

“compromises”: first by accepting a meeting when Johnson only offered 

a partial bombing halt and second by acceding to Washington’s rejection 

of Phnom Penh as the site of negotiations.23 After a brief trip to the Soviet 

Union, Dong returned to Beijing, where he found his Chinese hosts still 

upset over Hanoi’s policies. As the Cultural Revolution wreaked havoc in-

side China, Zhou Enlai found fault with Hanoi’s revolutionary struggle. 

Invoking Mao’s military doctrine, the Chinese premier pointed out that, 

far from dominating the battlefield, Vietnamese forces were in a “hold-

ing phase” known as the “equilibrium” stage. Zhou considered the VWP 

leadership’s decision to join negotiations foolish, a move that put Viet-

namese troops on the ground in a precarious situation.24

 Although Beijing leaders never addressed Moscow’s activities directly 

during the April meetings, the North Vietnamese were aware that China’s 

greatest concern was Soviet influence over Hanoi’s decision making. In 

fact, the DRV’s decision to accept negotiations did create space for Soviet 

involvement but not to the extent that Beijing feared. Although Moscow 

played an integral role in ensuring that the U.S.- Vietnam peace talks over-

came their initial obstacles, Soviet political influence with Hanoi leaders 
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did not rise proportionally.25 During a meeting between Le Duan and 

Soviet chargé V. Chivilev in Hanoi on 2 May, the first secretary sought Mos-

cow’s help in securing an acceptable locale for the peace negotiations. In 

particular, Le Duan needed the Soviet government to persuade the United 

States to accept the DRV’s proposal, which was to be made the following 

day.26 The next day, the DRV Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggested that 

Paris, like Phnom Penh and Warsaw, which Hanoi had suggested earlier, 

would be acceptable and that if such a site were accepted talks could 

begin on 5 May or a few days after.27 The Soviet Union was ecstatic when 

the United States, which had independently begun to explore Paris as a 

possible meeting place, immediately accepted Hanoi’s proposal. Russian 

optimism, however, soon turned to dismay. On 4 May, communist forces 

launched the second wave of attacks on South Vietnam. The VWP leader-

ship had no intention of pursuing Moscow’s desire for a speedy settlement 

in 1968; instead, Hanoi used the public meetings for “probing” purposes 

only.28

 If the Soviets began to doubt North Vietnamese intentions of embark-

ing on serious negotiations in early May, the Chinese were equally sus-

picious of their junior allies but for different reasons. While en route to 

Paris, Xuan Thuy, the DRV representative to the talks, met with Chinese 

leaders at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing on 7 May. Since Mao Ze-

dong refused to meet with him, Thuy was subjected to a brief lecture from 

Zhou Enlai and Marshal Chen Yi.29 After repeating Beijing’s official line 

that Hanoi’s decision to engage in talks with the United States was a major 

mistake that would cost Hanoi all of the military gains made up to that 

point, both Chinese leaders instructed the North Vietnamese to at least 

refrain from informing the Soviets of any further developments regarding 

negotiations. They warned their Vietnamese guest that Moscow could not 

be trusted; the Soviets would sooner or later sell out the Vietnamese cause 

to the Americans whenever it suited their interests. Citing the “disclosure” 

of military and diplomatic secrets by “revisionists” in Hanoi as examples 

of Soviet duplicity, Zhou Enlai tried to invoke the bogeymen of Vietnam’s 

Revisionist Anti- Party Affair.30

 Beijing’s criticism of Hanoi’s policies was not confined to the diplo-

matic realm; it began to spill over into Chinese assessment of Vietnam’s 

military strategy as well. Words of caution during the first wave of attacks 

turned caustic by the second. Chinese fears once again rested on supposed 

Soviet influence on North Vietnamese strategy, particularly the attacks on 

urban centers. By the summer, the Chinese leaders did not attempt to 
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soften their tone as they had in the winter and spring. In a June conver-

sation between Zhou Enlai and Pham Hung, the Chinese premier stated:

Your recent attacks on the cities were only aimed at restraining the 

enemy’s forces, helping the work of liberating the rural areas, mobi-

lizing massive forces in urban areas. Yet, they are not of a decisive 

nature. The Soviet revisionists are claiming that attacks on Saigon 

are genuine offensives, that the tactics of using the countryside to 

encircle the urban areas are wrong and that to conduct a protracted 

struggle is a mistake. In their opinion, only lightning attacks on big 

cities are decisive. But if you do [that], the US will be happy as they 

can concentrate their forces for counterattack thus causing greater 

destruction for you. The losses that you would suffer will lead to de-

featism on your side.31

Whether Chinese or Soviet leaders had North Vietnam’s best interests in 

mind is unclear. These conversations do confirm that Beijing and Mos-

cow each sought to convince Hanoi to implement its brand of warfare 

(Soviet predilection for large- scale urban attacks versus Chinese inclina-

tion for protracted fighting in the countryside) and adopt its policy ad-

vice (to negotiate or not to negotiate). As the Sino- Soviet split increasingly 

became a zero- sum game, North Vietnam’s war effort became a primary 

battleground in Beijing and Moscow’s rivalry for leadership of the com-

munist world.

 While foreign policy posed significant challenges for Hanoi, domestic 

politics played a smaller role in 1968. Aside from incidents in the north-

west region, the DRV was quiet.32 Le Duan’s quest for a mass insurrection 

in the late spring and in the late summer was extremely controversial, but 

the previous year’s purge had silenced any dissent.33 It was rumored that 

Vo Nguyen Giap, who had returned in February 1968 from self- imposed 

exile, did not agree with the second (or subsequent third) wave of attacks, 

but he knew better than to voice his objections. With members of his staff 

in prison, the general knew he was in the minority and that “others would 

not have listened to him.”34 With Giap cowed, Le Duan once again placed 

his key deputies in positions of power in the new war. In particular, Le 

Duc Tho’s movements in 1968 reveal strategic shifts in Le Duan’s strategy. 

During the first wave of attacks, the first secretary sent his most loyal sub-

ordinate south to oversee the offensive. Le Duc Tho was to “reinforce [tang 

cuong]” COSVN as Pham Hung’s deputy and “bolster [phat huy]” the results 

of the Lunar New Year attacks.35 Even though Tho outranked Hung, he had 
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a tendency to adopt humble titles that did not indicate the full extent of his 

authority. When the offensive failed to incite a mass insurrection, Le Duan 

recalled Tho to Hanoi so that he could prepare his second- in- command to 

become the “special advisor” (another misleading title) to the DRV’s chief 

delegate in Paris, Xuan Thuy. Although Pham Van Dong had the most ex-

perience conducting negotiations, second perhaps only to Ho Chi Minh, 

and seemed the more appropriate choice than Tho, Le Duan might not 

have trusted the moderate Dong.

 Nonetheless, Le Duan’s decision to send Tho to Paris must not have 

been an easy one. The first secretary deeply distrusted negotiations. Not 

only had he arrested those who had long called for a peaceful settlement 

to the war in 1967 and launched the Tet Offensive in 1968 in order to end 

the war through a military victory and not political compromise, Le Duan 

had also silenced Ho Chi Minh’s objections to the expanding war effort 

by invoking the aged leader’s failures on the diplomatic front during the 

French- Indochina War. In other words, Le Duan knew all too well the dan-

gers of failed diplomacy and of opportunists who would try to exploit any 

miscalculations on his part. Moreover, Le Duan learned an important les-

son from the 1954 Geneva Accords: gains on the battlefield were not always 

reflected at the negotiating table. Even though Le Duan was privy to how 

the Soviets and Chinese forced the war- weary North Vietnamese leader-

ship into accepting less- than- stellar terms at Geneva, he also witnessed 

firsthand the revolt of the vast majority of Party members against the ap-

parent capitulation of 1954. It is worth recalling that Le Duan had the 

unenviable duty of informing southern revolutionaries that the Geneva 

settlement surrendered their half of the country to capitalist powers.36

 By sending his reliable deputy to Paris, however, Le Duan could ensure 

that the peace process would not thwart his military objectives. Moreover, 

if the Paris talks resulted in a Geneva- like failure, Le Duc Tho would take 

the blame. Tho later stated that he regretted having to leave his post as 

Party organizational director, since his work was vital to Party life.37 In 

fact, Tho’s most important responsibility, that of overseeing the commit-

tee tasked with investigating the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair, had been 

concluded successfully by the time of his departure from Hanoi. As Tho ar-

rived in Paris to assume his new duties and as Le Duan exhorted his forces 

to continue the second wave of attacks in South Vietnam in mid- June, the 

arrestees of the 1967 purge who had refused to admit their guilt in return 

for pardon were transferred from Hoa Lo prison in central Hanoi to a labor 

camp in remote Son Tay province.38 Throughout the rest of their five to 
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eight years of imprisonment, they were never officially charged with spe-

cific crimes—other than being generally labeled as reactionaries and trai-

tors—and their cases were never tried in court.39 Even though North Viet-

nam’s participation in the Paris talks seemed a victory for many of these 

arrestees, who had called for negotiations with the Americans to end the 

costly war in South Vietnam, they could not enjoy the fruits of their tri-

umph.

 When Le Duc Tho arrived at the negotiations, after first stopping in 

Beijing and Moscow, he oversaw both the public meetings and the simul-

taneous private contacts. Before Tho’s arrival, Xuan Thuy along with 

his deputy, Ambassador Ha Van Lau, engaged Johnson’s skillful veteran 

diplomat W. Averell Harriman and the U.S. deputy secretary of defense 

Cyrus Vance in “polemical posturing and propaganda.”40 Since the pub-

lic meetings at the spectacular International Conference Center on the 

Avenue Kléber were all for show, Hanoi followed Moscow’s advice to con-

sent to private meetings that had a greater chance to produce substan-

tive progress. One of the early obstacles that emerged at both the public 

and private meetings over the summer of 1968 was the debate over reci-

procity and restraint.41 Washington offered to stop bombing North Viet-

nam if Hanoi exhibited “restraint” during the bombing halt. This meant 

that North Vietnam would have to promise not to violate the DMZ by send-

ing men and supplies to the South or by attacking major cities including 

Saigon, Hue, and Da Nang. The DRV refused since Washington’s offer im-

plied “reciprocity” and Hanoi insisted that the cessation of bombing had 

to be unconditional.

 At the end of July, as the second wave of attacks resulted in high casu-

alties for the communist forces and the Paris “talks about talks,” both pri-

vate and public, continued to drag, Hanoi leaders including Le Duan, Le 

Duc Tho, and General Dung met again to reevaluate strategy.42 After hear-

ing the results of the first and second waves from Senior General Dung, 

the first secretary again concluded that the resistance had to make one 

final stab at a general uprising in South Vietnam.43 Le Duan reasoned that 

if the forces could rally the people to take the RVN capital, then the com-

munists would be in a better position to open a stronger wave of attacks in 

the countryside. Prior to the Tet Offensive, the revolution was in a domi-

nant position vis- à- vis Saigon’s forces in the countryside. After the win-

ter and spring waves of attacks focused on cities and towns, however, not 

only did the southern revolution give up its dominant position in the rural 

areas, but also the communist infrastructure was badly damaged through-
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out the RVN. In addition to seizing the initiative, Le Duan called for a third 

attempt to stir a general insurrection to offset Thieu’s call for a general 

mobilization on 19 June. This call enabled the Saigon regime not only to 

replace the troops lost during the communist attacks but also to increase 

the number of its fighters from 552,000 in 1967 to 555,000 in 1968.44 More-

over, Hanoi believed that the United States, far from winding down its in-

volvement, was on the verge of expanding the war and increasing its forces 

in the region.45 As a result, in early August, the Politburo approved launch-

ing a third—and final—wave of attacks on the cities of South Vietnam.46

PHASE 3: TOWARD DAM VA DANH

The final phase of the 1968 offensive, and undoubtedly both the most 

costly and weakest effort of the resistance, began on 17 August and ended 

on 30 September, as communist forces shelled American installations and 

coordinated assaults throughout South Vietnam. With the U.S. presiden-

tial race in full gear and the negotiations in Paris facing various impasses 

and roadblocks, Le Duan ordered his communist forces to advance once 

again to rally the troops and the people to defeat the South Vietnamese 

Army and to topple the Saigon regime. Heavy and effective B- 52 bombing, 

however, ensured that the RVN capital did not fall to the communists—a 

prospect that grew more improbable with each wave of attacks.

 As communist troops died in vain to create conditions for a mass up-

rising in August, Le Duc Tho accepted Harriman’s invitation for a private 

meeting.47 More than two weeks later, that meeting took place at Vitry- sur- 

Seine on 8 September as communist forces took heavy casualties during 

the lengthy Tay Ninh–Binh Long campaign. Although Tho’s presence at 

the private meetings signified the increasing importance of negotiations, 

Le Duan was not ready to advance talks past a certain stage until it was 

undeniably clear that his third wave of attacks had failed to win a major 

military victory over U.S.- ARVN forces. As a result, throughout Septem-

ber, the DRV representatives refused to give any ground. On 7 September, 

Tho completely avoided discussing any concrete issues with Harriman, 

instead lecturing him for nearly an hour on the history of American inter-

vention in Vietnam.48 At the subsequent two private meetings on 12 and 

15 September, Tho continued to harangue and resort to other diversion-

ary tactics to avoid engaging on substantive issues. A few days later, at the 

final private meeting of the month on 20 September, Harriman reiterated 

that the United States attached “great importance” to the participation of 
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the Thieu administration at the talks, prompting the North Vietnamese 

negotiators to denounce the Saigon “puppet” regime.49 Xuan Thuy further 

criticized Harriman for failing to present anything new on the American 

side after his brief trip to Washington, while Xuan Thuy’s “special advisor” 

avoided committing the DRV to any position by stating that he was await-

ing further instruction from Hanoi.50

 However, Tho and Thuy’s classified telegrams to the Politburo reveal 

a very different picture. After the 20 September meeting, the two North 

Vietnamese negotiators were far less critical of the American delegation. 

Harriman, they reported, had put forward an important new proposal: 

Washington was ready to accept the participation of the NLF or any other 

party that the DRV wanted to put forth as representative of South Vietnam 

on the DRV’s side at the talks.51

 Even though he could not move forward until Le Duan gave him the 

green light, Tho began to devise a negotiating strategy. In a telegram 

dated 28 September, Tho laid out what he believed should be the key ele-

ments in the fall round of discussions: objectives, composition, timing, 

and agenda. In the first section regarding objectives, Hanoi should aim 

to end the American “invasion [xam luoc]” by understanding the relation-

ship between the three struggles: political (chinh tri), military (quan su), 

and international (quoc te). On the composition of the Paris talks, Tho sug-

gested that while the United States agreed to any group that North Viet-

nam wanted to invite on its side, the DRV should refuse to accept any rep-

resentative from the Thieu regime. In addition, Tho decided that only a 

representative from the NLF, and not any other political group, be invited 

to participate at the talks alongside the DRV. In the final two sections of 

the telegram on “timing” and “agenda,” Tho recommended that the Party 

leadership continue its private meetings with the United States in the run- 

up to the American presidential elections, but important items of business 

should wait until four- party conference could be established.52

 Tho’s telegram, written two days before the official end of the third and 

final wave of the Tet Offensive, reveals that it was only after Hanoi war 

leaders exhausted their forces in the GO- GU that the VWP Politburo began 

taking the diplomatic sphere of the war seriously. By 30 September, when 

Le Duan ended the final attempt to incite a mass uprising, communist 

losses in the third wave of attacks were staggering. Luu Van Loi claims that 

the resistance could no longer keep up pressure through the DMZ, and 

that the enemy even managed to shrink the liberated zones by stepping up 

pacification and counteroffensives.53
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 With his hopes for military victory dashed, Le Duan grudgingly focused 

on the negotiations. Although the Lunar New Year attacks convinced key 

segments of U.S. society that intervention in Vietnam had failed, the losses 

sustained by communist forces in the second and third wave of attacks in-

stilled renewed optimism within the Johnson administration. By autumn, 

it appeared to U.S. policy makers that Hanoi’s war effort was on the verge 

of collapse. Not only did Le Duan’s costly strategy breathe new life into 

Johnson’s war policies, however, the first secretary also failed to capital-

ize on the political gains in the wake of Tet. By failing to follow up with a 

diplomatic offensive that could have made headway for the communists 

in Paris, Le Duan squandered the political capital accrued in the first—and 

most noteworthy—phase of attacks.

 By early October, then, Hanoi was operating from a position of mili-

tary weakness in the diplomatic struggle. Nonetheless, the VWP leader-

ship sought to influence U.S. domestic politics through the negotiations in 

Paris. Recently declassified materials from Vietnam reveal that Le Duan’s 

Politburo began to devote its attention to the 1968 presidential elections. 

In particular, the Hanoi leadership assessed the candidates and their atti-

tudes toward the bombing halt and negotiations.

 On 3 October, the Politburo sent a long telegram to Tho and Thuy stat-

ing that regardless of the November outcome, Johnson would still take 

de- escalatory steps while in office because he wanted to be viewed in his-

tory as a “peace” president.54 The Politburo advised its negotiating team 

that Hanoi’s sole aim should be to facilitate American de- escalation by 

adopting a more flexible position in Paris. As a result, Party leaders con-

cluded that the green light should be given to a four- party conference, al-

though U.S.- DRV contacts should continue independently, as long as the 

RVN agreed to recognize the NLF as the legitimate party to the talks.55 

Tho then relayed to Harriman on 11 October that serious talks could now 

begin. It appeared that the DRV was willing to accept the Saigon regime’s 

participation in the Paris negotiations.56

 However, a day before the meeting on 10 October, the Politburo sent 

a top- secret telegram to COSVN that suggests Le Duan had a change of 

heart. He no longer saw the need to adopt a more flexible attitude in Paris. 

The Politburo informed COSVN that it would order Tho and Thuy to put 

forward new demands: before four- party negotiations could begin, the 

Saigon regime and the United States would have to consent to talks with 

the NLF and the period between the bombing halt and the beginning of 

negotiations would have to be longer.57 The United States wanted a two- 
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side arrangement and only a twenty- four- hour period between the halt 

and negotiations. Luu Van Loi recalls that when Tho and Thuy received 

these new instructions on 13 October, they were dismayed at how rigid 

and unrealistic these new demands appeared, especially in light of the 

progress made during the 11 October meeting with the Americans.58 The 

negotiators feared that Hanoi’s new position would undo all of the gains 

made up to that point and wondered what prompted the shift in the Polit-

buro’s strategy. Although the Paris team understood that the VWP had to 

enhance the role and position of the NLF, the military balance of power 

did not support Hanoi’s demands. The United States still had more than 

half a million troops in South Vietnam, while the Saigon army numbered 

700,000. Moreover, the costly second and third waves and the enemy’s 

counteroffensives meant that the Saigon administration controlled the 

greater part of South Vietnam. Staying up late into the night, the North 

Vietnamese delegation decided that the best way to disabuse the Politburo 

was for Le Duc Tho to make a hasty trip back to Hanoi and lend “perspec-

tive” to the situation.59

 The Politburo’s 10 October cable to COSVN may provide some explana-

tion for Hanoi’s sudden shift in strategy that seemingly vexed the North 

Vietnamese delegation in Paris. In the first section of the cable, titled “The 

Direction of U.S. Policy toward the Vietnam War,” which appears before 

the section on Party strategy that called for a more rigid negotiating pos-

ture, Politburo leaders give a detailed analysis of the 1968 U.S. presidential 

candidates and their positions on the war. Regarding Democratic nominee 

Hubert Humphrey, Hanoi leaders asserted that the vice president’s stance 

was less hard- line than Republican nominee Richard Nixon’s. Humphrey’s 

campaign emphasized peace, the complete cessation of bombing of the 

DRV, troop withdrawal, and negotiations with the NLF. Nixon, in contrast, 

campaigned on negotiating from a position of strength and opposed a 

bombing halt between the DMZ and the twentieth parallel and his posi-

tion on the NLF was unknown. Politburo leaders described Nixon’s posi-

tion as “obstinate [ngoan co]” but still powerless to change the course of 

American de- escalation. However, Hanoi predicted that if Nixon were 

elected president, he would at some point and in some fashion compli-

cate the withdrawal process. Nonetheless, Politburo leaders concluded the 

section on an optimistic note. Regardless of who emerged victorious at the 

polls, the next president of the United States would have no choice but to 

de- escalate the war. If Humphrey won, Johnson’s policies and the Demo-

cratic Party’s position on de- Americanization would prevail; if Nixon won, 
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Johnson would take steps toward peace in the final weeks of his adminis-

tration that Nixon could not reverse.

 This belief that the United States was certain to de- escalate gave way 

to a more pessimistic assessment of the VWP’s policy options. Although 

eventual U.S. withdrawal from South Vietnam seemed inevitable after Tet, 

enduring American support for the Saigon regime necessitated a more 

stringent negotiating posture. Since South Vietnam was a neocolonial 

possession for the United States, Politburo leaders believed that Ameri-

can leaders—regardless of party affiliation—would continue propping up 

their Saigon “puppets.” In order to avoid an ignominious defeat and not 

have U.S. soldiers’ sacrifices be in vain, Johnson sought to secure Saigon’s 

inclusion at the negotiating table and his successor would continue to bol-

ster the “lackey” regime’s diplomatic position in Paris. As a result, Le Duan 

concluded that it was more important to emphasize pinning down a date 

for the total cessation of bombing north of the seventeenth parallel. In 

essence, the Politburo ordered Tho and Thuy to put forth conditions at the 

negotiations that it knew Harriman and the Americans would not accept.

 On 15 October, Xuan Thuy and Ha Van Lau met privately with Harriman 

and Vance. Harriman noted Le Duc Tho’s absence and asked if “Mr. Tho” 

was going to meet with Soviet premier Alexei Kosygin. The two North Viet-

namese representatives carried out the Politburo’s instructions, but they 

tried to soften the blow by presenting Le Duan’s demands as requests and 

not preconditions.60 During that contact and the subsequent public talks, 

Thuy evaded Harriman and Vance’s requests to set a date for “serious” 

talks, saying he needed further instructions from Tho and the Politburo.61

 Meanwhile, “Mr. Tho” did make a brief stop in Moscow, as well as Bei-

jing, on his way to Hanoi. There is no record of whom Tho met with while 

in Moscow, but we do know what transpired during his brief visit to Bei-

jing.62 During a meeting on 17 October, Tho heard this vitriolic condem-

nation of Hanoi’s handling of the negotiations from Chinese foreign min-

ister Chen Yi: “At present, Washington and Saigon are publicizing the 

negotiations, showing the fact that you have accepted the conditions put 

forward by the US. Your returning home for party instruction all the more 

proves it to the world’s people. With your acceptance of the quadripartite 

negotiations, you handed the puppet government legal recognition, thus 

eliminating the National Liberation Front’s status as the unique legal rep-

resentative of the people in the South.”63

 Moreover, Chen Yi claimed, North Vietnamese acceptance of a four- 

party conference would only “help Johnson and Humphrey win their elec-
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tions,” and he invoked China’s greatest bugaboo: “In our opinion, in a very 

short time, you have accepted the compromising and capitulationist pro-

posals put forward by the Soviet revisionists. So between our two parties 

and the two governments of Vietnam and China, there is nothing more to 

talk about.” Chen Yi did, however, blunt his invectives at the very end. In-

voking Ho Chi Minh’s statement about China and Vietnam being not only 

comrades but brothers as well, Chen Yi hoped that the situation in Novem-

ber would improve fraternal relations. Since Tho was purportedly heading 

back to Hanoi to soften the Politburo’s negotiating stance and convince 

his comrades that their new demands were unreasonable, he responded 

ambiguously to Chen Yi’s lecture. “On this matter, we will wait and see,” 

Tho stated. “And the reality will give us the answer. We have gained experi-

ence over the past 15 years. Let reality justify.”64

 Arriving in Hanoi after these contentious meetings with the Chinese, 

and possibly after tense discussions with the Soviets, Tho debriefed his 

comrades in the Politburo on the situation in Paris. No records exist of 

these meetings on 17, 18, and 19 October; however, a telegram from the 

Politburo to Xuan Thuy as well as a cable from DRV foreign minister Trinh 

to Pham Hung’s COSVN, both dated 20 October, reveal that Tho’s exhor-

tations succeeded in changing Le Duan’s stance. The new demands were 

taken off the table and an approximate date was set for “serious” talks. In 

seven to ten days, after the cessation of bombing but before the U.S. presi-

dential elections on 5 November, preparatory four- party talks could begin. 

In the telegram to Xuan Thuy, however, Hanoi leaders instructed the Paris 

delegation to remain vague and appear rigid regarding the date of the con-

ference in order to avoid seeming too eager.65 Trinh, on behalf of the Polit-

buro, further elaborated on the NLF’s role in the upcoming phase of the 

diplomatic struggle in his cable to Pham Hung. Appearing to be a response 

to COSVN leaders’ cables 93 and 95 to Hanoi, the DRV foreign minister 

agreed with the Central Office that the NLF had to issue a public statement 

that accorded with North Vietnam’s position at the talks. Interestingly, 

Trinh also reiterated that the division of labor between the Politburo and 

COSVN vis- à- vis the southern insurgency should remain the same. While 

COSVN should remain in charge of ideological leadership, military plan-

ning, and political agitation, the Politburo would maintain strict control 

of diplomatic issues and international work. As a result, Trinh informed 

COSVN that Politburo leaders would work on the NLF’s public pronounce-

ment.66 If there ever was any doubt regarding who controlled the south-

ern insurgency, the 20 October statement, along with many other newly 
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declassified materials from Vietnam, should lay the debate to rest. Even 

in the new war, the NLF and the southern insurgency had no choice but to 

follow Hanoi’s orders.

 On 21 October, equipped with new instructions, Xuan Thuy met with 

Harriman at the private residence of the North Vietnamese delegation in 

the suburbs of Paris. With the question of South Vietnamese participa-

tion, both in terms of the Thieu administration as well as the NLF, for all 

intents and purposes resolved, only two issues regarding dates remained 

unsettled: the cessation of bombing and the start of the enlarged confer-

ence.67 The Americans wanted a short interval between the announcement 

of the bombing halt and the start of four- party talks, while the North Viet-

namese, presumably wanting to appear less eager, claimed that the NLF 

would need a few weeks to send its representatives to Paris.68

 Hoping to break the impasse, the Soviets acted as intermediaries by 

brokering a “common sense solution,” which included a compromise be-

tween a few days and several weeks.69 In contrast to Chen Yi’s warning to 

Le Duc Tho that North Vietnamese compliance in Paris would only bolster 

Johnson and Humphrey, the Soviets preferred to see Humphrey victorious 

at the polls since they considered Nixon too unpredictable and reaction-

ary. In meetings with Americans and North Vietnamese, Soviet chargé d’af-

faires Valentin Oberemko, acting under the general instructions of his gov-

ernment, suggested an interval of seven days. Furthermore, on 25 October, 

Kosygin sent a letter to Johnson hoping that “third- rate details” concern-

ing the Paris talks could be resolved.70 Finally on 27 October, perhaps 

with Soviet persuasion, the North Vietnamese dropped all outstanding de-

mands and proposed that the United States cease bombing on 30 October 

and that four- party talks begin on 3 November.

 Although the Soviets welcomed the progress at the Paris peace talks, 

the Chinese seemed to make good on their threat that there was “noth-

ing left to talk about” with the North Vietnamese. Johnson’s 31 October 

announcement of a full bombing halt and the start of four- party talks in 

Paris prompted the Chinese to recall their troops from the DRV and reduce 

military aid.71 Beijing claimed that its actions were aimed to ensure Viet-

namese self- reliance. Now that the United States ceased bombing North 

Vietnam, Beijing claimed, there was no need for Chinese antiaircraft artil-

lery units in the DRV. Hanoi leaders, however, read the gesture differently. 

North Vietnamese leaders believed that Beijing’s policies were motivated 

by anger with the Vietnamese for choosing Soviet over Chinese guidance.

 By late October, however, Hanoi’s last- minute flexibility proved futile. 
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RVN President Thieu was able to undercut Humphrey’s bid for the presi-

dency as effectively as communist forces had shattered Johnson’s am-

bitions for a second term. Through his ambassador in Washington, Bui 

Diem, Thieu received a steady stream of reports that South Vietnam would 

receive a better deal under the Republican candidate.72 Using various chan-

nels, Nixon was able to pass along messages to Thieu to stand firm against 

Johnson’s demands that Saigon send a delegation to Paris to participate 

in the upcoming four- party talks.73 In the weeks preceding Election Day, 

then, intrigue permeated the corridors of power not only in the United 

States, but also in the two Vietnams, as leaders in Saigon and Hanoi both 

tried to manipulate American electoral politics to further their own objec-

tives in the war. In the end, South Vietnamese interference proved more 

successful. Buoyed by receiving messages from the Nixon camp to “hold 

out,” Thieu defied Johnson’s 31 October announcement that four- party 

talks were imminent by delivering his own speech stating that he would 

not send a team to Paris.

 To the extent that it aided Nixon’s razor- thin election, Thieu’s diplo-

matic coup managed to buy his regime at least four more years. For Le 

Duan, although the year began with a bang, it ended with a whimper. After 

Nixon’s victory, American and North Vietnamese negotiators continued to 

squabble over the logistical and procedural issues, including the shape of 

the table, as they waited for their junior partners to arrive in Paris.

1969: THE NADIR OF THE REVOLUTION

If the Year of the Monkey did not prove as auspicious as Le Duan had 

hoped, the Year of the Rooster began downright ominously. With the ar-

rival of Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger in the White House in January 

1969, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho confronted their equals. Like the “com-

rades Le,” the two American leaders used their first year in office to con-

solidate decision making in their hands. Although they paid lip service to 

U.S. disengagement from Vietnam, in the form of Vietnamization, troop 

withdrawal, and “peace with honor,” Nixon and Kissinger privately sought 

to win the war by dictating the terms of the peace.

 With the failure of Le Duan’s General Offensive and General Uprising 

strategy, the VWP first secretary advocated a “talking while fighting” 

policy, despite protests from Politburo members who wanted to put even 

less emphasis on the “fighting” aspect in 1969.74 These moderate leaders, 

including the vindicated Vo Nguyen Giap, preferred a decisive return to 
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protracted struggle. Although Le Duan eventually emerged victorious in 

these debates, as evidenced in the captured COSVN Resolution 9, which 

called for communist forces to be “relentless” in developing their strate-

gic offensive, the setbacks from the Tet Offensive tempered the scope of 

attacks.75 Phases X (22 February to 30 March) and H (11 May to 25 June) of 

the Spring–Summer Offensives sought to maintain the strategic initiative. 

Beginning with low- level attacks in the countryside in early 1969, com-

munist forces did not approach the cities until March. Although Phases 

X and H bolstered the morale of the troops,communist forces could not 

maintain pressure on the cities, and by July the VWP more or less adopted 

Giap’s more cautious strategy.76

 After five fruitless attempts to capture the cities in 1968 and 1969, re-

calls Nga, who had become the regional deputy chief of propaganda, the 

Tet Offensive and its aftermath ushered in the darkest days of the revolu-

tion for the western Mekong Delta, second only to the period following 

the 1954 Geneva Accords. Soldiers from the provinces of Ca Mau, Rach 

Gia, Tra Vinh, and Vinh Long converged on the important city of Can Tho, 

leaving their position in the countryside weak. The ARVN, with its Ameri-

can commanders and superior Western weaponry, was able to take village 

after village as B- 52 bombers stupefied villagers.77 Those who had survived 

the unsuccessful attacks on the cities or managed to find cover from ARVN 

forces or American bombs were forced to go into hiding and barely had 

enough to eat. When news reached Nga that her brother, an officer in the 

Ninth Division, had been killed near the border with Cambodia, she did 

not even have the energy to weep.78 Nonetheless, she continued to believe 

in her husband.

 With reports reaching Hanoi of the deteriorating military picture in 

South Vietnam, the Party leadership had no choice but to advance the 

diplomatic struggle in Paris in order to provide much- needed support for 

the weakened military and political struggles in South Vietnam. On 1 Janu-

ary, the Politburo sent an upbeat cable to Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy in 

Paris to prepare the negotiating team for the upcoming four- party nego-

tiations. Le Duan and his colleagues expressed confidence that the U.S. 

president- elect had no choice but to de- escalate the war in Vietnam even 

though he sought “peace with honor.”79 The Party’s negotiating strategy 

should aim to force Nixon to withdraw all American forces from South 

Vietnam, and thus Tho and Thuy were ordered to appear cooperative at 

the talks but not overly eager in working toward a settlement.80 In other 

words, the Politburo advised the negotiators to consider the Paris talks 
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as another battleground where territory should not be given up without a 

fight. Nonetheless, the military struggle to topple the Thieu regime would 

remain the Party’s most important objective.

 As DRV leaders cobbled together a negotiating policy that aimed to 

buy time for the military struggle, Washington decision makers devised 

an international strategy to confront the conflict in Vietnam. Although 

Nixon and Kissinger inherited the Vietnam War when they assumed office, 

they undeniably made it their own. Even though much debate surrounds 

the actual intentions of the president and his national security advisor, 

the two men did succeed in creating more room to maneuver than the 

Johnson administration had left them. Elected on the promise of extri-

cating the United States from Vietnam, Nixon spent his first term wag-

ing war on all fronts in order to prolong the conflict in Vietnam in hopes 

of winning ultimate victory. Although he could not reverse the process 

of de- Americanization, as North Vietnamese leaders had predicted, Nixon 

was convinced he could still win the war for peace by forcing Hanoi to ac-

cept American terms in Paris. Winning the war for peace meant finding 

Hanoi’s breaking point. Like Le Duan and Le Duc Tho, Nixon and Kissin-

ger adopted a combative approach toward international allies as well as 

domestic opponents who stood in the way of their policies. Initially, the 

American leaders were confident that they could end the war in short 

order.81 By the end of 1969, however, with peace nowhere in sight, Nixon 

and Kissinger dug in for the long haul as they prepared for battle not only 

in Vietnam but also on the home front.

 Although the president- elect had announced that he would quit politi-

cal life in 1963, he re- entered the political arena in 1968 to win the high-

est seat in the land. Taking advantage of the Democratic Party’s failures 

at home and abroad, Nixon campaigned on maintaining “law and order” 

and ending America’s war in Southeast Asia. During the 1968 campaign, 

Nixon had promised to deliver peace with honor by terminating American 

military involvement in Southeast Asia while simultaneously preserving 

an independent, noncommunist South Vietnam. Vaguely hinting toward a 

“secret plan” that would bring the troops home without endangering the 

Saigon regime and thus American credibility, Nixon continued to base suc-

cess on long- standing and unchanged U.S. objectives.82

 Although far from concrete during the campaign or his first year in 

office, Nixon’s complex strategy would eventually consist of diplomatic, 

military, and political components. The diplomatic centerpiece of this 

plan would include negotiations with the Soviet Union. Through the con-
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cept of linkage, Nixon intended to compel the Soviets to pressure their 

North Vietnamese allies to negotiate by using carrots—progress on arms 

control and détente—and later sticks—playing the “China card” and ex-

ploiting the Sino- Soviet split.83 Eventually, Nixon would also work on im-

proving relations with Beijing to pressure Hanoi as well. Nixon’s triangular 

diplomacy (or quadrangular with Vietnam added) would strike at the heart 

of Hanoi’s international strategy, which had allowed it to use the Sino- 

Soviet split to garner maximum aid while simultaneously maintaining its 

independence. Another important component of Nixon’s strategy, one he 

never revealed to the wider public, was his intention to threaten to use 

and actually use “irresistible military pressure” to force Hanoi to accept a 

settlement on American terms.84 Even though Johnson had failed to find 

Hanoi’s breaking point, Nixon was convinced that he could succeed by ex-

ploiting his reputation as a hardline Cold Warrior who was willing to take 

irrational military measures to achieve his objectives. Confiding to his 

White House chief of staff, Harry “Bob” Haldeman, Nixon stated, “They’ll 

believe any threat of force Nixon makes because it’s Nixon.”85 Nonetheless, 

since certain aspects of U.S. de- escalation seemed more or less inevitable, 

Nixon spoke on more politically palatable issues to war- weary Americans 

about reducing the number of American troops and turning more respon-

sibility for the fighting over to the South Vietnamese. Although disdainful 

of public opinion’s potential to hamper policy, Nixon would become con-

sumed with his public image.86

 When Nixon narrowly triumphed at the polls in November, he hardly 

received the mandate to govern that he coveted.87 Distrustful of a perma-

nent bureaucracy under the control of Democrats, he began during the 

transition period to plot how to ensure ultimate control over foreign policy 

making in general and Vietnam policy in particular. In his selection of 

Kissinger as assistant for national security affairs, Nixon found a partner in 

policy making who was also convinced that America’s best chance to “win” 

included employing great- power diplomacy and exerting major military 

pressure to force Hanoi’s hand in Paris while staving off public disapproval 

with the war through de- Americanization and Vietnamization.88

 On the surface, Kissinger appeared an unlikely partner for Nixon. As a 

German Jew who had fled Hitler’s Third Reich, Heinz Alfred Kissinger—

who would later go by “Henry”—rose to the top of academia in his adopted 

country.89 Dissatisfied with scholarly life, Kissinger yearned to shape pub-

lic policy and thus straddled the world of academia and politics by offer-

ing his services to the Kennedy and Johnson administrations and advising 
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presidential hopefuls while maintaining his faculty position at Harvard. 

When Nixon asked Kissinger to join his administration, Kissinger finally 

received a ticket out of the academy. Although the two men appeared 

vastly different—Nixon had hailed from a small California town and had 

disdain for the ivory walls that had once contained Kissinger—they shared 

not only common objectives and beliefs but also similar anxieties.

 Nixon and Kissinger’s precarious partnership yet firm conviction that 

they alone knew what was best left no room for others to influence Viet-

nam policy. Convinced that they had to neutralize ostensible threats to 

their authority, Nixon and Kissinger did not want to be hindered by a cum-

bersome government bureaucracy, a shortsighted Congress, or the va-

garies of public opinion.90 To combat these domestic threats they consoli-

dated foreign policy making into their hands by circumventing the State 

and Defense Departments, went on the offensive against the antiwar seg-

ment of Congress and society, and either lied to or kept uninformed the 

American people.

 After commissioning the RAND Corporation to carry out a National 

Security Agency review during the transition period, Kissinger supplied 

Nixon with the bureaucratic road map they needed to revamp the foreign 

policy apparatus. With Nixon’s blessing, Kissinger went to great pains to 

usurp the role traditionally played by the secretary of state in particular. 

Both men viewed the “leak- ridden” State Department as a major impedi-

ment to their designs and thus sought to conduct foreign policy directly 

from the White House. By revamping the National Security Council appa-

ratus, Kissinger and his NSC were able to replace Rogers and the State 

Department to dominate policy making under Nixon’s watch. By screen-

ing interdepartmental policy papers, setting NSC agendas, and chairing 

the important Senior Review Group, Kissinger became indispensible to 

Nixon’s consolidation of foreign affairs in the Oval Office.

 The possible impediments that Nixon and Kissinger saw to their designs 

included not just other Americans but the U.S. ally in South Vietnam.91 In 

order to circumvent any possible obstruction by the Saigon regime, Nixon 

and Kissinger continued the Johnson administration’s policy of holding 

bilateral talks with Hanoi alongside the less important four- party public 

negotiations. These bilateral talks would not be merely private; they would 

eventually be secret. What took place behind closed doors in the suburbs 

of Paris would not only be hidden from public view and even from other 

parts of the U.S. government; the full proceedings would be kept from Sai-

gon as well.
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 In one of his first directives after inauguration, Kissinger ordered key 

national security agencies to respond to a series of questions regarding 

the negotiating environment, the military and political effectiveness of the 

South Vietnamese military and government, enemy capabilities, and U.S. 

military operations. In addition, the study directive also included ques-

tions regarding the role of Moscow and Beijing in Hanoi’s war effort. The 

final result, National Security Studies Memorandum (NSSM) 1, completed 

in March 1969, showed general agreement among the different agencies. 

NSSM 1 revealed that neither Beijing nor Moscow had attempted to exert 

heavy pressure on Hanoi and were unlikely to do so now for various rea-

sons. The CIA noted that “in competing for influence, Peking and Moscow 

tend to cancel out each other.”92

 Nixon and Kissinger did not use NSSM 1 to elicit agency proposals; 

rather, they used the memorandum to map the bureaucratic landscape as 

they had with the RAND Corporation study during the transition period.93 

The questions posed in NSSM 1 were meant to reveal where agencies stood 

on various matters so that the two strategists could better manipulate and 

control the bureaucracy. As a result, Nixon and Kissinger discounted the 

agencies’ pessimistic responses regarding U.S. potential to exploit the 

contradictions in the communist world for American ends in Vietnam; 

they had, in any case, already decided to move forward with the Soviets. 

In early 1969, Nixon told Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin to discuss 

issues with Kissinger before making any contact with Rogers.94 Opening 

a secret diplomatic channel to Moscow through Dobrynin on 21 February 

that ran through the White House and not the State Department, Kissin-

ger seized the opportunity to sideline Secretary of State Rogers. The na-

tional security advisor could not allow Rogers to handle the delicate diplo-

macy required to link strategic armaments limitations talks with progress 

toward an acceptable settlement to the Vietnamese conflict.95

 Nixon and Kissinger’s China strategy, however, was slower to develop. 

The U.S. president originally aimed to use the threat of aligning with the 

Chinese against the Soviets to force Moscow to cooperate on international 

issues.96 Although Nixon had broached the idea of normalizing relations 

with China prior to his presidency in 1967, once in office, he moved slowly 

toward rapprochement given the possible negative domestic and strategic 

repercussions of dealing with the radical Asian power. In fact, the Nixon 

administration used antagonistic rhetoric toward China up to March 

1969.97

 Equipped with their bureaucratic roadmap and confident of their great- 
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power diplomacy, Nixon and Kissinger believed they could end the war 

within six months.98 In order to achieve a negotiated settlement in Paris 

that reflected American terms, Nixon and Kissinger concentrated on the 

secret talks with Hanoi and getting the Soviets to impress on the North 

Vietnamese the need to compromise once at the table. Like the Johnson 

administration, they preferred closed meetings with Hanoi negotiators 

not only because progress proved impossible in the quadripartite plenums 

but also because secret bilateral talks would minimize the role of other 

government agencies and potential obstruction by the Saigon regime.

 The form of these talks was not the only important matter to Nixon 

and Kissinger; the substance of the sessions was also paramount. While 

the United States preferred to work out military issues with the DRV and 

leave political issues for the RVN and NLF to hash out, Hanoi insisted that 

military and political terms could not be separated. In March, Nixon ap-

proved the first contact between Henry Cabot Lodge, former ambassa-

dor to the RVN and W. Averell Harriman’s replacement as the lead nego-

tiator in Paris, and Xuan Thuy. As with the U.S.- Soviet channel, however, 

Kissinger would soon take over the secret talks with the DRV. While Nixon 

wanted the Oval Office to maintain strict control over negotiations, Kissin-

ger wanted to make himself indispensable—and Secretary of State Rogers 

peripheral—to Nixon.

 In order to strengthen their bargaining position vis- à- vis North Vietnam 

and the Soviet Union, Nixon and Kissinger looked for opportunities to exert 

major military pressure in Indochina. Taking advantage of improved rela-

tions with Cambodia and claiming the need to strike back against Hanoi’s 

attacks on Saigon in early 1969, Nixon ordered the secret, intensive bomb-

ing of Vietnamese communist sanctuaries in Cambodia on 22 February.99 

Militarily, Nixon reasoned that Operation Menu— consisting of “Break-

fast,” “Lunch,” “Snack,” and “Dessert”—limited Hanoi’s ability to launch a 

large- scale offensive in the South. In addition to Menu, Nixon also ordered 

the resumption of maximum aerial reconnaissance over North Vietnam.100 

The real objective of these military measures was to show Hanoi and Mos-

cow that Nixon was willing to escalate the war in ways Johnson had not 

been.

 At the same time, Nixon resolved to keep these escalatory measures 

secret from Congress, the media, the American public, and even his own 

cabinet members. When Secretary of State Rogers and Secretary of De-

fense Laird discovered that the president was “contemplating” bombing 

Cambodia (when in fact he had already made the decision to proceed), 
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they both expressed deep reservations. Laird doubted that the bombings 

could be kept secret and feared the public backlash if news got out, while 

Rogers objected to the bombing’s potential adverse impact on the Paris 

negotiations. Nixon continued the charade by holding a meeting in the 

Oval Office on 16 March with Kissinger, Rogers, Laird, and Joint Chief 

of Staff Earle Wheeler in which he pretended that the “decision was still 

open.”101 For his part, Kissinger used the meeting to portray Rogers as an 

unhelpful recalcitrant.102 The following day, 17 March, the secret bomb-

ing of Cambodia began, and although the New York Times broke the story 

about “Breakfast,” Nixon and Kissinger moved quickly to squash the story 

and ordered wiretaps on the phones of government employees to track 

down the leak by working closely with FBI director J. Edgar Hoover.

 While Nixon secretly escalated the air war, events in the communist 

world propelled his international strategy into action. Although he and 

Kissinger had only concentrated on the Soviet Union, their diplomatic 

efforts would ultimately aim at fostering a competition of sorts between 

the communist countries for America’s favor by affecting the situation in 

Vietnam. Essentially, Moscow and Beijing were to demonstrate their desire 

for bettering relations with Washington by selling out Hanoi. The events 

that would allow Nixon and Kissinger’s strategy to find fertile ground took 

place not in Southeast Asia but at the Sino- Soviet border in early March. 

Chinese and Soviet troops clashed on the island of Zhenbao (Damansky) 

in the Ussuri River, land claimed by both sides. Although Sino- Soviet alli-

ance, as outlined by the 1950 treaty, had deteriorated in practically every 

aspect, the skirmishes on the border constituted the first military clash 

between the two nations.103 Over the remainder of the year, no fewer than 

400 clashes occurred between the two nations’ border troops.104

 Le Duan and Le Duc Tho immediately moved to reverse the damage 

that Sino- Soviet clashes could inflict on North Vietnam’s war effort, par-

ticularly its negotiations with the Americans. Through various intermedi-

aries including Jean Sainteny, a former French colonial official close to 

both Ho Chi Minh and Kissinger, North Vietnamese leaders knew that 

the Nixon administration wanted to continue bilateral, private talks. At 

the first private meeting in March 1969, Xuan Thuy warned Lodge, the 

new U.S. chief negotiator, that the United States would gain nothing from 

the divisions between the Soviet Union and China and that, despite the 

clashes, Moscow and Beijing would continue to aid Hanoi. Internally, 

North Vietnamese leaders were not as confident as they tried to appear 

at the 22 March meeting. The VWP realized early on that the border skir-
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mishes would lead both Moscow and Beijing, particularly the latter due to 

the failure of the Cultural Revolution, to entertain thoughts of reconciling 

with the United States to counterbalance the other side.105

 It was Moscow, however, that caved first. The Soviet Union approached 

the United States following the March border clash with China. “An emo-

tional Ambassador Dobrynin raised the Ussuri incident with me,” Kissin-

ger noted in his memoirs, “when I tried to change the subject by suggest-

ing it was a Sino- Soviet problem, Dobrynin insisted passionately that 

China was everybody’s problem.”106 By April, however, little had changed; 

despite clashes with China, Moscow had not succumbed to American pres-

sure. Nonetheless, on 14 April, Kissinger wielded the stick with Dobrynin. 

Unless there was a settlement in Vietnam, Kissinger warned the Soviet am-

bassador, “other measures would be invoked which could involve wider 

risk to U.S.- Soviet relations.”107 That same night, North Korean fighter jets 

shot down a U.S. reconnaissance plane, killing all thirty- one crew mem-

bers onboard. Nixon and Kissinger wanted to respond with force, but at a 

National Security Council meeting on 16 April, Rogers, Laird, and Wheeler 

objected to military retaliation against the North Koreans. Despite the 

overwhelming opposition, Kissinger still tried to convince Nixon that a 

strong U.S. response would show North Vietnam that Nixon could be “ir-

rational.” Lacking a consensus among his advisors, the president decided 

to show restraint. He immediately regretted his decision and took out 

his frustrations in Cambodia.108 Kissinger, meanwhile, took advantage of 

Nixon’s regret to consolidate his control over policy making at the expense 

of the president’s other advisors. The president was onboard with Kissin-

ger’s pursuits, having sent an angry memo to Secretary of State Rogers to 

rein in “disloyal” elements on the Paris negotiating team bent on “sav(ing) 

the President from himself.”109

SAIGON AGENCY

Nixon and Kissinger were not the only actors in the new war equipped with 

an international strategy. RVN president Nguyen Van Thieu began to revise 

his policies in 1969 when it became apparent that Washington would not 

always act in Saigon’s best interests. The Thieu regime had come to power 

in June 1965, after wresting control from the final civilian government, 

and remained in place until a few days before the fall of Saigon in 1975. 

There were many changes and reshuffles of power in the military regime 

as well as a widely known rivalry between Nguyen Van Thieu and Nguyen 
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Cao Ky. Officially, power rested with the Armed Forces Council, and a di-

rectorate served as the council’s executive body. In 1967, Thieu claimed the 

chairmanship of the directorate and thus outmaneuvered the more flam-

boyant but less politically adept Ky. Although military rule transformed 

into an ostensibly representative government with a constitutional assem-

bly in 1966 and the promulgation of the constitution and democratic elec-

tions in 1967, intimidation and corruption pervaded the Saigon regime. 

During his near decade in office, Thieu acted in his own interests and not 

in those of his constituents. However, with the advent of U.S. withdrawal, 

Thieu, along with his cousin and advisor, Hoang Duc Nha, began to take 

an active role in shaping the RVN’s destiny and to assert Saigon’s indepen-

dence vis- à- vis the Americans. Using the tools available to client regimes 

during the Cold War, including blackmail, foot- dragging, and manipula-

tion, Thieu was able to force his superpower patron to do his bidding or at 

least frustrate Washington’s aims whenever these ran counter to Saigon’s 

interests. Although the Thieu regime was dependent on the United States 

to survive, it was an active, and relatively independent, agent in the post- 

Tet war.

 In an early January 1969 report, RVN ambassador to the United States 

Bui Diem impressed on Thieu that since Nixon’s war policy was still un-

clear, Saigon had to be proactive in convincing the Republican administra-

tion to pursue a policy most beneficial to the RVN. Otherwise, he warned, 

given the unswerving nature of the “American bureaucratic machinery 

[bo may Hoa Ky],” Saigon would be powerless to change U.S. policy once 

it began to pursue a course detrimental to the RVN. He urged President 

Thieu to order a comprehensive review of all spheres—political, military, 

diplomatic, economic—in the war to coordinate a new and improved 

South Vietnamese strategy.110

 The most interesting aspect of Ambassador Diem’s January report was 

his emphasis on winning, in a sense, the “hearts and minds [tinh cam]” 

of the American public and world opinion. In particular, he urged Thieu 

to publicly accept American troop withdrawal since it was a fait accompli 

and to appear committed to peace in Paris. Diem pursued an aggressive 

one- man public relations campaign while in France to ensure the world of 

Saigon’s good faith at the Paris negotiations:

Having a horde of journalists in one place was a bonanza for some-

one who wanted to make a public point. For starters, I accepted all 

interviews I could possibly fit in. One day I met with Andre Fon-
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taine and Claude Julien of Le Monde, the next day with Roger Massif, 

Nicholas Chatelain, and Max Clos of Le Figaro. I did interviews for the 

Times with London, German, and Italian newspapers and television 

and what seemed almost daily background briefings with American 

journalists including Stanley Karnow, Marvin Kalb, Peter Kallisher, 

James Wilde, Takashi Oka, and Jessie Cook. . . . I was also able to 

clearly state our position. South Vietnam, I said, desired peace.111

The South Vietnamese ambassador was convinced that the diplomatic 

sphere of the RVN war effort could no longer be left to the Americans. 

Urging President Thieu to win over the U.S. public, Diem warned that if 

Thieu did not act quickly, popular opinion in the United States could work 

against the RVN, leaving Saigon in a position of having to accept any plan 

Nixon puts forth.112

 On 14 May 1969, it was apparent that time was running out for the 

RVN. In response to the NLF’s “Ten- Point Overall Solution” for peace in 

Paris, which included a demand for total, unreciprocated U.S. withdrawal 

and the abolition of the Saigon regime, Nixon turned to the public face 

of his strategy to bring peace with honor. Appearing on television, Nixon 

announced his eight- point plan for peace, including simultaneous with-

drawal of American and North Vietnamese troops, and acknowledged the 

NLF’s peace proposal by accepting the possibility of a neutral South Viet-

nam. In essence the May peace plans differed on two main points: on the 

one hand, the NLF demand for unilateral U.S. withdrawal and an interim 

coalition between cessation of hostilities and the holding of elections, and 

on the other, the U.S. call for simultaneous withdrawals and an interna-

tional body to oversee these withdrawals and to supervise the elections. 

Although Nixon did not expect Hanoi to respond favorably to his speech, 

he had hoped for a positive reception at home, especially from the media. 

When it did not materialize, he fell into depression. It did not help that 

the antiwar movement, which had subsided since the tumultuous days of 

1968, now began to stir again.

 But if Nixon could not control domestic criticism of his policies, he 

could suppress dissent from South Vietnam. Following Nixon’s speech, 

Kissinger informed the press that the it had been cleared by Saigon even 

though U.S. ambassador to South Vietnam Ellsworth Bunker gave Thieu 

the text on 12 May, two days before its intended delivery. The speech shook 

Saigon’s confidence in the U.S.- RVN alliance. “The whole process was 

something of a shock,” recalled Ambassador Diem. “There had been some 
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informal exchanges on these subjects, but there was no real consultation 

or agreement, certainly nothing had ever been ‘cleared’ with Saigon.” In 

fact, RVN leaders claimed that they were not given time to object to any of 

Nixon’s proposals, prompting Diem to note, “The game of imposition and 

attempted finesse that would become the Nixon administration’s trade-

mark in dealing with its ally had begun with a bang.”113 Exactly one week 

after the speech, Thieu requested a meeting with Nixon.

 When private talks stalled by late May114 and with the United States and 

the RVN planning to show the world their solidarity in a meeting on Mid-

way Island in early June, Hanoi stole the spotlight by orchestrating the 

creation of the Provisional Revolutionary Government (Chinh Phu Cach 

Mang Lam Thoi, PRG). Party leaders intended the PRG, founded in the 

same location as the NLF nearly a decade earlier, to appear as a broad- 

based administration that could garner international support and recog-

nition as the true voice of the South Vietnamese people. With Nguyen Thi 

Binh as the PRG representative to the Paris talks and foreign minister, the 

Vietnamese communists possessed a powerful diplomatic tool against the 

Thieu regime. Madame Binh admitted after the war that even though she 

was the foreign minister and head delegate of the PRG in Paris, real “deci-

sion making regarding negotiations [nhung nha lanh dao chu chot cua dam 

phan cua ta]” rested with Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy.115 While the “guer-

rilla diplomats” put forward Madame Binh, Nixon encountered problems 

convincing his head delegate, Lodge, to remain at the talks on the Avenue 

Kléber. The U.S. president was not that concerned since substantive nego-

tiations would take place elsewhere.

 When Nixon agreed to Thieu’s request for a meeting, the South Viet-

namese president was neither given the chance to win over the U.S. pub-

lic on American soil nor able to sway Nixon to change the course of his 

policies toward Vietnam in 1969. Nixon rejected Thieu’s request to hold a 

meeting in Honolulu and, fearing riots, concluded that Washington was 

out of the question. Instead, Nixon and Thieu met on 8 June 1969 against 

the “isolated and desolate” backdrop of Midway.116

 The allies were clearly not on the same page during the uncomfort-

able private meeting. While Thieu spoke of his desire for the redeploy-

ment of American troops and increased aid, Nixon reiterated America’s 

commitment to troop withdrawal and private negotiations with Hanoi. 

In exchange for Thieu’s compliance, Nixon promised that Vietnamization 

would include four years of increased military aid during his first term, 

followed by four more years of economic support in his second, and that 
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America would insist on mutual troop withdrawal.117 With no other op-

tions, Thieu accepted that the United States would pull out 25,000 troops 

starting in July and that private talks between the United States and the 

DRV on the future of South Vietnam would resume.118 When the meeting 

adjourned and Nixon and Thieu stepped in front of White House corre-

spondents, the reporters and their cameras failed to detect the cracks in 

the U.S.–South Vietnamese alliance.119

 On his way back to Saigon, Thieu stopped in Taipei to meet with Chiang 

Kai- shek and further reflected on the Midway meeting. In an exchange 

that underlined the powerlessness and frustration felt by junior partners 

in the Cold War, Thieu related Saigon’s quandary to his host: “You know 

when Nixon decides to withdraw, there is nothing I can do about it. Just as 

when Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson decided to go in, there was very 

little my predecessors had to say about it.”120 Chiang commiserated by re-

calling his own experiences dealing with the United States on the eve of 

his escape to Taiwan and the American pressure to compromise with Mao 

Zedong’s communist forces. Stressing his “Four No’s”—no recognition of 

the enemy, no neutralization of South Vietnam, no coalition government, 

and no surrender of territory to the enemy—Thieu told Chiang that he 

would never allow a coalition government if North Vietnamese troops were 

allowed to remain in the South.

 Disturbed by his meeting with Nixon at Midway and distressed by lis-

tening to Chiang’s experiences, the South Vietnamese president returned 

to Saigon determined to implement major changes in the RVN’s war poli-

cies. In particular, Thieu ordered the Foreign Ministry to coordinate a 

diplomatic strategy to enhance the war effort.121 Given Washington’s com-

mitment to troop withdrawal and the initiation of four- party peace nego-

tiations in Paris, Saigon realized the importance of devising its own inter-

national strategy.122 In an attempt to shore up world support for its cause 

against the communists north and south of the seventeenth parallel, the 

RVN embarked on an accelerated diplomatic campaign in the latter half 

of 1969, including revamping its foreign service and promoting closer re-

lations with regional powers.

 RVN foreign minister Tran Van Lam’s report written at the end of 1969 

outlined the three goals of his ministry for that year: (1) establishing more 

diplomatic missions abroad; (2) opening more press offices in not just 

democratic nations but neutralist ones as well; and (3) making Saigon’s 

voice heard in Paris.123 The Political War Department (Tong Cuc Chien 

Tranh Chinh Tri, PWD) also issued a policy recommendation that urged 
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the government to utilize world opinion to advance its diplomatic struggle 

as the Vietnamese communists had successfully done over the past year.124 

However, the department warned that “the issue is not just sending dele-

gations to other countries, not just increasing the amount of staff in the 

foreign embassies, and not just establishing more press offices.” The PWD 

proposed that the administration thoroughly study the enemy’s diplo-

matic strategy in order to devise its own plan in waging a political war 

against the communists at the international level. In particular, the RVN 

needed to align itself more closely with Taiwan, South Korea, and West 

Germany, since those countries were undergoing similar partitioned ex-

periences. Finally, the PWD recommended pushing forward economic and 

cultural exchanges with the democratic nations of Asia with the ultimate 

goal of establishing a viable economic bloc that would counter communist 

expansion.125

 By the end of 1969, then, the amount of “international” work necessi-

tated the revamping of the RVN Foreign Ministry. Thieu believed that a 

strong centralized system would vastly improve South Vietnam’s foreign 

service. Outlining nine steps of varying degrees of importance, Thieu’s 

meticulous pronouncements covered issues ranging from proper diplo-

matic conduct to the optimal number of staff at any given embassy.126 

The attention to detail underlined the importance of the war’s diplomatic 

sphere for the RVN president. During the period from 1969 to 1973, the re-

ports on the “international picture” broken down by regions and specific 

countries grew with every passing year. Juxtaposing the quantity of these 

reports against their absence from the Foreign Ministry in the early years 

of the war, one can conclude that by 1969 the RVN recognized the impor-

tance of the diplomatic sphere and the international level of the conflict.

THE NIXON DOCTRINE AND KISSINGERIAN DIPLOMACY

As Saigon awoke from its complacency and began to reassert itself in the 

war against communist forces, Nixon grew weary of the public and private 

talks in Paris. With little progress on the negotiating front, and Lodge’s 

resignation, Nixon decided to communicate directly with the DRV, send-

ing Ho Chi Minh a letter that expressed his desire for peace but also issued 

a threat that if progress toward a settlement did not come by 1 November, 

he would have to resort to “measures of great consequence and force.”127 

Following this letter, the first secret meeting took place between Kissinger 

and North Vietnamese negotiators on 4 August 1969.
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 In order to provide cover for Kissinger’s secret meeting with Xuan Thuy 

in Paris, Nixon in mid- 1969 embarked on a public relations campaign to 

shore up support for his policies with constituents at home and with allies 

abroad. In late July, the president departed on an around- the- world trip 

during which revealed to reporters what became known as the Nixon Doc-

trine. Short of war with a major power, he declared in Guam, the nations of 

Asia engaged in civil wars would have to fend for themselves.128 At the end 

of his tour of Southeast Asia, Nixon took up Thieu’s invitation to visit Sai-

gon. As the first stay by an American president at the Presidential Palace, 

Nixon’s visit sent the message to Thieu’s allies and adversaries that he still 

enjoyed U.S. support.129 Privately, though, Nixon sent more ambiguous 

messages to Thieu. On the one hand, he declared his intentions to esca-

late the war in order to force Hanoi to settle in Paris; on the other, he let the 

Richard Nixon and Nguyen Van Thieu, followed by Henry Kissinger,  

Nguyen Cao Ky, and Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, at the Independence Palace  

in Saigon, July 1969 (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection, Vietnam Center  

and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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South Vietnamese president know that additional American troop with-

drawals would follow a systematic timetable.130

 Meanwhile, Kissinger had less success intimidating the North Viet-

namese.131 “If by November 1, no major progress has been made toward a 

solution,” Kissinger warned Thuy, “we will be compelled—with great re-

luctance—to take measures of the greatest consequences.”132 The meeting 

still yielded few results, as was evident in the response to Kissinger’s ques-

tion of whether there would be a reply to Nixon’s letter to Ho Chi Minh. No, 

Xuan Thuy answered. For the rest of the meeting neither side budged from 

its position. When the reply finally came at the end of August, Nixon felt it 

underscored the futility of making threats. The VWP, on behalf of Ho Chi 

Minh, sent what Nixon considered a “cold rebuff.”133 In reality, it was Le 

Duan who had rejected the offer; Ho Chi Minh might have been amenable 

had he not been marginalized in the Politburo and nearing the end of his 

life.134

 By taking over the secret talks, Kissinger usurped the role that normally 

would have been played by Rogers not only in regards to Vietnam but also 

with the Soviet Union. Throughout the summer, the national security ad-

visor met with Ambassador Dobrynin to convey America’s position on 

issues including U.S.- Soviet relations, Sino- American relations, and the 

Vietnam War.135 Kissinger acknowledged the positive role that the Soviets 

had played in the negotiations in Paris up to that point, but he expressed 

concern that the Soviets had not utilized their maximum leverage over 

the North Vietnamese. Indeed, Moscow had overtaken Beijing as the main 

supplier of military and economic aid to Hanoi, although Chinese assis-

tance to the North Vietnamese was still significant. Although Kissinger 

emphasized Washington’s noninterference in the Sino- Soviet confronta-

tion, he still dangled a threat by saying that the United States sought better 

relations with China. In an “ironical” manner, Kissinger pointed out to 

Dobrynin that the Soviet Union had replaced the United States as China’s 

“main object of attacks.”136

 Nixon and Kissinger eventually made good on their threat to the Soviet 

Union by improving relations with China. In July, the United States began 

lifting travel and trade restrictions, ending patrols by the Seventh Fleet in 

the Taiwan Straits, and sending diplomatic messages via third parties that 

the United States would not support Moscow’s proposal for a collective 

security system in Asia. Meanwhile in Beijing, Mao Zedong and the CCP 

leadership confirmed Kissinger’s observations; the Soviet Union posed a 

bigger threat to China than the United States. Eventually, the four mar-
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shals—Chen Yi, Ye Jianying, Xu Xiangqian, and Nie Rongzhen—proposed 

that the PRC resume Sino- American ambassadorial talks.137

 Nonetheless, Nixon had reached a crossroads. His strategy to end the 

war within his first year had failed as his ultimatum to Ho and his com-

rades fell on deaf ears. Moreover, his advisors were split on how to pro-

ceed. Kissinger urged ending the war quickly by pushing for a settlement 

and, if Hanoi remained obstinate, forcing the North Vietnamese into sub-

mission through sharp military action. Rogers and Laird, in contrast, ad-

vised caution and feared that escalation would upset Congress and spark 

major unrest at home. Nixon, exhilarated by Neil Armstrong’s walk on 

the moon in late July and incensed by North Vietnamese defiance, leaned 

toward toughness and thus Kissinger’s plan. The national security advisor, 

exploiting the president’s mood, figured out a way to isolate Nixon from 

alternate—and more moderate—points of view: he asked and received 

approval for the formation of a Special Vietnam Study Group, which he 

would chair.138 Kissinger also tasked members of his NSC staff to explore 

military options that would lead to the crystallization of the contingency 

plan known as Duck Hook. Duck Hook constituted a revised version of the 

military plan formulated in April, before events in North Korea intervened. 

Kissinger’s NSC staff, known as the September Group, examined the con-

sequences of a four- day attack that would include massive bombing of 

twenty- nine major targets, mining ports, and harbors, and possibly even 

using tactical nuclear weapons.139

 Throughout the rest of September and October, Kissinger moved ag-

gressively to win Nixon’s approval for the implementation of Duck Hook. 

In September, the national security advisor sent a bleak assessment of the 

situation in South Vietnam, had his staff prepare a presidential speech an-

nouncing the military plan, and worked on linkage by sending threats to 

Moscow via Dobrynin that the president considered the Vietnam War the 

crucial issue in U.S.- Soviet relations.140 In fact, Nixon ordered the Pentagon 

to put U.S. nuclear forces on high alert to rattle the nerves of the Soviets 

so that they would place pressure on their North Vietnamese allies to be 

more cooperative in Paris. Although Nixon did not have any intention of 

pursuing the nuclear option, he liked the Eisenhower- brinkmanship na-

ture of placing U.S. nuclear forces on alert to scare the Soviets into think-

ing that Nixon could use these weapons in Vietnam.141 But when Rogers 

and Laird found out about Duck Hook and Nixon’s 1 November deadline 

to Hanoi leaders, they increased their opposition to Kissinger’s plan. Play-

ing on Nixon’s insecurities of mounting domestic criticism of his war 
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effort and pointing out the flaws in Kissinger’s military plans, these more 

moderate presidential advisors won the day: Duck Hook did not go for-

ward in 1969.142 In urging the president to stress long- range solutions like 

Vietnamization, Rogers and Laird were supported by the advice offered 

to Nixon by counterinsurgency expert Sir Robert Thompson, who gave 

an upbeat yet cautious assessment of the likelihood of American success 

in South Vietnam. Thompson, drawing on his experience gained in the 

British campaign in Malaya, convinced the president that it would take 

two years before Vietnamization would succeed.143

 The persuasive arguments against Duck Hook and for Vietnamization 

put forward by Rogers and Laird were not the primary reasons that Nixon 

abandoned his “madman” military plans. In the fall of 1969 Nixon feared 

the first nationwide antiwar demonstrations under his presidency, Mora-

torium and Mobilization against the War, scheduled for mid- October and 

mid- November. Although his approval ratings rose with each troop with-

drawal announcement in June and September, overall public support for 

the war continued to drop. As a result, he decided to attack opponents 

at home rather than the ones abroad in order to buy more time for his 

Vietnam strategy. Marshalling his hawkish and conservative forces in the 

administration, Congress, media, and general public, Nixon launched a 

counteroffensive to blunt the pressure for a hasty peace.

 On 15 October, Moratorium Day witnessed average Americans across 

the country suspending their “business as usual” to participate in antiwar 

protests. Although Nixon believed he not only had weathered the storm 

but in fact had emerged stronger after Moratorium, he braced himself for 

Mobilization and once again contemplated taking major military action. 

Convinced that he should deliver a hawkish speech in early November be-

fore the demonstration, he once again considered placing Duck Hook on 

the table. But cooler heads prevailed, and Nixon, who convinced a dejected 

Kissinger and even himself that Duck Hook was only temporarily shelved, 

issued a different sort of speech. Appealing for support on Capitol Hill and 

delivering a television address on 3 November, Nixon targeted the “silent 

majority” of Americans who, he claimed, backed administration policy.144 

While Nixon basked in his 77 percent approval rating after his televised 

address, hundreds of thousands of demonstrators converged on Washing-

ton, carrying candles to commemorate the tens of thousands of lives lost 

during the war and to call for the end of death and destruction in Vietnam. 

Although the speech, and less ethical measures including the campaign 

to create fake grassroots or “astroturf” support for the speech, worked to 
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increase both congressional and popular backing, the president was none-

theless haunted by the decision to cancel Duck Hook.145 Like Le Duan, 

Nixon would bide his time until he found a suitable opportunity to imple-

ment his military plans.

A FUNERAL AND A REUNION

As Nixon wrestled with the public and private facets of his Vietnam strategy 

and as he balanced the militant and moderate forces in his cabinet and 

within himself, an event in Hanoi brought despair to the communist revo-

lution. In the early morning of 2 September, on the twenty- fourth anni-

versary of the founding of the DRV and the August Revolution of 1945, Ho 

Chi Minh passed away.146 Although by the time of his death he was more 

or less a figurehead, “Bac Ho” (Uncle Ho) still commanded international 

respect as a revolutionary who had devoted his life to liberating his coun-

try from the Japanese, French, and later the Americans. In addition, he 

had played a crucial diplomatic role that helped North Vietnam manage a 

policy of equilibrium between China and the Soviet Union. Following Ho’s 

death, Hanoi leaders pressured Moscow and Beijing to suppress their own 

interests to honor the wishes their legendary comrade expressed in his 

published testament: “Being a man who has devoted his whole life to the 

revolution, the more proud I am of the growth of international commu-

nist and workers’ movement, the more pained I am by the current discord 

among the fraternal Parties. I hope that our Party will do its best to con-

tribute effectively to the restoration of unity among the fraternal Parties 

on the basis of Marxism- Leninism and proletarian internationalism, in a 

way which confirms to both reason and sentiment. I am firmly confident 

that the fraternal Parties and countries will have to unite again.”147

 Ho Chi Minh’s posthumous appeal ensured that Moscow and Beijing 

would need to avoid any allegation of collaboration with the United States. 

The Soviet Union appeared to do an about- face while China stopped even 

its timid steps toward Washington.148

 In addition to bringing an abrupt halt to the improvement of rela-

tions between Hanoi’s major allies and the United States, Ho’s death also 

brought about an attempt at reconciliation between the Chinese and 

the Soviets. At his funeral in Hanoi, the North Vietnamese pressured the 

allies to reconcile their differences. The Soviets sent a message to Chi-

nese leaders requesting an end to the hostilities on the Sino- Soviet border. 

When they did not receive a response, Kosygin returned to Moscow via 
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Calcutta. While en route, he received word from the Chinese proposing a 

meeting, and on 11 September, Zhou Enlai and Kosygin met at the Beijing 

Airport, for the first time since February 1965. The meeting did not result 

in “the restoration of unity” Ho Chi Minh had wanted, but it nonetheless 

suggested the VWP’s political power in the communist world, influence 

Hanoi would need in the new decade.149

CONCLUSION

As Vietnamese official histories begin to present the Tet Offensive as a 

tactical defeat but a strategic victory, it is important to explore the extent 

of that defeat and the tangibility of that victory. Le Duan’s pursuit of the 

General Offensive and General Uprising in 1968 exacted enormous casu-

alties on the Vietnamese resistance. The coordinated military attacks on 

all of the major cities and towns of South Vietnam during the first wave 

of the offensive failed to deliver a definitive military victory over ARVN 

forces or to incite a general political uprising of the masses. Instead, they 

brought about a public shift in U.S. war policy that resulted in the initia-

tion of peace negotiations. Le Duan had never been predisposed toward 

ending the war through a political settlement, as the moderates had called 

for until their arrests in 1967, and he clung to his objective of toppling the 

Saigon regime through a general insurrection. Throughout the spring and 

summer of 1968, Le Duan ordered VWP forces to launch a second and 

third wave of attacks. With each successive wave, the first secretary led 

communist forces further from victory and deeper into military loss.

 It would take the Vietnamese resistance three years to recover from Le 

Duan’s disastrous strategy. On the twentieth anniversary of the Tet Offen-

sive, the former political deputy of COSVN, General Tran Do, described 

this period in stark terms: “We had thrown all our forces into the general 

offensive . . . and when the enemy opened its counteroffensive, we had no 

force left, our position was weakened and we coped with the counteroffen-

sive with great difficulty. We fell into a critical situation in the years 1969, 

1970, and 1971.”150 At the start of this “critical situation” in 1969, the VWP 

implemented “talking while fighting” while continuing to exert military 

pressure on the Saigon regime, but the mounting casualties forced Hanoi 

to take stock of its situation. Sino- Soviet clashes, the arrival of a new U.S. 

president who sought to exploit the contradictions in the Cold War, a re-

vitalized Saigon regime, and the death of the revolution’s beloved leader 

made 1969 the most trying year for Hanoi’s war effort. On the tenth anni-
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versary of the start of Hanoi’s national liberation struggle, VWP leaders 

felt no closer to victory.

 For the United States, the 1968 Tet Offensive constituted a watershed, 

but it could have been more of a turning point. Although the Johnson ad-

ministration stemmed the escalation of America’s war after Tet, the Nixon 

administration in many ways reversed that trend beginning in 1969. Like 

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho, Nixon and Kissinger were confident that they 

could succeed where their predecessors had failed by streamlining policy 

making and introducing a three- pronged strategy that took into account 

the military, political, and diplomatic spheres of the war. Like North Viet-

namese leaders, the president and his national security advisor sought to 

minimize both internal and external threats to their authority. While deci-

sion making regarding the Vietnam War rested solely in the White House, 

maintaining utmost secrecy in their policies would provide Nixon and 

Kissinger the protection they needed to thwart domestic political pres-

sure to end the war. Just as Le Duan dealt firmly with the southern revo-

lution, so too did Nixon act swiftly to put his Saigon ally in its place. The 

Thieu regime instantly realized that the U.S.- RVN alliance had entered a 

new stage, one in which Saigon and Washington did not necessarily share 

the same goals and objectives. Finally, Nixon sought to exploit the Sino- 

Soviet split for American ends in Vietnam, just as Le Duan had at the start 

of his war effort.

 As Luu Van Loi noted, the stage was set for a new war as Hanoi leaders 

confronted their equally tenacious rivals in Washington, as relations be-

tween traditional Cold War allies began to shift, and as a new theater of 

battle emerged at the Paris negotiations. The diplomatic sphere of the war 

leveled the playing field, as the Saigon regime and the southern revolu-

tionaries became more active in the international arena. The war for peace 

in the 1970s, however, would not only pit diplomats sparring on the world 

stage; instead, the fighting would reach new heights of violence and spread 

beyond the borders of Vietnam. As the conflict grew hotter throughout 

Indochina, tensions thawed in the wider Cold War, threatening to flood 

the Vietnamese resistance. At the start of the new decade, North Vietnam 

would find itself caught in the torrent of this dangerous realignment in 

great- power relations.
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Le Duc Tho undoubtedly was the stuff of which heroes are made.  

What we grasped only with reluctance—and many at home never understood— 

is that heroes are such because of monomaniacal determination. They are  

rarely pleasant men; their rigidity approaches the fanatic; they do not specialize  

in the qualities required for a negotiated peace.—Henry Kissinger1

c h a p t e r  f i v e

SIDESHOWS AND MAIN ARENAS

Le Duc Tho met Henry Kissinger for the first time on a cold winter’s day 

in a working- class suburb of Paris. Having sparred directly and indirectly 

with other American negotiators, including W. Averell Harriman and 

Henry Cabot Lodge, Tho quickly took stock of Kissinger, who appeared 

quite different from his patrician predecessors. Tho, and his colleagues 

in the Politburo, steeled themselves for this new type of American nego-

tiator: a German Jew who had risen to the top in both academia and gov-

ernment in his adopted home country.2 Recalling two lines from the Viet-

namese epic poem Truyen Kieu, “Dan long cho doi it lau, / Chay ra thi cung 

nam sau voi gi [Wait a little while, / sooner or later the result will be the 

same the following year so why hurry],” Tho’s guiding philosophy in nego-

tiations disregarded the enemy’s skill in argument since success rested on 

a single factor: one’s own patience. The end result, Tho reasoned, would be 

the same whether he rushed or waited.3

 Kissinger, who had dealt only with Xuan Thuy up to this point, also sized 

up his new opponent. Although the national security advisor seemed im-

pressed with his interlocutor’s dignified yet stern manner and “monumen-

tally courageous exertions” as a revolutionary imprisoned under French 

colonial rule, Kissinger believed that Le Duc Tho’s ideological zeal led 

him, like other Vietnamese, to extreme haughtiness and paranoia. Kissin-
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ger later concluded that negotiations with the man known as “Tho” never 

stood a chance. Speaking decades later at a State Department conference 

commemorating the war, Kissinger, who outlived Tho, walked up to the 

Vietnamese dignitaries from Hanoi and said, “It is Le Duc Tho’s fault that 

I look this old. He aged me quite a bit during our negotiations.”4

 Stepping into the new decade, North Vietnamese leaders braced their 

population for what appeared an interminable war. As Tho and Kissinger 

sparred in Paris, Le Duan emerged from behind the curtains to rally the 

North Vietnamese people to continue the costly war. By 1970, the first sec-

retary had no choice but to resort to an “economy of forces” policy in order 

to rebuild communist strength in the aftermath of the draining 1968 and 

1969 military offensives. At the same time, his security chief, Tran Quoc 

Hoan, pulled out all the stops in his campaign to eradicate all opposition 

to the revolution.

 As North Vietnam assumed a defensive position on the South Viet-

namese battlefield, the fighting escalated in Cambodia and Laos. Instead 

of winding down the war and negotiating peace, the combatants expanded 

their conflict to all of Indochina. Although the fates of the Indochinese 

nations, and indeed all of Southeast Asia, were intimately intertwined at 

the outset, the start of the 1970s witnessed a major shift in the region’s 

postcolonial development, including the deterioration of relations among 

the Indochinese nations. Not only did Saigon and Phnom Penh bicker over 

dwindling American funds for the war against the communists, but the 

latent antagonism between the VWP and the Khmer Rouge rose to the sur-

face as well. The regionalization of the Vietnam War also attracted interna-

tional concern: Why was the war expanding to Cambodia and Laos when 

the four parties involved in the fighting were ostensibly working toward 

peace in Paris?

 Diplomacy offered each side a way to deflect criticism and buy time for 

its forces to regroup on the battlefield. While Nixon and Kissinger sought 

to pressure Hanoi during the secret talks and began to concentrate on the 

China card in their international strategy, Le Duan and PRG foreign min-

ister Madame Nguyen Thi Binh reached out to other nations in the social-

ist sphere and the nonaligned world with great success. Meanwhile, RVN 

president Nguyen Van Thieu launched a diplomatic campaign to bolster 

his—and the RVN’s—image on the regional stage. Le Duan’s Politburo, as 

well as the Nixon administration and the Saigon regime, used diplomacy 

as a tool of warfare to the great detriment of the region’s political develop-

ment. As the diplomatic struggle grew more entrenched in Paris and the 
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military battles in Indochina intensified, however, the chance for a viable 

peace agreement grew more remote.

THE FORGOTTEN REVOLUTIONS

As the military and political situation in Indochina offered no respite to 

communist forces, Party leaders turned to new public relations initiatives 

to bolster their control over the war effort. Le Duan carried out the most 

significant campaign. Although Ho’s death in late 1969 did not result in a 

power struggle since Le Duan had been in firm control of the Hanoi Polit-

buro even when the president was alive, the first secretary may have de-

cided to step out from behind the shadows to show the North Vietnamese 

people and the world that he was the man in charge. On 2 February 1970, 

Le Duan gave a speech commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the 

Party titled, “Duoi la co vang cua Dang, vi doc lap, tu do, vi chu nghia xa 

hoi, tien len gianh nhung thang loi moi” (Under the Glorious Banner of the 

Party for Independence, Freedom, Socialism, Advancing to New Victories), 

which was widely covered in all major Party and government newspapers 

and journals, including Nhan Dan (The People’s Daily), Quan Doi Nhan 

Dan (People’s Army), and Hoc Tap (The Study).5 Although the first secre-

tary stressed the importance of North Vietnam’s support for the war, he 

also emphasized the need to build socialism in the DRV by advancing the 

“three revolutions,” with the most important being the technological one.6 

In early March 1970, Le Duan distributed a Politburo resolution that in-

augurated an elite year- long class designed to familiarize top Party cadres 

with the teachings of Ho Chi Minh. The resolution aimed to strengthen 

the ideological backbone of Party cadres by invoking the revered leader’s 

life and legacy.7 Perhaps to ward off a crisis in his war leadership, Le Duan 

sought to shift the people’s attention to internal matters.

 As Le Duan placed more emphasis on boosting the morale of North 

Vietnamese society, Minister of Public Security Hoan continued to crack 

down on disgruntled elements. In 1969, his security forces investigated 

an organization known as the Democratic Antiwar Peace Force (Mat tran 

hoa binh dan chu chong chien tranh) that was operating in Hanoi, Ha 

Bac, Ninh Binh, Tuyen Quang, and Lan Son. According to Hoan’s report, 

this organization was in the process of reaching out to reactionaries in 

the Catholic strongholds of Bui Chu and Phat Diem. Although the group 

began in 1967 as a number of “young men [who] were frequently meeting 

to sing yellow music [nhac vang],8 to discuss reactionary propaganda,” it 
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soon began to “spread distortions about Party and state policies, and to 

discuss forming a reactionary organization.” By late December of that year, 

security forces arrested all of the leaders, who they claimed were “chil-

dren of former capitalists, landowners, puppet soldiers, etc. . . who lived 

lives of depravity and leisure and who harbored class hatred and hated our 

regime,” and sentenced them to fifteen years in prison.9

 Hoan’s “disruption of this nascent reactionary organization” is impor-

tant since it coincided with a reevaluation of the role of the Public Security 

Services in early 1970. In the minister’s “concluding speech on investiga-

tive operations and determining suspected threats,” he said he had moved 

too slowly against the leaders of this “yellow music” movement.10 Fortu-

nately, security forces had “nipped the reactionary organization in the 

bud, . . . prevent[ing] negative influences in a key, focal- point area where 

the national headquarters offices of our government and Party and a num-

ber of foreign embassies were located.”11 Contrasting this investigation 

with the ministry’s handling of the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair, in which 

Hoan believed that he and his forces had moved too slowly, the minister 

emphasized pursuing suspected targets early and at the slightest provoca-

tion. Invoking the 1967 arrest of Dang Kim Giang, a high- ranking officer 

and protégé of Giap, Hoan admitted that Giang had expressed disagree-

Le Duan and Nikolai Podgorny (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection,  

Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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ment with Resolution 9 passed in 1963. “Initially he did not do anything,” 

Hoan recalled, “and only when there was public debate did he begin to 

attack people.” Had security forces arrested Giang in 1963 and not 1967, 

Hoan reasoned, the affair would not have become a significant movement. 

In other words, the Minister of Public Security indicated that the state 

had to be more vigilant of suspected “dissatisfaction” and “nip” any dis-

sent at its incipient stage before it could blossom into full- blown counter-

revolution.12

 Hoan’s circumspection paid off. In early 1970, he ordered his forces to 

gather reconnaissance intelligence on the People’s Revolutionary Party 

(Dang nhan dan cach mang) operating around Hanoi. The objective of 

this group, according to Hoan’s forces, was to disrupt security and public 

order and to oppose the revolution. Since the ministry caught wind of this 

group early on and arrested its ringleader, who was ostensibly fired from 

his job at Da Phuc Airport for “theft and illicit relations with members of 

the opposite sex,” the organization quickly disbanded and only the leader 

needed to be sent to reeducation camp. In their records, security officials 

boasted that they “had blocked this organization in a timely fashion be-

fore anything unfortunate could occur.”13 As antiwar sentiment increased 

in the DRV, Hoan’s police state went on the offensive with its campaign 

that rendered illegal even the slightest criticism of Le Duan’s policies.14

 Le Duan and Hoan were not the only Party members to concern them-

selves with stemming war- weariness in North Vietnamese society. At the 

CEC’s Eighteenth Plenum in late January, Party leaders as a whole sought 

to address the past and look to the future by assessing the war in the after-

math of the Tet Offensive and to put forward new tasks for 1970.15 The 

resolution promulgated by the plenum on 10 March outlined what Party 

leaders viewed as the four aims of Nixon’s strategy: (1) protecting Viet-

namization through only gradual de- escalation; (2) threatening the revo-

lution’s strength in the countryside through accelerated pacification; (3) 

strengthening the Saigon regime through increased military activity in 

Cambodia and Laos; and (4) reducing the prospects for real peace in Paris 

through diplomatic offensives aimed only to placate U.S. public opinion.16 

When they turned their focus inward to assess their own war effort, VWP 

leaders concluded that they had launched the General Offensive and Gen-

eral Uprising at an inopportune time since the enemy still had a substan-

tial number of troops on the ground in 1968. As a result, they predicted 

that the new stage of the war was going to be “difficult, decisive, and com-

plicated [gay go, quyet liet va phuc tap]” and that victory could be achieved 
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only in increments.17 Party leaders, however, did not advocate a return to 

guerrilla warfare but instead stressed the importance of maintaining the 

“strategic initiative.” Nonetheless, Le Duan recognized that the losses sus-

tained in his drive to redeem his ambitious strategy in 1968 would mean 

that General Giap’s moderating influence would be apparent in 1970. Le 

Duan’s worst fears were realized in the plenum’s Resolution 18, which pro-

moted an “economy of forces” strategy by elevating the political and diplo-

matic spheres of the war and by stepping up support for the revolutionary 

struggle in Cambodia and Laos.18 The first secretary’s goal of fomenting a 

mass uprising in South Vietnam through large- scale attacks on its cities 

and towns was put on hold indefinitely.

 The first prong of the strategy put forward by Party leaders essentially 

called for the promotion of the diplomatic struggle. Not only would com-

munist diplomacy aid the military struggle in South Vietnam and boost 

political morale in North Vietnam, but Hanoi’s global offensives would 

also target domestic politics in the United States.19 Although the Party 

claimed to have begun the diplomatic struggle in 1965, declared its ad-

vancement in January 1967 with Resolution 13, and rhetorically increased 

diplomacy’s importance with the start of peace talks in May 1968, the VWP 

only upgraded the diplomatic struggle to the same level as the military 

and political struggles in 1970. Politburo leaders circulated a subsequent 

resolution describing the North’s responsibilities in the new stage of war. 

Truong Chinh, whose duties included maintaining production levels in 

the DRV to support the war effort in the South, was the main architect of 

the Politburo resolution.20

 At the same time that Party leaders convened the Eighteenth Plenum 

and elevated the importance of the diplomatic struggle, RVN president 

Thieu, like Le Duan, decided that his political image needed a makeover. 

Thieu sought to use a visit to Japan in 1970 to make a “deep impression 

on the world so that it can reverberate back home.”21 Interestingly, he 

never thought to do it the other way around. The RVN leader wanted to 

appear as an able leader with a clear grasp of international issues who pro-

moted democracy and peace at home and abroad. However, the “kinder 

and gentler” Thieu continued to stand firm against any peace that would 

allow invading forces to remain in his country. Facing a future of reduced 

U.S. aid, Thieu put forward an economic proposal for the success and de-

velopment of the Southeast Asian economy—starting with an integrated 

Cambodian- Laotian- Vietnamese- Thai economic bloc—that would link the 
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entire region, from “Japan in the north to New Zealand, Australia, and 

Indonesia in the south.”22 His long- term economic, strategic, and geo-

political vision for the RVN and the region was key to the revitalization of 

his image as a leader.

 As the U.S.–South Vietnamese alliance languished, strong regional ties 

became the highest priority in RVN foreign relations.23 From the begin-

ning of the U.S. intervention, Thai, South Korean, Filipino, Taiwanese, 

New Zealand, and Australian troops fought alongside American soldiers 

against communist forces in South Vietnam. During the Cold War, the re-

gion’s small and middle powers collaborated not only on the battlefields 

of Vietnam, but also in the economic and political arenas to carve out 

a sphere of economic and political autonomy from heavy American and 

Japanese influence.24 The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

was founded by Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines, and Thai-

land on 8 August 1967 for this very reason.

 Even though previous attempts at regional communities had failed, in-

cluding the Association of Southeast Asia and MALPHILINDO (an acro-

nym for Malaysia, the Philippines, and Indonesia), ASEAN managed to 

survive. Although the founding members denied that ASEAN was an anti-

communist alliance, it was apparent to the RVN that ASEAN included like- 

minded countries which saw a common threat posed by the Sino- Soviet 

struggle, North Vietnam, and domestic communist insurgencies. More-

over, ASEAN’s founding mission was to promote free trade and political 

stability in Southeast Asia. With the promulgation of the Nixon Doctrine 

and the British proclamation to pull out troops east of Suez, Southeast 

Asian nations steeled themselves for the long- term impact of Western 

withdrawal. Due to the growing interconnectedness of the region, Saigon 

aimed to promote closer relations with noncommunist nations in Asia to 

offset both the communist threat and de- Americanization of the war.

 In order to bolster relations with ASEAN and other friendly nations, the 

Thieu administration sent Phan Quang Dan, one of four ministers of state 

(quoc vu khanh) who ranked below the deputy prime minister and above 

the minister of external affairs, on a “goodwill tour [vieng tham thien chi cac 

quoc gia ban]” of select nations in the region of South and Southeast Asia.25 

The tour, which took place in late 1969, included Thailand, Burma, India, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Australia, and Laos. Prior to 

the tour, Saigon was worried about Dan’s visit to New Delhi and Djakarta. 

In India, the Indira Gandhi government had been contemplating elevating 
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the DRV diplomatic mission to embassy status. In light of this, Dan’s visit 

to India would have to include warning New Delhi that such a move would 

harm South Vietnamese–Indian relations. In Indonesia, due to the lack 

of RVN representation in Djakarta, Dan’s visit posed logistical and poten-

tial political problems for the Suharto regime. Saigon was concerned with 

diplomatic protocol and, given the status of Indonesia in Southeast Asia, 

the RVN could not afford to offend Djakarta.

 On his return, Dan reported to RVN prime minister Tran Thien Khiem 

in early 1970 that he had been greatly encouraged by the desire the other 

nations expressed for the RVN to play a greater role in regional affairs. He 

claimed his visit had led Indonesia to withdraw its opposition to the par-

ticipation of South Vietnam in ASEAN. Originally, Singapore had been re-

luctant to include the RVN, and Malaysia’s Tunku Abdul Rahman had been 

obliged to take a strong stand against Saigon’s inclusion. However, Dan 

reported that Lee Kuan Yew had become aware during his visit that a Sai-

gon victory in the war was essential for Singapore. In Djakarta, Dan noted 

that Foreign Minister Adam Malik and Prime Minister Ali Moertopo were 

especially gracious and expressed interest in reestablishing close relations 

with Saigon. Since Dan’s visit was not publicly announced, he did not meet 

with President Suharto; however, Dan claimed that it was widely known 

that Suharto and Malik held divergent opinions on Vietnam. Regarding 

the lack of diplomatic presence in Djakarta, Dan and his Indonesian hosts 

agreed that the two countries would open trade offices in each other’s capi-

tals and that although the representatives would be called trade commis-

sioners, they would in effect have the authority to speak as ambassadors. 

In Laos and Thailand, Dan argued that the RVN must maintain close con-

tact with its embassies in Vientiane and Bangkok given the level of Viet-

namese communist troop activity in both countries. The only pessimistic 

evaluation Dan gave in his report was his analysis of the situation in New 

Delhi. Dan expressed his country’s concern to the Indian Foreign Minis-

try that India’s increasing partiality and apparent procommunist bias in 

the Vietnamese dispute could cost New Delhi its moral authority and in-

fluence in the area, especially since it chaired the ICC. However, given the 

high level of Soviet influence and the strong local communist presence 

in India, Dan could only recommend that Saigon increase its activities in 

New Delhi.26

 While Thieu made some diplomatic progress with his strategy of “them 

ban, bot thu [more friends, fewer enemies],” Nixon paid more attention 
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and poured more resources into Vietnamization, even though intelligence 

estimates reported increasing pessimism in Saigon regarding American 

strategy.27 Early in the year, Nixon announced that 150,000 troops would 

be withdrawn from Vietnam by the spring of 1971. Knowing that the United 

States would still have 344,000 troops there at the end of 1970 and that 

Vietnamization would be in full swing by this point, Nixon believed that 

his diplomatic and military offensives would ultimately succeed in garner-

ing a peace agreement that would ensure the survival of the anticommu-

nist regime in Saigon. On the negotiating front, Nixon was less optimistic. 

Since the end of 1969, when Lodge had officially resigned from his post, 

Nixon had not appointed a replacement in order to show his dissatisfac-

tion with the progress of the Paris talks.

 Nonetheless, Kissinger, confident in his negotiating abilities, per-

suaded Nixon to let him reopen the secret talks with Hanoi. After his first 

private meeting with North Vietnamese leaders in the summer of 1969, 

five months had passed without a subsequent meeting. Although U.S. offi-

cials indicated that Kissinger desired another meeting with Xuan Thuy in 

late 1969, Le Duan declined the invitation, citing Washington’s “demotion 

of the Paris conference.”28 On 14 January 1970, the U.S. defense attaché in 

Paris, General Vernon Walters, approached the DRV representative to the 

Paris talks, Mai Van Bo, to request another private meeting between Xuan 

Thuy and Kissinger.29 In accordance with the promotion of the diplomatic 

struggle at the Eighteenth Plenum, the North Vietnamese were finally 

ready to accept the American invitation to another secret negotiating ses-

sion. When Bo conveyed his government’s approval on 16 February for a 

private meeting, General Walters told him that Kissinger desired to meet 

with Le Duc Tho, who had announced his intent to come to Paris for the 

French Communist Party Congress.30 In fact, Tho had already planned to 

use the congress as a cover; his true mission was to participate in secret 

meetings with Nixon’s national security advisor.31

 The first encounter between the two men who would be awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize for their negotiating efforts took place on 21 February 

at the residence of the DRV delegation in a Parisian suburb, Choisy- le- 

Roi, in what Kissinger later described in his memoirs as the “dingy living 

room” of a house “that might have belonged to a foreman in one of the 

factories in the district.”32 In these humble surroundings, Kissinger spent 

the first half of the meeting presenting his points and proposals. Hanoi 

had missed a golden opportunity to end the war, the U.S. national security 
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advisor pointed out, when it refused America’s proposal of mutual with-

drawal and the maintenance of the existing political relationship made on 

4 August 1969. Since then, Kissinger claimed, Nixon’s position had only 

grown stronger, while the DRV’s military and diplomatic fortunes had de-

clined.33 Putting forward the two proposals, the former Harvard professor 

offered either to negotiate based on the NLF’s Ten- Point Overall Solution 

or Nixon’s eight- point proposal, or to scrap both plans and draw up new 

set of general principles that could guide discussions.34

 When the discussions resumed after a brief recess following Kissin-

ger’s fifty- five- minute exposition of the American position, the North 

Vietnamese launched into what would become their modus operandi: 

lengthy, castigating lectures intended to wear Kissinger down. Thuy first 

blamed the United States for allowing negotiations to deteriorate by fail-

ing to offer anything new in late 1969. Hanoi, in contrast, had proposed 

two concrete terms, including U.S. withdrawal in five to six months and 

the establishment of a three- component coalition government. During 

the second half of the meeting in the late afternoon, Tho delivered a long 

lecture challenging Kissinger’s assessment of the situation after August 

1969. He pointed out that the United States had consistently underesti-

mated the strength of the revolutionary forces and that Kissinger’s current 

assessment was no exception. After listing four instances when the United 

States misjudged the military situation—propping up the Ngo Dinh Diem 

regime in the 1950s, supporting Diem’s Strategic Hamlet scheme in the 

early 1960s, introducing American bombing and ground troops in 1965, 

and implementing Vietnamization in 1969—Tho warned that the United 

States was now committing yet another misstep with its increased bomb-

ing of Laos.35 Tho also found dubious Kissinger’s claim that Nixon was in 

a stronger position since the previous meeting in August 1969. The formi-

dable Vietnamese negotiator invoked the results from recent Gallup polls 

that showed how more Americans favored immediate troop withdrawal 

and quoted statements made by leading figures in the Democratic Party, 

members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and even former 

government officials who demanded change in U.S. policy toward Viet-

nam.36 Although Kissinger deemed listening to his adversary talk about 

American domestic dissent as “not compatible with our dignity to debate,” 

Tho’s questions regarding U.S. chances for victory taunted the national 

security advisor. “Before, there were over a million U.S. and puppet troops, 

and you failed. How can you succeed when you let the puppet troops do 

the fighting? Now, with only U.S. support, how can you win?”37
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INDOCHINA AT WAR: LAOS

Before adjourning the session and settling on a date for the next secret 

meeting, Kissinger made an astute comment regarding North Vietnamese 

policy toward Laos: “We have remarked that most of the Pathet Lao troops 

were speaking Vietnamese.”38 Even though the Party’s Eighteenth Plenum 

earlier in the year had called for stepped up support of the Laotian revolu-

tion, Hanoi had already been firmly entrenched in Laotian territory since 

the French- Indochina War, when the Viet Minh worked closely with the 

Pathet Lao to defeat the colonial forces.39 After 1954, North Vietnam in-

creased its presence in Laos and contributed to the resumption of hostili-

ties in the country at the end of the decade.40 Although the 1962 Geneva 

agreements aimed to ensure Laotian neutrality, not only did the United 

States violate it but so did the North Vietnamese, who, with the acquies-

cence of the “Red Prince” Souphanavoung of the Pathet Lao and other Lao-

tian communist leaders, maintained a military presence in southeastern 

Laos both to help the Laotian revolutionaries in their liberation struggle 

and to protect Hanoi’s logistical supply route to the South.41 By 1965, North 

Vietnam’s ability to wage war in the South depended heavily on these infil-

tration routes over land and sea that cut through not only Laos but Cam-

bodia as well.42

 When Nixon entered office in 1969, he intensified what the Pathet Lao 

called America’s “special war,” increasing American bombing over the Ho 

Chi Minh Trail in Laos and building up Major General Vang Pao’s Hmong 

forces in the northern and southern regions of the country. The U.S. 

president hoped to increase military activity in Laos in order to compel 

Hanoi to divert its main force units from staging attacks in South Viet-

nam and threatening Vietnamization.43 General Giap, who appeared to 

recover some of his power in the VWP, personally directed North Viet-

namese troops during the joint PAVN–Pathet Lao counteroffensive, “Cam-

paign 139” to stop the enemy’s advances in the region.44 As a result, the 

Plain of Jars and the eastern section of Laos became a veritable free- fire 

zone. Of the 40,000 North Vietnamese troops stationed in Laos in 1969, 

25,000 maintained the Ho Chi Minh Trail, while 15,000 remained in the 

northeast.45 In October, General Giap’s forces were unable to defeat the 

CIA- trained Secret Army under Major General Vang Pao, who managed not 

only to seize the Plain of Jars but communist- controlled Xieng Khoang as 

well.

 Following the instructions put forward at the Eighteenth Plenum, Viet-
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namese communist forces and Lao revolutionary troops launched an offen-

sive on 11 February after three months of “road building, completing logis-

tics preparation, and deploying campaign forces.”46 As a result, Kissinger’s 

remarks were not off the mark; greater numbers of PAVN soldiers were 

fighting alongside the Pathet Lao to expel the Hmong forces from the Plain 

of Jars. By the end of the offensive, the joint communist force was able 

to threaten the Hmong major general’s base in Long Tieng.47 Nixon and 

Kissinger tried to salvage the situation by secretly bombing targets in the 

Plain of Jars, but they immediately faced domestic criticism. Intended to 

be hidden from the American public, the B- 52 raids were leaked to the 

New York Times. In early March, congressional hearings forced Nixon to ac-

knowledge the secret war in Laos, but he continued covertly to send allied 

troops from Thailand to aid Vang Pao’s forces.48

 Although Kissinger was able to jest about the situation in Laos at the 

February meeting, the discussion turned serious on 16 March.49 After pre-

senting the U.S. plan for troop withdrawal from South Vietnam over a 

sixteen- month timetable, Kissinger insisted that Vietnamese communist 

Left to right: Faydang Lobliayao, Le Duan, Prince Souphanouvong, Pham Van  

Dong, Sithon Kommadam, and other Vietnamese leaders and Laotian guests before  

the departure of the Lao People’s Delegation from Hanoi, May 1970 (Douglas Pike  

Photograph Collection, Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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sanctuaries located in neighboring countries be dismantled as well.50 Le 

Duc Tho refused to concede. Prior to the meeting, Tho had received an 

urgent telegram from the Politburo encouraging him to exploit Nixon’s 

domestic problems over his Laos policy and to remain obstinate at the 

March meeting.51 As a result, in addition to criticizing Kissinger’s pro-

posed timetable as a “step backward” from public statements made at the 

four- party talks on Avenue Kléber, Tho warned Kissinger that the United 

States would meet with failure in Laos.52 Tho’s prediction proved wrong in 

the short run. On 27 March, Thai and Royal Lao troops with American air 

support were able to rescue Vang Pao’s Secret Army by staging an attack 

around the Hmong base in Long Tieng.53 As the military situation deterio-

rated for the Vietnamese communists in Laos, political events in Cambo-

dia posed an even greater threat to the VWP’s war effort.

INDOCHINA AT WAR: CAMBODIA

Like in Laos, Cambodia saw its postcolonial development complicated by 

the Vietnam War. Unlike Laos, however, Cambodia was able to maintain 

a neutral foreign policy for most of the war under the leadership of Prince 

Norodom Sihanouk. In the 1950s, the mercurial prince consolidated power 

by implementing an international strategy of neutrality abroad while co- 

opting segments of the Left and foiling the coup attempts of the Right 

within Kampuchea. Sihanouk’s regional policy included using the PRC 

to balance the DRV, giving himself greater room for maneuver than his 

Laotian counterparts, who were squarely aligned with North Vietnam. By 

the early 1960s, however, Sihanouk began to lose his balance in domestic 

and foreign policy. Within Cambodia, the prince repressed the commu-

nist movement that had begun to step up its antigovernment activities. In 

May 1965, as hostilities escalated and greater numbers of American troops 

arrived in South Vietnam, Sihanouk broke off relations with the United 

States and moved closer to the socialist camp. As the Vietnamese com-

munists increasingly used Cambodian territory as a sanctuary and as the 

United States began bombing the country in early October 1965, Sihanouk 

was powerless to prevent the Vietnam War from swallowing up his coun-

try.54 By 1966, the prince’s grip over Cambodia had further weakened. The 

Cambodian Right assumed more power following the National Assembly 

elections in September 1966, while the Communist Party of Kampuchea 

(CPK) grew more radical. Cambodian communist leaders considered the 

CPK’s ideology more advanced than the VWP’s, and perhaps equal to that 
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of the CCP. In April 1967, the new radical leadership of the CPK combined 

armed conflict with political struggle to launch its first rebellion, spark-

ing civil war in Cambodia. Using weapons provided by Beijing and Mos-

cow, Sihanouk counterattacked CPK strongholds while the VWP tried to 

convince the CPK to refrain from provoking hostilities with Phnom Penh. 

Amid this chaos, Sihanouk still stood as the legitimate leader of Cambodia 

domestically and abroad.55

 In Phnom Penh during 1969, however, Cambodian prime minister Lon 

Nol and deputy prime minister Prince Sisowath Sirik Matak began to sig-

nificantly curtail Sihanouk’s ability to control the cabinet, relegating the 

prince to ceremonial functions. As Sihanouk turned to producing and di-

recting films, Sirik Matak and Lon Nol privatized banks and businesses 

and devalued the riel by nearly 70 percent.56 Although these measures alle-

viated pressure on the Cambodian economy, anti- Vietnamese sentiment 

continued to rise among the Khmer elite and threatened Sihanouk’s policy 

of neutrality in the Vietnam War, as did Nixon’s escalation of U.S. bomb-

ing of Cambodian border areas. Right- wing factions blamed North Viet-

namese occupation of border areas and Hanoi’s support of the growing 

Cambodian communist insurgency for leading the country to sure war.57

 With his powers as chief of state severely curtailed, Sihanouk traveled 

abroad in order to boost his position at home and to wrest back control 

of the government from Sirik Matak and Lon Nol. When Sihanouk left for 

medical treatment in France on 6 January 1970, however, Matak passed 

laws that further reduced Sihanouk’s financial holdings in Cambodia, 

while Lon Nol enacted anti- Vietnamese measures that positioned Cambo-

dia closer to the United States and South Vietnam. Lon Nol’s policies had 

devastating consequences for the Vietnamese communists. Khmer troops 

began shelling PAVN- PLAF bases in February, and on 11 March demonstra-

tors in Phnom Penh burned down the DRV and NLF embassies. In Paris, 

Sihanouk denounced the demonstrations as a right- wing plot to position 

Cambodia in the imperialist camp, but he was powerless to stop the grow-

ing anti- Vietnamese sentiment in Phnom Penh. Meanwhile, Matak can-

celed the Cambodian- PRG trade agreement, and Lon Nol demanded that 

all Vietnamese communists leave the country by 15 March.58

 As anti- Vietnamese demonstrations increased in the capital, Sihanouk 

delayed his return to Cambodia by stopping in Moscow and Beijing. The 

Cambodian leader hoped to ease the tensions in his country by persuad-

ing the Soviets and Chinese to pressure the North Vietnamese to decrease 

their activities in Cambodia. During his meeting in Moscow, Sihanouk dis-
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covered that Soviet leaders were willing to support a campaign against 

the Cambodian Right, but they were unwilling to pressure the North Viet-

namese to reduce the level of operations in Cambodia. As Sihanouk set 

out to board the Ilyushin 62 to Beijing in order to plead his case with the 

Chinese, however, he received unsettling news. On 18 March, Soviet leader 

Alexei Kosygin informed the Cambodian prince that the National Assem-

bly had voted him out of office. When a worried Sihanouk arrived in Bei-

jing, Premier Zhou Enlai received him and offered words of support on 

behalf of the Chinese government.59

 VWP leaders were shocked and dismayed by the turn of events in Cam-

bodia. Like Beijing, Hanoi did not report the coup d’état immediately but 

waited until 21 March.60 However, unlike the Chinese and the Soviets, 

North Vietnamese leaders never contemplated hedging their bets in Cam-

bodia by considering diplomatic relations with Lon Nol’s government.61 

During a meeting with Zhou Enlai on 21 March, Pham Van Dong indicated 

that the VWP Politburo had already rejected negotiations with the Lon Nol 

government, since “they would eventually fight against us. . . . As for Siha-

nouk, our attitude is affirmative and our position on other issues will be 

based on that.”62 Zhou, however, was more ambivalent. Beijing would only 

“support Sihanouk for the time being,” since Lon Nol had revealed that 

he did “not want to displease China and the Soviet Union” and had prom-

ised to protect their embassies in Phnom Penh after the coup.63 Later that 

night, the Chinese leader met with Sihanouk but did not indicate that Bei-

jing had any such misgivings about Chinese support for the prince.64 Even 

though the CCP made private assurances to Sihanouk and had accorded 

the prince treatment befitting a head of state since his arrival in Beijing, 

Chinese leaders made no official announcement in support of the Cambo-

dian leader.

 Although the North Vietnamese pledged greater loyalty and offered 

more public support to Sihanouk than the Chinese did, the Cambodian 

prince was wary of depending solely on the DRV.65 Sihanouk blamed Viet-

namese communist military activity in Cambodia and the VWP’s support 

of the CPK for his ouster.66 On 22 March, he used China to offset North 

Vietnam when he told Premier Dong the terms of his cooperation: accep-

tance of Chinese aid; a summit for the Indochinese peoples; and military 

training in North Vietnam for his forces.67 Within Cambodia, however, 

Sihanouk had to rely on his former enemies. Although the Khmer commu-

nists worked to undermine the prince’s power before the coup, Sihanouk 

needed their help to regain power in Cambodia.
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 Even though the CPK suffered under Sihanouk’s rule, the Lon Nol–Sirik 

Matak regime constituted a greater threat to the Khmer communist revo-

lution in 1970. Although many factions existed within the CPK, its top 

leader was Saloth Sar, otherwise known as “Brother Number One” and 

later Pol Pot, who had eradicated his competition in the early 1960s before 

disappearing into the maquis.68 With Sihanouk in command of a national 

front that included the CPK, Pol Pot’s “Organization” (Angkar) gained 

more legitimacy among the Cambodian masses due to the prince’s popu-

larity in the countryside. Angkar, however, had an agenda very different 

from those of the prince and the other factions in the CPK. Even though 

Angkar benefited from the VWP’s protection throughout the 1960s, Pol 

Pot detested his Vietnamese patrons.69 In 1970, Pol Pot had three objec-

tives: (1) waging armed struggle against the Phnom Penh regime; (2) aug-

menting his personal power in Cambodia and the CPK; and (3) contain-

ing the Vietnamese military presence and political influence in Cambodia. 

Waging war against Lon Nol’s forces often took a back seat to the Khmer 

Rouge’s other two objectives. Whether Le Duan and the Hanoi Politburo 

were fully aware of Pol Pot’s anti- Vietnamese sentiments in the early 1970s 

did not really matter. As the war expanded into Cambodia, the Vietnamese 

were powerless to stop the rise of the Khmer Rouge.70

 From the outset, then, Asian communist relations among the Chinese, 

Vietnamese, and Cambodians following the anti- Sihanouk coup were a 

tenuous alliance of convenience. In conversations with COSVN leader 

Pham Hung in 1968, Zhou Enlai asserted that the CCP had no direct rela-

tions with the CPK and had deferred to the VWP’s assessment of the Cam-

bodian revolution during the 1960s.71 However, Beijing was already aware 

that tensions existed between the VWP and the CPK:

Recently our embassy in Cambodia reported that Khmer Communist 

Party complained that Vietnamese comrades did not supply them 

with weapons when the opportunity had been ripe for an armed 

struggle. . . . We have told Comrade Pham Van Dong and later Presi-

dent Ho that we did not have direct relations with Khmer comrades. 

It will be easier if Vietnamese comrades can directly exchange opin-

ions with them. Comrade Pham Van Dong said that we should not 

interfere in the internal affairs of the Khmer Communist Party. How-

ever, I hear them complain that Vietnamese comrades have a chau-

vinist attitude, do not want to help, to discuss with them, or give 

them weapons.72
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In 1970, Beijing saw an opportunity to interfere in the internal affairs of 

the Khmer Communist Party and to exploit Hanoi’s “chauvinist” attitude 

toward the Cambodians. With Sino- Vietnamese disagreements over the 

Paris negotiations and continued North Vietnamese acceptance of Soviet 

aid and advice, Beijing began to view Sihanouk as a potential counterbal-

ance to the North Vietnamese in Indochina. Le Duan immediately sensed 

the new threat. Although he and his colleagues in Hanoi focused on fight-

ing the Americans and the Saigon regime in 1970, they could not help but 

fear a postwar Asia where China would dominate all of Indochina with the 

Khmer prince’s help.73

 Sihanouk thus played a key role in the formation of the Asian commu-

nist alliance in 1970, but he was immediately relegated to being a figure-

head—a symbolic leader useful only to rally the masses yet given no real 

control.74 The prince possessed no other viable option but to align with the 

Asian communists abroad and at home in order to reclaim power in Cam-

bodia. On 23 March, Sihanouk issued a “Message to the Nation” from Bei-

jing in which he called on the Khmer people to rise up against the Lon Nol 

regime. Although he did not announce his new alliance with the PRC and 

the DRV, Sihanouk called on the Khmer people to disregard the laws and 

decrees issued from Phnom Penh and instead offered a national unity gov-

ernment, a National Liberation Army, and a National United Front of Kam-

puchea (FUNK) to govern and defend the Khmer people. In Cambodia, the 

response to Sihanouk’s declaration was mixed. In Phnom Penh, students 

demonstrated against Sihanouk and the Viet Cong, while in the country-

side, thousands of people signed up to support the prince as Vietnamese 

and CPK forces helped propagate Sihanouk’s 23 March call- to- arms.75

 Sihanouk’s declaration of war also evoked a range of responses abroad. 

Between 25 and 27 March, Hanoi issued formal statements that con-

demned the coup as an American plot, pledged support for Sihanouk’s 

struggle to reclaim authority, and announced the withdrawal of DRV and 

NLF representatives from Phnom Penh.76 The VWP Politburo could not 

have been more unequivocal in its support of the Cambodian prince. In 

contrast, Chinese leaders continued to hedge their bets. Beijing worked 

simultaneously to bring Sihanouk into the Chinese camp (and away from 

the Vietnamese), while maintaining relations with Lon Nol by keeping a 

diplomatic presence in Phnom Penh. It was not until 5 April that the PRC 

made its first official announcement condemning the U.S. role in over-

throwing Sihanouk and not until 5 May that Beijing finally broke off re-

lations with the Lon Nol regime by recalling its diplomats from Phnom 
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Penh. Possibly in order to deflect from China’s dual- track policy, Zhou 

Enlai painted the Soviets as opportunists and fair- weather allies of Siha-

nouk.77 The Chinese leader was partially correct. After Kosygin became 

the bearer of bad news, the Soviets believed that they had lost Sihanouk 

to the Chinese when the Cambodian prince boarded the plane to Beijing 

rather than staying put in Moscow. Although Kosygin pledged his sup-

port to Sihanouk on the tarmac, the Soviets later avoided criticizing the 

United States for any alleged involvement in the coup and responded tep-

idly to Sihanouk’s 23 March call- to- arms. Instead, the Soviets opted for 

an even more conservative stance toward Cambodia than the Chinese 

dual- track policy. In addition to maintaining relations with the Lon Nol 

regime (until 1975), the Soviet Union joined other third- party nations call-

ing for an international conference to restore order in Cambodia and to 

guarantee its neutrality in the Vietnamese- American war. In doing so, the 

Soviets wanted to avoid either a U.S.- or a Chinese- controlled Cambodia. 

At first, Moscow favored France’s 1 April declaration that called for a con-

ference involving all interested parties—as opposed to governments—so 

that Sihanouk’s party, the Pathet Lao, and the PRG could attend.78 When it 

appeared unlikely that France’s proposal would come to fruition, Moscow 

used its position as cochair of the Geneva conference along with London 

in order to suggest convening another meeting to ensure Cambodian neu-

trality.79

 France’s 1 April declaration and the Soviet- British offer to reconvene 

the Geneva conference were not the only international demands for diplo-

matic intervention; the question of Cambodia’s neutrality and the expan-

sion of the war to all of Indochina prompted regional calls for conferences 

as well. Sihanouk declared his intent to hold an Indochinese conference 

and Indonesian foreign minister Adam Malik proposed a meeting in Dja-

karta to provide a separate forum to solve the Indochina issue outside of 

the peace negotiations taking place in Paris. Of the four calls for interna-

tional and regional conferences, only the ones proposed by Sihanouk and 

Malik actually took place.

 In order to curry favor with Sihanouk and to undercut the Soviet pro-

posal to reconvene another conference in Geneva, the PRC hosted the 

“Summit Meeting of the Indochinese Peoples” near Guangzhou from 24 

to 25 April 1970.80 At the Conghua hot springs resort, four representatives 

of the Indochinese parties attended including Sihanouk, Pham Van Dong, 

Prince Souphanouvong, and Nguyen Huu Tho of the PRG. Squabbles be-
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tween the Indochinese allies immediately erupted, prompting Zhou Enlai 

to attend the summit on the evening of 24 April to smooth out disagree-

ments between Pham Van Dong and Sihanouk.81 To Dong’s dismay, the 

Cambodian leader insisted that the revolutionary movements in Indo-

china retain their separate identities and areas of operations in their war 

against the U.S.- backed Lon Nol regime. The North Vietnamese prime 

minister and his colleagues in the Politburo did not want to rely on inferior 

Cambodian forces to protect Hanoi’s western flank.82 The joint statement 

that resulted from the conference included a unified Indochinese front 

against the United States and their right- wing “lackeys,” China’s prom-

ise to provide a “rear area” and support for the Indochinese struggle, and 

Sihanouk’s formal approval for PAVN- PLAF forces to use Cambodian terri-

tory in the current war.83 Sihanouk also decried the attempts by the great 

powers to further partition Indochina through international conferences. 

The prince singled out the upcoming Asia conference hosted by Indo-

nesian foreign minister Malik as a blatant American plot that had nothing 

to do with Asia and even less to do with peace.84

 Nearly one month later, on 16–17 May 1970, the Asia- Pacific Conference 

on the Cambodia Question took place in Djakarta. It was indeed hostile to 

the Vietnamese communists and to Sihanouk. When the Indonesian gov-

ernment proposed that conference in late April, Hanoi immediately de-

nounced the idea.85 Although Malik invited the foreign ministers of both 

the DRV and the RVN—in addition to ministers from Afghanistan, Aus-

tralia, Burma, Ceylon, the PRC, India, Japan, North Korea, South Korea, 

Laos, Malaysia, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, 

Thailand, and Mongolia—to attend the meeting, the PRG was not invited 

to send a representative. Malik informed Saigon that the intention of 

the Indonesian government was to place pressure on Hanoi: “If the DRV 

wants peace, it will come, and if it rejects the invitation, then the world will 

see.”86

 Saigon’s policy toward the Cambodia question was initially ambivalent. 

Sihanouk’s popularity and the difficulties created by the guerrilla forces 

in the countryside made the future of the Lon Nol government less than 

secure. An international conference that would demand the total with-

drawal of all foreign troops from Cambodian soil, then, would not be in 

Saigon’s best interests. The RVN would benefit from either a truly neutral 

Cambodia where communist forces would not be allowed sanctuary or an 

anticommunist Cambodia that would join forces with the RVN to defeat 
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the communists and thereby also receive aid. Neutrality, however, seemed 

too risky and impossible for a country neighboring Vietnam. Given Cam-

bodia’s instability, the South Vietnamese Foreign Ministry said that Saigon 

would only gain from attending an international conference if the Khmer 

Republic publicly aligned itself with the RVN.87 Foreign Minister Tran Van 

Lam, however, told French diplomat Laurent Giovangrandi that although 

Saigon wanted peace, it could not accept neutralism as the solution for 

Cambodia.88 Lam also stated that it would be to the RVN’s advantage to at-

tend the Djakarta Conference so that Saigon could demand that all foreign 

elements leave Cambodia, especially the Viet Cong. However, South Viet-

namese troops in Cambodia should not be condemned since they fought 

to remove the foreign communist threat inside the country.89

 If high- profile conferences did nothing to solve the problems confront-

ing Cambodia, neither did a secret meeting between Le Duc Tho and 

Kissinger on 4 April. Since Cambodia was of utmost concern to the North 

Vietnamese, the Politburo advised its negotiators to adopt a “wait and 

see” attitude by forcing Kissinger to speak first regarding the situation 

there.90 After disagreeing on the terms of withdrawal and political power 

in South Vietnam, the conversation quickly turned to the rest of Indo-

china.91 Kissinger proceeded to outline the Nixon administration’s posi-

tion on Laos and Cambodia.92 The United States was ready to reduce mili-

tary operations in northern Laos if Hanoi stopped its military operations 

that had begun earlier that month in South Vietnam.93 Regarding Cambo-

dia, Kissinger indicated that the United States was prepared to work out ar-

rangements to guarantee the “neutrality and inviolability of Cambodia.”94 

Tho, however, refused to accept Kissinger’s portrayal of the military and 

political situation in these countries. First, he accused the United States 

of escalating the hostilities in Laos by sending Thai mercenary troops to 

and dropping bombs on the Plain of Jars. Second, Tho charged the United 

States with masterminding the anti- Sihanouk coup and implementing 

the Nixon Doctrine, which called for “using Asians to fight Asians.”95 As 

such, the North Vietnamese were adamantly opposed to any international 

conference or neutralization scheme concocted by the United States or 

its client regimes. Instead, Hanoi leaders supported Sihanouk’s five- point 

declaration, which called for the overthrow of the Lon Nol government 

and warned the Nixon administration that the peoples of Indochina would 

unite to defeat the United States just as they had the French more than a 

decade earlier.96
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THE FALLOUT FROM CAMBODIA

As Kissinger and Tho agreed to disagree on Cambodia, the violence 

reached new heights in the spring and early summer of 1970, deepening 

local, regional, and global concern for the precarious situation in Indo-

china. By late April, the ARVN had launched shallow border operations 

against communist bases, while Vietnamese communist forces shelled 

Lon Nol’s government troops and positions. With pressure mounting to 

announce more troop withdrawals and little movement toward a nego-

tiated settlement in Paris, Nixon resolved to move troops on Cambodia. 

Once again, however, the senior officials in his administration were split 

when Cambodian policy was discussed at an NSC meeting on 26 April. 

While the Joint Chiefs urged the most hawkish option of using whatever 

force was necessary to neutralize all base areas, Rogers and Laird coun-

seled against an invasion and insisted on diplomacy instead. Kissinger 

preferred a middle option: using both American and South Vietnamese 

troops to attack the sanctuaries.97 As was often the case, Nixon had already 

decided against Rogers and Laird before the meeting took place. After an 

encouraging briefing by Admiral John McCain, who extolled the option of 

a joint U.S.- ARVN operation that would save Cambodia from the commu-

nists and provide a boost to Vietnamization, Nixon ignored the warning 

from his more moderate senior advisors that any attack could incite anti-

war opinion at home.98

 On 30 April, Nixon launched the “Cambodian Incursion,” referred to 

as Operation Toan Thang (Total Victory) in the RVN, when he sent U.S. 

ground forces alongside South Vietnamese troops in a joint offensive that 

aimed to locate and destroy the elusive COSVN and communist sanctu-

aries in Cambodia. After two days of heavy combat, Vietnamese commu-

nist troops withdrew deeper into Cambodia, fleeing to the northwest, 

where they had relocated their headquarters even before the joint U.S.- 

ARVN offensive began. The U.S.- ARVN operation thus failed to locate and 

destroy Pham Hung’s base of operations.99 Even though the joint incursion 

did not significantly change the military balance of power on the ground, 

it held great consequence for Nixon at home. Following swift criticism 

from Republican and Democratic senators of the first phase of Operation 

Toan Thang, Nixon delivered a televised address on 30 April explaining 

how the joint U.S.- ARVN “incursion” saved American lives and facilitated 

negotiations. Few were persuaded, and the invasion revitalized the anti-

war movement. Throughout May, antiwar protests erupted in cities and 
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on college campuses. At Kent State University in Ohio, four students were 

shot dead and nine were wounded when the National Guard opened fire on 

demonstrators after four days of intense confrontation that had begun as 

a peaceful protest against the Cambodian invasion. After Kent State, stu-

dents across the country took part in demonstrations not only against the 

war in Southeast Asia but also against the killings at home.

 Nor was the antiwar agitation confined to college campuses. It reached 

into newsrooms, Congress, and even the offices of senior advisers. On 29 

April two of Kissinger’s top staff, Anthony Lake and Roger Morris, resigned 

from the NSC staff, citing increasing alienation from the domestic and 

foreign policies of the Nixon administration. While Kissinger faced dis-

sension in his ranks, Nixon had to contend with Capitol Hill. A few days 

into the joint U.S.- ARVN incursion, Republican Senator Sherman Cooper 

of Kentucky alongside Democratic Senator Frank Church of Idaho pro-

posed an amendment that would essentially cut off all military funding 

for operations in Cambodia after 30 June. This was not the only biparti-

san attack against Nixon. Democratic Senator George McGovern of South 

Dakota and Republican Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon took their dissat-

isfaction with Nixon’s war one step further, proposing an amendment that 

would terminate all funding for operations in Indochina by the end of 1970 

and require the administration to pull out all troops by the end of 1971. In 

a symbolic act of defiance, the Senate overwhelmingly repealed the Tonkin 

Gulf Resolution of 1964 that had given Johnson the authority to use mili-

tary force in Southeast Asia. Although the various amendments failed to 

pass both houses of Congress given the number of American soldiers still 

fighting in Southeast Asia, Nixon and Kissinger were on high alert. Time 

was running out at home for their war in Vietnam.

 Nixon buckled under the weight of the public outcry. Calling his valet at 

four in the morning on 9 May to take him to the Lincoln Memorial, where 

student protestors had camped out, a less- than- lucid Nixon engaged 

these bewildered protestors in a strange conversation that jumped from 

one subject to the next. In addition to defending his Cambodia policy, 

he spoke of his service during World War II, the oppression against mi-

norities, and even college football.100 In the days and weeks that followed 

this bizarre encounter with student protestors, Nixon regained his wits 

and set out in a calculated manner to mount a counterprotest operation. 

Instead of reevaluating his strategy in light of the firestorm it created in 

America, Nixon instead struck back at his domestic enemies that sum-

mer. As he assuaged domestic opinion by announcing his intention to 
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pull all American troops out of Cambodia by the end of June, he approved 

what became known as the Huston Plan, named after White House aide 

Tom Charles Huston, who drafted the forty- three- page report on proposed 

security options. Huston, who had worked with Nixon during the previous 

year to locate a connection between foreign communist support and do-

mestic dissidence, was now allowed to resort to illegal measures for com-

bating the antiwar movement.101 In what historian George C. Herring has 

described as “one of the most blatant attacks on individual freedom and 

privacy in American history,” Nixon expanded his arsenal against the anti-

war movement to include opening mail, electronic surveillance, and even 

burglary.102

 American college students and U.S. civil liberties were not the only col-

lateral damage following the Cambodian debacle. Anti- Vietnamese senti-

ment continued to rise in Phnom Penh, and in early May the mood turned 

ugly. Lon Nol’s army and police units in Takeo and elsewhere rounded up 

and shot thousands of Vietnamese civilians, including women and chil-

dren. International condemnation of the massacres ensued.103 A report 

from Saigon’s director of the Overseas Vietnamese Committee described 

the situation as follows:

Vietnamese are still being repressed cruelly and are kept under 

strict curfew. The Cambodian Security forces have rounded up the 

Vietnamese in the city and have seized their property. This month, 

droves of Vietnamese have been driven outside Phnom Penh and 

summarily executed. When all bullets have been fired, the execution-

ers then resorted to chopping off the heads of the remaining victims. 

In one case, Vietnamese Catholics were killed behind their church. 

According to the foreign press, there are concentration camps out-

side Phnom Penh that the Khmer authorities won’t allow Vietnamese 

delegations to see.104

Although Lon Nol allowed 300,000 surviving Vietnamese in Cambodia to 

emigrate to South Vietnam, relations between Saigon and Phnom Penh 

suffered.

 Although American troops withdrew from Cambodia by June, the ARVN 

hoped to stay.105 On 4 June, Vice President Ky visited Phnom Penh to 

stress the importance of maintaining cooperation between the two coun-

tries against the Vietnamese communists.106 Received by Lon Nol and 

Sirik Matak with full honors and consideration appropriate for a head of 

state, Ky’s visit was a major success and helped boost the legitimacy of 
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the Phnom Penh government in Cambodia. More important for the RVN, 

Ky’s visit set the basis for future military cooperation and joint planning as 

well as established priorities among urgent problems such as military as-

sistance and longer- term problems including repatriation and economic 

cooperation. The most important issue discussed during Ky’s visit was 

that of South Vietnamese troops in Cambodia. The RVN and the Khmer 

Republic agreed to a continued South Vietnamese military presence that 

would be left at Neak Luong, thirty miles southeast of Phnom Penh on the 

Mekong. In addition, South Vietnamese mobile task forces would be sta-

tioned near the border and could be deployed on short- term basis to meet 

specific threats in Cambodia. Action, then, would not necessarily be con-

fined to sanctuary areas.107

 However, joint military activity immediately encountered problems. 

As was the case between Americans and the South Vietnamese, the more 

interaction ARVN soldiers had with Cambodian civilians, the greater the 

opportunity for hostile exchanges and cultural insensitivity.108 Tensions 

persisted not only between Vietnamese soldiers and Cambodian villagers 

but between the Saigon and Phnom Penh governments as well. The issue, 

though, was no longer about the behavior of South Vietnamese troops in 

Cambodia; rather, it centered on who was going to pay for the military 

operations.

 In December 1970, Secretary of Defense Laird stated in an interview 

with the BBC that the RVN would not request money from the Cambo-

dian government but would like to propose to Phnom Penh that it share 

in the cost of ARVN operations in Cambodia. On 6 January 1971, the Cam-

bodian Foreign Ministry sent a note to the RVN requesting that Saigon re-

evaluate the military expenditure issue. From Phnom Penh’s perspective, 

since South Vietnamese operations in Cambodia aimed to eradicate the 

Viet Cong threat, the Khmer Republic had the right to view those opera-

tions as unconditional aid under international law. Moreover, the Cam-

bodian Foreign Ministry claimed that although these military operations 

were beneficial to both Saigon and Phnom Penh, they were more beneficial 

to the South Vietnamese. According to Saigon’s version of the events, the 

RVN sent a friendly response on 18 January to reaffirm its goodwill toward 

Phnom Penh and to confirm Laird’s statements. The RVN then shelved the 

issue of military expenditures and refrained from raising the issue with 

Cambodian foreign minister Koun Wick during his visit to Saigon. How-

ever, tempers began flaring by the spring. On 11 March 1971, the Cambo-

dian Foreign Ministry raised the military expenditure issue on the eve of 
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a South Vietnamese delegation’s arrival in Phnom Penh. Foreign Minister 

Lam’s classified report reveals that Phnom Penh’s behavior meant one of 

two things. Either Cambodia was convinced that the RVN needed Cambo-

dia more than the other way around or Phnom Penh leaders were trying 

to create bad press for the RVN in the United States.109 Lam concluded 

that Cambodia should not be allowed to view South Vietnamese troop ac-

tivity as unconditional aid and that Cambodia had benefited from those 

military operations as much as the RVN had. Foreign Minister Lam urged 

his superiors not to “let them go away with the incorrect notion that we 

need them more than they need us [dung de ho co y niem sai lam la ta can 

ho hon ho can ta],” since if it were not for the ARVN in Cambodia, Lam ar-

gued, the communists would annex the entire country before they would 

start any trouble for Saigon.110 Both Prime Minister Tran Thien Khiem 

and President Thieu agreed with their foreign minister’s assessment and 

ordered South Vietnam’s ambassador to Cambodia to convey the message 

to Phnom Penh.111 Diplomacy gave way to bullying as Saigon and Phnom 

Penh seemed to momentarily forget that the war was against the commu-

nists and not each other.

 The RVN tried once again to raise the question of support for Viet-

namese troops in Cambodia at an economic conference in which the two 

countries addressed issues such as bilateral trade, overland transit rights, 

delineation of boundaries, and security of water and land routes. By late 

1971, the RVN continued to hope for a Cambodian contribution to South 

Vietnamese military operations in Cambodia that had amounted to $6.5 

million. A British diplomat observing the disintegration of relations be-

tween Phnom Penh and Saigon over military expenditures at that point 

stated: “Cambodian resistance of this claim can scarcely be wondered at, 

and we have no reason to think that the Vietnamese will press their point 

as they are only too conscious of the security advantage to them of having 

their troops sweeping the area in Cambodia from which VC/NVA attacks 

on Saigon and the Delta can be mounted. . . . There have been suggestions 

that the Vietnamese adopted a bullying attitude toward the Cambodians, 

emphasizing Cambodia’s dependence on Vietnamese military aid.”112 

Compounding the military expenditure issue, the Lon Nol administration 

began taking measures to phase out the South Vietnamese military pres-

ence in Cambodia’s war against the communists. Although the previous 

year’s joint communiqué signed by Ky and Lon Nol agreed to delineate a 

free military zone, which included eight kilometers on either side of the 

border, allowing the ARVN and the Cambodian Royal Army to enter each 
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other’s countries at any time, the agreement was now in jeopardy. By the 

autumn of 1971, the Lon Nol administration decided to change the sys-

tem of border operations since it believed that the original aims had been 

achieved and communist activity had decreased in the border areas. Sirik 

Matak told the press that during a meeting in Chadomuk on 4 September 

1971, Lon Nol announced that he would end the agreement with the RVN 

that allowed for South Vietnamese and Cambodian troops to undertake 

operations in the sixteen- kilometer zone. A confidential report from South 

Vietnamese General Cao Van Vien to President Thieu described Cambo-

dia’s unilateral decision as potentially catastrophic. Vien urged Thieu to 

use diplomatic pressure to convince Phnom Penh to retract its statement 

before any damage could be done.113

 Coinciding with the change in the system for military border operations 

was Cambodia’s demand for the withdrawal of South Vietnamese soldiers 

from the Neak Luong base. Saigon concluded that the Khmer Republic 

would ask for the withdrawal of all ARVN troops in order to exact more 

military and economic aid from the United States. In light of the military 

burden and potential repercussions for Vietnamese- Cambodian relations 

if ARVN troops remained in Cambodia, Foreign Minister Lam suggested 

to his superiors that the ARVN transfer the fighting over to the Cambodian 

Army both to improve relations between the two countries and to show the 

world that the RVN respected Cambodian sovereignty.114 By the end of the 

year, however, the South Vietnamese embassy in Phnom Penh sent tele-

grams urging Saigon to maintain its military presence in Cambodia since 

the withdrawal of ARVN troops would trigger an increase in communist 

troop activity that the Cambodian Army would be unable to put down. As 

a result, Lam changed his position and warned that although the Cambo-

dian people and world opinion would use the opportunity to accuse the 

RVN of expansionist desires, the threat to Cambodia and South Vietnam 

would be far greater if ARVN troops withdrew from Cambodia.115

 Although poor relations between the Khmer Republic and the RVN 

cannot be blamed entirely on Saigon, the South Vietnamese government 

did little to ameliorate the situation. By treating the Khmer Republic as 

a client rather than an ally, Saigon committed many of the mistakes that 

the United States committed in South Vietnam. The superior attitude dis-

played in the “they need us more than we need them” belief as well as the 

inability to transfer the war over to the Khmer Army resulted in poor rela-

tions between the RVN and the Khmer Republic at a time when a strong 
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alliance was needed. Saigon’s policy of “more friends, fewer enemies” rang 

hollow in Indochina.

 The escalation of interethnic violence in Cambodia exacerbated ten-

sions not only between the Nguyen Van Thieu and Lon Nol governments 

but also between the revolutionary parties in the summer of 1970. With the 

joint U.S.- ARVN offensive, the Hanoi Politburo stepped up its support for 

Sihanouk’s newly created Royal Government of National Union of Kam-

puchea (RGNUK), founded in late April. On 2 May, the Secretariat sent out 

a circular to all of its cadres that the VWP must spare no effort in the new 

regionwide struggle.116 On 19 June, the Hanoi Politburo released a resolu-

tion that officially called for the creation of a united Indochinese front.117 

As with most partnerships in this messy war, Cambodian suspicion—and 

under Pol Pot, deep- seated hatred—of the Vietnamese prevented a steady 

alliance. Equally to blame, as Vietnamese military officers have stated, was 

Vietnamese disdain for and superior attitudes toward the Cambodians, 

which they did not hide.118

 Thus, Vietnamese communists encountered greater hostility and resis-

tance from their Khmer allies after the anti- Sihanouk coup, particularly 

from Pol Pot’s faction based in northeastern Cambodia. According to a 

1978 publication of the Khmer Rouge regime, most likely written by Pol 

Pot, titled Livre noir (Black Book), the North Vietnamese tried to exploit 

the CPK. In return for military aid, the VWP demanded that Khmer revo-

lutionaries agree to the establishment of a joint military command, to pro-

tect COSVN now relocated to Kratie in western Cambodia, and to provide 

logistics support along the trails running through the country to South 

Vietnam.119 Pol Pot, who stayed in Hanoi until May 1970, claimed that he 

brushed Le Duan’s proposals aside and forced his subordinates to do the 

same in country. When Le Duan instructed Region 5 Party secretary Vo 

Chi Cong to inform CPK leaders that the VWP wanted to send troops to 

northeastern Cambodia, Pol Pot’s second- in- command, Ieng Sary, refused 

the troops and requested arms shipments only.120 Cong relayed Ieng Sary’s 

message to Hanoi but Le Duan ordered his deputy to disregard it and in-

sisted that Vietnamese troops be stationed in northeastern Cambodia—

the area was too important to leave in the hands of weak CPK forces in 

light of the joint U.S.- ARVN invasion and Lon Nol’s subsequent operations 

in the region.121 In the end, Angkar stood aside as large numbers of PAVN 

troops arrived in the northeastern zone. The anti- Vietnamese faction of 

the CPK did not possess enough troops and weapons to challenge North 
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Vietnamese forces at that time. Even Brother Number One was powerless 

against the VWP. After his return to Cambodia, Pol Pot moved his head-

quarters westward, closer to COSVN, in September 1970, revealing that he 

did anything but brush aside Le Duan’s proposals for the establishment of 

a joint military command.122

 Although Pol Pot’s forces were too weak to resist North Vietnamese 

demands in 1970, they found other ways to display their hostility toward 

their patrons and limit Vietnamese strength in Cambodia. Le Duan was 

not oblivious to the situation. In July 1970, he wrote to Pham Hung and 

COSVN emphasizing the importance of improving relations with their 

Khmer allies. “On the road to liberation,” Le Duan wrote, “it is impossible 

to avoid differences between us and our friends.”123 However, the “differ-

ences” soon turned bloody. When Lon Nol launched Operation Chenla I in 

September 1970 around Kompong Thom, eighty- five miles north of Phnom 

Penh, the Khmer Rouge used the “fog of war” to fire on Vietnamese troops 

from behind. The fighting between the friendly forces may have escalated, 

since a Vietnamese circular appeared one month later warning its troops 

not to fire on CPK forces.124

 In addition to shooting unsuspecting Vietnamese soldiers, Pol Pot 

found another way to display his disdain for the Vietnamese and limit 

the VWP’s influence in the Khmer revolution. In 1970, Pol Pot asked the 

VWP to send back the Vietnamese- trained Khmer communists so that 

they could join the unified front. After the Geneva Accords in 1954, 189 

Khmer revolutionaries who fought alongside the Viet Minh regrouped to 

Hanoi. In subsequent years, 322 joined the original post- Geneva group in 

order to receive education at the Vietnamese- Khmer Friendship School.125 

According to historian Ben Kiernan’s estimates, the number of Khmer 

revolutionaries who had received training in North Vietnam was closer to 

1,000.126 Their expertise in Marxism- Leninism and military combat might 

have made them attractive to Pol Pot, who had poorly trained and undisci-

plined troops. However, their exposure to Vietnamese culture and society 

rendered them suspect. After completing an arduous, three- month jour-

ney over the Ho Chi Minh Trail on which some perished, the Vietnamese- 

trained Khmer communists returned to Cambodia in groups of 100 at a 

time. Although the returnees were viewed with distrust, Pol Pot ensured 

that his forces benefited from their training. In mid- 1971, however, the 

honeymoon between the Vietnamese and Cambodians ended when Pol 

Pot declared communist Vietnam “the long- term acute enemy of the Kam-

puchean revolution” during a two- week CPK conference in the Northern 
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Zone.127 Confident that his anti- Vietnamese faction outnumbered those 

who preferred cooperation and collaboration with the VWP, Pol Pot began 

to kill off Hanoi’s strongest link to the Khmer revolution. By 1975, nearly 

the entire 1,000 Vietnamese- trained Khmer communists had died at the 

hands of the Khmer Rouge, and not in battle against “reactionary forces” 

or from the treacherous conditions on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

 Although the northeastern zone continued to witness tense relations 

between Vietnamese and Khmer communist forces, the VWP was able 

to make headway in northern, eastern, and southwestern Cambodia.128 

Together, the Vietnamese and Khmer troops made significant gains 

throughout the country in 1970. Official military historians in Vietnam 

admit that the Indochinese revolutionary forces were unable to destroy 

American troops during the joint U.S.- ARVN incursion; however, they 

were able to liberate five northeast provinces in Cambodia by June 1970.129 

By the end of the year, communist forces claimed to control fourteen of 

eighteen provinces, but less than half of the population lived in liberated 

zones.130 As U.S. bombs fell with more frequency and covered greater ter-

ritory in Cambodia, the shift in the balance of power toward the Khmer 

Rouge would eventually favor neither Washington nor Hanoi.131

WAR DIPLOMACY

As the regional picture appeared bleak for all sides, Hanoi, Washington, 

and Saigon advanced their international offensives. Alongside the media 

blitzkrieg that Le Duan launched at home during the Cambodia crisis, 

the first secretary undertook high- profile trips to the Soviet Union and 

the PRC to boost Hanoi’s flagging war effort. On 18 April 1970, Le Duan 

departed for Moscow, where he met with Brezhnev on 5 May.132 Six days 

later, the North Vietnamese leader flew to Beijing. Although there is no 

available record of Le Duan’s meeting with Brezhnev, the CWIHP tran-

script of the conversation with Mao on 11 May reveals that the two Asian 

leaders began the meeting by remarking that they had not met since the 

mid- 1960s. Since then, of course, both had battled and defeated supposed 

domestic adversaries in order to maintain control over their respective 

communist parties. Although the timing of the meeting took place as 

events in Cambodia reached a crucial juncture—Nixon and Thieu had just 

launched their joint U.S.- ARVN offensive and Vietnamese- Khmer revolu-

tionary forces had formed a tenuous alliance alongside the Laotians in 

Indochina—little was said about Cambodia. Le Duan started the discus-
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sion by admitting that the “situation in Vietnam and in Indo- China is com-

plicated, and there exist some difficulties.” Even though Beijing had just 

thrown its full weight behind Sihanouk and recalled its diplomats from 

Phnom Penh on 5 May, Mao stated, “Now there is another person, Prince 

Sihanouk. He is not an easy person to deal with either. When you offend 

him, he will come out to scold you.” In conveying this to Le Duan, the Chi-

nese leader may have wanted to smooth over any differences between the 

Vietnamese and Cambodians that arose at the Summit Meetings of the 

Indochinese Peoples in late April but also to indicate that Prince Sihanouk 

was squarely in Beijing’s corner.133

 On the surface, the conversation followed the same protocol as it had 

in the early days of the war. Le Duan spoke as the grateful supplicant (“We 

Vietnamese keep Chairman Mao’s great goodness always in our minds”), 

while Mao acted as the benevolent patron (“You have done a very good job, 

and you are doing better and better”). However, tensions lay beneath the 

surface. First, Mao apologized indirectly for the disruption that the Cul-

tural Revolution caused to the North Vietnamese. Although Mao’s direct 

comments about the Cultural Revolution have been struck from the exist-

ing record, the chairman did address the purging of Zhu Qiwen, who had 

been the Chinese ambassador to the DRV from August 1962 to 1968. Mao 

explained that Beijing did not know that Zhu Qiwen was a “Guomindang 

agent” but that CCP leaders were very concerned with his telegrams from 

the Chinese embassy in Hanoi that were critical of the North Vietnamese. 

Second, although Le Duan was a major proponent of large- scale urban 

battles as witnessed in his Tet Offensive strategy and his maintenance the 

“strategic initiative” after 1968, the Vietnamese leader paid lip service to 

waging a protracted struggle: “Why are we in a position to persist in fight-

ing a prolonged war, especially in fighting a prolonged war in the South? 

Why dare we fight a prolonged war? This is mainly because we have been 

dependent on Chairman Mao’s works.” Mao, who probably realized that 

he was dealing with the main proponent of large- unit warfare, also met Le 

Duan halfway. The chairman urged the Vietnamese to “prepare to fight a 

prolonged war,” but he also recognized that a short war would be “better” 

and that the Vietnamese had adapted his teachings to make their “own 

creations.”134 Although Le Duan’s high- profile trips confirmed to the North 

Vietnamese people and communist leaders abroad that he remained in 

control of the VWP after Ho Chi Minh’s death, he did not possess the cha-

risma of Uncle Ho. Instead, Hanoi leaders, with Soviet help, seemed to 

cultivate the persona of Madame Nguyen Thi Binh, the PRG foreign min-
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ister and head delegate at the Paris talks, so that she would represent the 

Vietnamese struggle.135

 Hailing from a long line of revolutionaries, including her grandfather 

Phan Chu Trinh, who operated as both antimonarchist and anti- French in 

the early twentieth century, Binh became the diplomatic embodiment of 

the Vietnamese struggle after Ho Chi Minh’s death. Prior to 1969, Binh’s 

revolutionary credentials were vast and impressive. During the French 

Indochina War, she formed the Women’s Association in Saigon but was 

captured by enemy forces and not freed until 1955. After her release, she 

immediately began working for the Association for the Defense of Peace, 

under future NLF and PRG leader Nguyen Huu Tho, which sought to en-

sure that reunification elections take place as stipulated by the Geneva 

Accords. When it became clear that elections would not take place, she 

caught the eye of Party leaders, who sent for her in 1956 to become the sec-

retary for Muoi Thap, president of the Women’s Union and party secretary 

of the Women’s Committee. Under Thap’s tutelage, Binh, who used the 

name Yen Sa, attended classes at the Nguyen Ai Quoc Party school, where 

her focus on gender studies led her to analyze the role of women in col-

lectivization as well of primary school education on the path to liberation. 

Her future seemed bright in Hanoi, but as southern regroupees began re-

turning to the Mekong Delta in droves by the early 1960s, Muoi Thap sug-

gested that Binh return to her home region, since the revolution needed 

her there.136

 As she prepared to return south, however, the National Reunification 

Committee—the apparatus that enforced the Politburo’s directives on the 

southern revolution in political and diplomatic matters—decided that she 

had another destiny to fulfill for the southern cause. Approaching Muoi 

Thap, the committee wanted to “borrow sister Yen (Binh),” since the NLF 

was about to begin its diplomatic struggle to win international support for 

the southern cause. Her talent at diplomacy ensured that her stint lasted 

beyond a few months. Binh recalled that the short staffing forced her and 

her colleagues to pull double, and at times triple, duty serving on the Lib-

erated Students’ Association, the Youth Party, the Committee for Afro- 

Asian Solidarity, and the Peace Committee of South Vietnam. When the 

Women’s Association of South Vietnam was founded, Nguyen Thi Dinh, 

the author of the famous pamphlet No Other Road to Take and a south-

ern guerrilla leader, became its president. However, Dinh and her staff 

lacked funds to travel abroad, so Binh and her colleagues assumed their 

duties as well. Alongside the North Vietnamese delegation, these women 
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diplomats attended the conference of the International Women’s Move-

ment and there—just as in other venues—won world support for the Viet-

namese communist war effort.137

 When peace talks began in 1968, Binh’s stellar record earned her Xuan 

Thuy’s recommendation to head the NLF delegation.138 Arriving in Paris, 

Binh recalled feeling overwhelmed by the throngs of people assembled at 

the talks, in contrast to her small delegation, which had only six members. 

Everyone, she remembers, was shocked to see her—a petite woman—

heading the NLF delegation. Shy by nature, Binh decided that she could 

no longer be timid; she would have to talk straight, pose for countless 

pictures, and grant numerous interviews. From that point forward, she 

was no longer the naive “Yen Sa.” She officially became the indomitable 

Madame Nguyen Thi Binh.139

 In 1970, Binh toured the world with her delegation of women, including 

long- time colleagues Do Duy Lien, Nguyen Thi Chon, Nguyen Ngoc Dung, 

Pham Thanh Van, and Phan Thi Minh, who referred to themselves as rep-

resentatives of the “soldiers with long hair” on South Vietnam’s diplomatic 

front.140 In the summer, Binh set off on a world public relations campaign, 

in June visiting Algeria, where she was received by President Houari Bou-

mediene and Foreign Minister Abdelaziz Bouteflika. That same month, 

Nguyen Thi Binh (Douglas  

Pike Photograph Collection, 

Vietnam Center and Archive, 

Texas Tech University)
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the PRG foreign minister met with Premier Zhou Enlai in Beijing, where 

the Chinese leader prophesized an eventual Vietnamese victory over the 

Americans similar to the Chinese victory in the Korean War.141 In July, she 

and her delegation visited India and Sri Lanka at the request of both gov-

ernments led by women, Indira Gandhi and Sirimavo Bandaranaike, re-

spectively. Binh’s visit to India constituted a major diplomatic victory for 

the PRG since it took place over the protests of the RVN consul general in 

New Delhi.142

 In September, Binh arrived in Lusaka, capital of Zambia, for the third 

conference of the Nonalignment Movement (NAM). Binh and the delega-

tion of four, which included her fellow “long- haired” soldier Nguyen Ngoc 

Dung, viewed the PRG’s invitation to attend the conference with the ut-

most importance. Being only one year old, the PRG was at a disadvantage 

vis- à- vis the United States and its legion of allies. Although ecstatic about 

the invitation, Dung recalls, the delegation could not figure out a way to 

travel to Lusaka, since the PRG did not have diplomatic relations with 

Zambia. The group arrived first in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, where Prime 

Minister Julius Nyerere solved the PRG’s dilemma. He invited Binh and 

her team to accompany him, along with Ugandan president Milton Obote, 

on Nyerere’s private plane. Their dramatic arrival in Lusaka boded well for 

the PRG, as Madame Binh emerged on the tarmac flanked by two African 

presidents. Although Dung recalled that a few Southeast Asian delegates 

objected to the PRG’s presence at the conference, claiming that “the PRG 

is not a government . . . and if it claims it is sovereign state, its capital is no 

place that any other nation recognizes.” Other representatives from Alge-

ria, Congo, Guinea, and Mali, however, jumped to the PRG’s defense, say-

ing that nations that allowed the United States to use their bases to attack 

other nations were the ones that had no reason to be present at this non-

aligned conference.143 Fidel Castro perhaps phrased it best in Dung’s esti-

mation when he stood up and declared, “Is not Vietnam the most excellent 

example of the soul and spirit of the nonalignment movement—we are 

honored to have them here. The Cuban delegation proposes that we make 

Vietnam a member, that we end this arguing now and immediately file the 

paperwork to invite Nguyen Thi Binh’s delegation to participate.”144 Amid 

the clamor and applause following Castro’s plea, Binh, dressed in an ao 

dai, the traditional Vietnamese tunic, with her hair in a demure bun, ap-

proached the dais and gave a powerful and stirring fifteen- minute speech. 

The next day the African press held up Binh’s speech as the rallying cry 
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of the summit. Two years later at the nonaligned conference in Guyana, 

the PRG became a full member of NAM, joining fifty- four other nations in 

Asia, Europe, Africa, and Latin America.145

 As Binh won over the Third World, Hanoi’s diplomatic campaign fo-

cused on fundraising efforts for the war. Although the most aid during 

this period came from Moscow and Beijing, smaller communist powers 

also furnished crucial economic and military support to Hanoi. For so-

cialist aid to Vietnam, 1970 was a vital year. Given the acceleration of the 

fighting in all of Indochina, the DRV had to dispatch, for the first time 

in the war, two separate delegations of high- ranking officials to negoti-

ate aid agreements. Nguyen Con, vice premier and secretary of the CEC, 

headed the first economic delegation, which left Hanoi in the fall of 1970. 

After completing trips to Beijing and Moscow, his delegation arrived in 

Eastern Europe and Northeast Asia in early November. Landing first in 

Prague on 2 November, the Hanoi delegation signed an agreement with 

Czechoslovakia that promised economic and military aid to the DRV and 

an agreement on goods exchange and payments for 1971. Leaving Prague, 

the North Vietnamese went to Pyongyang on 17 November and concluded 

similar aid and trade agreements with the North Koreans.

 Throughout the summer of 1970, as Vietnamese communist troops 

fought alongside Khmer and Lao revolutionaries on the Indochinese 

battlegrounds and Party leaders traveled the world in pursuit of diplomatic 

recognition and aid, the negotiations in Paris languished. In fact, both the 

public sessions and the secret talks broke off after the joint U.S.- ARVN in-

vasion of Cambodia and did not resume until the late summer.146 After re-

peated harangues from the North Vietnamese, the Nixon administration 

finally appointed David K. E. Bruce, a veteran diplomat and former am-

bassador to various European nations, as the head of the American dele-

gation.147 With the recommencement of the four- party talks on 6 August, 

Hanoi leaders agreed to Kissinger’s request to resume the secret meetings.

 Le Duc Tho was not present for the scheduled 7 September private 

meeting since the Politburo was not ready to advance substantive nego-

tiations in light of events in Cambodia. Instead, Kissinger met only with 

Xuan Thuy and Mai Van Bo to offer them a twelve- month schedule for 

troop withdrawal—a measure that the North Vietnamese read as a sign of 

weakness, deducing that the increased antiwar sentiment in the United 

States following the invasion of Cambodia had forced Nixon to change 

his policies.148 The negotiators instantly realized this was the first time 

that Nixon and Kissinger had presented a timetable for U.S. troop with-
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drawal without making any similar demands on the North Vietnamese 

to remove their forces other than vague references to “reciprocity.”149 

Kissinger’s report of the meeting to Ambassador Bunker (and thus to RVN 

President Thieu) concealed this concession; he made no mention of the 

twelve- month timetable and stated only that he had emphasized Ameri-

can refusal to replace the Thieu administration.150

 In response to the optimistic report from Xuan Thuy following the 

7 September meeting, Tho and Foreign Minister Trinh devised a diplo-

matic strategy to take advantage of what the North Vietnamese saw as 

Nixon and Kissinger’s urgent domestic problems.151 The Hanoi Politburo 

ordered its negotiators to adopt a more rigid posture, exploit the peace 

movement, and stick to Hanoi’s demands for the removal of all U.S. troops 

by 30 June 1971 and the overthrow of the Thieu- Ky- Khiem regime. Mean-

while, North Vietnamese leaders decided that the PRG would balance the 

DRV’s rigid posture by introducing a new proposal to show their willing-

ness to work toward peace and thus fool the Americans into presenting 

even better terms. In other words, the North Vietnamese used the car-

rot and stick approach to negotiating. On 17 September, Binh presented 

the PRG’s “Eight- Point Clarification of the Ten- Point Overall Solution.” 

Her proposal was significant because it was the first time that U.S. troop 

withdrawal was linked to the release of American prisoners.152 Kissinger 

took the bait and interpreted Binh’s peace proposal as a demonstration 

of Hanoi’s flexibility.153 He hoped that the PRG’s eight points would be a 

starting point for North Vietnamese negotiators who would ultimately be 

willing to accept his offer of rapid American withdrawal for a cease- fire 

regardless of the long- term consequences for the RVN.154 On 27 Septem-

ber, Kissinger was disappointed. Xuan Thuy followed Politburo orders and 

stuck rigidly to the terms set forth in Binh’s eight- point proposal, leaving 

no room for compromise on any of her points. Kissinger knew that Nixon 

would never accept this bargain. In addition, Thuy not only demanded 

the removal of the Thieu- Ky- Khiem regime, but he also stated that Hanoi 

reserved the right to ensure that the two of the three components in the 

coalition government stood for “peace and neutrality.” Both sides deemed 

the meeting so unproductive that they did not set a date for the next 

 meeting.155

 Meanwhile in China, Pham Van Dong met with Zhou Enlai and Mao 

Zedong in mid- to late September 1970. Although these meetings were 

cordial, they revealed that the PRC and DRV had long- standing problems 

including Sino- Vietnamese “misunderstandings” as a result of “chauvin-
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ist” behavior by Beijing’s diplomats in Hanoi and past disagreements 

over North Vietnam’s decision to advance its diplomatic struggle. During 

Dong’s meeting with Zhou Enlai on 17 September and with Mao six days 

later, both Chinese leaders went to great lengths to show the Vietnamese 

prime minister that China would do its best as the “Great Rear” to aid the 

Vietnamese struggle and blamed any problems in the past on the “man-

darin ambassadors” at the Chinese embassy in Hanoi.156 Although Mao 

had purged former ambassador Zhu Qiwen, the chairman recommended 

that North Vietnamese leaders still go directly to Beijing whenever they 

needed anything rather than through the Chinese embassy in Hanoi.

 As Zhou and Mao spoke of “bad diplomats” and “chauvinist policies” by 

the Chinese diplomatic corps in Hanoi, Dong spent most of his time dis-

cussing the importance and strength of the Vietnamese communist diplo-

matic struggle. On 17 September, the North Vietnamese leader outlined 

Hanoi’s strategy to Zhou Enlai: “First, we have to win the sympathy of the 

people in South Vietnam, especially the ones in the urban areas. Further-

more, we have to influence the antiwar public opinion in the US that in-

cludes not only the people at large but also the political, business, aca-

demic, and clerical circles to ensure a stronger support by them. . . . From 

this calculus, we hold that the diplomatic struggle can serve as another 

front. Therefore, the NLF is conducting new diplomatic offensives.”157 

Dong identified two aims for Hanoi’s international strategy: the uncon-

ditional withdrawal of American troops according to a concrete timetable 

and the removal of the Thieu- Ky- Khiem regime. The Vietnamese premier 

indicated that these demands were not new, but that Hanoi wanted to 

“corner Nixon by influencing public opinion in the US and the rest of the 

world.”158 Nonetheless, Dong confided to his Chinese hosts that Hanoi 

leaders did not believe that the diplomatic struggle alone could win the 

war.

 Chinese leaders finally conceded during the September 1970 meetings 

that Hanoi’s negotiating posture and diplomatic struggle—points of con-

tention since the initiation of peace talks in May 1968—had borne fruit. 

It is apparent from the records of conversation that Chinese leaders were 

kept abreast of the secret meetings between the United States and the 

DRV. Mao and Zhou remarked on Xuan Thuy’s wit and humor, which they 

believed ran circles around Kissinger, during the 7 September secret meet-

ing. Not only impressed with Thuy, Zhou Enlai heaped praise on Binh as 

well, describing her as “very sharp.”159 On 23 September, Mao Zedong 

finally spoke the words that North Vietnamese leaders had been wait-
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ing to hear since May 1968: “I see that you can conduct the diplomatic 

struggle and you do it well. Negotiations have been going on for two years. 

At first we were a little worried that you were trapped. We are no longer 

worried.”160

 What Dong and his comrades in the Hanoi Politburo did not know, 

however, was that China was on the cusp of making its own diplomatic 

move that would come at the expense of the Vietnamese war effort. Al-

though Beijing leaders promised increased aid as the “Great Rear” to the 

Indochinese front and praised Hanoi’s diplomatic struggle, the PRC also 

desired rapprochement with the United States. Since January 1970, the 

CCP had begun to pursue better relations with the Nixon administration 

with the resumption of ambassadorial talks in Warsaw.161 Events in Cam-

bodia, however, slowed down the process. The anti- Sihanouk coup and the 

joint U.S.- ARVN invasion of Cambodia had made it impossible for Mao to 

reach out to Nixon. However, by the fall of 1970, as Cambodia retreated 

into the background, Beijing perceived that Sino- Vietnamese competition 

in Indochina and increasing Soviet- Vietnamese cooperation would result 

in the encirclement of China. As a result, using the occasion of Chinese 

National Day on 1 October, Mao Zedong relayed to American journalist 

Edgar Snow at Tiananmen that he desired a meeting with Washington. 

Nixon, losing no time, followed up with a response via a Pakistani channel 

that the United States was prepared to send an envoy.162

 The Soviets, whom the North Vietnamese also kept abreast of the 

secret meetings in Paris, weighed in on Hanoi’s diplomatic struggle in late 

1970.163 During Kosygin’s visit to Hanoi, the Soviet leader offered advice to 

his hosts. First, he suggested that the VWP promote the DRV’s ten points 

and the PRG’s eight points in a more unified fashion, since both propos-

als included the same two demands for a cease- fire: unconditional with-

drawal of U.S. troops and the establishment of a coalition government. 

Second, the Soviet leader advised Hanoi leaders to develop a platform to 

win over the “Third Force” in South Vietnam. Finally, regarding Indochina, 

Kosygin urged improving relations with both Laotian princes, Souvanna 

Phouma and Souphanvoung, as well as with Sihanouk.164

 The Soviets also tried to undermine any potential rapprochement be-

tween the United States and China and to prevent Nixon from exploit-

ing the Sino- Soviet split. Throughout 1970, Moscow tried to create ten-

sion between Washington and Beijing by relaying information that would 

increase antagonism between the two countries. At the same time, the 

Soviets considered bettering relations with the Chinese by using the 
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Indochinese revolution as a rallying point for joint action. First, Moscow 

planned to share intelligence with Beijing regarding Nixon’s intentions to 

expand the war in Laos; second, the Soviets considered approaching the 

Chinese to plan Sino- Soviet actions to aid Vietnam.165 Soviet efforts, in the 

end, proved futile. Sino- American rapprochement could not be stopped 

and the Sino- Soviet split could not be mended.

 As VWP leaders consulted their great- power patrons, the Nixon admin-

istration went on the diplomatic offensive. Although the United States 

refused to comply with the DRV- PRG demand for the removal of Thieu, 

the South Vietnamese president believed he had much to fear. In prepara-

tion for the unveiling of a “major initiative for peace,” through a televised 

address scheduled for 7 October, Nixon needed the U.S. ambassador to 

South Vietnam, Ellsworth Bunker, to gain Thieu’s acquiescence. Although 

Bunker tried to impress on Thieu that Nixon’s proposal would not affect 

the political outcome, which was for the South Vietnamese to determine, 

Thieu feared that Nixon’s new initiative of a “cease- fire in place” had re-

placed Washington’s demand for mutual withdrawal.

 Fortunately for Thieu, the North Vietnamese had already rejected 

Nixon’s offer when informed of it in during the secret meeting in Septem-

ber. On 7 October, Nixon nonetheless outlined to American viewers his 

five- point proposal, which did call for a “cease- fire in place.” Since Nixon 

was aware that Hanoi had already rejected his offer in secret, he aimed his 

“major initiative for peace” not at the Vietnamese but at the U.S. public, 

which was about to go to the polls in the midterm elections. Whether this 

effort to defuse the war issue produced success is hard to say. Republicans 

gained modestly in the Senate and lost modestly in the House, and few of 

the races pivoted on Vietnam.

 After Nixon’s televised address, Xuan Thuy telegrammed Le Duc Tho, 

Nguyen Duy Trinh, and the Politburo indicating that he would continue 

to push Hanoi’s demand that the United States withdraw its support for 

the Thieu- Ky- Khiem clique in Paris. On 15 October, Nhan Dan published 

the DRV Foreign Ministry’s rejection and criticism of Nixon’s five- point 

proposal.166 Although Bruce, the U.S. delegate to the Paris negotiations, 

suggested the creation of four- party secret meetings to hash out a settle-

ment based on Binh’s eight points and Nixon’s five points, Thuy advised 

the Politburo that these talks would be fruitless since Bruce held no power 

in the Nixon administration.167 He did not need to remind his bosses that 

there were already significant secret meetings taking place with Kissinger.

 As public and private negotiations floundered in Paris, Nixon decided 
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to launch attacks on DRV territory and thus restart the air war over North 

Vietnam. In late November, he ordered a raid on the Son Tay prison camp, 

located around twenty- three miles west of Hanoi, in order to rescue Ameri-

can POWs.168 The raid failed since the North Vietnamese had moved the 

prisoners in July; however, Nixon’s approval ratings improved because the 

American people supported his aims for the raid. At the same time, but 

with less fanfare, Nixon launched two days of “protective reaction” strikes 

against North Vietnamese radar and missile sites, claiming that they were 

in retaliation for Hanoi’s firing at unarmed American reconnaissance 

planes.169 North Vietnamese leaders, of course, neither accepted Nixon’s 

reasoning for the Son Tay raid nor the air attacks and instead viewed them 

as his desire and capability to resort to military means to punish Hanoi for 

intransigence in Paris.170 Nixon’s air war would reach new heights over the 

next few years and surpass Johnson’s Rolling Thunder in its ferocity.

 While Nixon exerted military pressure, the Vietnamese communists 

continued to work on world opinion. On 12 December, Binh released a 

statement from Paris that included three preconditions for a cease- fire, 

which she and her comrades knew would be a nonstarter for Washington: 

U.S. troop withdrawal by 30 June 1971; the removal of the Thieu- Ky- Khiem 

regime; and discussion by concerned parties of the measures to ensure 

the respect and implementation of the cease- fire.171 Her three points sug-

gest that the VWP was leaning closer to Moscow given the tense relation-

ship with Beijing over Indochina; Soviet leaders had just advised leaders in 

Hanoi to merge the DRV’s peace initiatives with the PRG’s.172 Although Hoc 

Tap published an article that painted a rosy picture of the international 

scene in 1970, particularly the contributions from Moscow and Beijing, 

events in 1971 would reveal that Hanoi could rely on neither ally.173

CONCLUSION

The war in 1970 must have confounded Le Duan. Not only were his ene-

mies proving wilier, but his Asian allies were acting suspicious. While Siha-

nouk and the Cambodian communists seemed to resent Vietnamese aid, 

leaders in Beijing engaged in double talk. Chinese leaders, who began to 

view the Vietnamese communists less as allies in Indochina and more as 

competitors, began to reach out to the United States in their dangerous 

game with the Soviets. As foreign relations proved unwieldy, domestic sup-

port for the war began to dwindle as the socialist revolution appeared on 

hold indefinitely while opposition to the war increased. Once again relying 
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on Tran Quoc Hoan, Le Duan’s police state became more adept at cracking 

down on potential dissent. Nevertheless, the first secretary, a leader who 

had devoted himself to waging war in the South, found himself having 

to refocus on the North. Le Duan turned to the diplomatic sphere of the 

war, the sphere that he least wanted to rely on, which presented both ob-

stacles and opportunities. Secret negotiations with the United States now 

included a tough negotiator on par with his trusted deputy, Le Duc Tho. 

Ordering Tho to stand firm in Paris against Kissinger while communist 

forces stood at a disadvantage vis- à- vis American soldiers on the Indo-

chinese battlefield, Le Duan employed a powerful new weapon in his 

diplomatic arsenal: Nguyen Thi Binh. Although Le Duan and his comrades 

in the Politburo did not believe that diplomacy could take the place of mili-

tary victory, Binh proved to them that it could most definitely buy much- 

needed time for forces to regroup, offset Sino- Soviet rivalry, and, most im-

portant, damage the enemies’ war efforts.

 Meanwhile, on the other side of the Pacific as 1970 drew to a close, 

neither Nixon nor Kissinger could see an imminent end to the Vietnam 

War. Particularly for the national security advisor, negotiations with Hanoi 

had yielded frustratingly little success, leading him to start considering 

a “decent interval” solution.174 Kissinger looked to ending the war with 

American credibility intact but not necessarily to preserve the Saigon 

regime in the long term. Nixon, in contrast, had not yet abandoned hope 

of victory. He believed that by resuming the air war over North Vietnam 

and internationalizing the peace process, he could find Hanoi’s breaking 

point and thus guarantee the survival of an independent, noncommunist 

South Vietnam. Even though the president did not hold out much hope for 

Vietnamization, he had not yet implemented two principal elements of his 

strategy—major military action and superpower diplomacy—that might 

yield results. The final two years of America’s conflict would actually prove 

Nixon right, at least in the short term.

 Cambodia and Laos, of course, bore the tragic consequences of Le Duan 

and Nixon’s prolongation of the war for peace. While these two countries 

were never divorced from the conflict in Vietnam, 1970 marked a pivotal 

year in the nations’ postcolonial development. Particularly for Cambodia, 

the events of this year set into motion what would become the most hor-

rific period in that nation’s history. Although it would have been impos-

sible to predict in 1970 that Pol Pot would have the opportunity later in the 

decade to promote his brand of revolution, resulting in the deaths of mil-

lions of Cambodians, and to provoke war with his neighbor and one- time 
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ally, Vietnam, so too was it unfathomable that China and Vietnam would 

sever relations in 1979 so soon after defeating the United States. However, 

the seeds for the destruction of the Asian communist alliance were laid in 

1970, bringing about what would become the post–Cold War era in South-

east Asia.
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The year 1971 proved the political maxim that one should never despair  

until the votes have been cast and counted. Something can always turn up,  

often from an unexpected source or quarter, that utterly transforms  

one’s situation and one’s prospects.—Richard Nixon1

c h a p t e r  s i x

TALKING WHILE FIGHTING

On 12 June 1971, Nixon gave away his daughter, Tricia, in a stunning cere-

mony in the White House Rose Garden. Although it had rained all morn-

ing, the president had it on good authority that the sun would come out 

late in the afternoon, in time for the bride to make a grand entrance in 

front of 400 guests. Looking dapper and relaxed in his long tuxedo jacket, 

Nixon could breathe easily: Tricia’s wedding went off without a hitch. 

Weeks before, he had authorized his national security advisor to make 

an important concession at a secret meeting in Paris with the North Viet-

namese that would seal the fate of the RVN. Although Nixon and Kissinger 

had retracted the demand for mutual withdrawal and accepted that North 

Vietnamese forces would stay in South Vietnam after the signing of any 

peace agreement, they believed they still possessed the upper hand. On 15 

July 1971, Nixon announced to the world that he would visit the PRC. Like 

the ray of sunshine that dispelled the rain for the rest of Tricia’s wedding 

day, Nixon’s opening with China offered a bright solution to America’s war 

in Vietnam. At least that’s how it appeared to Nixon in the summer of 1971.

 Since the start of North Vietnam’s war in 1959, the Sino- Soviet split 

presented both advantages and disadvantages for leaders of the VWP in 

their war for national liberation and reunification. Although Hanoi was 

able to play Beijing and Moscow off one another and thus maintain strict 
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autonomy over its war effort, the Sino- Soviet split also created logistical 

problems regarding aid and weapons transport and precluded the possi-

bility of a unified diplomatic and political internationalist front. Enter the 

United States into the communist triangle. By late 1970, the United States 

and China began to take tentative steps toward one another, and in 1971 

these steps culminated in the announcement of Nixon’s trip to Beijing 

scheduled for early the next year. At the same time, Moscow, fearing iso-

lation in the wake of Sino- American breakthrough, pushed forward with 

détente by scheduling Nixon’s visit to Moscow to follow his Beijing visit a 

few months later.

 The impact of Nixon’s triangular offensive on Hanoi’s war effort has 

been a topic of much debate and scholars, not surprisingly, have not ar-

rived at a consensus. Historian Lorenz Lüthi argues that Sino- American 

rapprochement and Soviet- American détente did not have a negative im-

pact on the North Vietnamese war effort because both allies remained 

loyal to the Vietnamese cause.2 In Lüthi’s estimation, the Soviet Union 

was more willing than the PRC to help Nixon and betray the Vietnamese 

cause. China scholars Li Danhui and Shen Zhihua use recently declassi-

fied materials from China to reveal that Beijing’s contribution to Hanoi’s 

war effort did not decline as a result of Sino- American rapprochement but 

in fact increased as relations between the United States and China im-

proved.3 Historian Qiang Zhai, on the other hand, sees more friction in 

Sino- Vietnamese relations following the Tet Offensive and the initiation 

of negotiations in 1968 as well as greater competition following the anti- 

Sihanouk coup in 1970.4 Regarding the Soviet Union, the late historian 

Ilya Gaiduk, who had the most extensive access to CPSU archives, argues 

that Moscow was more or less left in the dark regarding North Vietnamese 

strategy. According to Gaiduk, Beijing exerted more pressure than the 

Soviets, but in the end, neither ally was successful in forcing the VWP to 

bend to its will.5 Stephen Morris describes Soviet- Vietnamese relations in 

the 1970s as “one of public amity coexisting with private enmity.”6 Finally, 

official histories from Vietnam are overtly presentist: they vary depending 

on the course of Sino- Vietnamese and Russian- Vietnamese relations at the 

time of publication in Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh City.7

 Based on previously closed Vietnamese- language materials as well as 

recently declassified documents from the Nixon Presidential Materials 

Project, this chapter shows that Nixon’s superpower diplomacy had a sig-

nificant impact on Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s war effort. Although the year 

began well for the leaders Le with the communist victory over the South 
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Vietnamese army in Laos, Nixon and Kissinger were able to diminish 

Hanoi’s victory on the Indochinese battlefield by turning to superpower di-

plomacy. Throughout the summer of 1971, while Hanoi leaders vacillated 

between the two prongs of their policy of “talking while fighting,” Nixon 

ensured that the VWP inclined toward the latter with his triangular offen-

sive. As China and the Soviet Union moved closer to the United States, 

thereby threatening North Vietnam with a “big- power sellout,” North Viet-

nam’s military hubris, resulting from its stunning victory over South Viet-

namese forces in Laos, prompted Hanoi leaders into choosing war over 

negotiating peace by late 1971.

THE SPRING OF NEW STRATEGIES

The beginning of 1971 found Le Duan in a more desperate position than 

the previous year. The Party’s efforts to boost North Vietnamese support 

for the war at the Eighteenth Plenum in January 1970 had failed to produce 

results. The DRV home front continued to suffer from sagging morale and 

economic problems. Under these circumstances, the Hanoi leadership 

convened its Nineteenth Plenum and designated the North Vietnamese 

economy as the most critical issue facing the Party in 1971. Even though 

sustained bombing over North Vietnam had ceased after 1968, with the 

brief flare- up in late 1970 of Nixon’s Son Tay raids, VWP leaders noted that 

infrastructure and industries had only been partially restored. As a result, 

they devised a state plan that paid greater attention to manpower issues, 

supply of raw materials, and production.8 Meanwhile, the war in South 

Vietnam, as well as in Cambodia and Laos, dragged on.

 Even the most hardened “South- first” militants, who consistently 

placed North Vietnamese economic development on the backburner in 

favor of escalation and expansion of the war in the South, were forced to 

reckon with the domestic ills that confronted the DRV. Le Duan devoted 

his Nineteenth Plenum to addressing domestic policy by outlining three 

crucial tasks that faced the DRV in the upcoming year: advancing socialist 

reforms, evaluating the current economic situation, and maintaining the 

correct Marxist- Leninist path.9 Le Duc Tho then echoed Le Duan’s speech 

by exhorting Party members to devote greater attention to building the 

North Vietnamese economy in 1971.10

 With the drop in the DRV’s war productivity and the rising discontent 

among the North Vietnamese masses in 1971, at least one communist offi-
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cial benefited. Minister of Public Security Tran Quoc Hoan’s stature rose 

as the Party deemed his ministry’s work of the utmost importance. Dur-

ing a conference to address the “Catholic problem,” a group that Hoan 

considered the most “outstanding lackeys of the imperialists and also 

representatives of the most reactionary feudalist and traitorous capital-

ist classes,” the minister attempted to distinguish between the impres-

sionable Catholic masses and the dangerous reactionary elements that ex-

ploited the Catholic religion.11 The latter sought to expand the power of the 

church and use the banner of “protecting the faith” as a means to brain-

wash the religious, keeping them “backward and in the dark, to the point 

of becoming fanatics whom they could incite to oppose the revolution.”12 

Hoan’s solution was reminiscent of French colonial officials or American 

proponents of nation building who sought to maintain order and prom-

ised uplift. He urged more operations “aimed at mobilizing and educat-

ing the Catholic masses, improving their political and cultural education 

levels, and improving their standard of living.”13 This would be the way to 

defeat counterrevolution in the long term in this “most reactionary” com-

munity.

 Catholics were not the only suspect group. Looking back on their im-

prisonment, three musicians accused of playing “yellow music,” arrested 

in 1968, and tried in January 1971, recalled being charged with “poisoning 

the young generation with pessimistic and reactionary songs, promoting 

a retrogressive and sex- oriented lifestyle.”14 Although Minister Hoan had 

targeted “yellow music” in his speeches before 1971, the three- day trial of 

singer Phan Thang Toan (or “Hairy” Toan), guitarist Tran Van Thanh, and 

guitarist Nguyen Van Loc, was the first court case against the “spreading of 

imperialistic depraved culture and antirevolutionary propaganda.”15 The 

three young men, who began a band in 1965, confessed to playing this for-

bidden music that included prewar and foreign love songs at weddings 

and parties. “Hairy” Toan, the leader of the band and the “yellow music” 

movement, was sentenced to fifteen years and was finally released in 1980, 

while the others received lesser punishment including guitarist Loc, who 

received a ten- year sentence with four years’ probation. Although Loc 

later claimed that the band was apolitical and that their love for this illicit 

music trumped the dangers involved, the Ministry of Public Security and 

newspapers in Hanoi that covered the trial found the band’s performances 

to be subversive and dangerous as war ravaged the country.16 There was 

no room for love or nostalgia in music when the country was fighting for 
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its survival. At the time, Hoan admitted that, as with the Revisionist Anti- 

Party Affair, he should have handled the “yellow music” movement earlier, 

since “Hairy” Toan was formerly an enemy psychological warfare officer.17

 Hoan elaborated on other suspect groups besides Catholics and mu-

sicians. With growing discontent in North Vietnam, Hoan prepared his 

forces for more crackdowns. During a discussion session with the Com-

mittee to Review the Handling of Cases, he delineated the differences 

between criminal and political cases. Within the latter, he noted the dis-

tinctions separating sleeper agents, commando spies, and foreign agents 

stationed in North Vietnam.18 The minister urged his security officers to 

refrain from treating these cases in a singular manner and fitting them 

into one mold. “You need to look at how the Americans do it,” Hoan stated. 

“They are very practical.”19 Noting that relations with allies in 1971 had be-

come more fraught, Hoan pointed out that a potential threat could come 

in friendly guise. “There are some of our [socialist] ‘brothers’ who come to 

our country to conduct intelligence activities,” Hoan warned his officers.20 

Or, the threat could come from students who studied abroad in ostensibly 

friendly countries and returned home as “sleeper spies,” often “lying dor-

mant for a long time, and then after fifteen or twenty years they finally 

become active.”21 For these cases, security forces had to remain patient 

and practice constant vigilance. Most ominously, Hoan predicted that the 

“class struggle, the struggle against counterrevolutionaries,” would be a 

long- term one that would not end with the war.

For example, in South Vietnam right now there are targets on whom 

we need to establish an operational case right now, but even later, 

after we completely liberate South Vietnam, we cannot just drop the 

case and cease to monitor these targets. . . . There are some types of 

people who, even though they are members of the NLF, we still need 

to keep an eye on. There are a number of people whom the CIA has 

gained control over and whom the CIA had deployed into position 

to let them appear to be opposed to the United States and Thieu in 

order to trick us so that they can sneak into our NLF organization in 

order to serve the enemy’s long- term political schemes after South 

Vietnam is liberated, North and South Vietnam are reunified, and 

our entire nation is advancing toward the socialist revolution.22

With these words, Hoan created the conditions for perpetual struggle. 

Since it became more difficult by 1971 to distinguish friend from foe, Hoan 
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and Le Duan’s police state redefined the terms of Hanoi’s war so that it 

could persist indefinitely.

 As Hoan dealt with potential internal and external threats, other Hanoi 

leaders went abroad in search of aid in order to bolster North Vietnam’s 

flagging war economy. Following on the success of DRV delegations in 

negotiating economic and military aid packages in 1970, the government 

appointed Vice Premier and Politburo member Le Thanh Nghi, a veteran 

of aid negotiations, to head such a mission in the first half of 1971. In 

early January, Nghi and his delegation set out to visit Hungary, Poland, and 

East Germany. The Vietnamese delegates spent approximately two and a 

half weeks in each country and concluded not only aid packages but also 

agreements on economic, scientific, and technical cooperation.23 Eastern 

Europe was not the only region where the DRV proved successful. On 21 

January, Havana and Hanoi signed an agreement for nonrefundable aid 

while the premier of Mongolia promised the same package via a letter to 

DRV prime minister and Politburo member Pham Van Dong.24 By 1971, 

twelve communist countries had reaffirmed the importance of North Viet-

nam’s war effort by contributing economic, military, scientific, and tech-

nical aid.

 In addition to procuring material aid, Hanoi’s international strategy 

also included “influencing U.S. domestic opinion to increase pressure on 

American leaders to end the war.”25 On 5 January 1971, the Vietnamese 

Women’s Movement Demanding the Right to Live and the American 

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) organized 

an International Women’s Congress in Saigon. In addition to signing a 

“peace agreement,” the participants fulfilled the previous congress’s reso-

lution calling on every member to send a card to Nixon demanding an end 

to the war. At the conclusion of the congress, the Vietnamese organization 

joined the WILPF to influence their activities and help promote the cause 

of the restoration of peace through the league’s network of national asso-

ciations.26

 Although North Vietnamese delegations scored economic successes 

abroad and people’s diplomacy made inroads in the global arena, the 

diplomatic struggle in Paris yielded little gain.27 In late fall of 1970, both 

the secret talks and the public sessions broke off amid escalating tensions 

and insurmountable disagreement. When the public talks resumed in 

mid- January 1971, DRV negotiator Xuan Thuy cabled his “special advisor” 

and DRV foreign minister Trinh in Hanoi with his frank assessment of 
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the meeting. The Nixon administration, in Thuy’s estimation, was putting 

forward its Five- Point Proposal from a position of military and diplomatic 

strength. Even though VWP leaders recognized that Nixon’s peace initia-

tive was hollow and intended only to deceive U.S. and world public opin-

ion, Thuy claimed that it was nonetheless effective. The DRV negotiator 

identified two factors that gave Nixon strength in his diplomatic strategy 

in Paris in early 1971. First, fewer Americans were dying in Southeast Asia 

because troop withdrawal was progressing unhindered; second, the Nixon 

administration had successfully exploited the POW issue in negotiations. 

Thuy, however, had no idea how to combat Nixon’s Five- Point Plan. He 

proposed that the Party continue holding both public and private meet-

ings with the Americans and adhere rigidly to the original strategic objec-

tives while adopting a flexible tactical posture.28

 Hanoi’s uninspired stance came as no surprise. North Vietnam’s nego-

tiating strategy was predicated on how its forces were doing militarily; the 

lack of movement in Paris in early 1971 reflected the stalemated battlefield 

picture in Indochina. Despite the lack of unity among the revolutionary 

parties—particularly the Vietnamese and Khmer communists—the VWP 

felt confident that its counteroffensives in mid- 1970 had succeeded in at 

least turning the military tide in favor of the Indochinese revolutionary 

forces, albeit slowly. In southeastern Laos, North Vietnamese and Pathet 

Lao forces were able to liberate the crucial areas around Attopeu by early 

May 1970. Communist forces were thus able to link the liberated zones 

in the north and south of the country. Meanwhile in Cambodia, Saigon 

and Phnom Penh troops continued to conduct operations in Khmer Re-

public territory, but they failed to threaten communist strongholds. In-

stead, American bombs, which fell with more frequency and covered more 

ground, were able to inflict damage on the resistance and the country 

more generally. Nonetheless, the crucial northeast provinces in Cambo-

dia remained in communist hands. As a result, by the summer of 1970, 

Hanoi leaders were hopeful that their forces had begun the slow process 

of recovery following the disastrous 1968 Tet Offensive.29 Hanoi’s opti-

mism, however, was guarded. Even though VWP leaders claimed that the 

liberated territories in South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos “constituted 

a firm base area for revolutionary forces of Indochina,” linking the “stra-

tegic transportation corridor throughout Indochina,” the remaining com-

munist supply route—the famous Ho Chi Minh Trail—was still vulner-

able. For this reason, the VWP’s ability to continue its war for liberation 
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and reunification in the foreseeable future remained precarious, making 

a negotiated settlement impossible.

 Meanwhile, American military leaders located in “Pentagon East,” the 

popular moniker given to the headquarters of MACV at Tan Son Nhut Air-

base in Saigon, arrived at the same conclusion as leaders in Hanoi. The Ho 

Chi Minh Trail proved the linchpin of Hanoi’s ability to wage war in the 

South. In late 1970, MACV Commander General Creighton Abrams, under 

pressure from Washington, put forth a military plan based on a South Viet-

namese initiative for the 1971 dry season that included interdicting the 

flow of resources down the main artery of the Ho Chi Minh Trail running 

through Laos by launching a large- scale operation with ARVN ground sol-

diers under the protection of U.S. air power.30 If successful, the United 

States and its allies in Saigon would be able to prevent communist troops 

from launching an offensive in 1972. Since the previous year witnessed 

the closing of the communist water trail through Port Sihanouk with the 

regime change in Phnom Penh, the sole remaining infiltration route ran 

overland through southern Laos. Working on multiple fronts starting in 

June 1970, the Hanoi Politburo prepared to meet the eventual attack on its 

transportation and logistics line to the South by ordering reinforcements 

to fortify communist strongholds in three main areas alongside Route 9 in 

southern Laos, around the DMZ, and in northeastern Cambodia.31 By the 

end of the year, Abrams and MACV had begun to receive disturbing intelli-

gence of the North Vietnamese buildup in the first area around southeast-

ern Laos.

 Just as in the pre- Tet war, members of the U.S. civilian and military 

leadership often butted heads, as military planning for 1971 underscores. 

Over the protests of Abrams, Nixon decided to announce the removal 

of 100,000 troops from South Vietnam during the latter half of the year, 

leaving only 175,000 American troops by 1972.32 Optimistic about his ability 

to force the North Vietnamese to settle in Paris by stepping up the air war 

and exerting diplomatic pressure before de- Americanization could fatally 

undermine Vietnamization, Nixon accelerated troop withdrawals in order 

to placate public opinion at home. By doing so, Nixon and Kissinger not 

only hindered Abrams but also placed greater pressure on RVN president 

Thieu. The Saigon leader was to assemble his South Vietnamese forces to 

make what civilian leaders in Washington called “a show of strength” in 

1971 while there were still a sufficient number of American combat troops 

to provide effective support. It was in this context that Abrams imple-
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mented his military plans in a three- phase operation code- named Lam 

Son 719, harking back to a famous Vietnamese battle in 1427 against the 

Chinese.33 Phase 1 of the operation included American troops clearing the 

area around Route 9 west to the Laotian border and readying air support 

for the South Vietnamese troops. Phase 2 involved an ARVN strike last-

ing four to five days along Route 9 toward Tchepone in southern Laos, 

and Phase 3 included a three- month attack on the PAVN logistics complex 

located in Tchepone and interdiction of the supply trails around the area.34 

In conjunction with the Laotian operations, the ARVN forces from Military 

Region III would mount an attack on Cambodia’s Kompong Cham prov-

ince to destroy communist forces and logistics facilities there in Operation 

Toan Thang 1–71.35 In addition to constituting a major “show of strength” 

to prove the success of Vietnamization to the world, Nixon also hoped Lam 

Son 719 would prove to the Hanoi leadership that he was not afraid to ex-

pand the war to Laos in dramatic fashion. However, the stakes were high. 

If Lam Son 719 failed, it would not only inflict major damage to South Viet-

namese morale but also bolster the North Vietnamese and try the patience 

of the American public.

 Nonetheless, Nixon and Kissinger believed the gamble was worth 

taking on Thieu’s behalf in early 1971, even though the political and mili-

tary situation was not ideal. In the United States, the joint U.S.- ARVN “in-

cursion” into Cambodia in 1970 continued to cause political problems for 

the Nixon administration during the planning for Lam Son 719. Resolu-

tions to curtail the expansion of the war and to bring about an end to 

American military involvement proliferated in Congress. In the House, 

representatives proposed to cut off U.S. air and sea support for operations 

in Cambodia, while in the Senate, George McGovern and Mark Hatfield 

reintroduced a revised Disengagement Act that would require the with-

drawal of all American forces by the end of 1971. In an attempt to avoid 

the mistakes of Cambodia, Nixon and Kissinger this time tried to involve 

Secretary of State William Rogers and Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird in 

the decision making, at least to a point. When State and Defense balked, 

particularly after Rogers discovered that the enemy may have acquired 

the military plans for Lam Son 719 and was prepared to counter the opera-

tion by amassing soldiers in the area, Nixon paid them no need. As usual, 

Kissinger supported the president’s decision. Despite the internal bicker-

ing, Nixon gave the green light for Phase 1 to begin on 31 January 1971.36

 Immediately following the start of Phase 1, however, news of Lam Son 

719 leaked to the American media, endangering the ARVN’s chances for 
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success—however limited—in Phases 2 and 3. Although network tele-

vision and newspaper editorials revealed aspects of the Laotian operation 

not only to the American public but also to North Vietnamese military 

planners, Nixon and Kissinger concluded that they should not be dis-

suaded from launching Phase 2.37 As a result, on 7 February, despite anger 

in Saigon at the leaks, the South Vietnamese armed forces crossed the Lao-

tian border. By the end of the month, the Saigon regime’s worst nightmare 

became a reality. On 9 February, the Politburo put COSVN leadership on 

alert that victory on Highway 9 was essential.38 Although the South Viet-

namese, with American air support, were able to inflict heavy casualties 

and great damage on the numerically superior North Vietnamese army, 

Lam Son 719 was a public relations defeat for the RVN. As cameras caught 

the ARVN’s hasty retreat on film, images of the failure of Vietnamization 

were broadcast around the world.39

 There were many reasons for the failure of Lam Son 719. First, instead 

of possessing numerical superiority, 17,000 South Vietnamese troops en-

countered 22,000 North Vietnamese soldiers who were equipped with 

tanks and heavy artillery, and by the end of the operation, the numerically 

inferior ARVN fought against 60,000- strong PAVN troops.40 Second, South 

Vietnamese president Thieu made a controversial decision to change the 

military plans in the midst of battle. Instead of holding on to Tchepone, 

the logistical center of the North Vietnamese Army, for an extended period, 

Thieu ordered his general to abandon the empty village after a day. Third, 

language barriers impeded effective coordination between the South Viet-

namese and the Americans. What is clear is that both sides fought a con-

ventional battle with arms and heavy weaponry supplied by their super-

power patrons and thus suffered heavy casualties.

 Nixon and Kissinger’s gamble on South Vietnam’s behalf not only 

severely undermined the standing of the Thieu regime, but it also co-

incided with the resurgence of antiwar activity in the United States. As 

Nixon declared Vietnamization “a success” in April, Vietnam Veterans 

against the War (VVAW) launched its “Winter Soldier Investigation” into 

U.S. war crimes in Vietnam. In late March, one of those responsible for 

these crimes was brought to justice when Lieutenant William Calley was 

found guilty of the murder of twenty- two Vietnamese civilians in Son My 

village in 1968. On 2 April 1971, however, Nixon intervened by freeing 

Calley from jail, placing him under house arrest, and initiating the process 

for reviewing the verdict. Nixon’s intervention in the Calley case, along 

with the 7 April announcement of additional troop withdrawals, failed to 
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defuse the veterans’ anger at the administration’s perpetuation of the un-

winnable war. Throughout the spring, the VVAW staged effective demon-

strations in the nation’s capital. For five days in April, select veterans, such 

as VVAW leader John Kerry, testified against the war in a Senate committee 

hearing while 700 others laid down their medals and ribbons on the steps 

of the Capitol. The veterans unnerved Nixon, who feared that they, more 

than the antiwar hippies and radicals, would turn public opinion against 

the war.41

 Nixon’s domestic woes did not abate in the late spring and summer.42 

Following the veterans’ demonstrations, hundreds of thousands of protes-

tors gathered in Washington in an attempt to shut down the government. 

Although Nixon left town during the “May Day” actions, he went on the 

offensive against the antiwar Left by ordering the arrests of thousands of 

demonstrators on questionable grounds. Then, on 13 June, another bomb-

shell dropped. The New York Times began printing the first of a series of 

articles based on top- secret documents given to the paper by a former 

Pentagon official and consultant to Kissinger, Daniel Ellsberg. These docu-

ments, which became known as the Pentagon Papers, were part of a multi-

volume study of U.S. decision making regarding Vietnam from 1945 to 

1968 commissioned by former secretary of defense Robert S. McNamara. 

Nixon’s policies were not part of the study, and several advisers urged him 

to refrain from intervening. Nixon, however, had other ideas; with Kissin-

ger’s enthusiastic support, he took the offensive. He ordered an injunction 

against the New York Times, obtained an indictment against Ellsberg, and 

formed a group known as the “Plumbers” to break into the offices of real 

and potential domestic adversaries. Nixon’s war at home, however, would 

eventually bring down his presidency. The Washington Post and various 

other newspapers continued to print the Pentagon Papers, and all charges 

against Ellsberg would eventually be dropped when the Plumbers’ illegal 

activities were exposed in the ensuing Watergate scandal.43

 Nixon continued to play for time, and fortunately for him, all did not 

bode ill for the United States in 1971. Although Lam Son 719 was a mili-

tary and political debacle for the RVN, the United States reaped the lion’s 

share of diplomatic advantage in early 1971. In particular, the Chinese and 

Soviets issued only mild criticism of American expansion of the war into 

Laos, not wanting to endanger the progress made toward rapprochement 

and détente with Washington. In the month preceding Lam Son 719, Zhou 

Enlai expressed Beijing’s interest in inviting Nixon to China via the Roma-

nians, while Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin indicated to Kissinger 
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that Moscow accepted the U.S. proposal for a Brezhnev- Nixon meeting to 

negotiate a Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) agreement.44

 Despite these positive signals from Beijing and preliminary talks with 

Moscow, Nixon did not exercise the same caution as his Chinese and Soviet 

counterparts. By turning up the heat in Indochina, he seemingly endan-

gered all of this progress in Sino- American rapprochement and U.S.- Soviet 

détente in late February 1971. Although he appeared not to care if Lam 

Son 719 derailed the planning for the upcoming U.S.- Soviet summit, he 

did undertake minimal steps to protect the tentative contacts with China 

by assuring Beijing that the Laotian operation was not directed against 

the PRC.45 Apparently, Mao was satisfied with Nixon’s public statement, 

since Beijing issued only moderate criticism of the ARVN invasion of Laos 

in February 1971, especially when compared to Beijing’s heavy condem-

nation of the U.S.- ARVN invasion of Cambodia in May 1970. At the same 

time, U.S. officials noted the Soviets’ restraint in their condemnation of the 

United States.46

 Even though both of Hanoi’s patrons refrained from heavily criticizing 

U.S. aggression in Laos, they were far from unified on the Indochina issue. 

In early March, Soviet officials in Hanoi recommended that the Chinese 

and Soviets agree to “joint or parallel actions in support of the struggle 

of peoples in Indochina.”47 Taking advantage of an upcoming scheduled 

meeting between Chinese and North Vietnamese leaders in Hanoi, the 

Soviets asked the North Vietnamese to convey Moscow’s proposal to the 

Chinese. For the Soviets, it was a win- win situation: if Beijing agreed to 

joint action, Sino- American relations would suffer, and if Beijing refused, 

the North Vietnamese would see China’s uncooperative policy. On 7 March, 

Premier Zhou Enlai tried to convince Le Duan and Pham Van Dong that 

the Soviet offer was not in their best interests: “If we take the Soviets’ side, 

they will control us. And if there is disagreement between us, we should 

talk it out on the basis of independence and self- reliance. If we establish 

a world- wide people’s front that includes the Soviets, they will control this 

front. . . . The Soviets wish to establish a united front in which we have to 

listen to them.” At this point, Le Duan turned the tables on Zhou Enlai by 

suggesting the formation of a united internationalist front with China at 

the forefront. The Vietnamese first secretary employed a common tactic 

of forcing Beijing’s hand with flattery: “The world’s people wish to oppose 

the ‘Nixon doctrine,’ which also means opposing the U.S.- Japan alliance. 

The questions, therefore, are how we establish this front, who is capable 

of doing this. Only China and no one else. Everyone knows that the Indo-
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chinese Summit took place in China. So in the future, it will be more influ-

ential if a conference of the world’s people is held in China.”48 Zhou Enlai 

begged off by saying that China would “need more time to think” about 

leading a people’s front to oppose the United States and Japan.49 Com-

pared to China’s enthusiasm in the previous year at hosting a summit fol-

lowing the anti- Sihanouk coup, the VWP first secretary could not help but 

read Beijing’s reluctance in early 1971 as further evidence that relations 

with the United States were now more important than the Indochinese 

cause. On 16 March, after Chinese leaders left Hanoi, the Soviet ambassa-

dor to the DRV, Ilya Scherbakov, told Prime Minister Pham Van Dong that 

the Soviets had consistently approached China for joint action in Vietnam 

and that the Chinese Foreign Ministry’s rejection of the Soviet offer this 

time was based on “dissimilar positions” regarding American actions in 

Indochina.50 At the end of the month, Le Duan attended the Twenty- Fourth 

Congress of the CPSU. To Brezhnev’s dismay, the Vietnamese leader in-

formed him that Hanoi’s military strategy for 1972 would echo some of the 

same objectives of the 1968 Tet Offensive.51 Even though Moscow did not 

want Hanoi to escalate the war, the Soviets were ecstatic that North Viet-

namese leaders confided in them. The Soviet embassy in Hanoi reported 

to Moscow that it was convinced that Soviet- Vietnamese relations were 

growing stronger just as “new frictions” arose in the Sino- Vietnamese alli-

ance.52 Le Duan’s four- week stay in the Soviet Union prompted Nixon and 

Kissinger to hope that a settlement was imminent. “Something may come 

out of this Le Duan visit to Moscow,” Kissinger stated during a phone con-

versation with Nixon. “It’s three weeks . . . and they may be getting ready 

to settle it.”53

 Chinese leaders were convinced that their moderate response to Ameri-

can military actions in Laos and their suspicions regarding Soviet propos-

als for joint action in Vietnam were correct for two reasons. First, the CCP 

believed that Sino- Vietnamese relations would not be badly damaged. Due 

to the increase of Chinese aid and support for the North Vietnamese war 

effort in 1970–71, Beijing thought that Hanoi was confident of the PRC’s 

stalwart support. Chinese leaders made a concerted effort early in the year 

to improve Sino- Vietnamese relations by endorsing the PRG proposal for 

peace, approving Hanoi’s negotiating stance, and planning a high- level 

visit to North Vietnam in the spring. Prior to the February visit to Bei-

jing of a delegation led by Minister of Finance Le Thanh Nghi, Chinese 

leaders approved a generous supplementary economic and military aid 

package.54 Second, Beijing had its own geostrategic objectives. Chinese 
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leaders wanted to protect their tentative steps toward Washington since 

they did not fully trust the North Vietnamese and, of course, distrusted the 

Soviets completely. Hanoi’s growing dependence on Soviet weaponry and 

its military success in Laos meant that Chinese influence was on the wane 

in Vietnam and that North Vietnamese strength, under Soviet tutelage, 

was on the rise in Indochina. And, unlike in Cambodia, where Pol Pot’s 

faction of the Communist Party detested the Vietnamese, the Pathet Lao 

and the VWP were closely aligned, leaving the Chinese with little room to 

maneuver in Laos.

 North Vietnamese disappointment with the inability of the Chinese and 

Soviets to bridge their differences and establish a unified internationalist 

front in March was replaced with utter despair when each of Hanoi’s allies 

took steps that drastically improved relations with Washington in April 

and May.55 Two months following Beijing’s pro forma denunciations of 

U.S. imperialist aggression in Laos and one month after Zhou Enlai’s visit 

to Hanoi, Mao issued an invitation to the American table tennis team to 

visit Beijing in early April. Following this “ping pong diplomacy,” Zhou 

Enlai sent Nixon a message through Pakistani president Yayha Khan that 

sealed Sino- American rapprochement: China was ready to accept a special 

envoy of the U.S. president.56 On 9 May, Nixon decided to send Kissinger to 

Beijing for a secret meeting with Zhou Enlai. At a three- day CCP Central 

Committee meeting in late May, Chinese leaders placed the withdrawal of 

American troops from Indochina as the lowest priority. Beijing reasoned 

that bettering relations with the United States would somehow help the 

Vietnamese cause.

 Regarding the Soviet Union, Nixon appeared hopeful in March that a 

high- level meeting between himself and Brezhnev would take place in the 

fall of 1971. By May, a major breakthrough had occurred regarding a proce-

dural issue that smoothed the way for an eventual SALT agreement.57 The 

groundwork for Nixon’s triangular offensive had begun to take shape and 

would force the Hanoi Politburo to again revise its strategy by the end of 

the summer of 1971, downgrading diplomacy in favor of a military offen-

sive the next year.

THE SUMMER OF OPPORTUNITIES

According to historian Jeffrey Kimball, both the United States and North 

Vietnam viewed the spring and summer 1971 round of negotiations fol-

lowing Lam Son 719 as the last chance to arrive at a settlement and avoid 
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military escalation.58 In actuality, however, both sides deemed a settle-

ment impossible in 1971. Rapprochement with China and détente with the 

Soviet Union had strengthened Nixon’s resolve in Vietnam. The U.S. presi-

dent was convinced that he could force the North Vietnamese to settle on 

American terms either by using superpower diplomacy or by again dra-

matically escalating the war. Although there is debate as to whether Nixon 

had adopted a “decent interval” strategy at this point, Kissinger had re-

signed himself to negotiating an honorable exit for the United States that 

would not precipitate an immediate collapse of the RVN. At the same time, 

the Vietnamese communist victory over the ARVN in the Lam Son 719 de-

bacle boosted the Party leadership’s confidence in scoring a major military 

victory in 1972. Not only did the “puppet forces” fail to interdict the flow of 

men and matériel down the Ho Chi Minh Trail, but Vietnamese and Lao 

revolutionary forces were able to deliver what they—and the rest of the 

world—viewed as a crushing blow to Vietnamization. This military suc-

cess, combined with troubling events at the international level including 

Sino- American rapprochement and Soviet- American détente, led Hanoi 

leaders to conclude that the time was not ripe to reach a negotiated settle-

ment.

 In mid- April, Kissinger informed the American ambassador to South 

Vietnam, Ellsworth Bunker, that he intended to reopen the “special forum” 

in Paris in order to deliver a “concrete package” to the North Vietnamese, 

and he asked Bunker whether the United States should inform Thieu of the 

probe. Kissinger feared that informing the South Vietnamese president 

might shake his morale following so close on the heels of the Lam Son 719 

debacle.59 When Bunker recommended informing Thieu, Kissinger sug-

gested that the ambassador tell the South Vietnamese president that the 

North Vietnamese were the ones who had initiated contact because they 

feared the implications of “the ping- pong and SALT developments” on Sai-

gon’s confidence.60 Nearly three weeks after the American initiative, and 

after an eight- month hiatus, the North Vietnamese finally relented and 

agreed to a meeting between Kissinger and Xuan Thuy on 31 May. Deliv-

ering Nixon’s last- ditch effort at peace in the form of a seven- point pro-

posal, Kissinger concluded that the meeting was a success since the North 

Vietnamese negotiator “displayed uncertainty” for the first time and since 

he omitted his usual claim that Kissinger had proposed nothing new.61 In 

essence, the U.S. seven- point proposal asked the North Vietnamese to ac-

cept Thieu as the leader of the RVN in exchange for a fixed date for U.S. 

withdrawal, a cease- fire, and prisoner release. However, Kissinger could 
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not help but needle Thuy by indicating that the “post–Ho Chi Minh leader-

ship may be too divided” to make a decision about the seven- point pro-

posal and that they would “also have to clear their position with Moscow 

and Peking.”62 What is clear is that in all of the machinations leading up 

to the 31 May meeting about whether or not to inform Thieu, the South 

Vietnamese president was left ignorant of the fact that the United States 

was offering the pivotal concession that would eventually seal the RVN’s 

fate: Washington now accepted the presence of the PAVN in South Viet-

nam even after a cease- fire.

 In response to Kissinger’s proposal, Xuan Thuy insisted on three points 

that he had made at the mid- January 1971 four- party public forum: all 

U.S. forces must be withdrawn by 30 June 1971; a government must be 

established in Saigon without President Nguyen Van Thieu, Vice President 

Nguyen Cao Ky, and Prime Minister Tran Thien Khiem; and the United 

States should definitively stop all violations of the sovereignty and secu-

rity of the DRV. Regarding the seven- point proposal, the North Vietnamese 

negotiator complained that the United States still insisted on separating 

the military and political issues and only wanted to address the former but 

not the latter.

 However, in his postmeeting assessment to Le Duc Tho and Nguyen 

Duy Trinh, Xuan Thuy noted that Kissinger’s seven- point proposal repre-

sented a major breakthrough, since it was the first time the United States 

presented a solution addressing all of Indochina, was willing to set a time 

limit for troop withdrawal, and, most important, did not insist on mutual 

withdrawal from the South. In contrast to his January report following 

the public four- party talks, where he concluded that the U.S. five- point 

proposal came from a position of strength in October 1970, the North 

Vietnamese negotiator surmised that Kissinger’s seven- point proposal in 

April 1971 came from a position of weakness. Not only did the failure of 

Lam Son 719 weaken the American negotiating position, Thuy concluded, 

but both Washington and Saigon hoped to reach an agreement and thus 

score a public relations victory in anticipation of their respective presi-

dential elections (October 1971 in South Vietnam and November 1972 in 

the United States).63 If Hanoi responded positively to the seven- point pro-

posal and appeared flexible during the peace talks, Party leaders believed 

that the United States would be willing to negotiate an acceptable solution 

by the end of 1972. If Hanoi seemed unwilling to compromise and seek a 

viable solution, however, the United States would continue Vietnamiza-

tion and stop negotiating seriously in 1972.64 Given Hanoi’s reading of the 
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importance of the seven- point proposal and what VWP leaders saw as a 

critical juncture in negotiations, the DRV Foreign Ministry announced 

that Le Duc Tho would return to Paris after being away for more than a 

year. Le Duan’s Politburo wanted to convey to the Americans that Tho’s 

return signaled that Hanoi was ready to negotiate seriously in the secret 

meeting set for 26 June. Nixon and Kissinger followed Tho’s movements 

with interest since in their estimation he was the “third man in the hier-

archy[,] . . . the only man who can take independent decisions on negotia-

tions,” and a man who “travels only when there are crucial matters.”65

 In mid- June, the Politburo instructed Xuan Thuy to deliver a new nine- 

point peace plan at the 26 June secret meeting.66 In an effort to appear 

flexible, North Vietnamese leaders even changed the décor of the usual 

meeting place by spreading a green tablecloth on top of the normally drab 

working table. Kissinger read into the gesture that the North Vietnamese 

were serious about working toward a solution.67 Most important, Tho’s re-

turn to the secret meetings after a year’s absence was not lost on the na-

tional security advisor, even if it also meant that he was treated to another 

lecture on American perfidy that dominated the first half of the meeting. 

During the customary break, however, the usually frosty Tho led Kissin-

ger around the garden for a walk, while Xuan Thuy ostensibly worked on 

North Vietnam’s response to the U.S. seven- point proposal from the previ-

ous meeting. When the meeting recommenced, Thuy presented Kissinger 

with the DRV’s nine- point plan.68 In an effort to appear more conciliatory, 

Hanoi extended the deadline for U.S. troop withdrawal to 31 December 

1971 (the original deadline of 30 June was coming up in four days), re-

quested that rather than call for the outright removal of the Thieu- Ky- 

Khiem clique, the United States simply end support for the Saigon regime 

(which amounted to the same thing), and asked for war reparations from 

the United States (causing Kissinger to object immediately, even though 

Washington had expressed willingness to offer economic aid). Although 

the 31 May and 26 June meetings produced major breakthroughs, too 

many differences remained. At the conclusion of the 26 June meeting, 

both parties agreed to meet again on 12 July.69

 At the same time that Tho met Kissinger in Paris, war leaders in Hanoi 

held a military conference to assess the gains made in the victory on High-

way 9 in southern Laos. The conference report differentiated the commu-

nist victory in early 1971 from previous victories in Indochina in many 

ways. First, Hanoi concluded that its forces had scored a decisive victory 

over the Nixon Doctrine and its Vietnamization policy since they were able 
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to defeat the elite forces of the U.S.- trained South Vietnamese army. Pre-

vious communist victories over the “puppet forces” of Indochina, includ-

ing Lon Nol’s army and Vang Pao’s soldiers, were important but paled in 

comparison to defeating Thieu’s crack troops, including paratroopers and 

marines. Second, Hanoi considered its victory on Highway 9 of monumen-

tal importance because it had a resounding effect not only on the Laotian 

battleground but also on the Cambodian and South Vietnamese fronts. 

The conference report emphasized the need to convert the military suc-

cess into a political one in light of the upcoming presidential elections in 

South Vietnam.70 In two telegrams to the COSVN chief, Pham Hung, and 

other southern leaders written around the same time as the conference, 

Le Duan elaborated on capitalizing on the success in southern Laos by in-

creasing the political struggle in the cities.71 In the first telegram, dated 24 

June, the first secretary outlined an urban political offensive strategy in 

preparation for the RVN’s presidential and Lower House elections. It in-

cluded four tasks: (1) mobilizing propaganda campaigns while coordinat-

ing the public struggle with the secret negotiations; (2) bringing to power 

a more amenable regime in Saigon; (3) exploiting political divisions in the 

RVN; and (4) integrating the political struggle in the urban centers with 

that in the countryside.72 In the second and more detailed telegram to 

Pham Hung and COSVN, Le Duan elaborated on the military tasks con-

fronting the Vietnamese revolution. After concluding that the fighting in 

Cambodia and Laos now decisively favored the revolution, the first secre-

tary emphasized the necessity to refocus on the most important theater: 

South Vietnam. Specifically, he identified three “main strategic blows [ba 

qua dam chien luoc]”: (1) using main force units to defeat the puppet army 

in South Vietnam; (2) combining military and political forces in the delta 

region; and (3) increasing political activity in the urban areas.73

 The results of the military conference and Le Duan’s orders to COSVN 

shed light on why the Vietnamese communist position in Paris hard-

ened following what had seemed to be two productive secret meetings 

with Kissinger in May and June. At the military conference, war leaders 

in Hanoi were convinced that communist forces had dealt a devastating 

blow to Vietnamization with the victory along Highway 9 in southern Laos. 

As a result, Le Duan advocated increasing political agitation in the cities 

of South Vietnam in order to capitalize on the military victory, especially 

in order to influence the upcoming RVN presidential elections. In other 

words, the first secretary once again saw an opportunity to redeem his 

risky strategy. In an attempt to vindicate his General Offensive and Gen-
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eral Uprising strategy that had failed in 1964 and in 1968, Le Duan ordered 

the first step to heighten the political blow that a military attack aimed 

at urban centers could have on South Vietnam. Political agitation in 1971 

would lay the groundwork for another grand slam attempt to topple the 

Saigon regime in 1972.74

 In early July, then, Hanoi took steps to antagonize the United States in 

Paris and to undermine the progress made during the secret meetings of 

May and June. At the 119th public forum on 1 July, PRG foreign minister 

Madame Nguyen Thi Binh presented her government’s seven- point pro-

posal.75 The PRG’s public peace plan was inspired by Le Duan’s instruc-

tion to “combine the public struggle and the secret negotiations” and only 

differed from the DRV’s secret nine points by dealing more explicitly with 

the Thieu problem.76 Increased activity by the U.S. antiwar movement 

in the spring both in Congress and on the streets, controversy over the 

Calley trial, and the publication of the Pentagon Papers, convinced the 

VWP it could press harder at negotiations.77 The PRG called on the United 

States to refrain from supporting any rigged elections in South Vietnam 

and instead to assist in setting up a three- part national government. The 

United States, however, regarded the PRG’s seven points and the DRV’s 

nine points as purposely inconsistent because the Vietnamese commu-

nists were trying to appear flexible in public while remaining intransigent 

in private.78 Moreover, in early July, Le Duc Tho granted an interview to 

Anthony Lewis of the New York Times in which he announced that the 

DRV was ready to exchange American troop withdrawals for prisoners of 

war.79 Like Binh’s seven points, Nixon and Kissinger believed that Tho’s 

public proposal was a Vietnamese communist “duplicitous stunt,” since 

in private the North Vietnamese negotiator had consistently tied such a 

settlement to other provisions.80 They believed Hanoi was not interested 

in negotiating a solution in 1971 but rather was only trying to increase 

U.S. domestic opposition to war by feigning flexibility. In any case, Nixon 

would not yet agree to withdraw U.S. forces merely in return for the release 

of American prisoners.

 Hanoi’s diplomatic campaign in July was in fact part of a broader 

strategy to influence the October presidential elections in South Vietnam. 

On 8 July, Le Duan sent instructions to southern leaders regarding the 

proper urban strategy to follow in order to defeat Thieu in the upcoming 

elections. The first secretary, who had long been an advocate for pushing 

the political struggle in the urban centers, chastised southern leaders for 

not putting adequate pressure on the Saigon regime. Not only should there 
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be demands for freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, and overall 

opposition to the repressive tactics of the Thieu clique, Le Duan wanted 

southern leaders to incorporate the call for complete American troop with-

drawal into the overall demand for peace. He reasoned that these issues 

needed to be brought to the forefront of the political struggle in Saigon.81 

A few days later, Le Duan telegrammed Tho and Thuy in Paris twice with 

urgent instructions. The first telegram emphasized the need to coordinate 

the three spheres of the VWP’s war effort: the military, political, and diplo-

matic struggles.82 In the second telegram, the first secretary went into 

more concrete detail by identifying the two objectives of the diplomatic 

struggle as, first, inciting the antiwar movement in Congress and on the 

streets in order to force Nixon to withdraw troops from Vietnam and, sec-

ond, toppling the puppet Saigon government.83

 Meanwhile, in Washington, developments in Sino- American relations 

presented Nixon with potential diplomatic leverage over the North Viet-

namese. From 9 to 11 July, Kissinger met with Zhou Enlai in Beijing to 

discuss Nixon’s visit to Beijing set for 1972, but Vietnam was addressed 

as well.84 At the first day of meetings, Kissinger informed Zhou of Nixon’s 

offer to withdraw all American troops, presented at the 31 May secret meet-

ing. Since Hanoi had stopped keeping Beijing abreast of developments at 

the private talks, Zhou Enlai expressed interest in learning more about 

the American offer of total troop withdrawal and must have been happy 

to hear that Kissinger promised to keep him updated on the upcoming 

meeting with the North Vietnamese set for 12 July. However, when the 

U.S. national security advisor tried to link Chinese help with an honorable 

withdrawal from Vietnam to the Taiwan issue and PRC representation in 

the United Nations, Zhou did not acquiesce. In response to Kissinger’s 

statement that the United States wanted to preserve American honor in 

Vietnam, the Chinese premier recommended complete withdrawal from 

Indochina as the “greatest honor and glory for the United States.”85 How-

ever, on the morning of Kissinger’s departure from Beijing, the Chinese 

premier wished him success at the upcoming secret meeting with Le Duc 

Tho in Paris and suggested that he might even find the North Vietnamese 

“more generous” than the United States “believed.”86 In Kissinger’s report 

to Nixon, the former was so optimistic at Zhou’s parting words to him that 

he wrote: “This means he will talk to the North Vietnamese and may be 

able to exert some influence. The mere fact of his talking to them is likely 

to compound the shock of your announced visit to Beijing. In any case, 

he knows that the very fact we and Peking [Beijing] are moving closer will 
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have an impact in Hanoi.”87 When Zhou Enlai briefed Mao Zedong on his 

meetings with Kissinger, the two Chinese leaders decided not to comply 

with Kissinger’s request to pressure Hanoi to change its position in Paris.88

 On 13 July, Zhou Enlai flew to Hanoi in what was most likely a very diffi-

cult trip. The Cold War International History Project (CWIHP) located only 

a brief statement by Le Duan, saying that Kissinger’s visit to Beijing had 

been designed to offset “surprises” that the Vietnamese have been able 

to inflict.89 Historian Luu Van Loi includes a lengthier synopsis of Zhou 

Enlai’s comments.90 We now have from recently released Vietnamese 

sources a fuller transcript of Hanoi’s summary of Zhou Enlai’s meeting 

with Le Duan and Pham Van Dong. This transcript reveals that the Chi-

nese premier began the meeting by giving a detailed history of the Nixon 

administration’s strenuous efforts to reestablish communication with 

China. Presenting the United States as being “more keen” on advancing 

Sino- American rapprochement, Zhou downplayed Beijing’s role in facili-

tating contact in late 1970 and described the “ping pong talks” as prod-

ucts of “chance [ngau nhien].”91 The Chinese premier then spoke at length 

regarding Beijing’s unwavering support of Hanoi’s war. In recounting his 

meeting with Kissinger, Zhou Enlai informed Le Duan and Pham Van 

Dong that he let the American know that China did not have any soldiers 

in Vietnam, aside from engineering troops, since Hanoi never requested 

any forces. Regarding diplomatic strategy, Zhou reminded his Vietnamese 

interlocutors that Chairman Mao had approved of North Vietnam’s deci-

sion to hold negotiations with the United States in Paris as early as the pre-

vious year. For this reason, the Chinese premier tried to reassure the VWP 

leaders that Beijing’s policy was to avoid discussing the Indochina issue 

with the Americans. Zhou even stated, “We sincerely believe that next year, 

sometime leading up to the U.S. presidential elections, a settlement will 

be concluded in Paris. Only after that will Nixon come to visit China.”92 

After informing the North Vietnamese of Kissinger’s intention to couple 

U.S. withdrawal from Indochina with Beijing’s support for political conti-

nuity in Saigon and American withdrawal from Taiwan, the Chinese leader 

also tried to dispel any Vietnamese doubts. “At this time, Indochina is the 

crucial issue, while the Taiwan issue will be resolved sooner or later—it 

does not matter.”93 Le Duan and Pham Van Dong were extremely upset 

with Zhou Enlai and the Beijing leadership’s decision to invite Nixon to 

China. North Vietnamese leaders believed that Sino- American rapproche-

ment was Nixon’s attempt to “save himself” in Vietnam, and they forbade 

Chinese leaders to negotiate on their behalf. Even though Chinese leaders 
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did not exert the type of pressure Kissinger had hoped for, according to 

Hanoi, the damage had already been done.

 As a result of Kissinger’s trip to Beijing, Nixon found more resolve to 

stand his ground in Paris and ordered his national security advisor to re-

ject North Vietnamese demands for Thieu’s ouster during the secret meet-

ings that took place in the summer of 1971. With the South Vietnamese 

presidential elections in early October, Nixon could not risk losing his 

staunch ally in Saigon, and, with Beijing’s help, he believed he could force 

Hanoi to accept that condition. On 12 July, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy 

met with a smug Kissinger in Paris. Neither Vietnamese leader knew about 

the American negotiator’s recent trip to Beijing, since they thought that 

Kissinger had only met with Thieu in Saigon. Kissinger began the meet-

ing by “sharply attacking” Binh’s publication of the PRG’s seven points as 

well as North Vietnamese leaders’ recent press interviews, telling the VWP 

that it had to choose between propaganda and negotiations.94 Xuan Thuy 

shot back that Binh had no choice but to go public with the seven points 

because Kissinger had turned down her request for a meeting and because 

the PRG’s deadline for American troop withdrawal by 30 June 1971 had 

passed. Moreover, Xuan Thuy pointed out that the United States should 

choose between escalating the war and negotiating the peace, since Ameri-

can military actions in Indochina increased after the June meeting.95 After 

both sides aired their discontent, Le Duc Tho suggested that they outline 

the remaining areas of agreement and disagreement.

 Kissinger viewed the meeting as “very positive” since the United States 

and DRV were in disagreement only on one issue: Thieu.96 The U.S. nego-

tiator believed that the North Vietnamese would think seriously about 

compromising on this remaining issue before the next secret meeting set 

for 26 July. Tho and Thuy also considered the meeting a success but for dif-

ferent reasons. Over the past three secret contacts, the North Vietnamese 

sensed a weakening of the Nixon administration’s position in Paris. Al-

though Kissinger had stated that the U.S. seven points were nonnegotiable 

at the 31 May meeting, Tho and Thuy pointed out to their comrades in 

the Politburo that the United States had compromised on many points by 

the 13 July meeting, especially in dropping the demand for mutual with-

drawal. The North Vietnamese read U.S. acceptance of a cease- fire on the 

signing of the agreement rather than on withdrawal as a sign of weakness. 

Regarding Thieu, the VWP leaders were confident that if they stuck firm to 

their demand for his removal, the Nixon administration would come to see 

his head as an acceptable price for peace.97
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 On 15 July, however, before the next secret meeting, Nixon delivered a 

major diplomatic bombshell by announcing his intention to visit China 

before May 1972, prompting a thorough reanalysis of VWP strategy by 

North Vietnamese leaders. The Politburo decided that this was an inoppor-

tune time for the DRV to negotiate a settlement in Paris. Nixon wanted to 

settle quickly since a cease- fire and peace agreement would place Thieu 

in a better position. As a result, Le Duan advised the negotiators in Paris 

to advance the nine points and not present any new proposals.98 Tho 

and Thuy, however, tried to soften this hard- line position by revising the 

nine points, in light of the gains made at the 12 July meeting, into a new 

eleven- point proposal. In particular, the two negotiators suggested three 

changes, including a clearer statement that prisoner releases would take 

place simultaneously with American troop withdrawal in point 1; the re-

moval of Nguyen Van Thieu only and not Nguyen Cao Ky and Tran Thien 

Khiem in point 3 (there would be an election in the fall that would change 

the face of the Saigonese government in any case, especially given the 

split between Thieu and Ky); and the change from “war reparations” to 

“U.S. agreement to help rebuild North and South Vietnam” in point 6.99 

However, when the DRV and PRG negotiators received more information 

from Chinese leaders regarding the state of Sino- American relations, their 

stance became more rigid in Paris. In late July, Le Duc Tho, Xuan Thuy, 

and Nguyen Thi Binh were given a full report on Sino- American talks by 

the Chinese ambassador to France, Huang Zhen.100 The ambassador said 

that according to Kissinger there were only two remaining obstacles to 

peace: Hanoi’s refusal to drop the demand for the removal of Thieu and to 

observe a cease- fire as American troops exited the region.

 On 26 July, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy held a meeting with Kissinger 

that did not produce a breakthrough as the latter had expected. The U.S. 

negotiator attributed the DRV’s lack of a clear decision regarding Thieu 

to the “shock of [the] China trips and [the] reported illness of Pham Van 

Dong.”101 Or, as Kissinger more bluntly put it, Tho and Thuy were giving 

it “one last college try on getting us to dump Thieu while clearly revealing 

their ambivalence.”102 In fact, the North Vietnamese negotiators had made 

two demands and issued a warning. The demands included the complete 

withdrawal of American troops and Thieu’s removal, and the warning to 

Kissinger was that he should not entertain illusions that an agreement 

on Vietnam could be reached in Beijing rather than Paris.103 Kissinger re-

sponded to Hanoi’s first demand by indicating that the Nixon administra-
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tion would not be able to withdraw in 1971 but only within nine months 

after an agreement. Regarding Thieu, Kissinger reported to Nixon that 

during the meeting, he had flatly refused to remove the South Vietnamese 

president and threatened to break off talks if the North Vietnamese did 

not “rethink their political position and consider new formulations.”104 Ac-

cording to Luu Van Loi’s transcript of the event, Kissinger feigned sincerity 

when he responded to Hanoi’s warning. “We know that the solution to the 

Vietnam war should be found in Paris. . . . We respect and admire the spirit 

of independence that you have always shown. . . . We do not want to find a 

solution anywhere other than here.”105 With little reconciled, the two sides 

agreed on 16 August as the date for the next meeting, which Kissinger pre-

dicted would be “climactic.”106

 After the meeting, Tho and Thuy broke from normal protocol by not 

sending a joint report to the Politburo. Instead, Tho wrote a personal let-

ter to Le Duan on 27 July assessing VWP diplomatic strategy, while Xuan 

Thuy cabled the rest of the Politburo the next day regarding the content 

of the secret meeting with Kissinger. Tho asked the first secretary for in-

structions on how to distinguish between the “open struggle” for world 

opinion and the secret struggle in the private talks in order to achieve the 

two aims of complete U.S. troop withdrawal and Thieu’s removal. In Tho’s 

estimation, the two aims should never be separated. In closing, he agreed 

with Le Duan’s advice that the Foreign Ministry in Hanoi should not waste 

time developing a strategy for the public talks but should instead focus on 

the secret meetings. In Xuan Thuy’s postmeeting synopsis, he merely re-

ported that Kissinger had finally accepted to discuss political issues as well 

as military ones.107

 Since the diplomatic struggle was at a crucial turning point, Le Duc 

Tho set out to return to Hanoi, making a brief stop first in Beijing. On 

1 August, he met with Zhou Enlai, who tried to reassure the North Viet-

namese leader that Beijing had no intentions of selling out its comrades. 

Adopting the posture of an imperial ruler allocating local responsibility, 

he called the North Vietnamese the “heads of their household [chu nha]” 

and promised that the Chinese would not interfere in how they ran their 

home. After three years of negotiations, Zhou Enlai reasoned that the DRV 

had garnered a lot of experience, more than even the PRC, and as a result 

Beijing solidly supported the VWP and PRG’s seven points.108 Meanwhile, 

Kissinger and Dobrynin discussed the North Vietnamese in Washington 

on 29 July. The Soviet ambassador informed the national security advisor 
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that there were only two remaining issues according to Hanoi: “setting a 

deadline and overthrowing the Thieu Government.” All other issues, Do-

brynin claimed, could be settled.109

 With Le Duc Tho absent from Paris, only Xuan Thuy met with a tardy 

Kissinger on 16 August.110 Although Kissinger believed that Tho’s absence 

was a stalling tactic on the VWP’s part, he presented Thuy with a new 

eight- point counterproposal that combined the U.S. seven points and the 

DRV nine points.111 Essentially, the eight- point counterproposal offered 

four new elements: (1) U.S. neutrality in the upcoming presidential elec-

tions in South Vietnam; (2) a demand for an Indochina- wide cease- fire 

and not just one for Vietnam; (3) a withdrawal deadline for U.S. forces by 

1 August 1972 as long as a final agreement was signed by 1 November 1971; 

and (4) a prisoner release to be made two months before the completion 

of troop withdrawal.112 Before commenting on the U.S. counterproposal, 

Xuan Thuy launched into a severe indictment of the Nixon administration 

for the recent intensification of the war and for compromising the secret 

meetings. After Kissinger strenuously denied both allegations, Thuy ten-

tatively commented on the U.S. eight points. He indicated that the time 

timetable for troop withdrawal was “too long” and that Thieu’s removal 

was nonnegotiable.113 Since the two sides could not reconcile their differ-

ences, they decided to meet again on 13 September.

 Although Sino- American rapprochement threw Hanoi’s negotiating 

strategy off kilter, Saigon did not welcome the warming of relations be-

tween Washington and Beijing either. Following Nixon’s 15 July announce-

ment of Kissinger’s secret trip to China, Thieu began to doubt his allies. 

According to Nguyen Tien Hung, who served as special assistant to the 

RVN president, Thieu was highly suspicious of Nixon and Kissinger’s diplo-

matic strategy to end the Vietnam War: “Had Kissinger made a secret deal 

with Zhou Enlai? Did he stop in Hanoi before Beijing? What role would 

South Vietnam play in America’s new strategy after the normalization of 

relations with Beijing?”114 Thieu even told his advisors that “America has 

been looking for a better mistress and now Nixon has discovered China. 

He does not want to have the old mistress hanging around. Vietnam has 

become ugly and old.”115 In other words, since U.S. policy toward Vietnam 

had been predicated at least in part on stopping Chinese expansionism, 

what would happen to South Vietnam now that China no longer was seen 

as a threat?

 In the six months leading up to Nixon’s visit, Saigon leaders tried to pre-

vent the United States from offering the RVN as a sacrificial lamb to Sino- 
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American rapprochement. Thieu dispatched his special advisor for foreign 

affairs, Nguyen Phu Duc, to meet with various American officials in order 

to obtain a clearer picture of U.S. intentions. Although the officials Duc met 

insisted that Beijing did not desire increased North Vietnamese influence 

in Indochina, his report to Thieu still advised caution.116 Duc’s warning re-

affirmed Thieu’s belief that the communist side of Indochina, which in his 

estimation included not only the North Vietnamese but also the Chinese 

and Soviet parties, regarded any settlement short of total conquest as only 

a “strategic pause.”117 Eliciting the opinions of South Vietnamese elected 

officials, Thieu’s foreign minister, Tran Van Lam, met with the RVN Sen-

ate Foreign Relations Committee in Saigon on 26 August to discuss Nixon’s 

upcoming trip to Beijing and its impact on the RVN.118 The Vietnamese 

senators raised concerns regarding the lack of a coherent policy toward 

Sino- American rapprochement. Compared with the other Asian nations, 

including South Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, and Thailand, that responded 

quickly with new policies, South Vietnam’s lack of direction, the senators 

warned, placed the RVN in danger of being left behind and isolated. Par-

ticularly since issues between the United States and South Vietnam had 

not been settled regarding a peace initiative, the senators advised Thieu to 

address those issues with Nixon before his visit to Beijing.119 Thieu, how-

ever, would not get the chance to incorporate the input of his advisors and 

the RVN Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He had to ensure his own 

reelection before he could worry about the survival of South Vietnam.

THE FALL OF DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS

In the summer before the South Vietnamese presidential elections, Thieu 

forced an electoral law through his National Assembly that required candi-

dates to obtain signatures from either 40 Assembly members or 100 provin-

cial or municipal councilors. Only Duong Van Minh (known as “Big Minh” 

to the Americans) was able to obtain the requisite signatures; Nguyen Cao 

Ky, the vice president and Thieu’s long- time rival, could not.120 On 20 Au-

gust, Ky dropped out of the race; three days later Big Minh called it quits 

even though the CIA tried to bribe him to stay on. Thieu’s tampering with 

electoral laws and his ability to manipulate the system ensured that he 

would run unchallenged in October.121 Thieu now stood as the only can-

didate for president. Kissinger claimed that Rogers and the State Depart-

ment viewed the fall election as an “a God- sent opportunity to get rid of” 

Thieu, but both he and Nixon were firmly against this.122 “Turn on him? 
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Never, never. . . . I hope never,” Nixon stated to Kissinger. “No, we must 

never do that. It’s like what they did in killing Diem.”123

 On 31 August, Le Duan wrote to southern revolutionary leaders to 

expose the single- candidate elections in South Vietnam as a “farce [tro 

he].”124 As Le Duan dealt with the political struggle in the urban centers, 

Le Duc Tho addressed how the recent developments in Saigon affected 

the diplomatic struggle in Paris. Tho identified to Thuy on 7 September 

what Hanoi saw as a split in the Nixon administration regarding Thieu. 

While U.S. ambassador Bunker wanted to keep Thieu in power, Kissin-

ger preferred to remove him, since Thieu was the remaining obstacle to a 

settlement with Hanoi. In addition to the embarrassment suffered by the 

United States and Thieu as a result of Ky and Minh’s withdrawal from the 

presidential race, Hanoi was convinced that the United States was also 

beset with economic problems that the Sino- American rapprochement 

media blitz could not make go away. As a result, Tho believed that the 

Party’s diplomatic struggle had reached an important juncture. Under no 

circumstances, he warned Thuy, should the DRV reach a settlement with 

the United States at this point. Instead, Le Duc Tho counseled dragging 

out the talks in Paris.125

 At the 13 September meeting with Kissinger, Xuan Thuy carried out 

Le Duc Tho’s instructions. Although Kissinger had hoped for a “climac-

tic” meeting, Thuy’s critical response to the U.S. eight- point counterpro-

posal dashed these hopes. Thieu’s certain “reelection” in South Vietnam, 

in Hanoi’s estimation, cast a dark shadow over the talks. In the shortest 

meeting to date, Thuy and Kissinger exchanged veiled and not- so- veiled 

insults, directed at each other and at their respective governments, over 

the course of a brief two- hour meeting. Given the impasse regarding Thieu 

and the overall breakdown of discussions, neither side suggested a date to 

meet again.126 Xuan Thuy’s postmeeting report to Le Duc Tho and Foreign 

Minister Trinh was pessimistic. Kissinger engaged in insincere tactics, in-

cluding bringing up the possibility of Big Minh as RVN president, even 

though the world knew that the United States had more or less chosen 

Thieu as their man in Saigon. In short, Thuy concluded, the United States 

wanted to settle quickly because that was in their—and Thieu’s—best 

interests, and therefore detrimental to Hanoi.127 Kissinger’s postmeeting 

assessment was just as bleak. Writing to Ambassador Bunker in Saigon, 

Kissinger described the meeting as “thoroughly unproductive and frosty.” 

Compared to the summer when Hanoi had seemed close to an agreement, 

Kissinger concluded that “they must have calculated that Thieu might 
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look stronger a year from now and it was not worth trying to shake him 

with a settlement.”128

 On 3 October, Nguyen Van Thieu won reelection with 94.3 percent of 

the vote.129 Nonetheless, Thieu believed his—and his nation’s—survival 

was still in jeopardy. As for Le Duan, tensions with superpower patrons 

threatened Thieu’s ability to continue the war. Thieu’s default strategy in 

dealing with the Americans had been based on extorting as much aid from 

Nixon as possible before Kissinger sold him out. For instance, Thieu con-

sistently sent Ambassador Bui Diem detailed instructions on how to nego-

tiate with the Americans to get more aid under Vietnamization, but he 

only issued vague orders on how to evade American intrusion into South 

Vietnamese politics. “Leave this initiative alone for the time being,” Thieu 

would say to Diem whenever the United States introduced the notion of 

political change in the RVN. “Restrict yourself to talking about Vietnam-

ization.” When the South Vietnamese ambassador informed Thieu that 

deflection did not always work and that the U.S. State Department had 

become increasingly vocal about the need for significant democratic re-

forms, Thieu would get angry. “Do not let Rogers preempt me on this 

either,” the Saigonese leader vented to his ambassador. “It annoys me. He 

should respect me on this.”130 In his memoirs, Ambassador Diem charac-

terized Thieu’s modus operandi for deflecting American pressure to curb 

South Vietnamese corruption and to institute political reforms: “For his 

part, Thieu never refused anything. His usual way was to agree, acquiesce 

and make promises, then to wait and see what would happen. As long as he 

sensed that the American position was not being pressed with great force 

or energy, which was the case most of the time, he would procrastinate, 

waiting for issues to disappear by themselves or to lose their urgency as 

other, more demanding matters piled up.”131 But by late 1971, Thieu feared 

that Kissinger’s second trip to China that October had already paved the 

way for the United States to strike a secret deal behind South Vietnam’s 

back, making it ever more urgent to procure sufficient funds and equip-

ment for the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF).132

 Since Thieu suspected Kissinger of hiding from him crucial develop-

ments about the secret meetings with Le Duc Tho, the South Vietnamese 

president wanted to establish two additional reserve divisions, believing 

that the RVN did not possess enough reserves to counter any thrust by the 

PAVN across the DMZ. In addition, the pace of U.S. troop withdrawal pro-

ceeded much faster than Thieu was led to believe it would at the outset. 

From the more than a half million U.S. troops in 1969, 65,000 were with-
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drawn by the end of that year, 50,000 in 1970, and 250,000 in 1971, leaving 

139,000 troops in 1972. With the upcoming U.S. presidential elections, 

Thieu knew that 1972 was a pivotal year to get as much for South Vietnam 

as possible as American ground troop numbers dwindled.

 Despite his electoral victory, Thieu felt the American noose tightening 

around his neck. During his visit to Saigon before the elections in late Sep-

tember, General Alexander Haig, Kissinger’s deputy, presented America’s 

new negotiating position, which contained a provision for a new presiden-

tial election in South Vietnam within six months of signing a peace treaty 

that would mandate Thieu’s resignation one month before the internation-

ally supervised election.133 Since Thieu knew that the communists would 

never agree to a presidential election, he did not oppose the proposal to 

step down one month before. Communicating directly with Nixon via per-

sonal letters, Thieu warned the American president not to agree to any 

coalition government with the communists and insisted that regardless 

of any formal settlement, the key to peace lay in South Vietnam’s ability to 

defend itself. These letters did nothing to ameliorate Thieu’s anxiety. South 

Vietnam had become a tiresome old hag that needed to be gotten rid of 

Left to right: Secretary of State William Rogers, Nguyen Van Thieu, and  

Foreign Minister Tran Van Lam (Douglas Pike Photograph Collection, Vietnam  

Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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in order to ensure the success of Nixon’s trip to visit his new mistress in 

 Beijing.

THE WINTER OF NORTH VIETNAM’S DISCONTENT

The Paris talks, both public and private, predictably stalled in the after-

math of the “elections” in South Vietnam. On 4 October, General Ver-

non Walters, U.S. military attaché in Paris, contacted Vo Van Sung, DRV 

delegate- general and Mai Van Bo’s deputy, to set up a meeting between 

Kissinger and Xuan Thuy so that the former could present a revised eight- 

point proposal. The North Vietnamese chief delegate refused to meet, forc-

ing Walters to present Kissinger’s new peace proposal to Sung on 11 Octo-

ber.134 The revised eight points offered two new terms. They shortened 

the duration of troop withdrawal (all American troops out by 1 July 1972 

provided that an agreement be signed by 1 December 1971), and, more im-

portant, they promised the resignation of Thieu one month before a new 

election supervised by an electoral commission. According to political sci-

entist Larry Berman, Nixon needed to dampen U.S. domestic criticism of 

Thieu by offering a new peace plan that would show Thieu’s commitment 

to peace. The American president was able to procure Saigon’s acquies-

cence by convincing Thieu that the North Vietnamese would summarily 

reject the revised peace plan so the RVN president would never actually 

have to step down.135 Although VWP leaders were not optimistic that nego-

tiations would yield anything new and they indeed rejected Kissinger’s re-

vised eight- point plan, Hanoi indicated that that Tho and Thuy were will-

ing to meet Kissinger on 20 November. However, neither that meeting nor 

any other took place in Paris for the remainder of 1971.136

 Thieu’s controversial “reelection” alone did not cause the breakdown in 

negotiations. Nixon’s triangular offensive also ensured that no settlement 

would be reached that year. If there was any hesitation in Party leaders’ 

minds between pursuing a diplomatic solution or preparing for a military 

victory in 1971, the Sino- American opening and Soviet- American détente 

both pushed the North Vietnamese toward the latter. Following Kissinger’s 

July trip to Beijing and Nixon’s announcement of his forthcoming visit to 

China in 1972, developments in Soviet- American relations compounded 

Hanoi’s sense of urgency to change the balance of power on the ground 

militarily before events at the international level could fatally weaken the 

VWP war effort.

 The zero- sum game of the Sino- Soviet split reached a critical juncture 
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in the latter half of 1971. As Sino- American rapprochement progressed, 

Moscow immediately took steps to improve its relations with Washington 

even though this meant alienating Hanoi. On 10 August, Moscow sent a 

formal invitation to Nixon to visit the Soviet Union in the late spring and 

early summer of the following year. The United States accepted the invita-

tion shortly thereafter, but it did not announce the president’s trip to the 

Soviet Union until 12 October. Before Nixon’s announcement, however, 

Soviet leaders took steps to assuage the North Vietnamese in the exact 

same fashion as the Chinese had done earlier in the year. Brezhnev told 

East European leaders that Moscow wanted to send a high- ranking dele-

gation to Hanoi in order to deliver the news of Nixon’s visit, given how 

“poorly Vietnam took to the news” of Nixon’s trip to Beijing.137 In 1971, 

Moscow signed two agreements on supplemental aid and provided artil-

lery that VWP leaders deployed to the Laotian battlefield.138 In addition to 

providing economic and military aid, Soviet chairman Nikolai Podgorny 

visited Hanoi from 3 to 8 October. During his visit, Podgorny informed 

the North Vietnamese of Nixon’s upcoming visit, urged Hanoi to reach a 

settlement in Paris, and sought to dissuade VWP leaders from launching a 

military offensive in 1972.139 During their talks, North Vietnamese officials 

let Podgorny know that although Chinese leaders promised not to sacrifice 

Vietnamese interests, Hanoi feared that Beijing believed it was the PRC’s 

right to solve the Indochinese problem. Left unspoken was Hanoi’s belief 

that the same could be said for Moscow. In the end, VWP leaders did not 

publicly express their displeasure at Nixon’s upcoming visit to the Soviet 

Union directly to Podgorny, but instead they showed their disdain by later 

dismissing the Soviet leader’s advice.

 Meanwhile, Beijing leaders also tried to quell North Vietnamese fears 

of betrayal as Sino- American relations continued to improve; like the 

Soviets’, Chinese efforts proved futile.140 Historical lessons played a part. 

In the early autumn of 1971, some of the deterioration of Sino- Vietnamese 

relations can be seen in a conversation between Le Duc Tho and Cambo-

dian leader Ieng Sary: “We will always remember the experience in 1954. 

Comrade Zhou Enlai admitted his mistakes in the Geneva Conference 

of 1954. Two or three years ago, Comrade Mao did so. In 1954, because 

both the Soviet Union and China exerted pressure, the outcome became 

what it became. We have proposed that the Chinese comrades admit their 

mistakes and now I am telling you, the Cambodian comrades, about this 

problem of history.”141 From Tho’s perspective, the 1954 Geneva Confer-

ence represented a dark moment in communist history when Beijing and 
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Moscow pressured the Vietnamese communists to accept less- than- stellar 

terms from the French at the end of the First Indochina War. By 1971, he 

must have experienced déjà vu. On 20 October, eight days after Nixon’s 

announcement of his upcoming visit to the Soviet Union in 1972, the U.S. 

administration declared that Kissinger intended to make a second trip to 

Beijing. From the transcripts of the conversations there between Kissin-

ger and Zhou Enlai, it is apparent that the United States and China were in 

agreement on the situation in Indochina. First, both Kissinger and Zhou 

hoped that a negotiated settlement on Vietnam could be reached before 

Nixon’s visit to China. Although the Chinese premier paid lip service to 

not “interfering in the internal affairs” of the Vietnamese, Beijing was 

prepared to help the United States and would let the North Vietnamese 

leaders know that Beijing wanted to see an early settlement.142 In addition, 

both Chinese and American leaders conveyed frustration in dealing with 

the North Vietnamese. Although Kissinger stated that he had respect for 

his adversaries, he launched into a bitter critique: “The North Vietnamese 

are so suspicious. . . . There is a certain egocentricity about them.”143 Chi-

nese leaders echoed Kissinger’s characterization of the North Vietnamese 

by describing them as “proud” and unwilling to take advice. When Zhou 

Enlai tried to justify Hanoi’s suspicious nature by invoking North Viet-

nam’s experience at the 1954 Geneva Conference, Kissinger interjected 

that the United States also drew a lesson from that experience. If the North 

Vietnamese felt cheated at talks, they would continue fighting. Finally, 

Kissinger and Zhou seemed to be in agreement that Soviet intentions ran 

counter to Chinese and American interests. When Kissinger mentioned 

that “outside countries” far away wanted the war to continue, Zhou Enlai 

stated, “We know. They hope you can be tied down to that place,” prompt-

ing Kissinger to respond, “And that you can be embarrassed.”144

 Although October was a difficult month for VWP leaders on the interna-

tional front, DRV foreign minister Trinh published an article in the major 

Party journal, Hoc Tap (The Study), thanking the Marxist- Leninist states, 

particularly the Soviet Union and China, for all of their support.145 He em-

phasized the importance of the diplomatic struggle and the strength of the 

unified internationalist front that would lead Vietnam to victory against 

the United States. Aside from China and the Soviet Union, relations be-

tween the DRV and other socialist nations were as strong as ever. When 

Binh visited Cuba, Fidel Castro proclaimed to her, “For Vietnam, Cuba is 

prepared to offer its blood.”146 In the fall of 1971, Politburo member Hoang 

Van Hoan traveled to Eastern Europe to ensure that the VWP still enjoyed 
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the support of the communist nations in the region.147 In the weeks lead-

ing up to Nixon’s visit to the PRC, DRV trade with the Warsaw Pact nations 

continued to rise.148

 As the situation in the communist world became more complex, Le 

Duan and the Hanoi Politburo moved on the negotiations and military 

fronts. On 11 November, the Politburo sent orders to Xuan Thuy to meet 

with Kissinger if the Americans still desired to talk. Initially, Le Duc Tho 

was to be present at the meeting, but since Nixon had not yet unveiled his 

Vietnam policy, the Politburo believed it prudent for only Xuan Thuy to 

go to the 20 November meeting. The DRV planned to offer a new counter-

proposal and did not want to give Nixon the chance to undermine that 

offer publicly before a secret meeting. If the meeting did take place, Hanoi 

wanted Thuy to ask Kissinger about the new eight- point proposal and push 

even more aggressively the demand for the removal of Thieu.149 The next 

day, Nixon announced that he would withdraw 45,000 troops by 1 February 

1972. Although the U.S. president did not address any political issues, the 

North Vietnamese decided that Nixon appeared “very stubborn,” and thus 

Hanoi would not offer its new counterproposal in Paris but instead would 

turn its attention to the battlefield.150 When North Vietnamese leaders re-

ceived a message via General Walters that the Nixon administration was 

uninterested in meeting if Le Duc Tho could not attend, secret meetings 

were shelved for the remainder of 1971.151

 After Kissinger’s second visit to Beijing, Pham Van Dong traveled to 

Beijing in November, having turned down a Chinese invitation to Beijing 

in July, after Kissinger’s first visit.152 From 20 to 25 November, the Viet-

namese premier failed to persuade Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, just as he 

had failed to impress Soviet leaders, to cancel Nixon’s upcoming visit in 

1972.153 On the first day of meetings Premier Dong brought up how North 

Vietnam contributed to the PRC’s success in taking over Taiwan at the 

United Nations on 25 October, implicitly juxtaposing it with Beijing’s be-

trayal of the DRV. Since his Chinese hosts seemed unmoved by that rea-

soning, the Vietnamese leader used the Soviet card by extolling Moscow’s 

contribution to national liberation struggles worldwide.

 Meanwhile, in Washington, Kissinger and Dobrynin discussed Vietnam 

over dinner on 18 November. While Kissinger wanted Dobrynin to deliver a 

threat to North Vietnamese leaders that the United States was prepared to 

“take strong action to bring about the release of our prisoners,” Dobrynin 

redirected the conversation by inquiring whether the United States was 

disappointed in Chinese efforts to end the war.154 “I had never expected 
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any significant effort to end the Vietnamese war,” Kissinger responded, 

but in fact he and Nixon did believe that their diplomacy would succeed in 

getting Beijing to intervene.155 According to the Soviet ambassador, Hanoi 

was able to get Beijing to toe the line by “threatening a public attack on 

Peking’s policies and by taking its case to the Communist Parties around 

the world, on the ground that Peking was betraying the revolution.”156

 However, Hanoi’s attempts to blackmail and pressure Beijing and Mos-

cow to present a united communist front against the United States failed; 

Nixon’s superpower offensive trumped Le Duan’s small- power diplomacy. 

Chinese and Soviet leaders justified their refusal to comply with North 

Vietnamese requests to cancel their upcoming summits with Nixon by 

claiming that bettering relations with the United States ultimately helped 

the Vietnamese cause. Hanoi saw through the double- talk. Since the 

United States continued to support Thieu and still maintained troops in 

Vietnam, Hanoi concluded that Beijing and Moscow’s engagement with 

Washington had not helped North Vietnam’s position at all. On 26 Decem-

ber, Nixon approved a five- day bombing campaign, Operation Proud Deep, 

over North Vietnam.157 Although Beijing and Moscow issued public pro-

nouncements on 30 and 31 December, respectively, condemning U.S. mili-

tary activities in Vietnam, Hanoi had already concluded that its patrons 

had chosen to better relations with Washington for their own selfish inter-

ests rather than advance the communist cause.158

 By the end of 1971, then, the breakdown of the Paris talks and the in-

tensification of American bombing with Operation Proud Deep over 

North Vietnam reaffirmed the Hanoi Politburo’s suspicions that the im-

provement of relations between the United States and China as well as the 

Soviet Union resulted only in a hardening of Nixon’s position. Frustrated 

with their allies, VWP leaders set out to neutralize the effect of Nixon’s up-

coming visits to Beijing and Moscow by turning to the battlefield. On 29 

November, one month before Nixon approved Operation Proud Deep, Le 

Duan sent orders to the South to prepare the urban centers for a large- 

scale offensive in 1972.159

CONCLUSION

Over the course of the four seasons, the glimmer of peace that seemed 

to glow in the summer extinguished completely by the start of winter. 

The year 1971 witnessed fundamental changes in the military, political, 

and diplomatic spheres of the war. As the tide of war seemingly turned in 
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Hanoi’s favor with the defeat of ARVN forces in Laos, international diplo-

matic events appeared to undo these military gains. Since the VWP predi-

cated its ability to settle in Paris on a superior position on the Indochinese 

battlefield, peace never had a chance in 1971.

 Although both Le Duan and Nixon encountered domestic opposition to 

their war efforts and public pressure to end the war in 1971, they prolonged 

the fighting and ordered their deputies to stall in Paris. Each leader be-

lieved he could find the other’s breaking point and win the war for peace. 

While Le Duan was convinced that mounting a major military offensive—

based on his General Offensive and General Uprising—could end the war 

by toppling the Thieu regime, Nixon relied on furthering relations with the 

Soviet Union and China and launching a devastating air campaign over 

North Vietnam to force Hanoi into submission in Paris. Developments in 

1971 bolstered each side’s foolhardy strategies to win the war for peace.

 In retrospect, Lam Son 719 may have been a pyrrhic victory for the Viet-

namese communists. At the start of the year, North Vietnamese leaders 

braced themselves for a difficult period militarily and politically, but the 

U.S.- RVN defeat in Laos gave Hanoi the morale boost it needed. Commu-

nist forces thwarted the enemy’s objective to interdict the Ho Chi Minh 

Trail. Although the military victory on Highway 9 in southern Laos proved 

important politically and psychologically for the VWP, it may have led 

Hanoi leaders to assume incorrectly that communist forces had dealt a de-

cisive blow to Vietnamization. The easy victory in Laos thus blinded VWP 

leaders to the resistance they would encounter in South Vietnam in 1972.

 At the same time, events on the world stage hastened Hanoi’s ambi-

tious military planning for 1972. Not only was the moment ripe for com-

munist forces to attempt a decisive victory in South Vietnam given the 

ARVN’s losses in 1971, Politburo members believed, but Nixon’s super-

power diplomacy also now threatened relations with Beijing and Mos-

cow, whose assistance was vital to continuing the war. In other words, the 

time had come for communist forces to tip the balance of power in their 

favor, while the ARVN appeared weak and before socialist funds ran out. 

As news of Nixon’s scheduled visits to China and the Soviet Union traveled 

the globe, Beijing and Moscow separately tried to reason with Hanoi that 

bettering relations with Washington would ultimately advance commu-

nist Vietnam’s cause. Their justifications did not convince Le Duan and 

his comrades; North Vietnamese leaders not only stiffened their resolve 

in Paris and focused their energies on a major military offensive, but they 

also set out to undermine rapprochement and détente in 1972.
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You are murderers. There is blood of old people, women, and  

children on your hands. When will you finally end this senseless war? 

—Leonid Brezhnev to Richard Nixon1

c h a p t e r  s e v e n

WAR AGAINST DÉTENTE

Nixon and Kissinger sat awkwardly as Brezhnev hurled insults at them at 

his dacha in Novo Ogarevo, west of Moscow. As the first American presi-

dent to visit the Soviet Union, Nixon’s trip to Moscow in May 1972 during a 

beautiful Russian spring was just as momentous as his visit to Beijing a few 

months earlier. Although the historic encounter began uncomfortably at 

the Soviet leader’s summer estate, it included a more pleasant river cruise 

down the Moscow River. As American leaders took in the historic splen-

dors of Moscow, including the Kremlin, the Cathedral of Christ the Savior, 

Gorky Park, and the giant statue of Peter the Great, the Soviet leader’s bel-

licose tone softened. Soon the mood became downright boisterous as Rus-

sian and American leaders dined and drank, toasting détente until both 

delegations became undeniably drunk. Meanwhile, nearly 4,000 miles 

away in Hanoi, Le Duan and his comrades in the Politburo ducked into 

bomb shelters as Nixon increased the air war over North Vietnam.

 As the United States, the PRC, and the Soviet Union rejoiced over the 

ratcheting down of Cold War tensions embodied in Nixon’s visits to Bei-

jing and Moscow, North Vietnam braced itself for betrayal by its big- power 

patrons. Throughout its “anti- American resistance struggle for reunifica-

tion and national salvation,” the DRV extracted maximum military and 

economic aid from its feuding great- power patrons. Although Hanoi had 
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been successful in navigating the Sino- Soviet split during the first half of 

its war, the VWP realized that socialist funds would soon run out for the 

Vietnamese cause. Even as the Chinese and Soviets increased weapons 

shipments, economic support, cooperation in technical fields, and signed 

more protocols and supplementary aid packages in 1971, Hanoi read these 

measures as palliatives for détente and rapprochement. And with good 

reason. By 1972, Beijing and Moscow struggled for influence with Hanoi 

not only out of desire to stand at the vanguard of international proletarian 

movement but also, and more important, as a way to gain leverage with 

the Americans. Although Hanoi’s patrons promised that they would not 

sell out the Vietnamese cause or “deal over the heads of their friends,” at 

the end of 1971, Moscow and Beijing were conforming to Nixon’s plans. 

As the Soviets urged VWP leaders to refrain from launching an offensive 

and to concentrate instead on the diplomatic initiative for 1972, Chinese 

leaders tried to pressure the North Vietnamese to relent on demanding 

South Vietnam’s President Nguyen Van Thieu’s ouster by invoking Bei-

jing’s toleration of Chiang Kai- shek. On the eve of the summits, then, VWP 

leaders prepared their forces to launch a major military action in Indo-

china aimed at undercutting Nixon’s triangular offensive in China and the 

Soviet Union.

 Like the planning of the 1968 Tet Offensive, the origin of the 1972 Easter 

Offensive, which Vietnamese communists referred to as “Chien dich Xuan 

he 1972 [1972 Spring–Summer Offensive],” is unclear. According to the offi-

cial PAVN history, the Politburo issued the direction for the 1972 campaign 

on 14 May 1971.2 However, the 1987 history of the offensive in the Tri- Thien 

region, which encompasses the two northernmost provinces of South Viet-

nam, dates the key decision by the Politburo, the National Defense Coun-

cil, and the Ministry of Defense to July 1971.3 This is reaffirmed in the offi-

cial classified history of the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive in the eastern 

Mekong Delta, published in 1988, which states that the communist forces 

prepared in two stages: from July to December 1971 and from January to 

March 1972.4 Former foreign minister Nguyen Co Thach told historian 

Jeffrey Kimball after the war that the Hanoi Politburo had begun prepara-

tion for a 1972 offensive as early as 1970, but that key decisions were made 

between May and October 1971.5 This is confirmed in historian Stephen 

Randolph’s study of the Nixon administration and the Easter Offensive.6

 The origins of the planning for the 1972 offensive thus can be located in 

the events of the previous year. Although 1971 began well for the VWP, with 

the communist victory over the South Vietnamese armed forces in the Lam 
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Son 719 campaign, Nixon and Kissinger had countered Hanoi’s victory on 

the Indochinese battlefield by turning to superpower diplomacy. Through-

out the summer of 1971, while Hanoi leaders vacillated between talking 

and fighting, Nixon ensured that the VWP inclined toward the latter with 

his triangular offensive. By the end of 1971, the belief that Vietnamization 

had been defeated in Lam Son 719, Nixon’s successful courtship of China 

and the Soviet Union, and Nguyen Van Thieu’s sham elections in South 

Vietnam all reinforced the VWP’s decision to hold off on negotiations and 

instead plan for major military action in 1972.

 Equally important to the origins and timing surrounding the 1972 offen-

sive are the questions of who devised strategy and for what ends. Dur-

ing the war, American analysts assumed that the Politburo member and 

President of the National Assembly Truong Chinh was the main strate-

gist, since he delivered a key speech during the Third Congress of the Viet 

Nam Fatherland Front on 17 December 1971 that foreshadowed commu-

nist strategy for 1972.7 In his speech, Truong Chinh called for using main 

force units to deliver a crushing blow to the enemy troops. During the war, 

Foreign Service Officer Douglas Pike argued that Truong Chinh could not 

have devised VWP strategy for 1972 since the Politburo leader had long 

been an advocate of protracted struggle.8 Instead, Pike suggested that the 

offensive was the brainchild of Defense Minister General Vo Nguyen Giap, 

the hero of Dien Bien Phu, who had long preferred high- technology, big- 

unit battles. Historian Dale Andrade, however, insists that General Giap’s 

brief “ascendancy,” as a result of the 1971 victory in Laos, was insufficient 

to gain him command of PAVN operations and that instead it was General 

Van Tien Dung who was in charge of planning the 1972 communist offen-

sive.9 Major- General Nguyen Dinh Uoc, former head of the Vietnam Insti-

tute of Military History, claimed the Politburo collectively devised strategy 

and aimed only to change the balance of power militarily on the ground 

and not to alter the international picture.10

 This chapter suggests, on the basis of cables, letters, and reports that 

have recently been declassified, that VWP first secretary Le Duan and his 

right- hand man, Le Duc Tho, were in firm control of strategy in 1972, and 

that General Van Tien Dung made operational their military plans. The 

militant leaders held two distinct aims for the offensive. At the interna-

tional level, they wanted to neutralize the diplomatic blow dealt by Nixon’s 

impending visits to China and the Soviet Union. In the lead- up to both 

summits and after, Beijing and Moscow pressured Hanoi to end the war 

and seek a negotiated settlement that would allow the Americans to with-
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draw their forces. A smashing military victory in South Vietnam would in-

oculate North Vietnam from superpower manipulation at the Paris peace 

talks: if the ARVN collapsed, the United States would have no choice but 

to settle on Hanoi’s terms. At the domestic level, Le Duan and Le Duc 

Tho wanted to redeem their Tet Offensive strategy, which relied on a spec-

tacular coordinated military attack that would create the conditions for a 

general political uprising, in 1972. According to Pike, there was a struggle 

within the Party on the eve of the Easter Offensive between those who 

wanted to continue protracted struggle and those who preferred to wage 

big- unit war. However, new evidence reveals there was more general con-

sensus regarding the 1972 offensive, and disagreements were only minor 

ones over tactics. Le Duan and Le Duc Tho were pushing for a dramatic, 

large- scale offensive using Soviet tanks to cross the DMZ followed by 

greater coordination between the military activity of the troops with the 

revolution in the countryside and the political struggle in the cities. Be-

lieving that the failure of the 1968 offensive lay in the lack of coordination 

between the military and political spheres after the surprise attack, they 

hoped not repeat their past mistakes in 1972. Once again Giap objected to 

Le Duan and Le Duc Tho’s military plans by urging greater caution, but he 

failed to alter their strategy.

 This chapter traces the evolution of North Vietnamese decision making 

from January to June 1972, when DRV leaders focused on the armed con-

flict over the diplomatic struggle as a means to prevent superpower di-

plomacy from derailing the VWP’s war effort. The first section addresses 

Nixon’s visit to Beijing while the second section analyzes the launching 

of the 1972 offensive and the VWP leadership’s decision to abandon its 

strategy of the “economy of forces” that had been in effect since the disas-

trous Tet Offensive. Nixon’s visit to Moscow and the DRV’s frustration with 

the lack of diplomatic support from China and the Soviet Union are the 

subject of the third section while the final part of this chapter traces the 

limits of Hanoi’s small- power diplomacy as a means to offset superpower 

machinations.

THE VIETNAM WAR IN BEIJING AND MOSCOW

On the eve of the Year of the Rat, Le Duc Tho conveyed his and Le Duan’s 

anxiety over the Beijing and Moscow summits to COSVN commander 

Pham Hung. Tho confided to his long- time colleague in a secret telegram 

that the current international pressure on the revolution could only be 
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alleviated by seizing the military initiative in South Vietnam. Hung needed 

to prepare his forces for a large- scale offensive that could thwart big- power 

collusion to force Hanoi’s hand.11 Tho exhorted the COSVN leader not to 

allow international developments to preoccupy him, however; Hung’s pri-

mary task was to mobilize the southern cadres to lay the groundwork for 

the upcoming offensive by focusing on the “three strategic blows.” Defined 

in the summer of 1971, these tactics included using main force units to 

defeat the puppet army in South Vietnam, combining military and politi-

cal forces in the delta region, and increasing political activity in the urban 

areas.

 “Past experiences over the last few years,” Tho wrote to Hung, “have 

shown that the resistance has paid too much attention to the movements 

of main force units and too little attention to the activities of guerrilla 

troops. In our focus on large battles, we forget about pacification as well as 

the political struggle.” Although Tho’s instructions to Hung seemed to run 

counter to his and Le Duan’s hawkish concentration on “large battles” and 

appeared to echo some of General Giap’s military policies, the “comrades 

Le” had not abandoned their desire to launch their ambitious strategy. Tho 

also instructed Hung to advance the political struggle in the cities in the 

period leading up to the military offensive since, in Tho’s estimation, this 

was the key reason why 1968 did not succeed. By increasing the number 

of special guerrilla troops and commando forces in urban centers prior to 

a large- scale attack on the cities and towns of South Vietnam in 1972, Le 

Duan and Le Duc Tho were confident they could ignite a mass insurrection 

that could topple the Saigon regime.12

 The Party’s military plan to achieve a “decisive victory” in early 1972 

was an attempt not only to break the stalemate on the battleground but 

also to change the course of “international trends” that threatened the 

communist resistance. A letter from a midlevel functionary in the VWP 

reveals the Party’s desperation in the face of Nixon’s triangular offensive. 

On 19 January, Le Toan Thu penned an extremely disgruntled letter to Le 

Duan, Le Duc Tho, and Nguyen Duy Trinh, voicing his frustration at the 

Party’s lack of progress on the international diplomatic front. At the begin-

ning of 1968, the Politburo established the International Works Commit-

tee (Ban Cong Tac Quoc Te, IWC) to advise the CEC on matters relating to 

Hanoi’s international strategy.13 The Politburo designated Foreign Minis-

ter Trinh as head of the IWC, with Xuan Thuy, Nguyen Van Kinh, and Thu 

as his deputies. By 1972, however, Thu pointed out that the committee 

had only met twice since its inception, and in a rather risky move the mid-
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level functionary blamed the lack of progress on his boss, Foreign Minister 

Trinh. Since it is rare to find testaments to failure or assignations of blame 

in Party documents, Thu’s letter is invaluable since it settles the debate 

over whether or not the Party in Hanoi controlled the southern resistance 

movement. Thu complained to his superiors including Le Duan, Tho, and 

the guilty Trinh that the IWC was shut out of its role in ensuring that the 

VWP retain an “iron clad grip” over the diplomatic work of the NLF- PRG. 

Since 1969, Thu pointed out, Trinh had consistently given the IWC little 

notice of the Politburo’s decisions to unveil various peace plans through 

southern diplomats, including the declaration of the NLF’s ten points in 

1969 and the PRG’s seven points in 1971.

 Thu’s letter also reveals a midlevel official’s impatience with the inner 

workings of the Party leadership—a perspective seldom seen or heard. 

“It was as if,” Thu lamented in his letter, “the DRV foreign minister had 

forgotten about the existence of the IWC.” The deputy conceded that al-

though secrecy and restrictive access were necessary evils since there 

had been cases where CEC members had leaked classified information 

in the past (an allusion to the Revisionist Anti- Party Affair), there were 

instances when the closed nature of the Party leadership had hindered 

policy making. Throughout the letter, Thu expressed his fears at speaking 

so boldly with his superiors, but he excused his audacity by emphasizing 

the urgency of the present diplomatic situation and asked only that he be 

given the opportunity to serve the Party.14

 As the VWP experienced problems with its “international work” among 

midlevel cadres, the Nixon administration eagerly advanced its triangular 

offensive. In early January, Deputy Assistant for National Security Affairs 

Alexander Haig traveled to Beijing to meet with Premier Zhou Enlai. The 

“atmosphere” surrounding Sino- American talks had worsened slightly 

since Kissinger’s October 1971 visit as a result of Nixon’s bombing cam-

paign in Vietnam at the end of the year.15 At the first meeting, Haig jus-

tified the bombing as an appropriate response to Hanoi’s escalation of 

military activities in Laos. Playing on Beijing’s hatred and fear of Moscow, 

Haig stated his hosts, “I hope that before I leave, we can further exchange 

opinions regarding the recent increase of Soviet influence in Hanoi, and 

the Soviet strategy to surround directly the People’s Republic of China.”16 

On the second day of talks, the Chinese premier turned the tables on the 

United States by indicating that the only party that had benefited from 

Nixon’s military escalation was the Soviets, who had exploited the bomb-

ing to gain more influence over North Vietnam.17
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 While Haig failed to sway Zhou Enlai with the Soviet threat, Kissinger 

was equally unsuccessful in his attempts to play the China card with Do-

brynin. Over “slugs of vodka and cans of caviar,” the four- hour meeting 

“was conducted in an atmosphere of effusive cordiality,” even if it did not 

produce the results that Kissinger desired.18 When the national security 

advisor expressed disappointment with Moscow’s inability to influence 

Hanoi, the Soviet ambassador blamed Hanoi’s military escalation and in-

transigence in Paris on Beijing.19 Indeed, the Chinese and Soviets were 

competing not only for Washington’s attention but also for Hanoi’s favor. 

Reports from the Soviet embassy in Hanoi to Moscow indicate that Chi-

nese leaders had tried to gain Hanoi’s acquiescence to their discussing a 

settlement for Indochina with Washington. The PRC even tried to bribe 

North Vietnamese leaders by signing a military agreement with the DRV 

on 22 January. Fortunately for Moscow, Hanoi refused Beijing’s request for 

permission to negotiate with Washington.20

 Nixon also pursued a combination of public and private diplomacy 

to pressure Hanoi to decrease its military activities in Indochina and to 

negotiate seriously in Paris. Although the upcoming summits had boosted 

Nixon’s approval ratings as the presidential election year began, he still 

wanted to assuage antiwar sentiments in the United States. On 13 Janu-

ary, Nixon announced the withdrawal of 70,000 additional troops, leaving 

69,000 American ground forces in Vietnam after 1 July.21 On 25 Janu-

ary, Nixon sought to place Hanoi on the defensive by making public the 

secret negotiations and announcing a new peace plan in order to show 

the American people that Hanoi was to blame for the breakdown of the 

peace talks.22 When VWP Politburo leaders received Nixon’s request that 

the private meetings continue even though he had exposed existence of 

the secret talks, they were understandably livid.23 Even though Nixon’s 

public announcements regarding Vietnam aimed more at winning over 

American domestic opinion than at changing Hanoi’s negotiating stance, 

his private threats to Soviet and Chinese leaders that the United States 

might have to resort to military escalation, such as his late 1971 air raids 

with Operation Proud Deep, were meant to intimidate North Vietnam. On 

the same day of his television appearance, Nixon issued a stern warning to 

Brezhnev that he would have “no choice but to react strongly” if the North 

Vietnamese continued to increase its attacks on South Vietnam’s northern 

panhandle.24 The president also sent a similar message to Chinese leaders, 

saying that Hanoi’s military actions threatened to “complicate the interna-

tional situation.”25
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 The United States also dealt brusquely with Saigon. A few days before 

Nixon’s January address, Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker gave South Viet-

namese president Thieu the contents of president’s speech, and as usual 

demanded Thieu’s immediate acquiescence. This time, however, Thieu ob-

jected and thereby delayed Nixon’s plans to unveil his peace plan by more 

than a week.26 In the end, Thieu still had to support Nixon’s proposals 

publicly but privately he was “deeply disturbed” by the shift from mutual 

to unilateral withdrawal in a manner described as “cavalier” by Thieu’s pri-

vate secretary and cousin, Hoang Duc Nha.27 Resolving to go along with 

the United States as long as Nixon increased the amount of aid to South 

Vietnam, Thieu sent Nixon another personal letter on the eve of the presi-

dent’s trip to China that regardless of Thieu’s resignation or any signed 

peace, the ability of the RVN to defend itself was the key to lasting peace 

in the area. By the time South Vietnamese foreign minister Lam declared, 

“We fully approve of Mr. Nixon’s trip. No one can deny that it helped create 

an atmosphere of eased tensions,” he was not referring to the atmosphere 

around U.S.- RVN relations.

 The DRV responded to Nixon’s disclosure of the secret talks on 31 Janu-

ary by publishing the text of its nine- point peace proposal that Tho and 

Thuy had presented to Kissinger at a quasi- friendly secret meeting in June 

of the previous year.28 In an attempt to foist the blame for the breakdown 

of the secret talks onto Washington, North Vietnamese diplomats gave 

journalists copies of the correspondence between the United States and 

the DRV surrounding a meeting set for 20 November 1971 that never tran-

spired.29 The result of the finger- pointing and mudslinging doomed the 

potential for any further private contacts between the United States and 

the DRV in February and hindered the public sessions as well.30 When 

North Vietnamese leaders rejected Nixon’s televised peace offer, Kissinger 

turned to the Chinese for assistance on 5 February. Beijing leaders opted 

not to pressure the North Vietnamese to meet with the Americans.31 Mos-

cow, however, did. During a lengthy meeting between Kissinger and Do-

brynin on 7 February, the latter offered to “facilitate overcoming the diffi-

culties” at the Paris talks.32

 As international developments continued to worsen for the North Viet-

namese, Party leaders convened the Twentieth Plenum in Hanoi from 

27 January to 2 February to define and delineate the Party’s grand strategy 

for 1972.33 Prior to the publication of the resolution, the Politburo circu-

lated two lengthy declarations regarding the plenum’s findings and con-

clusions.34 The first declaration addressed the Indochinese battlefield and 
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was divided into two sections that elaborated on the military and eco-

nomic situations. The military outlook was positive. The Party extolled 

the victories of the resistance forces in Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos and 

tracked the many defeats of the “neoimperialists” and their Indochinese 

“lackeys” up to 1972. With the failure of Nixon’s policy of Vietnamization 

and pacification since at least mid- 1970, Party leaders concluded, the tide 

had turned in the favor of the revolution.35

 The second declaration set forth the 1972 State Economy Plan and was 

surprisingly candid. Due to Nixon’s intensification of the air war over 

North Vietnam, VWP leaders concluded that although the northern econ-

omy had improved, it was impossible both to build socialism in the North 

and wage war in the South. Although Le Duan had highlighted the press-

ing economic tasks in 1971, he concluded that socialist transformation of 

the northern economy would have to take a back seat once again in 1972. 

Nonetheless, Party leaders congratulated themselves at the plenum for in-

creasing agricultural output, attributing the success to major gains in col-

lectivization, the mechanization of the communes, and electrification in 

rural areas. Regarding communication and transportation, DRV leaders 

called for the development of more routes leading to and from Hanoi and 

for the protection of Hai Phong harbor.36 Amid the calls for celebration, 

there was a distinct tone of desperation.

 Most important, the Twentieth Plenum marked a major turning point 

in Hanoi’s war since it signified the Party’s official decision, under Le 

Duan’s direction, to abandon its strategy of “economy of forces” imple-

mented in the post- Tet war.37 Regarding the home front, VWP leaders con-

cluded that socialist transformation of the economy had to wait not only 

because the southern war demanded more attention but because the re-

sumption of U.S. bombing once again threatened the North’s survival. As a 

result, VWP leaders decided to accelerate the military struggle in the South 

and build defenses in the North. In reality, the Party’s decision to make a 

stab for complete military victory over the RVN reflected its concerns not 

only with the domestic situation but, more important, with the distressing 

international picture.

 Following the plenum, the Party’s military decision- making group, 

the CMC, convened a conference in February to work out the details for 

1972 offensive. During the previous summer, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho re-

shuffled Party, military, and government positions in order to marginalize 

Giap, whose victories on the Laotian battlefield prompted the leaders Le to 

cut down the general once again as important decisions were being made 
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for the upcoming attacks. The first secretary changed the composition 

of the National Defense Council (NDC), the government’s military plan-

ning body, when he appointed himself and Truong Chinh—two civilian 

leaders—to the NDC and demoted Giap, who had previously been cochair, 

to third- ranking member. Le Duan’s membership in the NDC was his first 

state position; prior to this, the first secretary had been confident enough 

of his power in the Party and in the DRV that he did not feel the need to 

hold a government post. The reshuffling of the NDC reveals the ways Le 

Duan sought to gain the lion’s share of praise if the 1972 offensive proved 

successful as well as to minimize Giap’s role in military affairs. Mean-

while, the Party’s military planning committee, the CMC, a more substan-

tial decision- making body, kept its civilian membership unknown. It is 

most likely that the key members of the Politburo, including Le Duan, Le 

Duc Tho, Truong Chinh, and Pham Van Dong, were on the CMC as well as 

the even more important Politburo subcommittee for military affairs. Offi-

cially, General Giap served as the secretary while Senior General Van Tien 

Dung was the deputy secretary of the commission.38 Even that, however, 

would soon change.

 At the same time that Hanoi leaders focused on the military sphere 

of the war, Nixon achieved a stunning victory in the diplomatic theater. 

Vo Nguyen Giap (second from left) and Le Duan (in white shirt) with military cadres 

(Douglas Pike Photograph Collection, Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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Vietnam was the most important issue on Nixon’s agenda when he be-

came the first American president to visit the People’s Republic of China 

from 21 to 28 February.39 Nixon toured the Great Wall and Shanghai and 

was feted by his Chinese hosts with great banquets, in a visit that was a 

historic event in not only the Vietnam War but the Cold War generally.40 

During the second day of meetings, Zhou Enlai summarized the position 

Beijing had held on Vietnam since the start of Sino- American rapproche-

ment: “Only the Indochinese [have] the right to speak, to negotiate with 

you [the United States]. But as the Indochinese area is a concern to us we 

should have the right to raise our voice on that matter. What’s more we 

have the obligation to give the Indochinese peoples assistance and sup-

port.”41 Turning to Nixon, Zhou Enlai asked if the president had any views 

differing from Kissinger’s regarding the Indochinese situation. Nixon re-

affirmed that both the United States and China desired peace for South-

east Asia, while the Soviet Union only wanted to prolong America’s war. 

Nevertheless, Nixon insisted that the United States intended to end its role 

in the war through Vietnamization. To show that Washington would not 

just abandon its ally in Saigon, Nixon also issued a threat to the North Viet-

namese via his Chinese hosts. If Hanoi persisted in escalating the war, the 

United States would have no choice but to close down diplomatic channels 

and respond militarily. Zhou carefully dealt with Nixon’s threat by encour-

aging the U.S. president to choose his friends more wisely in the future.42

 After the United States and the PRC signed the Shanghai Communiqué, 

Zhou Enlai flew to Hanoi on 3 March to repair Sino- Vietnamese relations. 

During his talks with Le Duan and Le Duc Tho, the Chinese premier tried 

to reassure the North Vietnamese leaders that Beijing did not betray the 

Indochinese cause during Nixon’s visit. Instead, Zhou claimed that he told 

the United States that Vietnam was more important than Taiwan and that 

Nixon needed to negotiate based on the DRV’s nine points. The meeting 

was not all about damage control; Zhou Enlai also did Nixon’s bidding 

during his stay in Hanoi. The Chinese premier pressured VWP leaders to 

work toward a negotiated solution rather than seek a military victory, de-

spite Beijing’s awareness of Hanoi’s plans for a large- scale military offen-

sive. If the DRV did not negotiate on the basis of the U.S. seven points, 

Zhou warned, then Nixon would punish the North Vietnamese after his 

re election.

 VWP leaders were visibly upset at the meeting and did not attempt to 

restrain their anger. Le Duan told Zhou Enlai that the PRC had saved a 

“drowning” Nixon by inviting him to visit China. Moreover, the VWP first 
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secretary predicted that Nixon would hit Vietnam harder as a result of the 

Beijing summit. Invoking the Geneva Conference, Le Duan warned Chi-

nese leaders not to betray Hanoi in 1972 as they had in 1954. Historian 

Lorenz Lüthi’s research in the former East German archives also suggests 

that the Vietnamese Politburo was greatly distressed by Nixon’s trips. In 

particular, Hanoi feared that Beijing and Moscow would drastically reduce 

economic and military aid to the VWP war effort after the summits. In 

their observations of daily life in the DRV, GDR officials concluded that the 

North Vietnamese people were exhausted by the war, while foreign sup-

port did little to alleviate the internal situation. According to East German 

diplomats, war weariness was so acute because the DRV had exhausted 

its resources in preparation for the 1972 offensive, to the point that North 

Vietnam might not possess sufficient reserves to last beyond the year. 

“The internal situation in the DRV is under tension. The life of the people 

has not improved in the past years,” GDR officials reported. “The mili-

tary struggle has exhausted the country, despite [foreign] support. In the 

national average, the working- class population consists of 75 percent of 

women and 25 percent of men. Productivity is very low. Parts of the popu-

lation physically are not able to work for more than 4–5 hours per day.”43

 At the same time, CIA Director Richard Helms recommended that 

the agency “develop a series of deception and disinformation operations 

against North Vietnam to compound the problems of North Vietnam’s 

leaders and simultaneously increase the attractiveness in their eyes, of 

a negotiated settlement.”44 Although the United States had already at-

tempted such deception programs on a limited basis around the Cambo-

dian incursion and Lam Son 719, the “negotiating situation” among the 

United States, DRV, PRC, and the Soviet Union meant that these opera-

tions could yield more success. Helms recommended promoting five “pro-

posed legends.” The first two included spreading rumors that Nixon had 

worked out a deal with Chinese and Soviet leaders that included the cessa-

tion of Sino- Soviet military aid to the DRV. The third proposal suggested 

exploiting the “Hoang Minh Chinh affair of 1967” by claiming that a “fac-

tion inside the DRV Politburo [was] planning a coup motivated by the be-

lief that increased emphasis should be placed on rebuilding the DRV econ-

omy as opposed to the primacy of the war policies” that had the backing 

of Chinese or Soviet support in 1972.45 The final two proposals included 

planting stories that Soviet and Chinese officials separately conveyed to 

third parties their apprehension that a North Vietnamese victory actually 

threatened long- term Soviet and Chinese interests in the region.46
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1972 AS 1968 REDUX

Nixon’s visit to Beijing lent urgency to the task set forth by Party leaders 

at the Twentieth Plenum and the Party’s CMC conference in February. 

Throughout the month of March, Politburo leaders in Hanoi sent a steady 

stream of directives and reports to southern commanders. On 10 March, 

Le Duan instructed southern leaders to adopt his three- stage plan for the 

political struggle in the cities.47 Seeking to create the conditions for a gen-

eral uprising in the urban centers, the first secretary warned southern 

commanders that the implementation of his three- stage plan might en-

counter complications, but that sure victory over Thieu required stepping 

up the political struggle. The next day, the Politburo and the military brass 

met to hammer out the final details for the upcoming offensive. At the end 

of the month, Le Duc Tho cabled Pham Hung and other southern leaders 

with the results of this meeting.48 Even though the enemy’s pacification 

efforts had succeeded in increasing occupied areas and decreasing liber-

ated zones, particularly in the Tri- Thien region located in the northern 

provinces of South Vietnam, DRV war leaders had concluded that Nixon’s 

troop withdrawal had reached a level where communist forces possessed 

a clear superiority on the battlefield.49 Vietnamization had strengthened 

the South Vietnamese armed forces, but they were still not as effective as 

American troops. The major losses of the “reactionary armies” in South 

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos threw the “puppet governments” into po-

litical turmoil. Nixon’s policy of Vietnamization, and more generally “Indo-

chinization,” had failed. Convinced that communist forces had destroyed 

the backbone of the ARVN in Laos in 1971, Tho believed victory would be 

within Hanoi’s grasp in 1972.50 Moreover, the U.S. administration, beset 

with its own domestic problems as a result of the war, had turned to the 

international arena to improve the military situation in Vietnam. How-

ever, Tho predicted, Nixon’s international strategy was doomed to failure 

“because no other party can replace us to resolve the problem [vi khong ai 

co the thay the ta ma giai quyet duoc],” undeniably a reference to Chinese 

and Soviet leaders, who wanted North Vietnam’s permission to discuss 

resolution of the war with Nixon.51 Preoccupied with his historic visits, 

Nixon, North Vietnamese leaders believed, would be unable to respond 

militarily to Hanoi’s offensive.52

 Regarding military strategy, Tho predicted that the upcoming commu-

nist offensive would differ from previous ones in 1970 and 1971 in dura-

tion. Like the 1968 offensive, the 1972 attacks would extend beyond the 
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dry season and into the spring and summer. Communist forces would not 

allow the enemy any respite. However, in order to carry out a lengthy mili-

tary campaign and to translate battlefield success into total victory, the 

Party needed to coordinate the military offensive with the political move-

ment in the cities and the countryside as well as the diplomatic struggle 

in Paris. Tho exhorted Hung and the other COSVN commanders to be vigi-

lant and to follow the situation carefully in the South to ensure that the 

“offensive and uprising” was successful in 1972.53

 On 28 March, the Politburo convened another meeting with the CMC 

and cabled the results to the heads of all the regional Party committees 

and military theaters in the South. Since D- Day was fast approaching, 

the Politburo provided a more detailed assessment of the enemy’s intel-

ligence regarding the upcoming offensive and possible American retalia-

tion.54 According to the Party, Washington knew that communist forces 

were going to attempt a major military action in early 1972.55 As a result, 

the Politburo predicted that if the puppet forces appeared on the verge of 

defeat, the United States might redeploy its forces or at the very least, con-

centrate its remaining troops in the Tri- Thien region to save the Saigon 

regime. In addition, the report stated that Nixon might even undertake a 

public relations campaign to portray the DRV as the aggressor in order to 

launch a bombing campaign against the North, targeting Noi Bai airport, 

Hai Phong harbor, major bridges, petroleum depots, and large industries. 

The Politburo warned the leaders of the resistance to brace their forces for 

such eventualities.

 On 30 March 1972, tens of thousands of PAVN troops, armed with Soviet 

and Chinese tanks and weaponry, crossed the DMZ toward Quang Tri 

province.56 The Spring–Summer Offensive targeted Tri- Thien military re-

gion in northern South Vietnam, the eastern Mekong Delta, and the Tay 

Nguyen area in the Central Highlands. Contrary to the 1968 Tet Offensive, 

which relied heavily on southern units to launch a surprise attack on all of 

the major cities and towns in the RVN (at least in phase 1), the 1972 Spring–

Summer Offensive primarily utilized the North Vietnamese army to strike 

on three fronts.57 Alongside the spectacular PAVN crossing of the DMZ, 

North Vietnamese troops marched from Laos and Cambodia toward Kon-

tum in the western Central Highlands and from bases in the Fishhook re-

gion of eastern Cambodia toward South Vietnamese towns located north 

of Saigon.58

 At first, Party leaders intended communist forces to concentrate on 

the eastern Mekong Delta with secondary attacks across the DMZ in the 
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extreme north of Tri- Thien and in the Central Highlands, but at the last 

minute, operations in Tri- Thien assumed greater importance than opera-

tions in the other two regions.59 In a rare instance of transparency, Viet-

namese officials now claim that Giap was against only a full- frontal attack 

across the DMZ to the Tri- Thien theater that was preferred by Le Duan, Le 

Duc Tho, and General Van Tien Dung, but once again he lost out to these 

more powerful leaders.60 According to the official history of the Combat 

Operations Department, “Comrade Vo Nguyen Giap suggested that we 

build a road to the west to enable us to conduct a ‘campaign- level flanking 

attack’ in combination with our frontal attack.”61 In fact, Giap called for 

building roads to the west in all three locations—the eastern Mekong, the 

Central Highlands, and Tri- Thien—to launch attacks around the enemy’s 

flank. As in 1968, however, Giap left the country for “medical treatment” 

before the military planning firmed up.62 During his absence, the roads 

were not completed in time for an attack on the enemy’s rear; instead, Le 

Duan and Tho saw to it that crossing the DMZ would gain the lion’s share 

of resources. The “group that advocated making Tri Thien our primary 

offensive sector” won, even though “it would be a frontal attack into the 

teeth of the enemy’s defenses,” official historians later recorded.63

 Nonetheless, the communist offensive scored stunning victories within 

the first month and a half with the fall of Quang Tri City in the north, 

the Dak To and Loc Ninh district capitals, and the area north of Saigon. 

PAVN soldiers surged forward to threaten the former imperial capital of 

Hue and two provincial capitals, Kontum and Binh Long. During May, 

U.S. bombs were able to slow the North Vietnamese onslaught, resulting 

in what Hanoi considered a period of “equilibrium.”64 By early June, the  

South Vietnamese Army had blunted the attack on Hue and had turned  

the tide of the fighting in the RVN’s favor following the battle for An Loc, 

the capital of Binh Long located near the Cambodian border, and Kontum, 

in the Central Highlands, during which massive PAVN attacks were deci-

sively repelled. By the late summer, the ARVN launched counterattacks 

and was able to recapture Quang Tri City. The 1972 offensive once again 

failed to bring about a general insurrection to topple the Saigon regime.

 During the first few weeks of the offensive, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho 

were convinced that victory was within their grasp. In fact, the launch-

ing of the attacks constituted an early birthday gift for the VWP first sec-

retary. As PAVN forces encountered little resistance in the first week of 

operations, Le Duan happily received well- wishes on his sixty- fifth birth-

day from all of his allies in the communist camp—an honor normally re-
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served for the DRV president.65 Buoyed by the acknowledgement of his 

leadership abroad and ecstatic about the easy victories in the South, Le 

Duan believed that conditions were ripe for a mass insurrection. Here was 

the opportunity, the first secretary believed, to vindicate his strategy. On 

9 April, he telegrammed COSVN to push the political struggle forward in 

the cities since communist forces were scoring victories on the battlefield 

while the masses continued to rise up in the countryside. Wary of reliving 

the setbacks of 1968, when the communist forces were unable to exploit 

the surprise attacks and the revolutionary fervor in the countryside, Le 

Duan took pains to emphasize the need for coordination between the vic-

tories on the battlefront, the increase of activity in the countryside, and 

political agitation in the urban centers.66 The following day, the Politburo 

convened a meeting that echoed Le Duan’s exhortations.67 In mid- April, 

Le Duc Tho cabled Pham Hung to urge the southern leaders to maintain 

pressure on ARVN forces in Binh Long province. Tho wanted Hung to tie 

down ARVN troops in Binh Long so that communist forces might threaten 

Saigon.68

BIG- POWER BETRAYAL

As North Vietnamese tanks rolled across the DMZ, leaders in Beijing and 

Moscow found themselves caught between Hanoi and Washington. Al-

though Hanoi’s official statement at the time (and after) claimed that the 

offensive was strictly to alter the military balance of power on the ground, 

VWP leaders timed the launching between the Beijing summit (21–28 Feb-

ruary) and the Moscow summit (22–30 May).69 Both allies issued public 

declarations of support, but privately, Soviet and Chinese leaders were ex-

tremely frustrated with their North Vietnamese ally for not heeding their 

advice in seeking victory through negotiations rather than military esca-

lation. Given the timing of the attacks, the Soviets were more upset since 

they were convinced that Hanoi purposely aimed to sabotage détente but 

refrained from harming Sino- American rapprochement.70 In fact, Brezh-

nev told the Americans that the Chinese were behind the North Viet-

namese offensive and that both Asian powers wanted to see the Moscow 

summit canceled. The Chinese, in contrast, could afford to appear more 

supportive of the North Vietnamese since the Beijing summit had already 

taken place. Nevertheless, CCP leaders probably were still annoyed with 

their intractable ally.71 Beijing might even have been pursuing a policy 

of pushing the North Vietnamese into the Soviet camp on the eve of the 
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Easter Offensive.72 Although Chinese leaders reasoned that greater inter-

action between Moscow and Hanoi would produce greater friction, an ar-

gument can be made that Beijing also wanted to sabotage Soviet- American 

relations and to distance itself from Hanoi’s war in order to protect Sino- 

American relations.

 Before punishing the North Vietnamese for their military transgres-

sions, Nixon and Kissinger issued threats to Hanoi via its allies. On 3 April, 

Kissinger sent a secret letter to Beijing warning Chinese leaders that Nixon 

had no choice but to respond militarily to the DRV’s offensive.73 With the 

Soviets, the United States carried on a more complicated “diplomatic 

game,” combining both public statements and private channels to convey 

its threats.74 In addition to enlisting the Soviets and Chinese to pressure 

the North Vietnamese to end the offensive and return to the negotiating 

table, Nixon authorized military strikes against the DRV and sent requests 

to resume the secret meetings.75 On 4 April, he approved the use of B- 52 

bombers for the first time against the DRV and less than a week later, he 

ordered air and sea attacks around Hanoi.76 At the same time that Nixon 

approved these military measures, he tried to pin down the DRV on a date 

to resume public and private talks in Paris. In fact, both sides realized 

the necessity to keep negotiations alive.77 Although Party leaders refused 

Washington’s offer to meet privately on 24 April, the DRV delegation in 

Paris proposed that plenary sessions resume on 27 April and that a private 

meeting take place on 6 May. Le Duc Tho and Nguyen Duy Trinh then tele-

grammed Xuan Thuy in Paris with Hanoi’s intentions:

Although the US is stepping up attacks against the North, we still 

foresee the continuation of the Paris conference. . . . In the condi-

tions of détente between China, the Soviet Union, and the US, an 

international conference aimed at settling the problem is not to our 

advantage. We should maintain the Paris conference as a propa-

ganda forum for our benefit and for direct settlement with the US 

later. The maintenance of the Paris forum is not because of our weak-

ness, but because we need it in concert with the battlefield in the 

struggle against the US.78

 The Soviet Union played a key role as intermediary between the United 

States and the DRV. On 14, 15, and 17 April, Soviet ambassador to the 

DRV Ilya Scherbakov met respectively with Pham Van Dong, Nguyen Duy 

Trinh, and Le Duan in order to convey America’s proposal—and the Soviet 

Union’s willingness—to set up a meeting between Kissinger and Le Duc 
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Tho in Moscow during the former’s visit to the Soviet Union from 21 to 23 

April. VWP leaders rejected this arrangement since it suited Washington 

and Moscow more than it did Hanoi. Nixon, they claimed, wanted to “en-

hance” the Soviet Union’s role as intermediary in order to exploit détente 

for American ends in Vietnam, while Brezhnev wanted to offer his ser-

vices as a go- between in order to gain leverage with Nixon during his visit 

to Moscow.79 During Kissinger’s first day in the Soviet Union in late April, 

the U.S. national security advisor complained bitterly to Brezhnev about 

Hanoi’s “insolent” refusal to meet him in Moscow.80 On the second day 

of talks, Kissinger continued to focus his remarks on Vietnam and con-

veyed Nixon’s demands to his Soviet hosts. The DRV must withdraw all of 

its troops sent south during the Easter Offensive, respect the DMZ, and 

accept the U.S. demand for the return of all POWs before any settlement 

could be reached.81 After Kissinger was satisfied that he had exhausted the 

Vietnam issue with Brezhnev, he ignored Nixon’s orders and addressed the 

upcoming summit.82 On 25 April, Moscow sent Konstantin Katushev, head 

of the foreign relations commission of the CPSU Central Committee, to 

Hanoi in order to debrief the North Vietnamese. After presenting Nixon’s 

terms, which included the demand for the DRV to cease all attacks and re-

spect the DMZ as well as specific negotiating issues, Katushev conveyed 

Nixon’s threats as well. If Hanoi did not negotiate seriously, especially in a 

presidential election year, Nixon was prepared to take resolute measures 

to expand the war. Pham Van Dong registered his disapproval of Nixon’s 

demands and expressed his astonishment at Nixon’s hubris to the Soviet 

messenger.83 Nonetheless, after an exchange of notes between the United 

States and the DRV, North Vietnamese leaders agreed to convene a plenary 

session in late April and to meet Kissinger privately in early May.84

 Although the negotiating track was kept alive, Nixon was still unhappy 

with the results of his superpower diplomacy. Upset with an “arrogant” 

Kissinger who gave the Soviets everything they wanted—discussions on 

the summit and a Kissinger visit to Moscow that was longer than his visit 

to China—the president believed the United States had received nothing 

in return.85 According to Nixon, the Soviets refused to pressure the North 

Vietnamese despite his threats. On the eve of Kissinger’s departure for 

Paris to meet with Le Duc Tho, Nixon was reminded of the futility of his 

threats as communist forces stepped up their attacks in South Vietnam 

and captured Quang Tri City.86 On 26 April, Nixon delivered his second 

address to the nation on Vietnam in 1972, informing the American people 

that he intended to withdraw 20,000 troops over the next two months, that 
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Ambassador William J. Porter, who had replaced Ambassador David K. E. 

Bruce in 1971 as head delegate to the Paris negotiations, would return to 

the plenary sessions on 27 April, and that he would continue air and naval 

attacks against military targets in North Vietnam.87 Nixon’s “tough” speech 

was intended to compel the North Vietnamese to end their offensive as the 

president escalated the war to new heights in the weeks to come.

 On 2 May, an upset Kissinger met with a confident Le Duc Tho for a 

session that made little headway given the heavy fighting in South Viet-

nam. Since this was the first time that the negotiators had met since the 

secret talks were made public, Kissinger and Xuan Thuy exchanged heated 

words over the confidentiality of the meetings. Once both sides agreed 

to keep the private forum private, the conversation turned to substantive 

matters. Kissinger spoke first and made three demands on the DRV—to 

end the offensive, to abide by the 1968 understanding to wind down the 

war, and to negotiate seriously.88 Tho objected to Kissinger’s insinuations 

that the DRV had violated the 1968 promises, since Nixon’s expansion of 

the war to Cambodia and Laos constituted the true violation. Exploiting 

growing antiwar sentiment in the United States, the North Vietnamese 

negotiator referred to Senator J. William Fulbright’s comments on 8 April 

that defended the “patriotic forces’ military activities” and even quoted 

recently printed excerpts from the Pentagon Papers to reveal the extent of 

U.S. meddling in Vietnam. A “pained” Kissinger did not respond to Tho’s 

pointed comments regarding the American political scene, but instead he 

pushed North Vietnamese buttons by asking if Hanoi had a response to his 

questions regarding the U.S. eight- point peace proposal conveyed through 

the Soviets. An angry Le Duc Tho demanded that Kissinger ask these ques-

tions directly to the North Vietnamese rather than go through the Mos-

cow.89 The meeting ended with neither side proposing a date for the next 

session.

 Three days later, Tho and Thuy cabled Hanoi that the United States 

had suspended the public talks on the Avenue Kléber.90 The Politburo 

responded with an urgent message. Regarding Nixon’s strategy, Hanoi 

leaders were of the opinion that the U.S. administration would hold out 

for another month until the wet season arrived since the Americans be-

lieved that the seasonal shift would signal the end of the communist offen-

sive in South Vietnam. The VWP concluded that Nixon would probably 

not present anything new or different from the eight points during the 

month of May. Instead, Hanoi was convinced that the United States would 

use superpower diplomacy to bring Chinese and Soviet pressure to bear 
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on the North Vietnamese at the negotiating table. The Politburo ruefully 

observed that now the Soviets joined the Chinese in exerting maximum 

pressure on the North Vietnamese to accept a resolution to the Vietnam 

problem in light of Nixon’s upcoming visit to Moscow. As such, Hanoi con-

cluded, Nixon and Kissinger would request a private meeting in Paris only 

after they had punished the DRV militarily.91 According to historian Luu 

Van Loi’s version of what was possibly the same telegram, Hanoi conveyed 

even more suspicion of potential Soviet betrayal: “There have been trans-

actions between the US and the Soviet Union with regards to the Vietnam 

problem. Up to Nixon’s trip to the Soviet Union, another visit (secret or 

public) by Kissinger to Moscow is not out of the question, to put pressure 

on the host country regarding Vietnam and to reduce US difficulties. We 

should be vigilant of the scheme for undermining the Paris conference 

and finding another way to settle the Vietnam problem, for instance by 

convening an international conference.”92 The telegram ended with in-

structions for Tho and Thuy to put off any American requests for a private 

meeting until after the Moscow summit.93 Meanwhile, Kissinger, who had 

left the meeting disappointed, described his three hours with Tho and 

Thuy on 2 May as “thoroughly unproductive on substance” in his assess-

ment to Nixon. North Vietnamese intransigence, Kissinger believed, was 

based on the fluid military situation and the belief that better terms were 

on the horizon. Nixon, who never had as much faith in negotiations with 

Hanoi as Kissinger, began to doubt his national security advisor’s ability 

to gauge North Vietnamese actions.94

 Although the upcoming summit with the Soviet Union and negotia-

tions with North Vietnam would be put at risk, Nixon announced on 8 May 

the initiation of Operation Linebacker: the bombing of the area north of 

the twentieth parallel, including the vicinity around Hanoi and the min-

ing of the North Vietnamese ports.95 The U.S. president told Haig that he 

wanted the B- 52 attacks against Hanoi and Hai Phong to increase during 

the Moscow summit, since Nixon believed he had made a mistake when 

he decreased sorties during the Beijing summit.96 At the same time, the 

president stepped up the psychological warfare operations against the 

North Vietnamese. The CIA was ordered to knock out Radio Hanoi and 

then simulate broadcasts emphasizing great losses. Rumors were to be 

spread about the death of General Giap and the mental well- being of Le 

Duan.97 Nixon’s campaign was intended not only to send a message to the 

North Vietnamese to end their offensive but also to the Soviets and Chi-

nese to put more pressure on the North Vietnamese to return to the nego-
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tiating table rather than supply Hanoi with more tanks. At the same time 

that Nixon announced Operation Linebacker, he also dangled a carrot by 

putting forward a seemingly new peace proposal, including the release of 

all U.S. prisoners of war, internationally supervised elections, cessation of 

all U.S. acts of force throughout Indochina, and the complete withdrawal 

of U.S. forces from South Vietnam within four months after the signing of 

the agreement.98 Even though Kissinger had already offered these terms to 

the North Vietnamese in private, the American public was kept unaware of 

this. In fact, Nixon had formally suspended the public talks on 4 May, and 

informed his representative to the Paris talks, Ambassador Porter, that he 

would not have anything to do in France and suggested that Porter stay in 

Washington instead.99

 Nixon was ecstatic with the public’s embrace of Linebacker. Even with-

out the phony letters of support sent by the Committee to Re- elect the 

President (CRP, later nicknamed CREEP), public reaction to Nixon’s firm 

military actions was positive. In July, when the Democratic Party selected 

an outspoken dove, South Dakota Senator George McGovern, as its party’s 

nominee, Nixon’s second term seemed all but assured. Linebacker I con-

firmed to Nixon that he could reap rewards by escalating the war. Nixon’s 

good fortune was not limited to the home front. Although North Viet-

nam’s allies protested the U.S. bombing and mining campaign, they also 

conveyed that these attacks should not derail rapprochement or détente. 

The Chinese, with greater room for maneuver than the Soviets, could af-

ford to act more resolutely. On 12 May, Beijing condemned the U.S. min-

ing of Hai Phong harbor and other North Vietnamese ports and pledged 

Chinese support for the Vietnamese until final victory.100 During May, the 

Destruction from Operation Linebacker in Nam Dinh, DRV (Douglas Pike  

Photograph Collection, Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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PRC sent mine- clearing teams to Hai Phong, planned for Chinese assis-

tance in building pipelines, and transferred equipment to help the North 

Vietnamese rebuild bridges and roads.101 However, Beijing’s aid and sup-

port stopped short of granting Soviet ships crucial access to Chinese har-

bors.102 In early May, Soviet premier Alexei Kosygin had sent a letter to 

Zhou Enlai via Xuan Thuy requesting Soviet access to Chinese ports and 

use of Chinese railroads in order to transport goods and supplies to North 

Vietnam. Although Hanoi leaders forwarded Moscow’s request along with 

a note stating that they hoped China and the Soviet Union would be able 

to reach an agreement on this matter, Beijing remained obstinate. With 

Nixon’s mining operations, North Vietnamese appeals for internationalist 

cooperation became more desperate. Throughout May, Zhou Enlai con-

tinued to put off North Vietnamese leaders, claiming that the Soviets could 

not be trusted.103

 Initially, Moscow was divided on whether or not to hold the summit in 

light of Nixon’s bombing and mining operations, but in the end, Brezhnev 

won the debate to proceed with the Soviet- American meeting.104 As a re-

sult, Moscow’s official response to Operation Linebacker appeared mild 

compared to Chinese protests. The Soviet Union condemned the U.S. gov-

ernment for “inadmissible” actions and protested any potential damage 

to Soviet ships.105 The North Vietnamese grasped that it was more impor-

tant to recognize what the Soviets did not say than what was actually said. 

Moscow made no announcement regarding the summit. According to Luu 

Van Loi, however, the VWP understood the constraints on Soviet foreign 

policy. “Vietnam understood that in any case the Vietnam problem was 

for the Soviet Union the problem of a remote region. The Soviet Union 

had to cope with many problems closer to home, such as those of China, 

the Middle East, and Europe. Therefore, when Nixon had achieved rap-

prochement with China, it was impossible for the Soviet Union not to con-

tinue détente with the US.”106 Vietnam scholar Gareth Porter, in contrast, 

argues that Hanoi did expect strong diplomatic support, particularly for 

its offensive and against American bombing, from Moscow and Beijing. 

What North Vietnamese leaders did not expect, according to Porter, was 

that Nixon would be able to escalate the war and escape any diplomatic or 

political setbacks.107 According to a telegram from the Politburo to Le Duc 

Tho on the eve of Nixon’s departure for Moscow, Hanoi leaders empha-

sized the deleterious effects of Soviet- American détente on the Vietnamese 

revolution.108

 Regardless of North Vietnamese expectations, the Moscow summit was 
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a repeat performance of the Beijing summit except with Russian rather 

than Chinese actors. From 22 to 30 May, Nixon scored his second stun-

ning diplomatic victory with his visit to Moscow. Like Chinese leaders, the 

Soviets gave relations with the Nixon administration and détente with the 

United States priority over relations with the VWP and support for the fra-

ternal communist cause. The Soviets were unwilling to “hand over” North 

Vietnam to the Chinese, however. Moscow gave reassurances that it would 

not to sell out the Vietnamese revolution and made promises to “help” 

Hanoi deal with Washington. On the first day of plenary meetings, Brezh-

nev raised the issue of Vietnam.109 “The war which the United States has 

for many years now been waging in Vietnam,” the Soviet general secre-

tary stated, “has left a deep imprint in the soul of our people and in the 

hearts of all Soviet people. To take in these circumstances serious steps to 

develop Soviet- American relations was for us not at all an easy thing.”110 

Rather than dwell on Vietnam at the start of talks, Brezhnev promised to 

return to the issue later in Nixon’s visit. At the general secretary’s dacha on 

24 May, the time had come to discuss Vietnam. After stating his views on 

Vietnam and the Moscow- Hanoi alliance, Nixon tried to steer the conver-

sation away from Southeast Asia, preferring to discuss it during a “small 

forum.” Soviet leaders, however, seized the opportunity to condemn U.S. 

actions. “It would certainly be interesting to hear for the sake of what 

the U.S. invaded Vietnam,” Brezhnev baited Nixon. “I am sure no nation 

could find any just explanation for what is being done. And that is prob-

ably why all countries call the U.S. the aggressor and probably rightly so. I 

don’t want to hurl more epithets on you.”111 However, after “hurling” a few 

more epithets for good measure, Brezhnev and his crew shifted gears and 

toasted the American president and the improvement in U.S.- Soviet rela-

tions. Nixon later described Brezhnev’s behavior as “Jekyll and Hyde” as 

the Soviet leader who could “laugh and slap him on the back” at one mo-

ment and “shout angrily” at him at the next.112 Just like the Chinese, then, 

the Soviets voiced their disapproval in no uncertain terms to Nixon “for the 

record,” but they did little to compel the United States to change its policy 

toward Vietnam. Instead, both allies hoped to convince Hanoi to settle the 

war based more or less on Washington’s terms.

 After the Moscow summit, Soviet chairman Nikolai Podgorny trav-

eled to Hanoi to convince the North Vietnamese to return to the negoti-

ating table, just as Zhou Enlai had done following the Beijing summit a 

few months earlier.113 Prior to his visit, Hanoi leaders were deeply upset 

with the Soviets not only for receiving Nixon but also for trying to pressure 
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North Vietnam to meet privately with the United States.114 As a result, the 

DRV demanded that a four- party public session occur before any private 

meeting between Kissinger and Tho took place.115 On 13 June, Nguyen Duy 

Trinh and Xuan Thuy sent a letter to Le Duc Tho identifying what they be-

lieved to be the Soviet chairman’s two objectives during his stay in Hanoi. 

“The Soviets will want to convey Nixon’s position regarding Vietnam and 

then they will hope to explore our position regarding peace,” the letter 

stated. Right before Podgorny’s visit to the DRV from 14 to 16 June, VWP 

leaders expressed their indignation with the joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. communi-

qué and disappointment with their allies’ failure to act strongly against 

U.S. bombing and mining operations.116

 After Podgorny left Hanoi, Le Duc Tho flew to Beijing to request that 

Chinese leaders relent on the aid transport issue with the Soviets. On 18 

June, the North Vietnamese leader’s pleas proved successful. The PRC 

agreed to grant Soviet, Cuban, and East European ships access to Chi-

nese harbors and to transport these goods via Chinese rail. However, the 

arrangement immediately encountered difficulties when Soviet goods ar-

rived in Chinese harbors covered by torn blankets rather than sturdy tar-

paulins. Beijing concluded that Moscow purposely wanted the U.S. satel-

lites to see what it was sending to Hanoi.117 Although Tho left Beijing 

satisfied that he gained Chinese cooperation regarding aid transport and 

greater aid packages, he could not have been happy to know that his de-

parture was followed by Kissinger’s arrival in China the following day.118

 On 1 June, after Nixon’s visit to Moscow but before Podgorny’s trip to 

Hanoi, the VWP Politburo officially shifted the nation’s resources and at-

tention from the offensive in the South to the defense of the North.119 By 

mid- month, U.S. bombing and South Vietnamese counteroffensives had 

rolled back the early communist victories. As a result, Le Duan and the 

Hanoi leaders reanalyzed and reformulated VWP strategy by taking stock 

of the Spring–Summer Offensive, Nixon’s Operation Linebacker, and Sino- 

Soviet- American relations.120 Although the performance of main force 

units had improved, problems still existed in organization as well as with 

command and control.121 By June, communist leaders privately admitted 

to themselves that the high technology, big- unit warfare exemplified in 

the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive had failed to attain its objectives.122 

In describing Hanoi’s military assessment at the time, Luu Van Loi writes, 

“In a word, though a fundamental victory was not yet achieved, the situa-

tion on the battlefield had changed to the advantage of [North] Vietnam, 

creating conditions for the revolution in SVN to later develop its struggle 
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in strength.”123 Once again, Le Duan’s strategy proved unsuccessful as 

American bombs and South Vietnamese counterattacks cut short any bur-

geoning political struggle in the cities. The Hanoi Politburo as a whole had 

to accept that its objective for the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive to alter 

the military balance of power on the ground and to thwart superpower ob-

struction from above had failed. For the remainder of the war, then, VWP 

leaders resigned themselves to struggle solely in the diplomatic arena.

CONCLUSION

The first half of 1972 reveals that Beijing and Moscow were as much the-

aters of battle in the Vietnam War as the frontlines of Indochina, the Paris 

negotiations, and the beleaguered home fronts in the United States and 

Vietnam. As Nixon undertook his historic visits to China and the Soviet 

Union to lessen tensions in the Cold War and thus change the course of 

international relations in the postwar era, Le Duan—as well as Nguyen 

Van Thieu—tried to stop the intricate dance among the great powers as it 

threatened to stamp out their local struggles. Vietnamese leaders resorted 

to publicly shaming and privately manipulating their great- power allies 

to “toe the ideological line.” Familiar Cold War scripts that Third World 

actors utilized to entice superpower patrons, however, were no longer as 

persuasive. Alliances in the Cold War by 1972 not only involved “servitude” 

but also treachery and double- dealing as the line between friend and foe 

became further blurred in the Vietnam War.

 In this oppressive international climate, Hanoi attempted its third bid 

for victory. Just as in 1964 and 1968, Le Duan’s General Offensive and Gen-

eral Uprising strategy in 1972 did not lead the VWP to certain triumph. 

Although PAVN forces began the Easter Offensive in brilliant fashion, the 

political and military conditions in South Vietnam by 1972 were different 

than they were in 1964 or even in 1968. According to Le Duan, a general up-

rising failed to materialize not only because the United States stymied the 

communist advance with its bombs but because “the puppet regime” was 

able to conscript more South Vietnamese men into its regional and provin-

cial forces. With this admission, the VWP first secretary finally abandoned 

his goal of stirring the masses to rise up and join the communist troops in 

overthrowing the Saigon regime during the 1972 offensive.

 Meanwhile, although Nixon and Kissinger had dealt a stunning diplo-

matic blow with the Beijing summit, they were prepared to risk these gains 

as well as détente to enact the military prong of their strategy. Resuscitat-
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ing Operation “Duck Hook,” Nixon’s contingency military planning that 

was deemed too extreme in 1969, Operation Linebacker executed portions 

of those plans in the late spring of 1972. For the first time since the cessa-

tion of Operation Rolling Thunder, the United States launched a continu-

ous large- scale aerial campaign—this time including B- 52 bombers—over 

railroad lines leading to the Chinese border, military installations, as well 

as populated cities in North Vietnam. Moreover, Nixon ordered the min-

ing of Hai Phong and other harbors in the DRV to cut off Hanoi’s maritime 

supply lines, endangering Soviet vessels in the process. In other words, the 

president made good on his early madman threats.

 Nixon’s gamble paid off. Neither Beijing nor Moscow was willing to risk 

its relations with the United States for the Vietnamese cause. The Soviet 

Union proceeded with the Moscow summit, while Beijing only issued 

empty threats at Washington for escalating the war in Vietnam. As Viet-

namese communist forces struggled to hold on to their initial victories 

in the South, Chinese and Soviet leaders pressured Hanoi to abandon its 

military offensive and return to the negotiating table. Equipping the DRV 

with defensive armaments against Operation Linebacker but not offensive 

weaponry to continue the communist campaign in South Vietnam, Bei-

jing and Moscow could claim that they were providing assistance to their 

North Vietnamese ally. Le Duan and his comrades had little choice but to 

shift gears and pursue a new strategy in the war for peace.
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There was no precedent, either in Vietnamese  

history or elsewhere in the world, for the kind of “talk- fight”  

situation we had at that time.—Vo Van Sung1

c h a p t e r  e i g h t

WAR FOR PEACE

Each time Nga received a letter from her husband, Le Duan, telling her to 

remain strong and be a hero of the revolution, she passed it along to her 

colleagues, who felt similarly buoyed by his words. By 1972, Nga had be-

come deputy head of the Women’s Auxiliary Corps and a member of the 

Party Regional Committee. Although she held an important position and 

wanted to travel around the Mekong Delta to survey the war effort, her 

comrades insisted that Nga stay close to headquarters for fear that she be 

arrested by enemy forces. Her capture would not only be a blow to them, 

they pointed out, it could destroy Le Duan’s spirit in Hanoi.2 At first Nga 

bristled. As a journalist by training, she needed to be out observing and 

analyzing the situation around her, not remaining cloistered in one area 

listening to other people’s war stories. When she had the occasion to travel 

to northern Can Tho, she jumped at the opportunity. The precariousness 

of her situation, however, immediately hit her as she stood staring at a 

picture of herself on a “wanted” poster on the docks of the port city. “Real 

name: Nguyen Thuy Nga, New name: Nguyen Thi Van. Wife of the Num-

ber 1 Communist Enemy in North Vietnam. Anyone who apprehends her 

or has information regarding . . .” Nga could read no more; she stood shiv-

ering in the hot, humid air of the Mekong Delta.3

 Ignorant of the dangers confronting his wife, Le Duan already had 
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enough to worry about in Hanoi. While his great- power friends wined 

and dined Nixon, they bullied and pressured him to end the war. Staking 

his reputation once again on his military strategy, Le Duan had launched 

the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive. Though it began well, the first secre-

tary was not so sure going into the summer phase of attacks. Despite his 

deep reservations, perhaps the time had come to consider negotiations. 

Throughout his career, Le Duan had tried to avoid repeating the mistakes 

of Ho, but in the end, he finally understood that diplomacy was necessary 

to stave off defeat.

 This chapter analyzes the endgame of America’s war in Vietnam. As Sai-

gon forces slowly reversed Hanoi’s gains made during the Spring– Summer 

Offensive, recapturing pivotal territory, Beijing and Moscow, urged on 

by Nixon, pulled out all the stops to pressure Hanoi to accept American 

terms. Le Duan finally admitted defeat. With the failure of his 1972 Spring– 

Summer Offensive to achieve a decisive victory, the first secretary, who 

long abhorred relying on diplomacy during the war, focused the Party’s 

resources on the “talking” portion of his policy—“fighting” had failed to 

achieve the Party’s goals.

 Nixon, however, was not ready to end the fighting and to come to a reso-

lution in the fall of 1972. Although Tho and Kissinger had hammered out 

a draft agreement in October, RVN president Thieu used his remaining 

weapon—his obstinacy—to sabotage the peace. Thieu’s tactics paid off: 

Nixon abandoned the prospects for peace and instead unleashed one more 

devastating round of bombing over Hanoi. As B- 52s brought death and de-

struction to North Vietnam, public outcry blunted Nixon’s aggression and 

thwarted Thieu’s obstruction. Although Le Duan and Le Duc Tho failed not 

only to win the war for peace but also to save the DRV from further destruc-

tion in 1972, their global offensive to garner world support did manage to 

tie Nixon’s hand and dull Sino- Soviet betrayal. Nonetheless, these violent 

events on the eve of the 1973 Paris agreement boded ill for all parties, tear-

ing apart any chance for a viable resolution to the war. Although American 

departure was imminent, peace did not return to  Vietnam.

LE DUAN’S ADMISSION OF DEFEAT:  

FROM GO- GU TO DIPLOMACY

By the summer of 1972, it was clear to Hanoi leaders that the Spring– 

Summer Offensive had failed to alter the military balance of power and 

to create conditions for a mass uprising in South Vietnam. Nixon’s bomb-
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ing and mining campaigns in Operation Linebacker had caused extensive 

damage to North Vietnamese industry and infrastructure, forcing the VWP 

Politburo to shift focus from its offensive in the South to defense of the 

North.4 Once again, the North Vietnamese urban population relocated to 

the countryside, fleeing American bombs that disrupted daily life as they 

had under Johnson’s Rolling Thunder. In South Vietnam, Saigon forces, 

supported by American air power, launched counterattacks to regain ter-

ritory that communist troops had seized. On 2 May, President Thieu ap-

pointed General Ngo Quang Truong, who was in command of the I Corps 

when PAVN forces launched their first wave of attacks across the DMZ in 

March, to replace General Hoang Xuan Lam. The South Vietnamese presi-

dent blamed Lam for the collapse of the northern provinces to communist 

forces and relieved him of duty by appointing him to head an anticorrup-

tion campaign in the Ministry of Defense. Under the leadership of General 

Truong, South Vietnamese paratroopers and marines launched Operation 

Lam Son 72 to recapture the city and province of Quang Tri.5

 As a result of Saigon’s counteroffensive and after much debate in Hanoi, 

the Party’s CMC ordered its forces to cease the third wave of attacks and 

shift gradually to a defensive posture in the Quang Tri–Thua Thien re-

gion.6 Under the command of General Giap, communist troops prevented 

General Truong’s forces from recapturing Quang Tri City until September 

1972.7 Le Duan believed that the problem facing the communist offensive 

in 1972 was vastly different from the one it had confronted in 1968:

Our strategy for the military offensive, which is now in its fourth 

month [August], remains to carry on the offensive and uprising and 

to annihilate and smash the puppet army. Even though we have de-

feated a large part of the puppet’s main force units, the regional and 

popular forces have not been destroyed. Moreover, although the 

military offensive is progressing well, the masses have still not risen 

up in large portion. . . . Today, the situation in the countryside differs 

greatly from the one during the Tet Offensive. After years of pacifica-

tion, the enemy’s goal is to subjugate the masses and force them into 

military service. . . . Approximately 70–80 percent of families have a 

member who has been conscripted as a result.8

Le Duan’s internal assessment confirmed U.S. General Creighton Abrams’s 

public statements at the time that the United States and the RVN had been 

winning the war in the South Vietnamese countryside with the U.S. “one 

war” strategy.9 Although the VWP first secretary continued to track the 
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progress of the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive from his headquarters in 

Hanoi, he no longer believed that communist forces could achieve a deci-

sive victory on the battlefield that would produce a favorable agreement 

in Paris.10 The first secretary finally reconciled himself to the failure of 

his GO- GU strategy for victory; instead, he would focus on the “talking” 

aspect of his talk- fight strategy. “If we want to speed up negotiations in 

Paris and sign an agreement before November 1972,” Le Duan confided 

to his comrades in the Politburo after the ARVN retook Quang Tri City, 

“we must concentrate our efforts on doing whatever it takes to resolve our 

first objective, which is ‘to fight to force the Americans to withdraw.’ The 

achievement of our first objective will create the conditions necessary for 

us to subsequently attain our second objective, ‘to fight to make the pup-

pets collapse.’”11 With this admission, Le Duan no longer sought to topple 

the Saigon regime to force Washington’s hand in negotiations. Rather, he 

strove for more minimal terms in Paris and shelved his military plans until 

the Americans vacated Vietnam. For the remainder of the war against the 

United States, then, Le Duan and the Politburo relied primarily on diplo-

matic and political struggles and downgraded the military offensive, de-

vising an international strategy aimed at thwarting Sino- Soviet obstruc-

tion, exploiting U.S. domestic opposition to the war during an election 

year, and negotiating seriously in Paris.

THE PERPETUAL WAR

In late June and early July, Le Duc Tho hastily returned to Hanoi from 

Sofia, Bulgaria, for an urgent Politburo meeting to vote on a new strategy 

for the remainder of 1972.12 The Politburo, according to Luu Van Loi, had 

positive reasons to “switch from a strategy of war to a strategy of peace.”13 

Since the start of the Kissinger- Tho talks, the DRV had scored two victories 

at the negotiating table. The United States relented on mutual withdrawal 

and agreed to Thieu’s resignation one month prior to any election in South 

Vietnam. With what Party leaders disingenuously hailed as communist 

victories on the battlefield and in light of the upcoming U.S. presidential 

election, Loi wrote, North Vietnamese leaders wanted to seize the oppor-

tunity to negotiate seriously from a position of strength.

 In reality, neither the military balance of power on the ground nor the 

diplomatic struggle at the international level provided Party leaders with 

much reason for optimism. Militarily, South Vietnamese forces were able 

to prevent communist troops from taking Kontum and An Loc as well as to 
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launch their own counterattacks to reclaim lost territory. Diplomatically, 

Nixon was successful in getting Chinese and Soviet leaders to exert pres-

sure on the North Vietnamese to de- escalate the fighting and to settle the 

war through negotiations. Not only did Beijing and Moscow use every op-

portunity to lecture Hanoi on the need to negotiate more flexibly, but both 

powers also reduced aid to the DRV.14 Although Hanoi’s patrons continued 

to provide military and economic assistance, this only equipped the DRV 

to defend itself from American bombs and mines, not to maintain military 

pressure on the RVN.15 As a result, the Hanoi Politburo’s shift to a “strategy 

of peace” was an admission of failure, not a declaration of victory. In June, 

the DRV authorized its delegate- general, Vo Van Sung, to approach the 

U.S. Air Force attaché in Paris, Colonel Georges Guay, to set up a private 

meeting between Le Duc Tho and Kissinger for mid- July.16 Although North 

Vietnamese leaders were keen to negotiate, they wanted to avoid meet-

ing on or before the Democratic Party Convention set for 10 July. Hanoi 

did not want to convey the impression that it would interfere with the 

U.S. presidential election even if the VWP did plan to accelerate the politi-

cal struggle for the hearts and minds of the American voters.17 Instead, 

Party leaders preferred to use “people’s diplomacy,” including American 

actress Jane Fonda’s two- week visit to survey the extent of damage done 

by Nixon’s bombs in Operation Linebacker.18 Both sides finally agreed on 

13 July for the plenary session and 16 July for the private  meeting.19

 American politics was not the only factor weighing heavily on North 

Vietnamese minds; Hanoi’s strategy deliberation also took place in the 

context of changes in the Party leadership. During the height of the Easter 

Offensive, Van Tien Dung and Minister of Public Security Tran Quoc 

Hoan were elevated to the Politburo, increasing membership from nine 

to eleven. After the Third Party Congress in 1960, there had been no new 

members inducted to the top echelon of party power even after the deaths 

of Nguyen Chi Thanh in 1967 and Ho Chi Minh in 1969.20 The desire to 

present an image of stability and constancy, in addition to solidarity, prob-

ably influenced the decision to maintain the status quo. By 1972, Le Duan 

must have felt his grip on power weakening as a result of Nixon’s diplo-

matic successes and the failure of his General Offensive and General Up-

rising earlier in the year.

 The elevation of Dung and Hoan to the Politburo in the summer of 1972 

thus deserves more analysis. Dung was not only inducted in the Politburo 

but also made a full general, perhaps reflecting Le Duan’s desire to check 

Giap’s growing influence after the failure of the 1972 Spring–Summer 
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Offensive. Even though Dung took over command of the war from 1968 

onward and thus oversaw the Tet and Spring–Summer Offensives, Gen-

eral Giap’s influence continued to increase in the PAVN, particularly after 

his success in defeating ARVN forces in Laos in 1971. Le Duan’s inability 

to score a definitive military victory and create the conditions for a mass 

insurrection in 1972 may have prompted the first secretary to push for 

Dung’s membership in the Politburo and thus act as a counterweight to 

Giap, who had assumed command of defensive operations in the South.21

 Minister of Public Security Hoan’s elevation to the Politburo was an ex-

pression of the Party leadership’s desire to clamp down on growing unrest 

in the DRV. The failure of the Party to redress economic problems in 1971 

and the return of the air war over the DRV in 1972 took a heavy toll on the 

North Vietnamese people. There were seventeen mass media articles on 

“counterrevolution [phan cach mang]” during May alone.22 Party leaders 

attributed black marketing, the decrease in labor productivity, economic 

speculation, hoarding, the exploitation of urban evacuees, and the overall 

breakdown in the morale and discipline of the North Vietnamese people 

to counterrevolution. In two articles in Hoc Tap, Hoan outlined the Party’s 

response to the decades of “counterrevolution” by launching a “counter- 

counterrevolutionary” movement in 1972.23

 U.S. records reveal that the intensive U.S. psychological warfare cam-

paign, which began during Linebacker, did make substantial inroads in 

1972.24 By the beginning of the summer, the United States entertained a 

plan, referred to as Operation Archie Bunker, to reach a large portion of 

the North Vietnamese population by destroying Radio Hanoi’s transmit-

ters shortly before the major evening news broadcast and replacing it in-

stead with a fake “emergency transmission from Radio Hanoi” broadcast 

from the Coronet Solo aircraft.25 Even though Secretary of Defense Melvin 

Laird vetoed the operation, questioning its military viability and citing 

its potential international and domestic drawbacks, the United States did 

continue dropping leaflets and spreading misinformation.26 By mid- July, 

Kissinger believed that the psyops campaign was “striking a raw nerve of 

the DRV leadership.”27 As Hanoi appeared more flexible in Paris through-

out August, the Psychological Operations Group planned to introduce a 

fake Party resolution to let the “genie of peace . . . out of the bottle,” one 

that VWP leaders would have a hard time putting back in.28

 Despite America’s best efforts, a counterrevolution in the DRV was un-

likely given the extent of Party control over North Vietnam. Nonetheless, 

Le Duan and other Politburo members were concerned to prevent any dis-
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sent from arising as a result of their decisions during the remainder of 

1972. This allowed Hoan to take an even harder line against those sus-

pected of rightist deviationism since, in his view, loyal opposition or legiti-

mate political grievances did not exist. Carrying out his campaign of “nip-

ping in the bud” potential reactionary organizations, Hoan dismantled the 

World Proletarian League and Poor People’s Liberation Front to Oppose 

Injustice, just to name a few, in the early summer of 1972.29 Fine- tuning his 

speeches justifying the expansion of his and his ministry’s power, Hoan 

described opposition to the will of the state and Party as a crime.30 Early 

the following year, Hoan’s labors paid off: Decree No. 32- ND/CP created 

the Counterreactionary Department, giving the Ministry of Public Secu-

rity the legal document needed to continue its domestic war in the DRV 

indefinitely.31

 Although the extent of inner- Party squabbles and DRV domestic unrest 

in 1972 remains unclear, the international response to North Vietnam’s 

decision to resume private talks is well documented. Before the sched-

uled Kissinger- Tho meeting in July, Chinese leaders tried to persuade their 

North Vietnamese allies to settle in Paris. In particular, Beijing wanted 

Hanoi to drop the demand for the United States to cease its support of 

the current Saigon regime. Since the summer of 1971, Chinese leaders 

had cited Beijing’s toleration of Chiang Kai- shek in Taiwan as a reason for 

Hanoi to accept Nguyen Van Thieu in South Vietnam. During Zhou Enlai’s 

meeting with Pham Van Dong in Kunming on 6 and 7 July, the Chinese 

leader tried to convince Dong to settle any outstanding issues with the 

Americans first before turning to oust Thieu. In fact, the Chinese leader 

raised the idea of a three- way coalition government with the Vietnamese 

premier: “If the military and the political questions cannot be resolved in 

the Vietnamese- American talks, it is proper to establish a coalition gov-

ernment between the right, the neutrals, and the left in South Vietnam. A 

coalition government can directly be negotiated with Nguyen Van Thieu, it 

will take some time, if it does not work out fight again, the Americans will 

not return.”32 Immediately after his meeting with Dong, Zhou met with 

Xuan Thuy and DRV vice minister of trade Ly Ban in Beijing. During the 

meeting, Thuy briefed Zhou on Hanoi’s strategy but did not reveal much 

to the Chinese leader. Thuy said the VWP was prepared to fight or negoti-

ate based on reasonable terms.33 A few days later, Zhou Enlai held a longer 

and more important meeting with Le Duc Tho, who remained unmoved 

by the Chinese leader’s pleas to compromise in Paris. Zhou appealed to 

flattery (Hanoi was “correct” in 1968 to engage in negotiations with the 
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United States despite Chinese disapproval) and to China’s vast experience 

(Beijing conducted “talking while fighting” during the Korean War as well 

as with Taiwan). The Chinese leader argued that the North Vietnamese 

had to negotiate with the “chieftain [dau so].” At some point it was best to 

deal with Thieu as representative of the “right” in a tripartite government, 

otherwise he might try to sabotage the peace.34 Moreover, Zhou pointed 

out, after a coalition government was established, the DRV could resume 

fighting. “The question is to play for time with a view of letting North Viet-

nam recover, thus getting stronger while the enemy is getting weaker.” 

Tho’s response was unequivocal: “But we still think of a government with-

out Thieu.”35 In Hanoi’s estimation, Thieu was still unpalatable as one of 

three forces in a coalition government.36

BATTLEGROUND: U.S. DOMESTIC POLITICS

As VWP leaders dealt with internal problems and external pressure, Sena-

tor George McGovern’s nomination as the Democratic Party candidate for 

president gave the Politburo reason for optimism in an otherwise difficult 

period. McGovern’s public declaration that if he were elected he would im-

mediately end support for the Thieu regime, bring back American POWs, 

and conclude the U.S. war in Vietnam within ninety days was roundly 

applauded in Hanoi.37 On 12 July, DRV leaders once again took note of 

McGovern’s political solution for Vietnam. The Democratic nominee cam-

paigned on ending America’s war through the unconditional cessation of 

bombing over Indochina, the complete withdrawal of American troops 

within ninety days of the cessation of bombing, the cessation of military 

aid to the Thieu regime, and the promotion of diplomatic efforts to settle 

the POW issue.38 On 17 July, Nguyen Duy Trinh cabled Tho and Thuy re-

garding the impact of McGovern’s candidacy. “The new picture is favor-

able for our war effort,” the DRV foreign minister wrote. “We now have 

more ways to exploit the contradictions between the two U.S. parties and 

to force Nixon to offer a settlement favorable to us.”39

 Two days after Foreign Minister Trinh’s telegram arrived in Paris, Tho 

and Thuy met with Kissinger for six and a half hours at 11 Rue Darthé. Both 

sides were cordial, but neither offered any new terms.40 Kissinger did, how-

ever, reiterate the administration’s principles with respect to a settlement 

in Vietnam, including its flexibility in dealing with any present (and future) 

governments in Indochina. He hinted that Washington could do without 

Thieu since the United States neither was “wedded” to any particular per-
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sonalities in South Vietnam (these words were deleted from Ambassador 

Ellsworth Bunker’s postmeeting assessment for Thieu) nor deemed it nec-

essary to have a pro- American government in Saigon when the United 

States interacted with governments that were “not pro- American in the 

largest of Asian nations”—an obvious reference to the PRC.41 The U.S. 

negotiator also warned Hanoi that it should not try to influence American 

electoral politics. If the DRV did attempt to meddle, Kissinger warned, the 

Nixon administration would stop all negotiations until after the election. 

Unperturbed by Kissinger’s threat, Tho and Thuy proceeded with their pre-

pared lectures regarding the DRV’s glorious tradition and long history of 

opposing foreign aggression. After the discussion turned to substantive 

matters, Kissinger presented a five- point plan, which he called America’s 

“last effort” at peace.42 Tho was not impressed; he described Kissinger’s 

peace offer as vague and containing nothing new.43 Both sides, however, 

agreed to meet again on 1 August.

 According to Luu Van Loi, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy sent a lengthy 

postmeeting synopsis to Hanoi.44 The DRV negotiators believed that 

Kissinger’s five- point plan “might have some significance” since it was 

less rigid than what the United States had offered at the previous pri-

vate meeting in May.45 Kissinger’s “flexible” attitude at the meeting was 

undermined, however, by his insistence on negotiating “from a position 

of strength.”46 While the DRV’s leverage had all but disappeared as a result 

of battlefield losses, America’s bargaining position had grown stronger 

through superpower diplomacy. Nonetheless, Tho and Thuy insisted that 

the United States still had a weak point. Kissinger’s warning to the DRV to 

refrain from trying to influence the U.S. presidential elections suggested 

to Hanoi that the Nixon administration was vulnerable to just such pres-

sures.47 VWP leaders thus opted to dismiss Kissinger’s threat. According 

to Loi, the Hanoi Politburo stressed the importance of “taking advantage 

at present of the acute contradictions in the U.S. elections” and instructed 

Tho and Thuy to “make adequate use of these contradictions among the 

U.S. people and the political parties.”48

 On 27 July, the Politburo sent negotiating instructions to Paris not 

only for the upcoming private meeting but for the entire month of Au-

gust. In the lead- up to the Republican National Convention on 23 August, 

Hanoi leaders predicted that the Nixon administration might try to con-

vert progress in Paris into political gains at home. As a result, in order to 

extract a comprehensive settlement from Kissinger, Tho and Thuy should 

be inwardly uncompromising yet appear outwardly flexible. If Nixon and 
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Kissinger refused to budge before the convention, then the opportunity 

for a settlement would appear in October on the eve of the elections. The 

Politburo’s conclusion struck a confident tone: “Do not let Nixon think 

that we are afraid of failing to negotiate a settlement when it is really him 

who is afraid that he won’t be able to resolve Vietnam before the elec-

tions.”49 According to East German sources, Hanoi leaders were unwilling 

to make the necessary concessions in Paris because they nurtured “illu-

sions” that McGovern might win at the polls.50

 On 1 August, U.S. and DRV negotiators met for eight hours in their long-

est session to date. During the meeting, Kissinger presented a twelve- point 

plan that he later described as offering “nothing new” since it made only 

“cosmetic modifications.”51 However, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy saw the 

American plan differently. Not only did the twelve- point plan discuss po-

litical and military issues, it conceded more than America’s previous eight- 

point plan by being “softer in tone, clearer in expressing Washington’s 

desire to come to a resolution, and more conciliatory.”52 After a brief dis-

cussion of Kissinger’s plan and a short recess where “whiskey, wine, and 

tea” were offered to the U.S. team, Tho presented the DRV’s new ten- point 

proposal that allowed the PRG to negotiate directly with the Thieu regime. 

Hanoi dropped the demand for Thieu’s removal by proposing what Chi-

nese leaders had suggested the North Vietnamese leaders accept in early 

July: a three- component national reconciliation government.53

 Although both sides made compromises in their plans, major areas of 

disagreement still existed regarding political issues, making Hanoi leaders 

pessimistic about a settlement before the Republican National Conven-

tion. On 11 August, with few remaining options, the Politburo instructed 

the PRG to call on the support of the socialist nations, the American pub-

lic, and the progressive people of the world to help break the diplomatic 

stalemate in Paris.54 The VWP aimed to force Nixon’s hand by increas-

ing public pressure on administration before the convention. Meanwhile, 

in Washington, after listening to Kissinger’s assessment of the meeting, 

Nixon began to contemplate what could happen militarily after his vic-

tory at the polls if Hanoi refused to settle. “After November 7, school’s 

out,” Nixon stated, “and we’re going to take out the heart of installations 

in Hanoi. . . . We’re going to take out the whole goddamn dock area, ships 

or no ships. Tell them: ‘Clear out of there.’ We’ll stay away from the Chi-

nese border. And frankly, Henry, we may have to take the dikes out not for 

the purpose of killing people, [but] to warn the people.”55 This seemed a 

much more attractive option to Nixon than settling prematurely in Paris.
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 Kissinger and Tho’s private meeting on 14 August was a “holding action” 

by both sides, as the former needed to consult with Saigon and the latter 

intended to return to Hanoi for further instructions. Nonetheless, Kissin-

ger used the opportunity to express his annoyance with Vietnam’s ploy 

to portray the Paris talks as being deadlocked when there had been sub-

stantial progress in the private negotiations.56 He thus presented a packet 

of materials that included a U.S. policy statement, a new ten- point plan, 

and a procedural document regarding the conduct of negotiations.57 Tho 

heavily criticized the new terms presented in Kissinger’s packet and pre-

sented one document in return.58 In addition to demanding that military 

and political issues be discussed, the DRV negotiator reiterated the need 

for a three- component government of national reconciliation since there 

were, according to his count, two armies, two administrations, and three 

political forces in South Vietnam.59 Even though the United States and 

North Vietnam continued to close the gap between their positions, Kissin-

ger informed Tho that he could not discuss political issues until he met 

with Saigon leaders. Both sides agreed to meet again on 15 September.60 

Two days after the meeting, the DRV negotiators relayed the contents of 

the U.S. three- part packet to Hanoi.61

 Meanwhile, Kissinger flew to Saigon to gain Thieu’s support for the up-

coming U.S.- DRV negotiating session in September through two days of 

intense meetings with South Vietnamese officials. When Saigon leaders 

understood that the joint electoral commission would not only organize an 

election but also stand to gain governmental authority, they understand-

ably balked. Kissinger could not convince Thieu that the U.S.- proposed 

Committee of National Reconciliation would not become a coalition gov-

ernment. Kissinger reasoned that since each side would appoint half of 

the third segment, Saigon would possess a double veto. Thieu, however, 

was convinced that any tripartite body was the first step toward a coalition 

government.62 Nonetheless, he understood that he was powerless to stop 

Kissinger, since Saigon’s interests were not directly represented at the pri-

vate negotiations. Given Nixon’s additional abandonment of the demand 

for mutual withdrawal, the Thieu administration decided it was time to 

use the one remaining weapon in its diplomatic arsenal vis- à- vis its super-

power patron: recalcitrance. Even though Thieu received a personal let-

ter from Nixon promising that the United States would never abandon its 

“brave ally,” he rejected the American proposal for the CNR two days be-

fore the 15 September private meeting.63 Kissinger noted in his memoirs 

that Saigon was no different from Hanoi, and possibly even worse: “Inso-
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lence is the armor of the weak; it is a device to induce courage in the face 

of one’s panic. . . . In September 1972 a second Vietnamese party—our own 

ally—had managed to generate in me that impotent rage by which the 

Vietnamese have always tormented physically stronger opponents.”64

 As Nixon accepted the Republican Party’s nomination for reelection as 

president on 22 August, Hanoi leaders formulated a negotiating policy for 

the fall of 1972. According to Luu Van Loi, Tho and Thuy painted two pes-

simistic scenarios for the Politburo. If Nixon decided to settle the Vietnam 

problem before the elections, then the political struggle would be fierce 

and fighting would resume in the near future. If Nixon decided not to settle 

before the elections and was successful at the polls, then the situation 

would be very difficult for the DRV. The North Vietnamese negotiators 

identified late September and October as a crucial period during which 

VWP forces had to maintain the military initiative in South Vietnam and 

launch diplomatic and political offensives in order to force Nixon to settle 

before the elections. Although Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy now warned 

Hanoi not to “pin too much hope” on a McGovern victory, the VWP’s mili-

tary, diplomatic, and political struggles should still try to bring about 

Nixon’s defeat at the polls.65 Time was of the essence not only because 

of the upcoming U.S. presidential elections, but also because of the in-

creasing demand for peace in North Vietnam. According to East European 

sources, DRV officials had admitted that the people were “tired of war” 

and that VWP leaders needed to work toward a negotiated solution even 

though disagreements existed within the leadership.66 Combined with the 

spike in CIA psyops that year, the work of Minister of Public Security Hoan 

seemed to never end.

“AMERICAN WITHDRAWAL—PUPPET COLLAPSE”

With September and October presenting a pivotal period in negotiations, 

Hanoi’s diplomatic machinery worked overtime to prepare. VWP decision 

making in the diplomatic realm, just as in the military and political ones, 

remains a mystery. We now have a clearer picture of the foreign policy 

apparatus during the war thanks to the recent writings of former partici-

pants. With the start of peace talks in 1968, Bureau II, a special foreign 

affairs unit responsible for the analysis and study of the United States, be-

came an important apparatus in the Foreign Ministry. Nguyen Co Thach, 

who would later become SRV foreign minister, and Phan Hien directed the 

bureau, which included three subcommittees, or “cells”: “Administrative 
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and Logistics Affairs” under Le Tan, “Settlement” under Dinh Nho Liem, 

and “Steps” under DRV delegate- general Vo Van Sung. In early 1971, Bu-

reau II was transformed into the CP50, with an enlarged staff of director- 

level cadres and specialists. At that point, Phan Hien and Vo Van Sung 

were transferred to Paris, where they joined Le Duc Tho’s team since the 

“special advisor” believed that the talks would soon “begin in earnest.” 

According to Sung, the secret talks team from early 1971 to the end of 

the summer 1972 consisted of Tho, Xuan Thuy, Phan Hien, himself, and 

their interpreter, Nguyen Dinh Phuong. Sung does not place Luu Van Loi 

in France until the “draft agreement” stage, when virtually all CP50 cadres 

were transferred to Paris.67

 Sung can remember clearly when he was called to direct the Steps cell 

under Bureau II. Le Duc Tho had summoned Sung to his office at 6 Nguyen 

Canh Chan Street, north of Ba Dinh Square, in Hanoi to give him his orders. 

Rather than lay out the responsibilities of Sung’s new post, Tho “said noth-

ing about the substance of the work I would be performing. Instead, he 

focused all of his comments on just one single issue: the responsibility 

of keeping secrets.” Although they had worked together for many years 

and were friends, Tho warned Sung: “The cell that you will be in charge 

of is a place that possesses a tremendous number of our secrets in this 

struggle against the enemy—secrets ranging from strategy to specific mat-

ters—military, political, and diplomatic secrets. For that reason, you must 

always ensure that you maintain secrecy and security. If you leak a secret, 

I will not simply discipline you—I will recommend that you be thrown 

into prison!”68 In fact, Tho told Sung that a previous director had been 

removed after he talked about the bureau’s plans to someone outside the 

group. The tough words made a deep impression and helped Sung under-

stand the gravity of his responsibilities. He later came to believe that the 

“historic clash between the Vietnamese revolution’s fledging diplomatic 

service and the veteran diplomats of a superpower” led to diplomatic vic-

tory in 1973 as well as total victory in 1975.69

 The Steps cell Sung directed worked in tandem with the Settlement cell. 

While the latter determined what “scenarios” the DRV could accept, the 

former provided “initiatives,” namely, the various peace proposals, which 

it called “diplomatic attacks.”70 Sung’s team had to be aware of what the 

Settlement group defined as acceptable scenarios at any given time, with-

out losing perspective of the Party’s ultimate objective: “American with-

drawal—Puppet collapse.” The debate in the Party and Foreign Ministry 

centered on the order of these two goals. While some believed that since 
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the “Americans and puppets were organically connected, [the Party] had to 

simultaneously shatter the will of both the master and the servant,” others 

argued that U.S. withdrawal should be achieved first through negotiations. 

Le Duan sided with the former by focusing on “the puppet collapse” that 

would automatically result in American withdrawal. Only after his military 

plans failed with the ARVN’s recapture of Quang Tri City did Le Duan ac-

cept that the diplomatic struggle had to prioritize “American troop with-

drawal” first and foremost. At this point, Sung and his Steps cell had to 

recalibrate what concessions the Party could make in order to “clear the 

way” for the opponent to escape from the impasse and for the DRV dele-

gation to shepherd the negotiations that would be most beneficial to the 

Party.

 Another member of the CP50, Doan Huyen, who was assigned to a mili-

tary advisory group, suggested to Director Nguyen Co Thach in the wake 

of Quang Tri that the Party should “lower our demands, to some extent 

at least, on the South Vietnamese political issue.” Huyen’s team debated 

the relative merits of a tripartite coalition government, a government 

of national reconciliation, and a committee for the peaceful reconcilia-

tion of the nation. As events would soon reveal, the exact wording of the 

political constitution of postagreement South Vietnam would prove ex-

tremely important.71 While Saigon warned the United States not to accept 

any tripartite body that could become a Trojan horse for a coalition gov-

ernment, Washington naively believed that Saigon could dominate any 

watered- down commission created only to facilitate elections. Hanoi, of 

course, sought a stronger apparatus—preferably a governmental body—

that would oversee, not just facilitate, elections and the transition. The 

subsequent war over the wording of the draft agreement proved no small 

skirmish; South Vietnam’s political future was on the line.

 Thus, new publications reveal that Hanoi’s diplomatic struggle was 

carefully planned and coordinated. The DRV and PRG delegations fol-

lowed orders resulting from the research of these secretive committees 

under the ultimate direction of Le Duc Tho and Le Duan. These new 

sources also reveal that the failure of the 1972 Spring–Summer Offensive 

to topple the Saigon regime—Le Duan’s bid for victory using his improved 

GO- GU strategy—in the late summer of 1972 finally prompted the first 

secretary to negotiate seriously. This meant focusing on “American with-

drawal” through negotiations and shelving “puppet collapse” by not only 

abandoning Hanoi’s military aims to topple the Saigon regime but also 

eventually dropping the demand for Thieu’s ouster in Paris.
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 While the various sectors in the CP50 compiled their analyses, Party 

leaders sought to increase the possibility of a negotiated settlement be-

fore the U.S. presidential elections by launching a public relations cam-

paign aimed at increasing mobilization at home and generating sympa-

thy abroad. Through radio and print, Hanoi leaders castigated Nixon for 

prolonging the war and for refusing to settle.72 On 2 September, Pham Van 

Dong delivered a scathing speech on National Day calling on the United 

States to end its military activities in Indochina.73 A week later, Le Duc 

Tho echoed Dong’s speech in his public remarks on his arrival at the air-

port in Paris.74 At the same time, the PRG issued a statement condemn-

ing the United States for its policy of Vietnamization in South Vietnam, 

expansion of the war to all of Indochina, and massive bombing of North 

Vietnam. In addition, the PRG reiterated its seven- point proposal, calling 

on the United States to abandon its support for Thieu and to recognize 

the reality of two governments, two armies, and three political forces in 

South Vietnam.75 In order to increase pressure on Nixon, the DRV released 

three American prisoners of war to the antiwar movement and received 

McGovern’s special envoy in Hanoi.76

 As Hanoi focused on its public relations campaign, Washington sought 

to use superpower diplomacy. Prior to the September meeting, Kissinger 

met with Soviet leaders in Moscow, where he revealed that he would meet 

Le Duc Tho for the “final push,” but that Hanoi had to “clinch the deal.”77 

Although Brezhnev declined to mediate, claiming that it was not the posi-

tion of the Soviet Union to get involved, Kissinger was still confident that 

the United States had successfully isolated the North Vietnamese from 

their allies. Comments made by PRG officials and editorials in Nhan Dan 

(The People’s Daily) reveal that Kissinger was correct.78 Vietnamese com-

munist leaders indirectly blamed the Soviets and the Chinese for com-

pounding the military losses sustained in the Spring–Summer Offensive. 

Without citing the parties directly, Hanoi castigated the CPSU and the CCP 

for sacrificing “proletarian internationalism to accommodate American 

imperialists and their policy of reconciliation.”79 Both the Soviet Union 

and the PRC had acted narrowly by placing their nations’ geostrategic 

interests over their internationalist duties. Moreover, Hanoi required 

more action from Beijing and Moscow, not mere promises or hollow dec-

larations. “The vitality of Marxism- Leninism and proletariat internation-

alism manifests itself in revolutionary deeds, not in empty words. Though 

that enhanced the strategic position of the Communist powers, it weak-

ened the revolutionary movement and with it the ‘heroic’ cause of the Viet-
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namese people.”80 Just as the VWP entered the crucial fall season of nego-

tiations, it increased the pressure on its allies to toe the Marxist- Leninist 

line and back North Vietnam militarily.

 Kissinger, meanwhile, had ample reason to be confident when he 

walked into the seventeenth private meeting with Tho on 15 September. 

Not only was he convinced of the success of superpower diplomacy, but 

Saigon forces had just scored a major victory by retaking Quang Tri. Chid-

ing the North Vietnamese for the recent public relations campaign that in-

cluded releasing three American prisoners and for allowing the PRG to call 

for the ousting of Thieu, Kissinger warned Tho and Thuy that the window 

to settle on reasonable terms was about to close for Hanoi, since Nixon 

would be reelected in November. The national security advisor then pre-

sented a new ten- point peace plan that included the proposed Committee 

of National Reconciliation even though Thieu had rejected this idea, fear-

ful that any tripartite body constituted a slippery slope to a coalition gov-

ernment.81

 Rather than discuss Kissinger’s proposal, however, Tho indicated that 

Hanoi was indeed ready to settle and put forth the DRV’s new concessions. 

Instead of a tripartite government of national reconciliation that would 

call for the elimination of the PRG and the Saigon regime, the North Viet-

namese proposed a government of national reconciliation (GNR). Exist-

ing alongside the PRG and the Saigon administrations, the GNR would 

only oversee compliance with the agreement and have limited control 

over internal affairs. Most important, Hanoi finally dropped its demand 

for Thieu’s ouster. In addition to these momentous concessions regard-

ing political matters in South Vietnam, Hanoi was prepared to extend the 

timeframe for U.S. troop withdrawal from thirty to forty- five days. Kissin-

ger was flabbergasted by Hanoi’s generosity and was now convinced that 

his enemies were serious about ending the war.82 After a brief discussion 

regarding the possibility of Kissinger visiting Hanoi, the U.S. negotiator 

proposed that if a workable timetable could be agreed to by both parties, 

he envisioned a settlement by 15 October (if not before), but added that 

everything should be completely finished by the end of November. Accord-

ing to Luu Van Loi, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy did not pay attention to the 

second part of Kissinger’s statement and so immediately accepted the 15 

October deadline. “From the bottom of their hearts,” Loi wrote, “they were 

glad that they had cleverly pushed the other side to say what they them-

selves wished to hear.”83

 Prior to the next private meeting, set for the end of the month, Foreign 
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Minister Trinh updated Tho and Thuy on the Politburo’s analysis of the 

DRV’s negotiating options. Although the Politburo believed that the talks 

had reached the point of producing a settlement, the time to resolve the 

outstanding issues was short if 15 October remained the deadline. As a re-

sult, the Party leadership needed to reassess what issues it could exploit 

to procure a settlement. Moreover, the Politburo could not agree whether 

Kissinger’s visit to Hanoi should take place before or after a settlement. 

Some members wanted to wait until an agreement was signed and sealed 

whereas others believed that an agreement on the fundamentals would 

be enough to host the U.S. national security advisor. Trinh only relayed Le 

Duan’s opinion. The first secretary deemed it acceptable to invite Kissinger 

before signing an agreement in order to sound out his position regarding 

the scope of America’s long- term strategy. Moreover, Le Duan argued that 

perhaps the United States was holding out on certain issues until Hanoi 

issued an invitation to Kissinger.84 Two days later, Trinh indicated that he 

would send a draft of the protocol and agreement to Paris with Ha Van Lau 

and Luu Van Loi.85 The final Politburo communication before the 26 Sep-

tember meeting included the VWP’s proposal for Cuba and Hungary to be 

the nations represented in the new international commission to oversee 

implementation of the agreement and cease- fire.86

 On 26 and 27 September, Tho and Kissinger met at a different locale, 

since the French and international media had discovered their regular 

meeting place. In his memoirs, Kissinger described the private residence 

of a French Communist Party member in the country town of Gif- sur- 

Yvette as “pleasant and elegant,” a marked improvement from the dingy 

quarters at 11 Rue Darthé.87 At the start of the first day of talks, Tho wanted 

clarification on the 15 October deadline that had begun to worry the North 

Vietnamese leadership since the 15 September private meeting. Did the 

United States really want to sign a comprehensive settlement on or be-

fore 15 October or did it intend to drag out negotiations until after the 

presidential elections? Kissinger, appearing less eager to settle, stated that 

November 1 was more realistic. Undeterred, Tho brought up the matter of 

the national security advisor’s visit to Hanoi, allowing Kissinger to reiter-

ate his desire to visit the DRV capital sooner rather than later. Tho then 

conveyed Le Duan’s interest in having Kissinger visit Hanoi after the two 

sides reached an agreement on fundamental issues but before a formal 

treaty. Hanoi’s eagerness for a settlement was evident when Tho presented 

what he called the DRV’s final offer. After the second meeting on 27 Sep-

tember, the remaining issues included the nature of the tripartite political 
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apparatus, the deadline for the withdrawal of American troops, the de-

tails regarding prisoner releases, reparations, and the military and politi-

cal situation in Cambodia and Laos. Regarding the most important issue, 

Tho proposed a “Provisional Government of National Concord,” which 

still excluded Thieu. Although Kissinger failed to get Tho to promise the 

withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops from the South, the Hanoi leader 

admitted for the first time that PAVN forces were present in Cambodia and 

Laos and promised, off the record, to withdraw those forces after a cease- 

fire. At the close of the meeting, Tho stated that he hoped the remaining 

issues could be worked out within the month and that Kissinger could 

come to Hanoi and work out the details there.88

 After the meeting, the DRV delegation in Paris informed the Politburo 

that they would deliver the DRV’s note to Kissinger expressing Hanoi’s 

desire for both sides to view the upcoming three- day meeting as of “ut-

most importance [vo cung quang trong].” Moreover, Hanoi leaders con-

veyed their hope for constructive negotiations and a settlement based on 

the agreed timetable. If these were not produced, the North Vietnamese 

warned, the Nixon administration would have to accept the responsibility 

for prolonging the war.89 Foreign Minister Trinh’s private message to the 

DRV negotiators, according to Luu Van Loi, was less optimistic.90 After 

meeting to assess the 26–27 September talks, the Politburo concluded that 

Nixon and Kissinger were not interested in signing an agreement until 

after the November elections and that the United States still intended to 

maintain the Saigon regime.91

 Although Kissinger had been willing to accept a “decent interval” 

strategy since December 1970, he did not want Thieu to discover his plans 

in September 1972. Even though substantial progress had been made 

toward a settlement during the eleventh- hour meeting on 26–27 Septem-

ber, Kissinger instructed Ambassador Bunker to tell Thieu that “there was 

no significant progress and no agreements of any kind were reached.”92 

The South Vietnamese president, however, no longer believed what he was 

told regarding the U.S.- DRV private talks. In late September, he launched a 

public relations campaign that accused the DRV of offering a “trick” solu-

tion in Paris. On 29 September, Thieu spoke at Saigon University, warn-

ing that the acceptance of a coalition government would sound the death 

knell for the RVN. In the former imperial city of Hue, the South Vietnamese 

president criticized a “small number of political speculators, lackeys, and 

exiles who call themselves a Third Force in South Vietnam,” hoping to neu-
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tralize the group that could act as a balance between the Saigon adminis-

tration and the PRG.93

 Nixon sent his deputy assistant for national security affairs to reason 

with the South Vietnamese president. The first day of meetings on 2 Octo-

ber went well. Thieu listened quietly as Haig presented the offer that the 

United States intended to propose at the 8 October meeting with the North 

Vietnamese.94 On the following day, however, Thieu and his retinue of ad-

visors adopted a much less conciliatory posture.95 The South Vietnamese 

leaders proceeded to tear apart the American proposal, criticized Kissinger 

for never requesting Saigon’s input, and strongly advised the United States 

to reject any Hanoi proposal that included a tripartite body.96 Although 

Nixon oscillated between sympathizing with Thieu and giving Kissinger 

the green light to settle, on the eve of the 8 October meeting, the U.S. presi-

dent opted to threaten his South Vietnamese counterpart by telling Am-

bassador Bunker to make veiled references to a coup.97

PEACE WITHIN GRASP

Just as South Vietnamese leaders became more obstinate, North Viet-

namese negotiators appeared ready to compromise. The period directly 

before the upcoming private meeting scheduled for 8–10 October found 

DRV leaders in a frenzy of activity. Exchanges between Le Duc Tho in 

Paris and Le Duan in Hanoi reveal that the Party leadership was in agree-

ment regarding the DRV’s need to conclude a settlement before the U.S. 

presidential elections.98 The CP50, under the direction of Foreign Minis-

ter Trinh, prepared several draft agreements and submitted them to the 

Politburo for review; two were accepted: the Treaty to End the War and 

Restore Peace in Vietnam and the Agreement on the South Vietnamese 

People’s Right to Self- Determination.99 By the end of September, Luu Van 

Loi and Doan Huyen of the CP50 were entrusted to personally deliver the 

draft agreements to Tho in Paris.100

 Based on the Politburo’s instructions, Tho and Thuy intended to de-

mand a cease- fire and American withdrawal and be prepared to com-

promise on political issues for South Vietnam. This constituted what the 

United States had pushed for since the start of the war: a two- track negoti-

ating policy of dealing with the military issues first and allowing the South 

Vietnamese parties to settle internal issues later. Although Hanoi leaders 

stated at the time and after the war that the DRV had finally arrived at a 
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position of strength to push forward a settlement in the fall of 1972, the 

DRV’s position was in fact more ambiguous. By October, the military bal-

ance of power in South Vietnam, the domestic picture in North Vietnam, 

and the international situation placed the DRV in a disadvantageous posi-

tion vis- à- vis the United States and the RVN. Hanoi leaders shifted to pri-

oritizing their less ambitious objectives—a cease- fire and American with-

drawal—and dropped their maximum aims—toppling or getting rid of the 

Thieu regime—in order to secure a settlement before Nixon’s reelection, 

escape any greater damage to the communist war effort, and prevent Viet-

namization from further strengthening Saigon and its forces.

 In order to prepare for a settlement, the DRV increased its political ac-

tivities at home and diplomatic campaign abroad. In preparation for a 

national “Call to Arms [Loi keu goi]” aimed at bringing the world’s atten-

tion to the destructive nature of Nixon’s war, the Party secretariat ordered 

VWP cadres to document all of the damage done to the cities, towns, and 

villages across the DRV as a result of American bombs.101 Politburo mem-

ber and the Minister of Propaganda To Huu, using his nom de guerre, 

Lanh, told South Vietnamese commanders to expect detailed instructions 

regarding preparations for the upcoming political struggle following a 

settlement in Paris.102 While communist forces prepared themselves for 

a cease- fire, the DRV sent two separate delegations to “secure the support 

of the Soviet Union and China and to increase pressure on the U.S.” by 

sharing the DRV’s draft agreement that would be presented to Kissinger at 

the upcoming private meeting.103 In early October, Trinh traveled to Mos-

cow while Minister of Finance Le Thanh Nghi headed to Beijing. According 

to Luu Van Loi, both allies praised the North Vietnamese draft agreement, 

supported Hanoi’s terms, and promised resolute support.104

 On 8 October, Kissinger, along with General Haig, who had flown di-

rectly from Saigon, met with Le Duc Tho in Paris for what would become a 

four- day marathon of talks. The morning session on the first day of meet-

ings began in the customary manner: Kissinger and Tho discussed the  

previous peace plans presented at the late September meeting and the  

new U.S. position, which addressed minor details in the modalities of  

the military issues and slight modifications to the political terms.105 When 

the talks resumed in the afternoon, however, Tho veered from the usual 

script. Instead of launching into a lengthy diatribe on American perfidy, 

he began his comments with cheer and goodwill. Presenting the Agree-

ment on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam, Tho held Kissin-

ger and Haig in rapt attention.106 “We cannot allow the South Vietnamese 
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political question to be the most difficult issue to prolong negotiations; we 

can quickly end the war.”107 With those words, Tho handed Kissinger the 

DRV’s first ever comprehensive plan, based on the respective North Viet-

namese and U.S. ten- point plans presented on 26 September 1972, which 

made two major concessions. Hanoi proposed an “administration of na-

tional concord,” rather than a “government” and accepted the separation 

of military from political issues.108 Kissinger immediately grasped the sig-

nificance of Tho’s proposal and later described that moment as the most 

thrilling in all his years of public service.109 The remainder of the talks con-

centrated on hammering out a few minor details and forging a timetable 

for the signing of the agreement.

 The following day, 9 October, Kissinger presented Xuan Thuy with a 

regimental necktie that he had promised the day before and Tho with the 

U.S. counterproposal. After Kissinger went through the counterproposal 

article by article, comparing it with Tho’s draft, he directed most of the 

day’s discussion to his impending visit to Hanoi.110 Although the end of 

the second day of talks ended on a positive note as Kissinger indicated his 

desire to visit the Ho Chi Minh Trail, the U.S. delegation sent Nixon’s new 

stringent demands to the North Vietnamese delegation later that night. 

The president wanted reassurance on military guarantees, including the 

permanence of the cease- fire, in return for the cessation of bombing. When 

the delegations met on 10 October, Tho criticized the U.S. delegation for 

trying to place greater pressure on the North Vietnamese and throwing up 

roadblocks to peace. “Yesterday night you sent us a message,” Tho stated, 

“which complicated the settlement on the Vietnam problem.”111 Kissinger 

tried to placate Tho by recognizing that although Hanoi had gone to great 

lengths toward peace in its proposal, the United States still had many dif-

ferent parties who would carefully scrutinize the implementation of the 

agreement. “Mr. Special Advisor,” Kissinger appealed to Tho, “when you 

get to know America better you will think that this will be a superhuman 

effort to get this accepted in Washington by everybody who will have to de-

fend it. Because if we don’t make a peace that has genuine support it will 

not last.”112 When the meeting ended, Kissinger sent pleading messages 

to Nixon and Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman urging them to remain steady 

and not lose faith in the negotiating process.

 After receiving an update from the negotiators on the progress of the 

talks, the Politburo sent instructions to Tho and Thuy in Paris on 10 Octo-

ber. Hanoi leaders urged the North Vietnamese delegation to remain vigi-

lant and not to budge on the timetable in order to force the Americans 
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to sign before the U.S. presidential election. If the DRV negotiators could 

convince the Americans to come to an agreement on fundamental issues 

before the end of the private meeting, then Kissinger could come visit 

Hanoi on 19 October. The Politburo proceeded to outline the DRV’s final 

negotiating stance on the remaining military, political, reparations, and 

international issues. Hanoi wanted agreement on four issues: (1) a cease- 

fire in place rather than the withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops; (2) 

U.S. recognition of two administrations and two armed forces as well as 

an administration of national concord consisting of three forces; (3) a writ-

ten statement regarding reparations; and (4) the rejection of an additional, 

fifth nation to any international control commission.113

 Equipped with fresh instructions from Hanoi for the final session on 

11 October, Le Duc Tho and Xuan Thuy negotiated with Kissinger for six-

teen hours. The meeting did not end until 2:00 A.M. the following day. 

Much of the discussion centered on the situation in Cambodia and Laos. 

When Kissinger brought up the issue of the withdrawal of North Viet-

namese troops from the neighboring countries, Tho spoke candidly about 

Hanoi’s ability to produce a lasting cease- fire in Laos but not Cambodia. In 

the former, the Pathet Lao had already offered to enter into talks with the 

Royal Lao Government. Although Tho could not promise the withdrawal 

of Chinese forces from Laos, he indicated that one month after a cease- fire 

in Vietnam, North Vietnamese troops would put down their arms in Laos 

and withdraw eastward. “Objectively speaking, the problem of Cambo-

dia,” the Tho admitted, was “different from that of Laos.”114 The situation 

there was more “complicated,” he confessed, since negotiations had not 

been broached by the either the Cambodian communists or the Lon Nol 

government.115 In reality, Hanoi could not guarantee a cease- fire for Cam-

bodia since Vietnamese and Khmer communist forces had stopped co-

ordinating military activities.116 Tho opted not to reveal the troubled state 

of Khmer- Vietnamese relations to Kissinger, who merely stated, “I under-

stand that with relation to Cambodia your political situation is much more 

difficult than with relation to Laos, because your friends in Cambodia live 

in Peking.”117 The nineteenth private meeting concluded with Kissinger’s 

proposed timetable, according to which the agreement would be signed by 

the end of the month.118 “The real victory for both,” Kissinger stated as the 

meeting adjourned, “will now be the durable relations we can establish 

with each other. . . . And we know you will be as dedicated to the pursuit 

of peace as you have been in the fighting of a war.”119 These words would 
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prove premature, as the draft agreement confronted obstacles in the “war 

over the wording” on the bloody path to peace.

SABOTAGING PEACE

When Kissinger returned to Washington, he “somewhat exultantly” told 

Nixon that it appeared that the administration had been successful in 

scoring its three diplomatic goals for 1972: rapprochement with China, 

détente with the Soviet Union, and settlement of the Vietnam problem.120 

Nixon celebrated with filet mignon and a 1957 bottle of Lafite- Rothschild 

as he listened to Kissinger’s proposed timetable but stopped long enough 

to point out the potential problem to Kissinger’s plan: gaining Thieu’s ap-

proval.121 Meanwhile, Hanoi’s excellent espionage apparatus had already 

detected the storm brewing over Saigon. While in private talks with Kissin-

ger, Le Duc Tho and Nguyen Duy Trinh received an update on the Saigon 

political scene from “Anh Bay Cuong,” otherwise known as COSVN com-

mander Pham Hung. The message stated that COSVN had obtained inside 

information on Thieu’s early October meetings with General Haig. Pham 

Hung reported that, according to Thieu’s “political advisor and private sec-

retary,” after the tense meeting on 4 October the South Vietnamese presi-

dent called an urgent meeting of his national security council to hash out 

a strategy to obstruct any American plan to agree to a cease- fire before the 

U.S. presidential election.122

 At this juncture, U.S. leaders set out to prevent Thieu from repeating his 

1968 performance. Although Thieu’s defiance of Johnson during the 1968 

presidential election had boosted Nixon’s chances over Humphrey, Kissin-

ger could not imagine that Thieu would do the same for McGovern, even 

if he was unhappy with Nixon. The greater fear, according to Kissinger, 

was that Thieu would try to hold out for better terms after Nixon’s reelec-

tion. Since the national security advisor wanted to secure his position in 

the administration for the second term and make his mark on history, he 

sought to conclude the peace agreement before November. On 14 October, 

Ambassador Bunker met with Thieu, who still had not showed any sign of 

displeasure with the United States or any impending disobedience, to in-

struct the South Vietnamese leader to prepare for a cease- fire in place by 

regaining as much territory as possible. Two days later, President Nixon 

sent his South Vietnamese ally a letter of reassurance that any agreement 

would provide for the security of Thieu’s government, armed forces, and 
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political institutions.123 In a telephone conversation with Nixon, Kissinger 

was more confident that Thieu would accept the agreement: “There’s no 

sophisticate who will not see that this is the thinnest form of face- saver 

for the other [side]. . . . Thieu stays, there’s no coalition government, the 

negotiations start. Then they form a sort of half- ass committee.”124 Just to 

be safe, however, Kissinger contemplated giving Thieu an earlier version 

of the settlement with worse terms to scare him into acquiescence. In the 

end, he waited until 18 October to send off the genuine draft agreement.125

 After his arrival in Saigon, Kissinger was dismayed to learn that Thieu 

had already obtained the text of the draft agreement from South Viet-

namese intelligence and that the text of the agreement and instructions 

on how it should be implemented were already being circulated to com-

munist forces in South Vietnam down to the district level. Trembling with 

anger, Thieu could not believe that Kissinger had conceded so much to 

Hanoi. Not only had the United States allowed North Vietnamese troops 

to remain in South Vietnam after a cease- fire and granted them access 

through the demilitarized zone while Washington promised a total and 

complete American withdrawal with no residual forces, but Kissinger had 

agreed to a tripartite governmental commission with the National Council 

of National Reconciliation and Concord (NCNRC) that would oversee the 

election for a new government.126 While the United States described the 

NCNRC in more ambiguous terms as an “administrative structure,” in 

the English text, Hanoi had managed to strengthen that body in the Viet-

namese text by referring to it as a “co cau chinh quyen,” which translates 

as “governmental structure.” “In anger and sadness,” Thieu convened a 

high- level meeting of his closest advisors to discuss the extent of American 

betrayal and how best to deal with Kissinger’s upcoming visit to Saigon.127

 It was apparent that the U.S.- RVN alliance was on its last legs. When 

Kissinger arrived at the Independence Palace on 19 October, Thieu kept 

Kissinger and his entourage waiting for fifteen minutes in the reception 

room.128 Received by an aloof Thieu, Kissinger presented a letter from 

Nixon indicating that he had full support of the president. After listen-

ing to Kissinger’s summary of the private meetings with Tho and Thuy 

over the summer and fall, Thieu asked frankly if Nixon needed to sign the 

agreement before or after the presidential election. Kissinger responded 

by quoting Nixon’s handwritten note: “Dear Henry, as you leave for Paris 

I thought it would be useful for you to have some guidance that we were 

talking about on paper. First, do what is right without regard to the elec-

tion. . . . Secondly, we cannot let a chance to end the war honorably slip 
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away.”129 By the afternoon session, however, American officials believed 

that Thieu was moving toward a settlement, since he seemed eager to dis-

cuss Enhance Plus, an accelerated program replacing Operation Enhance 

that began in late August 1972 to equip South Vietnamese forces with suffi-

cient ground and air equipment to wage war against the Vietnamese com-

munists after American withdrawal.130 When Thieu’s national security 

council joined the meeting, Kissinger finally handed over a single copy of 

the draft agreement in English, but did not inform his hosts that he was 

due in Hanoi immediately after his visit to Saigon in order to initial the 

agreement.131

 According to Thieu’s closest advisor and cousin, Hoang Duc Nha, it 

was immediately apparent to South Vietnamese leaders that the agree-

ment was “tantamount to surrender” and that it confirmed the veracity of 

South Vietnam’s captured intelligence.132 Neither the RVN president nor 

his closest aide showed any sign of emotion at the time; Thieu later re-

vealed that he wanted to punch Kissinger in the mouth.133 Even without 

the original Vietnamese text, Saigon leaders proceeded to pick apart the 

draft agreement without conveying their doubts to the Americans. In par-

ticular, South Vietnamese officials feared that the reference to the National 

Council of National Reconciliation and Concord was in fact a coalition 

in disguise in the Vietnamese text. Since the Saigon leaders only had the 

English text, they later wrote in their memoirs that they believed Hanoi’s 

translation of “administrative structure” in Vietnamese was “co cau chinh 

quyen” rather than “co cau hanh chanh.”134 Although similar, the latter ex-

pression is closer in meaning to the English word administrative, while the 

former could mean “governmental.” North Vietnamese documents written 

at the time reveal that Hanoi leaders had taken advantage of the ambi-

guity to use the latter terminology, “co cau chinh quyen”—a governmental 

structure.

 Without the Vietnamese text, Thieu only raised his long- standing ob-

jection to the presence of 140,000 North Vietnamese troops in South Viet-

nam at the 20 October meeting. Kissinger, confident that he had smoothed 

over these doubts, insisted that the draft was the best agreement pos-

sible for the RVN and left the meeting convinced that he had “made some 

progress.”135 Thieu was less confident and proposed a meeting for the fol-

lowing day between Kissinger and South Vietnamese foreign minister 

Tran Van Lam to discuss the original North Vietnamese version that was 

due to arrive in Saigon shortly.136 On the morning of 21 October, Kissin-

ger had an “extremely well tempered” meeting with Lam, who proposed 
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twenty- three changes to the draft agreement. Kissinger deemed sixteen of 

them acceptable, while the seven unacceptable changes concerned North 

Vietnamese forces and political provisions. Kissinger tried to assuage RVN 

concerns regarding PAVN forces in the South by echoing General Abrams’s 

comment, made during the previous day’s meetings, that these weakened 

northern forces would soon wither away after the cease- fire for lack of re-

inforcement.137

 Although Kissinger remained optimistic after his morning meeting 

with Lam, troubles began brewing when Thieu postponed their afternoon 

meeting. When South Vietnamese leaders received the Vietnamese text, 

their worst fears were confirmed, placing the remainder of the meetings 

with Kissinger in jeopardy. Merle Pribbenow, the CIA’s Vietnamese expert 

in Saigon, recalls that RVN officials did not raise any vociferous objections 

until they were presented with the Vietnamese text. Pribbenow and his 

boss, the CIA chief of station in Saigon Thomas Polgar, were called into 

Ambassador Bunker’s office so that Pribbenow could verify the South Viet-

namese objections to the language in the Vietnamese draft agreement. 

There, Pribbenow confirmed that Hanoi had exploited the linguistic ambi-

guity concerning the tripartite commission by using “co cau chinh quyen,” 

and thus differed from the English- language text agreed to at the Octo-

ber private meetings.138 As a result, Hoang Duc Nha encouraged Thieu to 

cancel the meeting with Kissinger scheduled for later that day.139 When 

Bunker and Kissinger learned of the cancellation, they immediately de-

manded to see the South Vietnamese president but were denied access by 

Thieu’s advisors. Kissinger fumed on the phone to Nha: “I am the Special 

Envoy of the President of the United States of America. You know I cannot 

be treated as an errand boy.”140 Nha, unmoved by Kissinger’s wrath, simply 

hung up the phone.

 Kissinger’s role in the “war over the wording” of the Vietnamese draft 

agreement is ambiguous. Comparing his memoir and the recent FRUS vol-

umes, the national security advisor appears to have misled both parties 

on numerous occasions regarding this issue. On 20 October, Nixon and 

Kissinger had ordered U.S. Air Force attaché to France Colonel Guay, the 

middleman for relaying messages to the North Vietnamese in Paris, to 

inform the North Vietnamese that the text of the draft agreement could 

now be considered complete.141 During the meetings with Thieu and other 

South Vietnamese officials, however, he claimed that the issue of transla-

tion of the terms in question was still up in the air and was to be resolved 

at a later date. Moreover, Kissinger claims in his memoir that U.S. officials 
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were already aware of Hanoi’s linguistic manipulation of the draft agree-

ment and had rejected North Vietnamese attempts to use the stronger 

phrasing for the NCNRC at the technical meeting on 12 October.142 How-

ever, either Kissinger never managed to relay that to Thieu and other 

South Vietnamese officials or the United States never detected Hanoi’s 

manipulation in the first place.143 Since Hanoi’s modus operandi, care-

fully designed by the CP50, included treating the English and Vietnamese 

texts separately, North Vietnamese negotiators could concede terms in the 

English draft while maintaining its language in the Vietnamese version. 

Kissinger was perhaps unaware of Hanoi’s sleight of hand at the negotia-

tions.144

 As U.S. and RVN officials engaged in a battle of wills in Saigon, North 

Vietnamese leaders moved on a diplomatic offensive to ensure the agree-

ment. On 18 October, Prime Minister Dong granted an exclusive interview 

to Arnaud de Borchgrave of Newsweek in which he revealed that Hanoi 

considered the NCNRC to be a coalition and dismissed Thieu’s role in the 

council.145 At virtually the same time, although because of the time differ-

ence it was only 17 October in Paris, Xuan Thuy met with Kissinger, who 

had stopped in Paris on the way to meet Thieu in Saigon, in order to dis-

cuss the fate of 30,000 detainees.146 On 19 October, Hanoi leaders agreed 

to concede to U.S. demands and accept the release of all prisoners except 

PLAF cadres. Two days later, the DRV relented on the final issues regarding 

Cambodia and Laos.147 In order to buy time, the United States pushed back 

the original timetable and proposed the cessation of bombing and mining 

for 23 October, Kissinger’s visit to Hanoi for 24 October, and the signing 

of the agreement on Halloween day. On 22 October, the U.S. delegation in 

Paris sent a note to the North Vietnamese stating that although Hanoi had 

met all of the U.S. demands, it warned the DRV not to take public actions 

and castigated Dong for his interview with de Borchgrave.148 According to 

Luu Van Loi, “the US scheme to not sign the agreement according to the 

timetable became clear” to Hanoi leaders.149

 Although it is hard to discern which Vietnamese party held Kissinger in 

greater contempt and disdain, Thieu’s handwritten notes from his 22 Octo-

ber meeting with Nixon’s ambitious “errand boy” might point toward 

South Vietnam. When Saigon leaders found out about the Newsweek inter-

view early on the morning of the scheduled meeting, they had proof of 

U.S. duplicity. Kissinger, who was unaware that South Vietnamese leaders 

knew about Dong’s interview, arrived for his early evening meeting with 

Thieu at the palace refreshed from his “toast to peace” with Lon Nol in 
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Phnom Penh.150 Thieu began the meeting in a severe tone by saying, “I 

have a right to expect that the U.S. has connived with the Soviets and China 

to sell out South Vietnam. Now that you recognize the presence of [the] 

North Vietnamese here, the South Vietnamese people will assume that 

we have been sold out by the U.S. and that North Viet- Nam has won the 

war.”151 Personalizing the betrayal, Thieu believed that his “good friends 

had failed” him and that his greatest satisfaction would only be to sign 

a peace agreement. Kissinger, who did not possess a high regard for the 

South Vietnamese president, responded: “I admire the courage and hero-

ism which have characterized your speech. However, as an American I can 

only deeply resent your suggestion that we have connived with the Soviets 

and Chinese. How can you conceive this possible when the President on 

May 8 [Linebacker] risked his whole political future to come to your assis-

tance? When we talked with the Soviets and Chinese, it was to exert pres-

sure on Hanoi.”152 Although he tried to convince Thieu that the United 

States did not intend on abandoning him, Kissinger ended the meeting on 

a bitter note. Stating that Thieu was parting on a “suicidal” course not only 

for himself but for his country, Kissinger reminded Thieu that the United 

States had fought for years, had “mortgaged” the entirety of U.S. foreign 

policy “to the defense of one country.”153

 As Kissinger spoke, Thieu’s frantically scribbled down notes, mainly 

in Vietnamese but with the occasional French and English curse words, 

which went haphazardly in all different directions on the paper. Furious 

at what he saw was tantamount to America’s “surrender and humiliation,” 

Thieu could not believe that the United States had appeased the “invader” 

by withdrawing American troops and agreeing to a coalition government. 

The more Kissinger spoke, the more apparent it became to Thieu that the 

RVN’s issues were never raised by the U.S. negotiator during his secret and 

private talks with Hanoi. Thieu fumed as he listed three main problems 

confronting Saigon: the continued presence of North Vietnamese troops 

in the South, the potential for the NCNRC to be a mere decoy for a coali-

tion government, and the inability to establish the DMZ as a secure border. 

Thieu must not have been happy with Kissinger’s response to his griev-

ances since he roughly outlined an alternate strategy. In a rare glimpse of 

small- power subversion in the making, the final section of Thieu’s notes 

as Kissinger droned on included detailed plans on how to outmaneuver 

Kissinger and kill his draft agreement by launching a major press cam-

paign.154 South Vietnam would use the media in order to wage a battle of 
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wills against not just the Vietnamese communists but also, and more im-

portant, the United States.

 Kissinger’s fortunes continued to decline when he left Saigon. After 

the disastrous meeting with South Vietnamese leaders, Kissinger cabled 

Hanoi that the timetable was no longer functional as a result of the DRV’s 

unreasonable scheduling demands, the disastrous influence of Dong’s 

interview in Newsweek on Saigon leaders, the question of PAVN troops in 

South Vietnam, and a host of other reasons.155 Although Kissinger knew 

that his last minute change of plans would be received poorly in Hanoi, 

he had not given up hope. Kissinger proposed a meeting for 30 October to 

produce a settlement with or without Saigon’s approval. In order to gain 

Hanoi’s acquiescence to the new timetable, Kissinger enlisted the help of 

the Soviet Union and China.156 On 23 October, the DRV delegation rejected 

Kissinger’s request for a 30 October meeting and warned the United States 

that it must bear full responsibility for the consequences of prolonging 

negotiations and delaying a settlement. On the following day, however, 

Hanoi softened its tone and indicated that since an agreement had been 

reached, the DRV was “prepared to welcome Kissinger to Hanoi for initial-

ing the Agreement and to officially sign it on 31 October 1972.”157 Since 

both Moscow and Beijing insisted that Hanoi approve the agreement, VWP 

leaders appeared to have caved to allied pressure. On 25 October, Soviet 

ambassador Ilya Scherbakov met twice with DRV prime minister Pham 

Van Dong, once at 2:00 A.M., and stated, “The Soviet leadership wishes 

that you would do everything possible so that what has been achieved will 

not turn into smoke. Vietnam should dispatch Le Duc Tho to Paris.”158

 However, Chinese and Soviet leaders may have pushed the North Viet-

namese too far. On 26 October, Hanoi went public with the chronology 

of the private talks, the key terms of the draft agreement, and the aban-

doned timetable. The DRV demanded that the United States abide by its 

commitments and sign the agreement on 31 October 1972.159 Le Duan pre-

pared VWP forces within Vietnam to take advantage of the announcement 

by pushing forward the political struggle. The first secretary advised his 

southern commanders to impress on the South Vietnamese masses as well 

as the Saigon “puppet” officers and officials that Thieu had managed to 

sabotage the agreement and prevent peace from returning to Vietnam. 

Le Duan ordered his troops to rally the people, particularly in Saigon and 

Cho Lon, to overthrow Thieu and thus the final obstacle to peace, inde-

pendence, and liberation.160 A few hours after the DRV’s announcement, 
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Kissinger held a press conference proclaiming his belief that “peace was at 

hand” but that an agreement could not be signed because of Hanoi’s un-

realistic timetable.161 As the American media began to question whether 

Kissinger’s televised appearance was designed to manipulate the presi-

dential election, Nixon began to distance himself from his national secu-

rity advisor. Not only had Kissinger failed to deliver an agreement that he 

confidently promised and in the process angered Thieu, but he also had 

begun to receive more coverage than the president.162

“TWELVE DAYS OF DARKNESS”

According to North Vietnamese sources, the 26 October public announce-

ments resulted in an outpouring of world support for Hanoi as DRV and 

PRG officials held press conferences there and in Paris to advance their 

cause.163 In Hanoi’s assessment, the majority of the international media 

reported sympathetically on the DRV’s negotiating plight and called on 

Nixon to sign the agreement.164 At midnight on 26 October, Zhou Enlai 

received representatives from the DRV and the PRG to express China’s 

support of the VWP’s decision to publicize the agreement. Although the 

Vietnamese noticed that the Chinese leader spent more time criticizing 

Thieu than castigating Nixon, they agreed with his advice to coordinate 

their negotiating strategy.165 On 27 October, Soviet premier Alexei Kosy-

gin met with DRV and PRG representatives in Moscow to inform them of 

the CPSU Politburo’s decision reached the night before. The Soviet Union 

was solidly behind the VWP’s announcement. Moreover, Moscow was pre-

pared to exert pressure on Washington to conclude the war, but not to the 

extent that it would endanger negotiations. It no longer mattered to Kosy-

gin if the signing of the agreement took place before or after the U.S. presi-

dential election, which it was apparent Nixon would win.166 On 27 Octo-

ber, the United States indicated its desire to meet on 1 November, but it 

received an ambiguous response on 30 October from the DRV stating that 

its leaders needed time to study the request and would respond in a few 

days.167 On 4 November, Hanoi finally proposed a meeting for 14 Novem-

ber in order to show that Hanoi did not “pin its hopes” on the U.S. elec-

tion.168 On 7 November, Politburo member To Huu cabled Hanoi’s man 

in the South, Pham Hung, with detailed instructions on how to maximize 

the Vietnamese communist position in the upcoming round of talks. The 

communication shows that the North and South Vietnamese communists 

collaborated on a negotiating strategy and that the PRG- NLF might not 
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have possessed the agency or autonomy to break from Hanoi’s will at this 

crucial point in negotiations.169

 On 7 November, the same day he was reelected in a landslide, thus win-

ning an overwhelming mandate for his Vietnam policy, Nixon acknowl-

edged the DRV’s note but pushed the private meeting to 15 November.170 

Facing an increasingly dovish Congress that identified Thieu as the only 

obstacle to American withdrawal from Southeast Asia, Nixon needed to 

resolve the Vietnam problem by dealing with not only Hanoi but also Sai-

gon.171 On 9 November, Nixon sent General Haig back to Saigon with a per-

sonal letter to the South Vietnamese president.172 Prior to Haig’s arrival, 

Ambassador Bunker had already informed Thieu of Kissinger’s intention 

to meet with Le Duc Tho in mid- November and had outlined the U.S. nego-

tiating position. First, the United States ensured that the NCNRC would 

not become a coalition government by replacing the DRV’s “co cau chinh 

quyen [governmental structure]” with the RVN’s “co cau hanh chanh [ad-

ministrative structure]” and by stipulating that the NCNRC’s functions 

would include only “promoting” and not “supervising” the implemen-

tation of the agreement. Once again, Hanoi exploited the difficulties in 

translation; it used “don doc,” meaning “supervise,” not “promote,” which 

the South Vietnamese protested.173 Regarding military issues, the United 

States would insist on the withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops and re-

spect for the DMZ.174 The purpose of Haig’s visit, then, was to gain Thieu’s 

acquiescence to the U.S. position by providing carrots and wielding sticks. 

The carrots included the benefits of Enhance Plus, the expedited trans-

fer of approved Vietnamization equipment programs that by November 

consisted of twenty- nine Army items and nine Air Force items, including 

military supplies and bases to the RVN, and the promise of retaliation 

against North Vietnam if communist forces violated the agreement.175 The 

sticks were that if Thieu did not abandon his current dangerous course, in-

cluding “self- defeating” public “distortions,” the U.S.- RVN alliance would 

fall apart and that Nixon might have no choice but to take what historian 

Jeffrey Kimball terms “brutal action” against Saigon.176

 Although shaken over the course of the two- day meeting on 11 and 12 

November, Thieu did not back down and presented Haig with South Viet-

nam’s own demands for the upcoming Kissinger- Tho meeting, including 

total PAVN withdrawal before any Vietnamese election.177 “With respect 

to troops in the South,” Thieu stated, “this is a life or death issue.”178 The 

South Vietnamese president reasoned that if the duplicitous Kissinger re-

mained as the U.S. negotiator during these private meetings, then Thieu 
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had to make his voice heard. According to Haig, Thieu could not “bring 

himself to an open break with us. On the other hand, he [would] exer-

cise every ploy in his dictionary to achieve further delay, hopefully without 

commitment.”179 This was exactly what Thieu did. Two days before the pri-

vate meeting between Kissinger and Tho, which had been delayed further 

to 20 November because of Le Duc Tho’s illness, Thieu presented Bunker 

with Saigon’s sixty- nine suggested modifications.180 Moreover, Thieu or-

ganized a task force to follow the negotiations and beefed up the RVN’s 

presence in Paris. Sending Hoang Duc Nha to Paris, the South Vietnamese 

president equipped his relative with blank stationary that included his sig-

nature and presidential seal. Thieu wanted to make sure that he had his 

men ready to draft an immediate letter of protest to Nixon in case Kissin-

ger sold out South Vietnam at the meeting.181

 In an exchange of notes, Hanoi and Washington agreed to hold three 

rounds of talks until the signing of an agreement. The first would take 

place from 20 to 25 November, the second from 4 to 13 December, and the 

third from 8 to 13 January. The VWP entered these discussions with little 

room for maneuver for three reasons.182 First, Saigon had resolved to uti-

lize its opposition to a settlement as a weapon to ensure that the United 

States not capitulate to Hanoi’s demands.183 Thieu would only accept an 

agreement if Nixon really intended to cut off aid and sign a separate agree-

ment with the DRV. Second, with reelection no longer a concern, Nixon 

was inclined to try extreme military force to extract more concessions from 

Hanoi and to placate Saigon.184 Nixon’s bombing and mining campaign in 

the summer of 1972 had produced results in the fall round of negotiations. 

Nixon reasoned that if Hanoi was ready to sign an agreement in October 

before the election, now faced with four more years, Hanoi might be con-

vinced to compromise further by a brutal bombing campaign. Third, the 

DRV had no guarantee from China or the Soviet Union that either would 

intervene on its behalf if Nixon opted to use his overwhelming military 

might to punish Hanoi for its purported intransigence in Paris. Although 

Beijing and Moscow increased aid to help Hanoi defend itself from Nixon’s 

bombs and mines, they coupled aid with increased pressure on Hanoi to 

settle.

 Although North Vietnamese leaders claimed that they were no longer 

operating under a rushed timetable to settle, the Politburo still desired a 

speedy settlement based on the October draft and did not intend to retract 

any concessions or revert back to “dam va danh [talking while fighting].” 

The VWP leadership’s overriding concern was to escape further destruc-
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tion and damage to its war effort by American bombs in order to preserve 

its forces for battle against South Vietnamese troops after U.S. withdrawal. 

Since Nixon was in a position to exploit détente with the Soviet Union 

and China and use South Vietnam as an excuse to prolong negotiations, 

the Hanoi Politburo wanted to prevent any decline in the VWP’s position 

at the negotiating table in Paris and on the military front in South Viet-

nam.185 Although North Vietnamese leaders ordered their forces to go on 

the offensive in the Central Highlands as well as the Mekong Delta in order 

to “liberate” more territory, these were not large- scale attacks that would 

threaten the negotiations in Paris.186

 During the first day of negotiations on 20 November, Le Duc Tho un-

leashed his fury on Kissinger by reading a stinging five- page denuncia-

tion of Washington’s deception regarding the October peace. Compared 

to Vietnam’s past dealings with the fascist Japanese and colonial French, 

Tho claimed, Hanoi found U.S. duplicity even more flagrant. Attempting to 

bring some levity to the tense meeting, Kissinger remarked that he had at 

least succeeded in unifying North and South Vietnam in a common hatred 

for him.187 His attempts at humor and even gift- giving—Kissinger had pre-

sented Tho with a picture book of Harvard in case the “special advisor” 

agreed to teach a seminar on Marxism- Leninism there and had given a 

Steuben glass horse’s head to Xuan Thuy, known for his fondness of horse 

racing—could not break the tension.188 Tho remained in bad spirits as 

Kissinger grudgingly presented a list of sixty- nine modifications, dictated 

by Saigon’s demands, which appeared impossible to resolve by the end of 

the month.189 The more substantive revisions included wording surround-

ing the DMZ that would render illegal North Vietnamese troops below the 

seventeenth parallel, withdrawal of PAVN troops simultaneous with the 

release of political prisoners, changes to weaken the NCNRC, and striking 

any mention of the PRG.190

 Although the Saigon regime was not present at the private negotiations, 

it made its presence known there. Thieu took special precautions to en-

sure that Kissinger presented Saigon’s sixty- nine demands for changes to 

the agreement at the negotiating sessions. Not only did he equip Nha, as 

well as his special assistant for foreign affairs, Nguyen Phu Duc, with pre-

signed official letterhead to send word to Nixon if Kissinger betrayed Sai-

gon, Thieu dispatched his Washington, London, and Paris ambassadors to 

oversee the talks as well. This diplomatic entourage was not enough. Thieu 

also sent the defense chairman of the National Assembly, General Tran 

Van Don, who had close ties with the expatriate Vietnamese community 
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in Paris, as well as his economic advisor, Nguyen Tien Hung, to fine- tune 

any resulting agreement.191 Kissinger resented Thieu’s beefed- up presence 

in Paris, especially since the national security advisor had to update three 

South Vietnamese diplomats every night on the negotiations at his pri-

vate residence. According to Kissinger, Thieu had instructed the diplomats 

to accept Hanoi’s surrender on all sixty- nine modifications—and nothing 

less.192

 With Saigon exerting external pressure on the private negotiations, 

the Politburo predicted two possible outcomes for the November round 

of talks. If Tho could force Kissinger to drop the ridiculous demands and 

negotiate seriously again, then the war could end before 20 January 1973. 

If the United States allowed its “puppets” to drag out the negotiations, 

Politburo leaders surmised, then the war would continue for another three 

years. After reviewing Thieu’s list, Le Duan and the Politburo instructed 

Tho and Thuy to remain steadfast, to protect the core principles of the 

October draft, and to only be flexible with minor details.193 When Tho met 

with Kissinger on 21 November, he lambasted the list of modifications and 

presented his own set of new demands including striking any mention 

of the withdrawal of PAVN forces from South Vietnam since, he claimed, 

these troops were in fact volunteer forces fighting on behalf of the PRG- 

NLF. A no- nonsense Kissinger dug in his heels as well. Although he had 

winnowed down the list of Saigon’s demands so that they accorded with 

Nixon’s promises to Thieu, Tho’s retraction of previous concessions on 

prisoners allowed Kissinger to abandon all “understanding” of Hanoi’s 

tricky position with its Cambodian allies, with which he had feigned sym-

pathy at the breakthrough 11 October meeting. Kissinger now demanded 

that North Vietnam guarantee an immediate cease- fire for Cambodia and 

Laos to coincide with the one for South Vietnam. Moreover, Kissinger 

ignored Tho’s demand not to mention the withdrawal of PAVN forces, ex-

horting the North Vietnamese negotiator that if Hanoi agreed to remove 

its troops from the South then the question of political prisoners would be 

more easily resolved.194

 Hanoi leaders made a risky move at the 22 November meeting. Tho 

ignored the October agreement and demanded that all political prisoners 

in the South be freed simultaneously with American prisoners and the 

withdrawal of all foreign troops. In return, Hanoi would remove a number 

of PAVN troops around the DMZ.195 Historian Robert Brigham has attrib-

uted Hanoi’s retraction of the October agreement on civilian prisoners to 

increased NLF- PRG pressure on Hanoi leaders.196 However, given the ex-
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tent of control that the VWP possessed over southern affairs throughout 

the period of negotiations, it is unlikely that Nguyen Thi Binh and other 

southern revolutionaries became rogue diplomats breaking from the Party 

line by demanding the release of their comrades. Rather, the VWP most 

likely ordered the PRG to stand firm on this issue because Hanoi leaders 

could not. In other words, the VWP was using the good cop–bad cop tactic 

that Vietnamese communist leaders had employed since the start of nego-

tiations. Perhaps the real objective in Le Duc Tho’s demand was to hold on 

to American prisoners as leverage, since the United States was adamant 

that the release of POWs not be linked with any other issue. Instructions 

sent by the Politburo to Paris that day support the notion of a unified diplo-

matic front rather than tension between Hanoi and the PRG. Le Duan’s 

Politburo instructed Tho and Thuy to coordinate the negotiating strategy 

of the private talks with the public forum while Hanoi stepped up its pro-

paganda campaign to denounce U.S. Indochinization, particularly with in-

creasing weapons transfers to Saigon and Phnom Penh. Since world opin-

ion was leaning more heavily on the United States to uphold its promises 

to end the war, Politburo leaders concluded, Tho and Thuy would be able 

to reject U.S.- RVN demands that North Vietnam withdraw its troops from 

South Vietnam.197

 The remainder of the talks in late November degenerated to stone-

walling, pounding fists, and issuing threats. While Kissinger rejected the 

linking of the release of political prisoners to American POWs, Tho re-

fused to countenance Washington’s new demand that American advisers 

be allowed to remain in South Vietnam. Even when some issues were re-

solved, including the wording surrounding the DMZ, new issues sprung to 

the fore. When Washington insisted on Saigon’s demands regarding the 

NCNRC, Tho slammed his fist on the table and said there was a limit to 

what Hanoi could endure, particularly after agreement had been reached 

between Washington and Hanoi on the October draft.198 While the negoti-

ating parties took a long lunch break and shared a Thanksgiving- themed 

meal on 23 November, it dawned on Hanoi leaders that North Vietnam 

would not be able to escape another round of American bombs before a 

settlement could be reached.199 North Vietnamese fears were confirmed 

when Kissinger and Haig cornered Tho before a private meeting on 24 

November to deliver Nixon’s threat that if Hanoi refused to negotiate seri-

ously and honorably, the United States would resume military activities.200 

Kissinger tried to soften Nixon’s warning by saying that he would do his 

best to exert maximum pressure on Saigon but Hanoi had to show flexi-
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bility as well. When the formal negotiating session commenced, Kissin-

ger reiterated the necessity of showing that Saigon’s demands had been 

taken into account.201 Tho, however, was neither moved by Nixon’s threat 

nor sympathetic to Kissinger’s position.202 On the final day of meetings, 

Kissinger “decided to play for a week’s delay before seeking final agree-

ment with Le Duc Tho,” since the South Vietnamese continued to be in-

transigent and the North Vietnamese insisted on their demand that South 

Vietnamese civilians be released. Tho grudgingly agreed to Kissinger’s re-

quest for a delay, prompting Kissinger to believe that the United States had 

“reseized” the initiative with not only Hanoi but Saigon as well.203

 While Kissinger sensed a weakening in Hanoi’s position, particularly 

with regard to Cambodia and Laos and the wording surrounding the DMZ, 

Tho was convinced that he had emerged victorious in the late Novem-

ber round of meetings. In particular, Tho noted to Foreign Minister Trinh 

that Washington had retreated on three issues: the presence of North Viet-

namese soldiers, the general nature of the NCNRC, and the recognition of 

the PRG’s legitimacy.204 Leaders in Hanoi, however, had a somewhat more 

somber assessment than Tho did in Paris. According to the Politburo, the 

United States must have sensed a weakening in North Vietnam’s position. 

Not only had Washington retreated on the agreed October draft, Hanoi 

had only put up a show of resistance before it put forward a more flexible 

offer. The Politburo surmised that the Americans believed that they could 

conclude the war and negotiate the peace from a position of strength and 

thereby produce an agreement that would prove advantageous to the Sai-

gon regime. The only recourse, in Hanoi’s opinion, was to stick to the 

terms of the October draft in the upcoming December talks while the 

Politburo increased communist defenses around Hanoi and Hai Phong 

and prepared for the evacuation of its urban population to the country-

side.205

 Nonetheless, North Vietnamese negotiators in Paris cabled the Hanoi 

Politburo stating that even though Washington had entirely changed the 

substance of the October draft with its new demands, the DRV should still 

strive for an early solution.206 As a result, VWP leaders entered the sec-

ond round of talks pessimistic but still intent on producing an agreement. 

Meanwhile, Nixon dealt firmly with South Vietnamese leaders, including 

Thieu’s special advisor, Nguyen Phu Duc, and South Vietnamese ambas-

sador Tran Kim Phuong, who continued to mount objections to any U.S.- 

DRV settlement that allowed PAVN troops to remain in the South.207 Vow-

ing to “go it alone,” these South Vietnamese officials tried the patience 
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of their patrons. While Kissinger called Duc a “little bastard,” Nixon ex-

plained that the “major trouble” in Saigon was Hoang Duc Nha, whom 

the president described as a “punk kid in the Palace, this 3- year- old suit—

suitor, who is acting out a Wagnerian drama.”208

 On 4 December, the first day of the second round of talks, Kissinger and 

Le Duc Tho stuck firm to their respective demands regarding the preamble 

of the agreement, the Vietnamese text on the NCNRC, substantive issues 

involving North Vietnamese troops in the South, the release of political 

prisoners, and provisions concerning Cambodia and Laos. Kissinger con-

cluded that Hanoi might be prepared “to break off negotiations and go an-

other military round.”209 When the two sides reconvened on 6 December, 

Tho tried to gain Kissinger’s sympathy by presenting the PRG as a poten-

tial obstacle regarding the NCNRC.210 Kissinger evidently believed the 

North Vietnamese negotiator when he commented in his memoirs that 

Hanoi was “obviously under tremendous pressure from the Viet Cong on 

this issue.”211 On 7 December, in a last- ditch effort, Tho requested a return 

to the October draft. When Kissinger refused to budge, the DRV negotiator 

dropped all pretense of playing it cool and acceded to most of America’s 

demands. In particular, Hanoi was ready to “abandon” the PRG, if in fact 

they ever disagreed, by dropping the demand for the release of political 

detainees in the South.212 The next day, Kissinger gained more ground as 

Tho agreed to acquiesce to American demands regarding the DMZ in re-

turn for U.S. acceptance that the PRG be mentioned in the preamble.213 

Nonetheless, there were still many outstanding issues. When the 9 Decem-

ber meeting appeared as if it would end in stalemate, as both sides held 

their ground on various issues, Kissinger reported to Nixon that during the 

break, Tho took him aside and suggested that if Kissinger could “start the 

next phase of the meeting with a concession, he would make a big conces-

sion.”214

 On 10 December, Le Duc Tho, who had complained the day before 

that his blood pressure was high and that he was not feeling well, tried 

to end the grueling four- hour meeting forty- five minutes early.215 Accord-

ing to Luu Van Loi, Tho was exhausted after he confessed to the Ameri-

cans that he had overstepped his orders by conceding too much: “I have 

been harshly criticized. . . . Last week I repeatedly contacted Hanoi. The 

instructions received from my government are more rigid than the for-

mula I gave you. The fact is that at the demarcation line, one side belongs 

to the North, the other is the liberated zone of the PRG. We should have 

had nothing to discuss about regulations for movement across the demar-
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cation line, but endeavoring to settle with you, we have proposed this for-

mula.”216 The Politburo had sent orders the day before telling the delega-

tion to refuse the U.S. formula.217 Although Tho understood the necessity 

for compromise at this juncture, perhaps Le Duan and the Politburo did 

not. The historical record remains silent on any disagreement between 

the “comrades Le” on this matter. By 11 December, then, the only issue 

that remained was the status of the DMZ. Kissinger continued to push for 

the North and South Vietnamese to discuss the modalities of movement 

across the demarcation line, thus prohibiting any movement—military or 

civilian—until after the two Vietnamese settled the issue. At the 12 Decem-

ber meeting, however, Tho insisted that no reference be made to civilian 

movement, which Kissinger construed as Hanoi’s attempt to leave open 

the possibility for military movement.218 By this point, the Politburo ex-

pressed its frustration to its negotiators: “Signing now or later, timing is 

no longer an issue.”219 With negotiators unable to settle the DMZ issue, 

progress remained impossible for the remainder of the meetings.220

 When Tho informed Kissinger that he was due to leave Paris for Hanoi 

on 14 December and that he would be in touch by messages, Kissinger 

concluded that Hanoi had “decided to play for time,” because the North 

Vietnamese leaders were too divided or they sought to exploit the split be-

tween Washington and Saigon.221 With the Western holiday season immi-

nent, the Politburo resolved to advance the diplomatic struggle and use 

U.S. domestic pressure and world public opinion to force Nixon to sign 

an agreement. North Vietnamese leaders believed international opinion 

favored them over Washington.222 At the final meeting on 13 December, 

which Kissinger described as even more “ludicrous and insolent” than 

the previous meetings, the negotiations remained deadlocked.223 Dur-

ing the lunch break, Tho refused to relent on the two major outstand-

ing issues—the DMZ and the signing procedure—because, as Kissinger 

reported, “Hanoi’s keeping him on a tight leash and overruling various 

deals he made with me.”224

 As U.S.- DRV talks hit these bumps on the road to peace, Thieu launched 

a major public relations campaign to try to derail the entire process and 

kill off any chance for a settlement. Appearing before the RVN National 

Assembly on 12 December, the South Vietnamese president denounced 

Kissinger’s efforts in Paris.225 The next day, Thieu informed key politicians 

and leaders in Saigon that he intended to reject any draft settlement.226 

On 14 December, as Le Duc Tho left Paris for consultations with the Polit-

buro, Nixon ordered a resumption of the bombing for 18 December, the 
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day that Tho was due to return to Hanoi, with Operation Linebacker II, 

otherwise known as the Christmas bombings. During the twelve- day 

campaign, known in Hanoi as the “twelve days of darkness [moi hai ngay 

dem],” 3,420 sorties carpet- bombed the Hanoi–Hai Phong area, inflicting 

severe physical and psychological damage on North Vietnam.227 Nixon in-

tended to convey a message to Hanoi and to Saigon that Washington was 

determined to force a peace and neither Vietnamese party could stand in 

the way.228 In a personal letter to Thieu on the eve of the bombing, Nixon 

wrote, “These actions [bombing] are meant to convey to the enemy my de-

termination to bring the conflict to a rapid end. . . . I do not want you to be 

left, under any circumstances, with the mistaken impression that these ac-

tions signal a willingness or intent to continue U.S. military involvement if 

Hanoi meets the requirements for a settlement which I have set.”229 While 

Thieu was “shaken” by Nixon’s letter,230 Hanoi remained silent. When 

Nixon announced a thirty- six- hour Christmas truce and halted the bomb-

ings, the DRV still did not exhibit any desire to resume negotiations.

 Although the Chinese and Soviets issued strong condemnations of the 

fiercest bombing campaign in the war, both allies again privately pres-

sured Hanoi to settle with the Americans.231 On 23 December, Soviet am-

bassador Scherbakov listened sympathetically to Pham Van Dong’s con-

demnation of Nixon’s bombing campaign, but when the opportunity arose 

to push Hanoi toward accepting the American offer to resume talks, the 

Soviet official pounced. Not only did he encourage Dong to inform the 

Americans that Hanoi was ready to meet, but he also suggested that VWP 

leaders only demand the cessation of bombing. Four days later, during a 

discussion with Deputy Foreign Minister Hoang Van Tien, it was appar-

ent to Scherbakov that Hanoi no longer needed any convincing to negoti-

ate. The North Vietnamese official asked Moscow to persuade the United 

States to stop the bombing.232

 Meanwhile, Chinese leaders also encouraged the North Vietnamese to 

return to negotiations. On 29 December, Mao Zedong criticized some “so- 

called ‘Communists,’” who encouraged the Vietnamese not to negotiate 

and to “fight for another 100 years.”233 “This is revolution; otherwise it 

is opportunism,” Chairman Mao said to PRG head delegate Nguyen Thi 

Binh, who represented the obstinate South Vietnamese comrades Mao 

viewed as bent on torpedoing the peace for their own selfish motives. In 

other words, if the PRG’s demands regarding the release of political de-

tainees prevented Hanoi from accepting the settlement in early Decem-

ber, then Mao was sending a thinly veiled warning to Binh not to engage 
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in “opportunism.”234 Mao’s warnings were unnecessary, however, Le Duan 

had kept a close eye on southern diplomats since the beginning of the war 

for peace.235

 Binh, on the other hand, prefers to remember the powerful effect of 

people’s diplomacy at this juncture in the war. With 27 U.S. aircraft shot 

down, including 15 B- 52s (the North Vietnamese claimed 81 aircraft shot 

down, including 34 B- 52s), 44 captured American pilots (one of whom died 

in captivity) and another 42 killed or missing in action, not to mention 

the damage wrought on North Vietnam, including more than 2,000 civil-

ians killed and more than 1,500 wounded, public outrage forced Nixon to 

end the bombing campaign and his approval ratings plummeted.236 Singer 

Joan Baez and VVAW members arrived in Hanoi when the bombings 

began and publicized the destruction of Bach Mai Hospital and the neigh-

borhoods surrounding the capital city.237 Meanwhile, VWP leaders took 

note of official pronouncements by statesmen as well as headlines world-

wide, taking solace in the condemnation of Nixon’s brutal campaign in the 

United States, the socialist bloc, Western Europe, and the Third World.238 

Influential American journalists decried Linebacker II as a barbaric act by 
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a mad tyrant, an act that was unnecessary for the United States to get out 

of Vietnam.239 In short, the Christmas bombings produced global outrage; 

rather than break the will of Hanoi, American bombs mobilized the inter-

national community to condemn the U.S. administration.240

 On 31 December, Truong Chinh met with Zhou Enlai in Beijing and 

asked the Chinese leader his opinion on the DRV’s negotiating prospects. 

Zhou tried to convince his Vietnamese guest to negotiate seriously with the 

aim of reaching an immediate agreement, since the Americans were defi-

nitely on their way out of Southeast Asia.241 The Chinese leader repeated 

this advice to Le Duc Tho a few days later. “The most important [thing] is 

to let the Americans leave,” Zhou stated. “The situation will change in six 

months or a year.”242 North Vietnamese leaders, however, did not have 

to be browbeaten into showing flexibility and approaching negotiations 

seriously; Nixon’s bombs had done their damage. On 26 December, the 

heaviest day of bombing, Hanoi had notified Washington that it was ready 

to resume negotiations on 4 January.243 Washington ended its bombing 

north of the twentieth parallel on 29 December, allowing Kissinger and 

Tho to meet in Paris early in the new year.

 On 8 January 1973, the third and final round of Tho and Kissinger talks 

began and concluded with a settlement that some officials and scholars ar-

gue resembled the 1972 fall draft agreement.244 They claim that the resul-

tant January draft was essentially achieved on Thanksgiving Day 1972, in-

corporating some of the December and January compromises. Moreover, 

Nixon’s brutal bombing campaign failed to break Hanoi’s will and only 

resulted in Washington’s accepting terms that it had rejected.245 However, 

according to others, the final round of talks did produce differences. The 

DMZ provisions were strengthened, but “civilian” movement remained 

an issue for later negotiations. Nguyen Thi Binh’s last- minute demands 

for the simultaneous release of civilian detainees were omitted, but PAVN 

troops were allowed to remain in South Vietnam and so were American 

advisers. In addition, the PRG remained in the preamble, but not in the 

document.246

 Thieu, in contrast, after getting over Nixon’s threats in mid- December, 

was greatly encouraged by the Christmas bombing and thus continued to 

hold out for PAVN withdrawals and other significant changes to the agree-

ment. The U.S. president, however, could no longer appease Thieu. In early 

January, legislation to cut off all funds to Indochina contingent on the re-

turn of American POWs passed both the House and Senate. Thus, given the 

very real threat of an immediate cutoff of U.S. aid, the South Vietnamese 
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president finally relented. Even though Nixon had forced Hanoi’s—and 

Saigon’s—hand, the American public and world opinion, which had be-

come more sympathetic to the Vietnamese communists thanks to the DRV 

and PRG’s adept international and transnational diplomacy, denounced 

the brutality of Nixon’s aerial campaign.

 After more than four years of acrimonious negotiations and bitter fight-

ing, the Paris agreement and cease- fire signed in late January 1973 man-

aged to end the American phase of the war but gave little respite to the 

Vietnamese. A new stage of fighting—the war of the flags—ensued as 

Hanoi and Saigon scrambled to stake out territory and ground while the 

Americans, Chinese, and Soviets watched. Although Le Duan may not have 

definitively won the war for peace, he managed to prevent Nixon and Thieu 

from gaining victory with a negotiated settlement that could have resulted 

in the permanent division of Vietnam. True victory, however, would have 

to wait.

CONCLUSION

The 1973 Paris Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring the Peace did 

not end the Vietnam War. Instead, it was a penultimate finale, marking 

only the end of the bitter war for peace that began in the midst of the Tet 

Offensive and ended in the devastation of Operation Linebacker II. Most 

important, it was the endgame to America’s war and heralded a new stage 

of fighting among the Vietnamese. Despite the fanfare surrounding the 

signing of the peace agreement and cease- fire in Paris in early 1973, then, 

no side believed the fight was over.

 Although Le Duan finally abandoned his long- held desire to win the war 

through his General Offensive and General Uprising strategy in the sum-

mer of 1972, his decision to rely on diplomacy to end the war did not result 

in an immediate agreement. Distrustful of negotiations from the start of 

the southern struggle, Le Duan was perhaps fearful of suffering the same 

fate as Ho Chi Minh had during the French- Indochina War. Since he had 

shuffled around important Party, state, and defense positions earlier in the 

year, however, Le Duan did not have to fear that a rival Politburo member 

would take advantage of his missteps. Thus, with the admission that his 

1972 Spring–Summer Offensive failed to score a decisive victory by top-

pling the Thieu regime, the first secretary shifted the Party’s resources to 

achieve the goal of American withdrawal rather than that of “puppet col-

lapse.” Abandoning the plans to incite a general uprising and dropping the 
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demand for Thieu’s ouster, Le Duc Tho could still not manage to secure a 

settlement in Paris. The “puppet” ensured that its patron would not and 

could not settle in 1972.

 Saigon’s effective campaign to sabotage peace in 1972 reveals two im-

portant aspects of the internationalization of the war for peace. First, de-

spite being bitter enemies, Saigon and Hanoi found themselves in similar 

positions in the 1970s with the reconfiguration of Sino- Soviet- American 

relations. RVN and DRV leaders utilized the tools available to junior allies 

in the Cold War, including obstruction, blackmail, and threats to influence 

their patrons’ actions. Le Duan and his comrades, however, were not as 

successful as Thieu and his advisors, since the competition between the 

Chinese and the Soviets for America’s favor neutralized their rivalry for in-

fluence over North Vietnam. Second, Thieu’s ability to thwart a settlement 

in 1972 reveals that the United States was not in a position to unilaterally 

dictate the course of the war. Even though Kissinger had gone to great 

lengths to secure a draft agreement with Hanoi in the fall of 1972, he had 

not factored in Thieu’s ability to influence Nixon’s decisions.

 Finally, Thieu’s last- minute obstruction also bolstered Nixon’s resolve 

to end the war for peace on his own terms by using the two remaining 

weapons in his arsenal: superpower diplomacy and military escalation. 

Convinced that the Beijing and Moscow summits as well as Linebacker I 

had forced Hanoi to negotiate seriously, Nixon once again launched a dev-

astating bombing campaign and roped in the Chinese and the Soviets to 

pressure the North Vietnamese to return to the negotiating table in the 

winter of 1972. Since the Politburo’s aim had been to arrive at an agree-

ment without further damage to its war effort, even though Hanoi eventu-

ally prepared itself and was ready to accept the destruction, Linebacker II 

represented the failure to attain that goal. Thieu’s intransigence in late 

1972, in a sense, bought him approximately another three years until com-

munist forces could recover militarily.

 At the same time, international condemnation, facilitated by Hanoi’s 

public relations campaign, surrounding the Christmas bombings ensured 

that Thieu could no longer put up any further roadblocks to peace and 

that Nixon could no longer utilize American air power in Vietnam. Regard-

less of what changes it may or may not have caused to the resulting peace 

agreement, especially since no side believed that the document would 

bind the belligerents, the final round of devastation and destruction only 

underscored the futility of negotiating peace for Vietnam.
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EPILOGUE

Under the command of General Van Tien Dung, PAVN troops entered Sai-

gon on 30 April 1975, bringing the Ho Chi Minh Offensive to a successful 

close. As communist soldiers marched and rode atop Soviet tanks into the 

heart of RVN power, exuberant masses lined the streets of Saigon to wel-

come the troops as liberators. In the end, the Party did not need for the 

South Vietnamese people to rise up and help topple the Saigon regime; 

South Vietnam’s leaders had more or less fled the country a week before. 

On 21 April, Nguyen Van Thieu had given a rambling resignation speech 

in which he blamed the imminent demise of South Vietnam on the United 

States and Washington’s abandonment of its stalwart ally to the commu-

nists. Rumored to have taken copious amounts of gold on a CIA cargo 

plane to Taiwan, Thieu handed over the deteriorating situation to Vice 

President Tran Van Huong who, one week later, fobbed it off on General 

Duong Van Minh.1 “Big Minh,” who had no intention of continuing the 

fight, announced his intention to surrender to the PRG, but North Viet-

namese forces dispensed with the formality and assumed direct power. 

The war in Vietnam had finally come to a close.

 With the liberation of Saigon, Le Duan and Le Duc Tho celebrated the 

end of their fifteen- year struggle in Hanoi. After defeating rivals for power 

in the North to promote war in the South, the militant leaders had suc-
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ceeded in negotiating the end of American involvement in 1973 and defeat-

ing Saigon forces on the battlefield more than two years later. Although the 

war had not always proceeded as they had planned, they emerged victori-

ous nonetheless. The transition to peace and reunification after 1975, how-

ever, proved even more difficult for these revolutionaries. After a few years 

of peace, leaders of the unified country, renamed the Socialist Republic 

of Vietnam, were once again at war by the end of the decade, this time 

against their former allies, the PRC and the Khmer Rouge. Once again, 

Vietnamese forces proved successful on the battlefield. They pushed back 

Chinese troops who marched south to teach their “ungrateful” neighbor 

a lesson and, more important, ousted the murderous Pol Pot regime that 

had begun its attacks on Vietnam a year earlier. Although Vietnam’s alli-

ance with the Soviet Union had been solidified when Hanoi joined the 

Comecon in June 1978, the Third Indochina War and its aftermath brought 

about the international marginalization of Vietnam and plummeted the 

nation into economic stagnation and hyperinflation. The country entered 

its most difficult years during the winter of Le Duan’s life.

 The general secretary, who had battled French colonialists, Japanese 

imperialists, American neoimperialists, and Chinese chauvinists, con-

tinued to promote a Marxist view of the world as divided into the two 

camps of socialism and imperialism. This binary approach fit poorly with 

the realities of the late Cold War. While Vietnam battled both the PRC and 

the nations of ASEAN, it looked to the Soviet economic and political sys-

tem for inspiration.2 The latter proved disastrous for Vietnam’s postwar re-

construction, as Hanoi sent former RVN officials and soldiers into reedu-

cation camps and shuttled southern peasants into New Economic Zones. 

As a result, nation (re)building and regional problems in the 1980s pre-

vented Hanoi from assuming an influential role in world affairs. Although 

the Vietnamese revolution had inspired national liberation struggles 

throughout the Global South, Hanoi could not become the “Havana of the 

East.”3 Even though Vietnam sent soldiers to train the Sandinistas in Nica-

ragua, advised the Red Army in Afghanistan, hosted students and officials 

from such disparate groups as the Palestine Liberation Organization and 

the People’s Movement for Liberation of Angola, and had worldwide dis-

tribution of its translated pamphlets and manuals detailing the victories 

at the 1954 Dien Bien Phu Siege, the 1968 Tet Offensive, and the 1975 Ho 

Chi Minh Campaign to readers in El Salvador, South Africa, and Eritrea, to 

name just a few countries, the SRV could not capitalize on its global repu-

tation as a small- power David who had defeated the U.S. Goliath.4 With 
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troops stationed in Cambodia, the Vietnamese transformed from the dar-

lings of the progressive world media to the pariahs of Southeast Asia. Po-

litical scientist and current deputy chief of mission Nguyen Vu Tung con-

trasts the period before and after reunification: “Hanoi might be adept in 

diplomatic struggle for national liberation. But it did not have a contin-

gent of well- trained diplomats for diplomacy in the nation- building period 

that followed.”5

 Winds of change, however, soon blew through Vietnam. Just prior to 

Le Duan’s death, Nguyen Thuy Nga was able to visit her husband on his 

sickbed as he lay with a high fever caused by lung injuries sustained dur-

ing his colonial prison terms decades before. Promising her that he would 

join her once he regained his health, Le Duan intended to retire to the 

Mekong Delta and urged Nga to prepare. He passed away before he could 

return to the south.6 On 15 July 1986, 100,000 Hanoians lined the six miles 

between Ba Dinh Square and Mai Dich Cemetery to bid a final farewell 

to the leader who had guided them through most of the Cold War. While 

family members donned the traditional white or yellow headscarves of 

mourning, high- ranking attendees walking in the funeral procession wore 

armbands over their Mao- collared suits or military fatigues. The casket, 

drawn by an army vehicle, was draped in the national flag and flanked on 

both sides by soldiers marching in lock- step garbed in white uniforms. The 

Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of Kampuchea, and the Lao People’s 

Democratic Republic sent dignitaries to pay their respects, while the PRC 

remained conspicuously absent. Across the Pacific, U.S. president Ronald 

Reagan did not register Le Duan’s passing as he urged the U.S. Congress 

to fund Nicaragua’s “freedom fighters” and put to rest the “Vietnam syn-

drome.”7

 Le Duan’s death marked the beginning of the end of Vietnam’s “America 

syndrome,” as reformers pushed through the policies of Doi Moi (Renova-

tion) in 1986. Although Vietnam’s move to a market economy helped pull 

the country out of its economic crisis, glasnost did not accompany Viet-

nam’s perestroika. The promised social and political reforms at the grass-

roots level never transpired, though there were changes at the top. At the 

Sixth Party Congress in December 1986, Le Duc Tho and Truong Chinh vol-

untarily retired, while Van Tien Dung and To Huu were given a vote of no 

confidence by members of the Congress when they failed to be reelected 

to the Politburo. Dung’s considerable ego, which came forth in his pub-

lication extolling his role in the 1975 victory, and his conservative stance 

regarding Cambodia, led to his downfall.8 Even though he became asso-
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ciated with the successful “blooming lotus” military strategy exemplified 

in the 1975 attack on Saigon and the 1979 assault on Phnom Penh, he lost 

his defense post and became the most visible casualty of the new wave of 

reforms. Likewise, To Huu lost power in the Party leadership when he be-

came too closely aligned with the disastrous economic policies, including 

monetary reform, that had brought runaway inflation.

 Although Le Duan’s former allies retired from political life or fell from 

power, his enemies did not enjoy a resurgence. The changes sweeping 

through Vietnam after 1986 never salvaged the role of General Vo Nguyen 

Giap. Following reunification in 1976, Le Duan dropped all pretense of tol-

erating the famous general. Stripped of his position as secretary of defense 

in 1980 and later his seat in the Politburo in 1982, Giap continued to be the 

recipient of Le Duan’s scorn and jealousy. Even after he had squeezed Giap 

out of state and Party positions, Le Duan still viewed the renowned general 

with unveiled suspicion. But Giap may get the last word. Managing to out-

live the “comrades Le,” Giap has eclipsed the obscure Le Duan to rank con-

sistently as one of the greatest generals and grandest strategists in world 

history. Even though Le Duan managed to marginalize Giap within Viet-

nam, he never could suppress Giap’s enduring influence abroad.

 In country, however, Le Duan’s legacy lives on. Even though Le Duc Tho 

and Pham Hung followed Le Duan to the grave two years later, the power 

structure they built lasted beyond their deaths. Their acolytes, includ-

ing former COSVN officials such Nguyen Van Linh, Vo Chi Cong, Le Duc 

Anh, and Vo Van Kiet, to name a few, rose to the top Party positions in the 

1980s and 1990s. Nonetheless, there were visible cracks in the Le Duan–Le 

Duc Tho foundation. The facade of a collective and stable leadership that 

masked the monopoly of power by Le Duan gave way to the emergence of 

a trilateral ruling government. After Le Duan’s death, the positions of the 

president and prime minister rose in importance to rival that of the gen-

eral secretary. The Party leadership no longer wanted collective decision 

making in name only.

 As younger leaders were poised to take the helm in 1986, Vietnam was 

on the cusp of rejoining the world community. Even before the Velvet Revo-

lution, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the demise of the Soviet Union, Viet-

nam began to emerge from the Cold War in Asia when Hanoi announced 

its intention to withdraw all troops from the People’s Republic of Kampu-

chea, to repair relations with Beijing, and to seek a friendlier policy toward 

ASEAN. As the PAVN ended its “internationalist duties” tour in neighboring 

Cambodia, the Cold War finally came to an end in Europe. This prompted 
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a debate over grand strategy as the Hanoi triumvirate weighed the rela-

tive merits of what political scientist Alexander L. Vuving has termed fol-

lowing an “anti- imperialist” line (to protect the regime from domestic 

upheaval) versus an “integrationist” one (to join the Western- dominated 

world economy).9 The latter appeared triumphant as Vietnam normalized 

relations with the United States and joined ASEAN in 1995, ascended to 

the World Trade Organization in 2006, and continues to draw closer to the 

United States in an effort to contain China. This newest chapter in Viet-

nam’s international history would have been unimaginable nearly forty 

years ago during the signing of the Paris Agreement to End the War and 

Restore the Peace.
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Were there missed opportunities for each side to have achieved its  

geopolitical objectives without the terrible loss of life suffered in the war—missed  

opportunities either for avoiding the war before it started or terminating it  

before it had run its course?—Robert S. McNamara1

CONCLUSION

It has been nearly four decades since the fall of Saigon. In the interven-

ing years, policymakers, journalists, and historians have battled over the 

question of what went wrong. How did the United States become mired in 

a disastrous war in Southeast Asia and why did Washington fail to achieve 

victory in Vietnam? While these crucial debates will continue, this study 

suggests that perhaps the time has come to formulate a new set of ques-

tions for insight into the old debates. How did North Vietnam manage to 

engage the United States in total war and why did Hanoi emerge victori-

ous over the world’s greatest superpower? In short, it is time for histori-

ans to develop a better understanding of the agents and structures behind 

Hanoi’s victory in its fifteen- year struggle for the fate of Vietnam.

 Too often, however, the Vietnam War is still viewed solely through the 

American lens. Leaders in Washington, U.S. soldiers on the battlefront, 

and American protestors on the streets take center stage while the Viet-

namese disappear in the background, part of the terrain in which Ameri-

cans became quagmired. However, the war was at least as much a Viet-

namese conflict as it was an American one. Viewing the conflict from the 

perspectives of leaders in Hanoi, a new international history of the Viet-

nam War, and indeed of the wider Cold War, emerges. As historian Odd 

Arne Westad observes, “the most important aspects of the Cold War were 
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neither military nor strategic, nor Europe- centered, but connected to the 

political and social development in the Third World.”2

 If the role of actors in the Global South remains an important and 

understudied dimension of the Cold War, why have more scholars not at-

tempted to view the Vietnam War through the perspectives of the Viet-

namese, if even elite ones?3 Perhaps because the difficulties are many. 

Linguistic and archival challenges notwithstanding, methodological ob-

stacles exist as well. It is not easy to demonstrate small- power autonomy 

and agency amid great- power squabbles. Moreover, there is also a danger 

in ascribing too much power to Third World players, since some could 

claim that it absolves superpowers of responsibility for the violence cre-

ated by their interventions. The reality of the Cold War in the Third World, 

however, did consist of local elites “marrying their own domestic purposes 

to a faith in a common, international ideology, many [of whom] aimed at 

some form of superpower involvement from the revolutionary stage on-

wards.”4 But the bipolarity of the Cold War, which constituted the back-

drop of Vietnam’s postcolonial development, made the Vietnamese civil 

war was much bloodier, longer, and harder to resolve.5

 By viewing the Vietnam War from Vietnamese perspectives, this study 

not only casts new light on local and regional events, but it also provides 

new insights into the global Cold War. It reveals that postcolonial devel-

opment in the revolutionary Third World was derailed not only by the 

East- West rivalry but also by the Sino- Soviet split. The ideological struggle 

between Moscow and Beijing forced medium and small powers in the so-

cialist bloc and revolutionary parties in the Global South to tread a care-

ful line between peaceful coexistence and violent confrontation with the 

West. Opting to follow one path over the other not only could bring dev-

astating domestic repercussions on the road to revolution for these post-

colonial communist regimes, but it also held great consequences for their 

struggles to keep Western encroachment at bay. From the perspectives of 

these smaller powers, the Soviet Union and China were not above placing 

their own geostrategic interests in the Sino- Soviet competition before 

their junior allies’ struggles, even if that meant putting the “international-

ist” cause at peril in the face of the American “neoimperialist” threat.

 Although international debates and fissures in the struggle between 

democratic capitalism and Marxism- Leninism as well as between Soviet 

and Chinese policies affected postcolonial development in the Global 

South, this study also reveals that the Third World actors still managed to 

manipulate the great powers invested in seeing their path of moderniza-
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tion flourish in the Third World. Pitting superpower rivals against one an-

other ensured that Third World actors could maintain their independence 

and extract maximum military aid without relinquishing their autonomy. 

Postcolonial leaders did this directly by appealing to one side over another 

and by signaling their allegiances by manipulating their own domestic 

politics. However, America’s realignment of superpower relations at the 

start of the 1970s threatened this system. Détente blurred ideological lines 

in the global Cold War. No longer could Third World nations rely on old 

Cold War scripts (the “threat of communist subversion” or the “necessity 

of internationalist solidarity”) to elicit unadulterated great- power support 

for their local causes. Instead, regional enemies found themselves in the 

same abandoned boat, as their respective great- power patrons sailed off 

together in pursuit of détente.

 Under these new geopolitical circumstances, Third World actors adapted 

the small- power tools at their disposal both to challenge their enemies 

and control their allies. The final contribution of this study is to show that 

the global Cold War witnessed a clash of contesting global visions not only 

between the United States and the Soviet Union and between the Soviet 

Union and China but also, and more important, between superpowers 

and small powers. In addition to outright wars, the struggles also took the 

form of diplomatic contestations in the international arena. Davids took 

on and defeated Goliaths by taking advantage of an international—and in-

deed transnational—space that opened up on the world stage. Harnessing 

the power of sympathetic public opinion to their cause, nonstate actors 

and smaller powers could level the playing field against economically and 

militarily stronger nations. America’s enemies in the Third World utilized 

this revolutionary diplomacy, which included small- power diplomacy 

and transnational people’s diplomacy, to weaken the United States in the 

global arena. Tapping into this global network of relations that bridged the 

radical segments of the West with the revolutionary parties of the Third 

World, these postcolonial regimes were able to bring great political pres-

sure to bear on the United States to abandon its “neoimperialist” aims.

 These North- South conflagrations took place not only between ideo-

logically opposed powers but also within Cold War alliances. While the 

Nixon Doctrine signified the retrenchment of U.S. commitments and a re-

treat from unconditional defense guarantees in the Global South—a shift 

from a militarily “formal empire” to an “informal empire”—and as Nixon’s 

superpower diplomacy sought a balance- of- power politics, the violent 

turn in the Sino- Soviet split prompted Beijing and Moscow to seek better 
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relations with Washington. Third World allies of the United States, on the 

one side, and of the Soviet Union and China, on the other, fought back. 

The junior allies dragged their feet, coerced and cajoled, and resorted to 

outright blackmail to stymie their patrons from sacrificing their causes on 

the altar of great- power politics.

 Thus, the global Cold War from the perspectives of small powers in the 

Third World reveals a vastly different conflict—with its own pitfalls, chal-

lenges, and stakes—from the one seen by the great powers. Since most 

of the violence perpetuated in the Cold War fell on the Global South, it is 

high time that scholars shift their focus to take into account these lesser 

known, but equally important, perspectives.

TOWARD A NEW INTERNATIONAL  

HISTORY OF THE VIETNAM WAR

In addition to its contributions to our understanding of the global Cold 

War more generally, this book also has challenged much of the received 

wisdom concerning the Vietnam War more specifically. Although nothing 

is definitive until the Party, military, and Foreign Ministry archives open 

their doors, the extant historical record opens the way for new interpreta-

tions of Hanoi’s struggle and the international history of the war for peace 

in Vietnam.

 Hanoi’s decision to go to war was not solely the product of southern 

pressure on northern leaders to save the resistance. Rather, the Party’s 

resolution approving armed conflict in the South was intimately connected 

to the problems with state building in the North. In other words, revolu-

tionary war provided effective means to deflect attention from domestic 

problems. After the French- Indochina War, the Party suffered severe blows 

to its prestige with the land reform debacle and never quite recovered dur-

ing the travails of the 1950s. Recalling Le Duan to the North in 1957, Polit-

buro leaders needed their comrade with the most experience in the South 

to implement the policy shift in Hanoi. In doing so, the Party sought to 

combine armed conflict with the southern political struggle and socialist 

transformation of the northern economy to rally the people behind the 

Party’s policies. Instead, Le Duan, who had predicated his career on the 

South, was by 1963 advancing full- scale war at the expense of the socialist 

revolution in the North.

 Politburo members were thus blindsided by the first secretary’s mo-

nopolization of decision making. Although the Hanoi leadership is often 
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portrayed as a collective decision- making body, the reality was vastly dif-

ferent. Le Duan drew on his revolutionary experience taking down for-

midable enemies and rivals in the Mekong Delta and had learned from 

the past mistakes of his predecessors, including Ho Chi Minh and Truong 

Chinh, who lacked strong bases of power to build a veritable communist 

empire. Placing his deputies in key positions within the Party and the 

state, Le Duan took advantage of the fluid nature of the Party hierarchy to 

solidify the power of the apparatchiks over the armed forces, government, 

and mass organizations.

 Dominating the highest rungs of Party power, Le Duan identified Viet-

nam’s most visible leaders—Vo Nguyen Giap and Ho Chi Minh—as the 

greatest threats to his authority. Although credited with leading Hanoi’s 

war against the United States, Ho and Giap were sidelined by Le Duan and 

Le Duc Tho at nearly all key decision- making junctures. In 1963 and 1964, 

Le Duan blackmailed Ho into silence when the aged leader attempted 

to oppose the first secretary’s decision to escalate the war and attempt 

all- out victory. In 1967 and 1968, Giap became the target of a large- scale 

purge when Le Duc Tho arrested the general’s—and Ho’s—deputies and 

friends. The two leaders thus paid dearly for voicing their disagreement 

with Le Duan’s plans for what would become the Tet Offensive. On both 

occasions, however, Ho and Giap proved correct in their call for modera-

tion: Le Duan’s 1964 and 1968 offensives exacted enormous costs on the 

revolution. While Ho died in 1969, Giap continued to be the recipient of Le 

Duan’s scorn. In 1972, the general found himself once again on the losing 

side of the military debate, this time over the Easter Offensive. It is worth 

contemplating how Hanoi’s war would have been different had Ho and 

Giap been in charge.

 Le Duan also extended his power beyond the Politburo by erecting a 

police state in the North and strengthening the Party apparatus in the 

South. The common notion of the Vietnamese struggle for national lib-

eration as a unified war effort comprised of North and South Vietnamese 

patriots led by the Party conceals a much more complex truth. In reality, Le 

Duan constructed a national security state that devoted all of its resources 

to war and labeled any resistance to its policies as treason. Although there 

was vast support for the communist war effort on both sides of the seven-

teenth parallel, especially in the early years of the fighting, opposition and 

later war weariness also existed. Le Duan dealt with this domestic turmoil 

by increasing the powers of the internal security forces and ideological 

police to surveil North Vietnamese society and by strengthening COSVN in 
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order to thwart rival southern communist leaders and subjugate their in-

surgency to the Party center. While “North- first” moderates in the DRV ob-

jected to Le Duan’s southern war as a means to reunification, local south-

ern communists resented orders from Hanoi that often put the insurgency 

in peril.

 The internal debates within the Vietnamese Communist Party were not 

insular, however; they mirrored the wider ideological struggle encapsu-

lated in the Sino- Soviet split. Although leaders in Hanoi at the time and 

now claim that decision making during the war responded directly to the 

enemy’s war effort—namely, the military picture in the South and the po-

litical situation in the United States—the rivalry between Moscow and 

Beijing played a major role in Hanoi’s strategy deliberation as well. Even 

though there were “pro- Chinese” and “pro- Soviet” factions within the 

VWP, nearly all Politburo leaders, including Le Duan, were never that par-

tial to one side over the other. Instead, they used internationalist debates 

as justification for domestic repression. Beyond the impact on North Viet-

namese domestic politics, Hanoi’s relations with its larger allies greatly 

influenced the Vietnamese communist war effort as well. In 1964, China’s 

emerging radical line allowed Le Duan to advance full- scale war in the 

South and to adopt a pro- Chinese tilt, though the DRV’s international alle-

giances returned to equilibrium a year later with the onset of Soviet aid 

in response to the Americanization of the war. By 1968, the high- profile 

nature of Vietnam’s struggle for sparked more intense competition be-

tween Beijing and Moscow for influence over Hanoi, prompting Le Duan 

to assert his autonomy and independence from both allies by launching 

the Tet Offensive.

 The underlying strategy of the 1968 offensive, as well as the coordinated 

attacks launched in 1964 and 1972, was the ambitious—yet ultimately un-

attainable—notion of a General Offensive and General Uprising. The mis-

takes committed by the U.S. military in Vietnam under William Westmore-

land and Creighton Abrams have their counterparts in the Vietnamese 

communist war effort under Nguyen Chi Thanh and Van Tien Dung. Al-

though official Vietnamese histories, echoed by some Western studies, 

view the aim of these offensives as striking a political and psychological 

blow to the United States and its foreign policy, Hanoi’s actual objective 

was to present Washington with a fait accompli by toppling the Saigon 

regime through a mass insurrection sparked by coordinated attacks aimed 

at urban centers. Le Duan, who remained wary of negotiations, relied on 

this controversial strategy to win the war rather than compromise for 
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peace. Victory, however, eluded Le Duan and his generals as mass insur-

rection failed to materialize each time. Instead, the large- scale offensives 

exacted enormous casualties on the Vietnamese revolution. Nonetheless, 

Le Duan continued to seek his elusive goal of toppling the unstable Saigon 

regime, despite opposition from Ho, Giap, and the military brass who con-

sidered the GO- GU a reckless strategy.

 Le Duan’s war effort encountered not just military difficulties but also 

diplomatic ones as Nixon and Kissinger launched their triangular offen-

sive in the 1970s. The extant Vietnamese historical record reveals that the 

Nixon administration’s superpower diplomacy was far from ineffectual; on 

the contrary, it succeeded in squaring the Sino- Soviet- Vietnamese triangle. 

North Vietnamese leaders felt powerless in the face of Sino- American rap-

prochement and Soviet- American détente, and they allowed the realign-

ment in great- power relations to affect their war in Indochina. Although 

both allies continued to provide military and economic aid to North Viet-

nam, DRV leaders viewed this aid as a holdover from Sino- Soviet compe-

tition for Hanoi’s favor that would soon be replaced by the communist 

powers’ rivalry for Washington’s good graces. In other words, Le Duan per-

ceived that the great powers were prepared to betray the Vietnamese revo-

lution in 1972 as they had previously in 1954. He and his comrades acted 

on this perception by stiffening their resolve in Paris and by planning a 

military offensive. Furious with their allies, VWP leaders timed their 1972 

coordinated attacks to take place in the midst of Nixon’s historic visits to 

China and the Soviet Union. However, as Vietnamese forces struggled to 

hold on to their initial victories in the South, which required greater Soviet 

and Chinese diplomatic support and military aid, Beijing and Moscow be-

trayed Hanoi. The allies issued hollow condemnations of Nixon’s bomb-

ing and mining campaigns, equipped Hanoi with assistance to defend the 

DRV but not to attack the RVN, and, most important, did Nixon’s bidding 

by pressuring the North Vietnamese to abandon their offensive and return 

to the negotiating table.

 Despite immense allied pressure to end the fighting and to accept 

American terms in Paris, Hanoi was able to blunt great- power machina-

tions with its small- power diplomacy. The key to Hanoi’s ultimate suc-

cess in the war lay not in launching general offensives or even winning 

hearts and minds in South Vietnam; rather, it resided with its world re-

lations campaign aimed at procuring the support of antiwar movements 

around the world. Hanoi’s enemies, however, were not idle. While Saigon 

reached out to conservative neighboring regimes that shared the goal of 
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suppressing revolutionary change in the region with the onset of Ameri-

can withdrawal, Washington aimed for a balance of power in international 

relations though détente with the Soviet Union and China. The Vietnam 

War, however, witnessed the pinnacle of power enjoyed by the revolution-

ary Third World on the international stage, and Vietnamese communist 

diplomacy during the war constituted the key catalyst to this “diplomatic 

revolution.” Hanoi tapped into a revolutionary network of relations that 

managed to bridge the Global South with the progressive segments of the 

West. In the end, Hanoi’s radical relations—fueled by the global antiwar 

movement taking place in the streets of Washington and Paris, Havana 

and Algiers, and even New Delhi and Tehran—as well as its shrewd small- 

power diplomacy, managed to blunt not only Saigon’s regional relations 

but also, and more important, Washington’s superpower diplomacy. This 

is perhaps the greatest legacy of Hanoi’s war.

 Vietnamese leaders were thus anything but puppets or passive players 

in the war for peace; they shaped American actions in Vietnam as well as 

the global Cold War order. As Le Duan and Le Duc Tho thwarted Nixon’s 

objective of “peace with honor” and frustrated his superpower designs, 

Nguyen Van Thieu prolonged American withdrawal from his country and 

laid bare the problems with the Nixon Doctrine. Although Washington 

possessed its own internal and geostrategic reasons to intervene and stay 

in the Vietnamese conflict, it was leaders in Hanoi and Saigon who dic-

tated the nature and pace of U.S. intervention. Domestic and Cold War 

pressures indeed played significant roles throughout American involve-

ment in Vietnam, but Vietnamese elite actors created the context in which 

U.S. leaders operated. Hanoi and Saigon were not only active agents in 

their own destinies, but they also heavily influenced the terms of American 

intervention and ultimately the outcome of their war.

 Viewing war from the perspectives of the “other” side is necessary in the 

exploration of our past; it is also essential to understanding our present. 

Failing to do so for the Vietnam War has led to a faulty understanding of 

the enemy’s war as well as America’s. The history of Washington’s violent 

confrontation with the Third World during the Cold War demonstrates 

that there were undeniable losers; however, the history of Hanoi’s war for 

peace reveals that there were no clear- cut victors, either. Instead, the dark 

side of victory in the Vietnam War is that leaders ensured peace could only 

be won through the barrel of a gun.
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